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Precision Condensers

SEE THE AMAZING
MAZDA VALVES
at OLYMPIA
on the Ediswan stand
NEW 1929 RANGE

POWER for your Valves
from the Mains

ATLAS
Battery Unit
Prices from
WRITE FOR

H. CLARKE & CO. LTD., OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

LOW IN PRICE—EFFICIENT IN PERFORMANCE

THE RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
YOU HAVE WAITED FOR

GIVES PERFECT RADIO & GRAMOPHONE MUSIC ON ONE INSTRUMENT
FOR BATTERY OR MAINS OPERATION

THE CRAIGWEIL RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

Write for particulars: The British Radio Gramophone Co. Ltd., 77 City Road, London E&I

SOME BATTERIES

may be good, others may be better, but the best is undoubtedly

"BEAM"

position of "Beam" batteries consists of highly reliable elements which combine a perfectly steady flow of current over long periods, thereby enabling you to listen to stations without the disturbing effects of ground noises. Your dealer cannot supply, order direct.

EW AND IMPROVED BEAM CONE UNIT

the Unit which reproduces without loss of tonal quality and with extra purity and volume all that your set receives. Every "Beam" Unit carries a 12 months' guarantee.

"Beam" components and accessories are of first-class technical design and construction.

Beam Ltd.

WESTON
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

Pioneers since 1888
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LOW TENSION

supply from the mains is achieved with the Mullard P.M. Filament Transformer. Use it with the Mullard indirectly heated A.C. valves and be dependent no longer on batteries as a foundation for your radio entertainment.

Below are suitable types for varying voltages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Suitable for A.C. Mains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>100–106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>107–114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>200–214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>215–228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>219–245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>246–260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRICE 32s. 6d.

Mullard MASTER • RADIO

HIGH TENSION

current must be steady and un-failing. To this end there has been designed the Mullard P.M. H.T. Supply Unit—a component that effectively dispenses with batteries for ever. Here is a performance table that puts down what you are buying in black and white:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Current from all tappings</th>
<th>Approx. Voltage available of tapping 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 milliamperes.</td>
<td>180 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
<td>150 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 &quot;</td>
<td>125 v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 &quot;</td>
<td>100 v.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tapping recommended for

1. Detector Valve.
2. H.F. Valves.
3. L.F. Valves (other than last valve).
4. Last Valve (Super power type).

Approx. Voltage available.

1. 40–60 v.
2. 60–90 v.
3. 90–100 v.
4. 150 v.

PRICE £5 5s. 0d.
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HERE is one of the greatest achievements in the history of the Radio—a loud speaker that reproduces the broadcast in your home exactly as it is played in the studio. It omits nothing! It invents nothing! It finds notes that other loud speakers miss. It reveals instruments you've never heard by Radio before. It is the new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker.

The greatest of many Brown triumphs, this wonderful new loud speaker owes its superior performance to two entirely new features of design—the new "Vee" Movement and the new Duplex Cone. In no other loud speaker will you find them. That is why from no other loud speaker will you get a tone so sweet and so mellow—a volume so rich and so full. Only the Brown Duplex Loud Speaker "re-creates the living artiste." Ask any Wireless Dealer.

IN THREE MODELS:
Mahogany or Oak,
Design as illustrated,
Model V10 - £5 10 0
Model V12 - £7 10 0
Model V15 - £12 10 0
Also obtainable by easy payments, ask your Dealer for particulars.

Brown

DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKER

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The rich mellow tones of an aged violin—the delicate touch of a master violinist can be reproduced with amazing fidelity if your set includes Telsen Transformers, the Transformers that cover the whole of the musical range.

Entirely British and the right jobs at the right price.

"Radiogram" Model  "Ace" Model
12/6  8/6
Ratios 5-1  and 3-1
Ratios 5-1  and 3-1
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13 Electrical Instruments in 1

The "AVOMETER"
MEASURES
AMPS, VOLTS and OHMS
without calculation of any kind.
NO EXTERNAL SHUNTS OR MULTIPLIERS.

The 13 ranges of the "AVOMETER"
are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
0-12 \text{ Milliamperes} & \quad \text{Amp.} \\
0-120 \text{ Milliamperes} & \\
0-1 \text{ Ampere} & \\
0-12 \text{ Ampere} & \\
0-120 \text{ Millivolts} & \quad \text{Volts} \\
0-12 \text{ Volts} & \\
0-120 \text{ Volts} & \\
0-1000 \text{ Ohms} & \quad \text{Ohms} \\
0-10,000 \text{ Ohms} & \\
0-100,000 \text{ Ohms} & \\
0-1 \text{ Megohm} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

BRITISH THROUGHOUT.

No printing matter can possibly convey the numerous uses to which this Instrument can be put. One of the largest firms in the world informs us that "THE VALUE OF THE 'AVOMETER' CANNOT POSSIBLY BE APPRECIATED UNTIL IT IS IN ACTUAL USE." This concern has purchased over 80 "AVOMETERS", and is still ordering.

Price - - £8 8 0
Deferred Payments Arranged.

The "DOUGLAS"
Automatic Coil Winder
(PATENTED IN ALL COUNTRIES)
(Hand-driven).

It is a high class Machine designed to meet the requirements of small Manufacturers, Repairers, etc.

It winds perfect coils of any shape from \( \frac{1}{2} \)" to 5" in length and up to 4" in diameter, with any gauge wire from 48 to 22 s.w.g., at a maximum speed of 3,000 r.p.m.

The setting or changing over from one job to another, irrespective of the size of wire or shape of bobbin, occupies less than half a minute.

SEE A DEMONSTRATION
STAND No. 220 GALLERY
(Opposite Exhibitors' Club).

The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
WINDER HOUSE, ROCHESTER ROW, S.W.1.

Phone: VICTORIA 4350.
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The BLUE SPOT chassis for the BLUE SPOT unit

It is logical to assume that you get the finest results from your set when your loudspeaker is made up from a Blue Spot unit and chassis...

The Blue Spot unit is acknowledged to be the finest speaker unit produced, while the Blue Spot chassis has been specially designed for the unit.

The two working in conjunction represent loudspeaker performance of the highest order.

Price of the Blue Spot Major Chassis complete with 13" cone - 15/-
Price of the Blue Spot Minor Chassis complete with 9½" cone - 12/6

Obtainable from all wireless retailers. Five minutes to fix unit to chassis, no constructional difficulties.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1
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**After Many Months of Toil—Music-Speech Like Moving Coil.**

**BRITISH MADE**

**THE KUKOO**

**GIVES MOVING COIL RESULTS**

**THIS AMAZING FOUR POLE UNIT STANDS SUPREME**

For faithful reproduction over all transmitted frequencies

Even the most expensive MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS do not excel this most excellent 4 pole unit in quality of reproduction.

Designed to reach the extreme frequencies, the KUKOO fully merits the unstinted and unsolicited praise bestowed upon it by numerous radio experts and music critics. Their trained ears have fully grasped its outstanding tonal qualities.

With each unit detailed instructions are given for making cones of diameters varying from 6 ins. to 12 ins., so that a novice can produce a complete Speaker in an hour.

Kukoo Chassis complete with Cone shortly available. Write for particulars.

**Sole Manufacturers and Patentees:**

**THE SHEFFIELD MAGNET CO., SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND**

Cables and Telegrams: Magnet 28066 Sheffield. Telephone: 28066 Sheffield.

---

**A WIRELESS BATTERY THAT LEAVES NOTHING TO BE DESIRED!**

The battery that gives real satisfaction to its owner is the one that gives consistent efficiency in service. The Tudor Battery has every claim to such a reputation—it has everything that a good wireless battery should have.

There are charge indicators, for convenience and safety—thick plates and wood separators, for long life and robustness — non-corrosive terminals with vaseline chambers—clear glass containers — big ebonite filling plugs—and now an all-metal carrier.

All these advantages, however, mean only a very slight increase in price. Ask your local dealer to show you a Tudor Battery and examine it carefully. Look for the ingenious indicators which tell you how much current you have left and when recharging becomes necessary. You can take a Tudor Battery home and realise that you have in it, a perfect piece of workmanship—a compliment to your set.

**10 Volt HIGH TENSION UNITS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 1</td>
<td>2,750 Milliams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 2</td>
<td>5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 4</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COUPON.**

Please send me full particulars of Tudor Wireless Accumulators.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
2, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

**Tudor ACCUMULATORS**

27/9 Complete.
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PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION

Push-Pull amplification, with moderate H.T. Voltages enables you to handle considerable volume in the output stage without distortion.

In this system the output of the receiver is divided between two valves, or a multiple of two. The product is combined by means of a Push-Pull output transformer and fed to the speaker. A greatly enhanced grid swing is thus permissible and a correspondingly louder signal can be handled without the harshness or "chatter" due to overloaded valves.

A descriptive leaflet, Wb 412, gives full particulars, Transformer details and circuit. It should be in the hands of everyone interested in the combination of ample volume and quality reproduction. Ask your dealer or write direct.

FERRANTI

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
Get the Best from your Set—only the GROSVENOR can do it

The Battery with the New Vitalising Element

The wonderful new Vitalising Element ensures continuous and satisfactory service. No other battery can give you the same service. It's the new Vitalising Element unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by all the Leading Set Makers after the most exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED to be the best.

66 v. from 7/6
99 v. from 11/6

THE GROSVENOR BATTERY Co., Ltd.,
23, White Street, Moorgate, LONDON, E.C.2.
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SET BUILDERS!

use Lotus components for easy assembling!

Draw the curtains and gather round the table. Now's the time to try your hand at building some of the new radio sets with Lotus components. You'll enjoy the trouble-free building, the easy slipping together of these well-made units. Each is a masterpiece of mechanical perfection, strong, neat and accurate. Instead of buying a number of varying makes of components, choose all yours from the Lotus range. Lotus components are made to work together in harmony, and they ensure easy assembling and the achievement of all that the designer claims.

Lotus H.F. Choke, 5/6d.
Lotus L.F. Intervale transformer, 12/6d.
Lotus L.F. Power Choke, 15/-.
Lotus Logarithmic condensers in all capacities from 5/-.
Lotus All Mains Unit, £7/7/-.
Lotus Power Transformer, £1/15/-.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LOTUS WORKS, LIVERPOOL.
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Buy Batteries That Eliminate Waste!

Special precautions are taken with all Van Raden batteries to eliminate every source of electrical leakage—this is a long-standing Van Raden feature which will be readily appreciated by every radio enthusiast.

Van Raden Batteries mean resistance to all the forces that tend to hammer the life out of a battery. Here is a novel glass container having protruding ridges. Metal carrying handles are provided without extra cost. Fitted with rubber glands to prevent corrosion of terminals.

G.W.3  -  9/-
G.W.4  -  11/-
G.W.5  -  18/-
4½, 6½, and 8½-hour capacities.

N.W. Type. A light, compact cylindrical container, of a definite hard-wearing pattern, specially selected grooved wood separators, non-corrosive acid-proof terminals, fitted with grey caps filled with vaseline, a long-standing Van Raden practice.

N.W.22  -  9½/-
N.W.23  -  11½/-
N.W.24  -  14½/-
N.W.25  -  16½/-
N.W.26  -  17½/-
4½, 6½, 8½, and 12-hour capacities.

Type W.Z.10. 10-volt

A remarkable H.T. Battery, specially recommended for sets with more than 10 milliamperes consumption.

W.Z.10 6/6 5,000 capacity in milliamperes hours (on slow discharge).

To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

Please send me, free, copies of the new Lotus booklets and instructions how to build the Lotus S.G.P. Set.

Name .................................................................
Address .............................................................

W.W. 2nd October 1920.
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The Receiver for the new B.B.C. Regional Scheme... which will put old Sets out of date

**Entirely Self Contained**

Everything is contained within the handsome oak cabinet—set, loud speaker, batteries and accumulator, away out of sight! Or, if you prefer it, you can build the \textit{B}rown Receiver without the loud speaker. Either model is a Set for ahead of previous home-built Receivers.

Pay as you listen!

Any of the types of the \textit{B}rown Receiver can be obtained for a small first payment—and the balance in easy monthly instalments while you listen. Ask your Wireless Dealer for folder, "Why you should build the \textit{B}rown Receiver," which gives full details of our simple "pay as you listen" setytem.

**Selective** is the great Radio need of to-day. The forthcoming B.B.C. Regional Scheme will soon put old Sets out of date. Higher powered British Stations will make reception of foreign programmes more difficult than ever. That is why you need the \textit{B}rown Receiver—a wonderful new Set that smashes all previous ideas of Radio home construction. The \textit{B}rown Receiver sets new standards in selectivity. With it you can cut out your local station at will and take your choice of at least twenty foreign programmes any evening. And you can build it yourself—even if you've never made a Set before—a handsome Receiver, in rich oak cabinet—one that you'll be proud to own. Finally the \textit{B}rown Receiver has a purer tone and a greater volume than any previous home-built Set. Prove our claims for yourself—at your Wireless Dealer's!

**For Every Operation**

Type A, as illustrated above, includes loud speaker already assembled and tested in cabinet. Type B is similar to Type A, but without loud speaker. Each model has space for batteries and accumulator. Kit of parts, less valves, batteries and accumulator, but including coils for 200-550 metres:—Type A—£12; Type B—£9.

**All Electric Models**

Either model of the \textit{B}rown Receiver can be built for operation from either A.C. or D.C. electric light mains. Type A.M. includes loud speaker; Type B.M. has no speaker. Kit of parts, less valves, batteries and accumulator, but including coils for 200-550 metres:—Type A.M.—£20; Type B.M.—£17.

**SEE IT AT YOUR DEALER'S TO-DAY**

DONOTONE
THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER.

The unanimous opinion of all who visited our Stands at the Radio Show was that the Donotone with its tuned gongs was the most wonderful reproducer that they had ever heard.

Did YOU hear it?

Demonstrations daily.

Price from 5 Gns.

DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKERS
(Dept. C.),
40, Furnival Street, Holborn, E.C.4.
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 0523.

Ask for
EDISWAN
VACUUM RESISTANCES.

EDISWAN GLASS-ENCLOSED VACUUM RESISTANCES.
(Grid Leak or Anode)

Ediswan are the only British made resistances of this type on the market. All resistances are thoroughly tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely accurate and noiseless in operation. Obtainable in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Overall length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE CONDENSERS.
These condensers are ideal for the man who likes to experiment. In a second, you can pull one out of the clips and put in another of a different value. They are made in values from .0001 mfd. to .001 mfd. Overall length, 45 mm.

For the best results

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED,
INCORPORATING THE WIRING SUPPLIES, LIGHTING ENGINEERING, REFRIGERATION AND RADIO BUSINESS OF THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO. LTD.
BRANCHES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
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VARLEY
— NOW TAKE THE LEAD IN
L·F INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMERS

You have only to look at these curves to see that for yourself. They show what
the curves of no other transformer can show—perfect amplification of the deep
bass notes, together with constant response at all frequencies from 50 to 5,000
cycles. After all it was only to be expected, for in the early days of broadcasting
the coils for most of the well-known transformers were wound by Varley. Then
after months of research came our success with the nickel iron alloy core, and
to-day we are able to market at an amazingly low price two L·F. Intervalve
Transformers whose performance is second to none.

Curve "A" is that of Nicore 1, used in the ordinary transformer arrangement,
showing an amplification of the order of 80 between 100 and 5,000 cycles and
over 60 at 50 cycles.

Curve "B" is that of Nicore 1 used in the resistance feed auto-transformer
arrangement, showing an amplification of 60 and a perfectly straight line
between 50 and 5,000 cycles.

No attempt has been made to retain inaudible side-band frequencies; the
discerning public will not be slow to realise that our efforts have produced curves
which are—like everything else connected with Varley—perfectly straight.

Nicore 1 is housed in an attractive bakelite case, with convenient terminals and soldering tags.

Write for Section D of the Varley Catalogue.

NICORE 1 (List No. D.P.1) PRICE £1:0:0
Ratio 4:1
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Buy a guaranteed Accumulator

Every P. & R. Accumulator is sold with a six months' guarantee. Yet P. & R's cost no more than ordinary batteries.

Consider the Peto & Radford P.G.5. It is a 2-volt battery of 20 ampere hours actual capacity—price 9/-. It embodies these features. Plates are sturdy and held in place by glass keyways in the box. Paste is kept in by interlocking grids. Terminals have acid-proof glands and cannot be reversed. The lid is of crack-proof Dagenite, hermetically sealed at the edges. And, as we said above, it is guaranteed for six months.

This same battery is made with indicating floats—our patent which tells you whether the cell is charged, half-charged or run down—for only 2½/ extra.

Send for particulars of these and other P. & R. batteries (H.T. included) to

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland Street,
LONDON, W.1.

(Telephone: Langham 1773)

GLASGOW

P and R

PETO & RADFORD
ACCUMULATORS
The beginning and the end in POWER

W.T.4

The announcement is issued by
The National Accumulator Co., Ltd.
At Olympia—

The REPUTATION of Osram Valves

with the "TENACIOUS COATING"

soared higher than ever

A BAD Filament WITHOUT "TENACIOUS COATING"

Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph showing part of the filament of a badly coated valve before use, showing a serious gap in the coating. A gap such as this starts the valve off in its life with a poor performance. The valve then prematurely fails.

WRITE for booklet "OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929 edition) giving full particulars of the full range of OSRAM VALVES with the "TENACIOUS COATING." Also helpful wireless information of importance to every listener. Sent post free.

A GOOD Filament WITH "TENACIOUS COATING"

This reproduction shows the coating typical of all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute evenness of the coating. There are no gaps, the coating clings, so that the full benefit of the coating is maintained. The secret is the startling discovery of the scientific process of "TENACIOUS COATING."

MADE IN ENGLAND

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS
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The "DIAMOND OF OLYMPIA"

**The R.G.D. Magnetic**

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up, as used in the R.G.D. Radiogramophone. No record wear, perfect tracking, a scientific instrument specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction.

**STAND 292**

Pick Up

In oxidised SILVER

£3 - 3 - 0.

In bronze

£3 - 0 - 0

Literature on application

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

---

**LISENIN**

**POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS**

(Registered)

Scientifically constructed, both electrically and mechanically, they hold the wire, but grip the flex covering. All stresses and strains are removed from the conductors, and once a connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.

Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive leaflet "W.W." Post free, of course.

**POSITIVE GRIP PIN END**

A new-comer. 2d. each.

**POSITIVE GRIP STANDARD WANDER PLUG.**

Ideal for portable sets and where space is limited. Various colours. Price 2d. each.

**POSITIVE GRIP SPADE END.**

Acid proof contacts at all times. Price 3d. each.

We have moved to larger premises. Note new address:

**THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.,**
5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Bucks.

Phone: S. 652  T. Address: POSGRIP SLOUGH

Look for the Lisenin Show Case on your Radio Dealer's Counter.

---
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Please Accept a Free Copy of "Inside Knowledge" from your Dealer

"INSIDE KNOWLEDGE"

by

Mr. Full O'Power

is a book of reference which should be in the possession of every owner of a wireless set, for it is not merely interesting, but definitely useful and instructive.

In simple language it tells you what you want to know about H.T. Batteries and offers expert advice on their choice, care and upkeep.

Ask your Dealer for a Free Copy.

SIEMENS RADIO BATTERIES

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO. LTD.
WOOLWICH, S.E. 18

PRICES:

POPULAR TYPE
No. 1200. 60 volts - 8/-
No. 1202. 100 volts - 13/-

POWER TYPE
No. 1204. Power 60 volts 13/6
No. 1206. Power 100 volts 22/6

GRID BIAS
No. G3. 9 volts - 1/6
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TANNOY
A.C MAINS
SUPPLY UNITS
FOR H.T AND L.T
FROM £2.7.6

Also
COMBINED UNITS
Type HL2. H.T.—120 v. (Ten tappings)
L.T.—2, 4 or 6 volts @ 5 amp. max. £5.12.6
Type HL1. H.T.—150 v. (Ten tappings)
L.T.—2, 4 or 6 volts @ 5 amp. max. £6.10.0
Type HL8. H.T.—200 v. (Ten tappings)
L.T.—2, 4 or 6 volts @ 5 amp. max. £8.10.0
7½ extra for 1 amp. L.T. output.

TULSEMER MANUFACTURING CO.,
Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27.
Telephone: Stratford 6734.

STAND NO 276
OPPOSITE THE LIFT (upstairs)

Triple Honeycomb Coils
First in 1923 and Still Leading
The standard by which all inductance coils are measured
Write for Leaflet No. U.297

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co.Ltd.
Works BEDFORD

Stands Nos. 161 & 162
OLYMPIA
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for those who prefer to build their own cabinets

TO many Radio enthusiasts the price of the 'Lion' quality of reproduction is a difficulty, especially when it is purchased enclosed in an Amplion cabinet. Others, to whom the price does not present any obstacle, have their own ideas as to how they desire to mount it. Perhaps they desire to make a cabinet for themselves to their own design.

To all these we offer the 'Lion' chassis. These are 'Lion' Speakers, produced, tested and passed at our Slough works in the ordinary way. They are complete in every part, ready for attachment to your Radio Set. We sell a large number of these Chassis, mostly to the more technical type of wireless listener, who make, or assemble, their own sets.

For the general public we house the two sizes of 'Lion' chassis in handsome oak or mahogany Cabinets, and these are sold at prices ranging from £8 to £16.

GRAHAM AMPLION LTD. Works: SLOUGH
LONDON: 25 26, SAVILE ROW, W.1
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ALL POSITION C.A.V. NON-SPILLABLE

It is only natural that the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery should have its imitators. It is a compliment that reflects the marvellous success of a battery already standardised in many popular portable sets, and which is invariably recommended in the constructional articles of the Wireless Press.

The preparation of the special C.A.V. Jelly Acid, remains the secret of our chemists, however, and is not to be found in any other battery. Its use in conjunction with the special container provides a battery which is the lightest and most compact obtainable. It gives maximum capacity in any position, and is absolutely unspillable.

It is the battery for your portable set.

We are exhibiting at
The National Radio Exhibition
OLYMPIA (NEW HALL)
Stand No. 120

The Original Jelly Acid Battery.

We are introducing this Season an entirely new and original range of H.T. Accumulators. Do not commit yourself until you have inspected these at the Radio Exhibition. We shall be showing a full range of this new H.T., suitable for all classes of Receivers, also the ever popular C.A.V. L.T. types in celluloid and glass.

The Perfect Battery for all Portables

3 WEEKS ATLANTIC TEST

PROVES EFFICIENCY OF THE NEW "EDDYSTONE" SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER

OXFORD UNIVERSITY EXPLORATION EXHIBITION TO BRITISH GUIANA, SOUTH AMERICA. FIND "EDDYSTONE" SCIENTIFIC FOUR RECEIVER GIVES REMARKABLE RESULTS.

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION OLYMPIA

STAND NO. 109

One of our standard receivers was selected by the O.U.E.E. as being the most suitable for their requirements. The wisdom of this choice has been amply proved by the results obtained. Excellent Loud Speaker reception of 4SW, Chelmsford, PCJ, Holland, and four or five North American Broadcast S.W. stations was received during the whole of their three weeks' journey. At no time were they nearer than 2,500 miles to North America and the maximum distance from 4SW was 4,300 miles. In addition, many stations on the normal broadcast bands were also well received. And now, although in a remote part of British Guiana, under adverse conditions and practically on the Equator, they are still in constant touch with all the English and American short-wave programmes.

If you would know more about this remarkable receiver, send for full details.

PRICE £2.7

STRATTON & Co. Ltd., Bromsgrove St., BIRMINGHAM
LONDON SERVICE DEPOT
WEBB'S RADIO ELECTRIC STORES, 164, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2
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Now for the Continent

Switch on...

to London and listen to the quick-fire patter of the cockney Comedian. Then to Paris and hear the gorgeous massed orchestra. But for the true lilting music of the Spanish dance you must go to Spain. So—a turn of the dial of the Pentovox Three and you are there, with the rhythmical click of the instruments in your ear. Everything comes easily to the Pentovox Three.

The Pentovox Three

No hesitation about singling out the station you want! No intrusion between you and the artists. And the price? The lowest of any Screened Grid Three on the market. Easy monthly payments if you wish.

TEN POUNDS
including valves and royalties.

Ask your Wireless Dealer about the comprehensive Bowyer-Lowe range of Sets and Components, or write to Headquarters for illustrated literature.

The Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.

In Association with Recordaphones Ltd.

London Showrooms:
ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

Head Office and Works:
RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
Dubilier and his Band

make grand reception grander!

Four members of the famous Dubilier Band. Individually their performance is supreme—in co-operation they are perfect.

PAPER CONDENSERS

- 1/1 to 1  each 2/-
- 125 and 2  each 2/3
- 25 and 3  each 2/5
- 4 and 5  each 2/6
- 5  .  each 3/6

Prices of higher values on application.

MICA CONDENSERS

- Type B10 & B20
  - 10000 to 8000  ...  2 6
  - 8000 to 1000  ...  3
  - 1000 to 500  ...  3 6

MICA CONDENSER

- Type B775
  - 1  .  4 7
  - 3  .  3 7
  - Intermediate Capacities at proportionate prices.

Prices of higher values on application.

If unobtainable from your dealer, write direct to us, giving his name and address.

Dubilier Fixed Condensers

Free for the asking—'A Bit about a Battery.' There's a copy for you at your dealer's.


WATES THREE-METER
VOLT-AMP
RADIO TEST METER

PANEL MOUNTING MODEL

The meter fits on to the panel below which is placed a bakelite disc fitted with sockets and plugs. A neat Ivorine instruction plate fits above this, detailing the exact location of the plugs, which are merely re-arranged in the coloured sockets to obtain the various readings on the three scales. This model is extremely ingenious and presents unrivalled possibilities to all set owners who have long felt the need of a '3 in 1' meter for panel mounting purposes. Meter finished in highly polished nickel. Supplied complete with plugs, sockets and discs, drilling dimensions and fitting instructions. Obtainable direct from Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and all Radio dealers.

Illustration shows meter and discs in position on piece of ebonite. Note pleasing appearance of fitting.

Readings:

- 0-150 Volts
- 0-30 milliamps
- 0-6 Volts

Res. 5,000 Ohms

Fully guaranteed.

Price 1 3 9.
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The Standard Wet Battery Co., (Dept. W.W.), 186-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
£180 in £3 Notes

GIVEN AWAY

NEXT WEEK

OCTOBER 7th-12th.

to purchasers of EVER READY Lamps and Batteries. The Ever Ready man will visit Hardware, Electrical, Photographic Stores and Garages, etc., where special displays of Ever Ready goods are made.

Brilliant illumination at the touch of a switch is provided by an EVER READY SPOT-LIGHT, ready for every emergency in the dark Winter nights.

EVER READY WIRELESS BATTERIES ensure clear, powerful reception, and give the best service at least cost.

Buy an EVER READY Lamp or Battery, you may be one of the lucky ones and receive £3 notes.

PORTABLE SPOTLIGHTS

EVER READY

Britain's Best Batteries

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35' - each for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

ON VIEW STAND 292

SPECIAL INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS 15/- EACH.

Special Quotations for Gramophone Radio and Public Address Smoothing Chokes on application.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1409.
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B’ham."

THE ELIMINATOR

FOR USE IN PORTABLE SETS

ELLISON
GUARANTEED ELIMINATOR

JUST THE SIZE OF AN H.T. BATTERY

SEE THIS ELIMINATOR AT OLYMPIA, STANDS 250, 251, 274, 275, G242-245.

A.C. MODEL any voltage from 100-230v.
2 Tappings .... £6-0-0
D.C. MODEL any voltage from 100-230v.
2 Tappings .... £2-10-0

Phone ELLISON MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. 4680
DRAGON WORKS - - - HARROGATE

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
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The R.G.D. Radiogramophone.
An entirely new six-valve instrument giving the highest possible quality for both radio and record, with ample volume, incorporating the latest design of moving coil speaker, operates entirely from electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C. 200 volts or over. £75. 0. 0 in oak. £80. Mahogany.

Stand 292
Wireless Exhibition, Olympia.

Literature on application.

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

YOUR "D.C.," SIR,
IS ON STAND 13/14—
Important developments in

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS

The construction of high-tension eliminators is now greatly simplified and cheapened by the introduction of the new units H.T.3 and H.T.4.

The prices of the H.T.1 and H.T.2 models are reduced.

Complete range of units suitable for any type of eliminator or charger will be on view.

For those who intend to buy a ready-made mains unit, we have a selection on show of those made by the leading radio manufacturers.

The Westinghouse Brake
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road,
King's Cross, London, N.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The VERDICT of Olympia
GECophone
A great Success

1929-30 MODELS
ALL-ELECTRIC RECEIVERS
ALL-ELECTRIC & BATTERY PORTABLES
BATTERY RECEIVERS - LOUD SPEAKERS
H.T. POWER UNITS - ALL-ELECTRIC AMPLIFIERS


WRITE for Brochure B.C. 5201 which gives full particulars of all GECophone Receivers, Loud Speakers, etc. SENT POST FREE on REQUEST.
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Two wells, equal in diameter, their water content at the same level... but one is deeper. One could still be drawn upon long after the other had been exhausted.

So the new Dubilier H.T. Battery differs from all the good makes in having a materially longer working life. No other battery of equal size lasts so long.

Prove this for yourself. Use a Dubilier H.T. Battery in your set now.

"A Bit about a Batter" is an interesting booklet which you can obtain free from your dealer.

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 v.</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 v.</td>
<td>with G.B. Tapings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 v.</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 v.</td>
<td>7/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 v.</td>
<td>12/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPREME (Treble Capacity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 v.</td>
<td>13/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 v.</td>
<td>14/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 v.</td>
<td>22/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"C.Q. C.Q. C.Q.... F.I. What does it all mean? Anyway it's Morse—Listen! Here it is again—the Eiffel Tower—Paris! Wonderful." Yes, it was wonderful in the old days—on a single valve too—with an "R" Valve at that. How Morse can worry us to-day—but then, with our first cumbersome "multi-\-dial" receiver, what a thrill that splutter of sound gave us. Couldn't understand it, but still it was "wireless."

Even then T.C.C. Condensers were used in the truly wonderful gear of that time. T.C.C. Condensers have always been used where precision and accuracy matter. Take the tip of the old hands in radio—use T.C.C. and be safe.

Here is illustrated one of the many patterns, it is the 2 MF. Paper Condenser. Price 3s. 9d. Other capacities from .005 to 10 mfd.

T.C.C. Condensers

Were Used Then

T.C.C. Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3
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A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS
INSTANTANEOUS APPROVAL OF

Burton
1929
INTRODUCTIONS

THE ECLIPSE
OF OLYMPIA

If you were unable to visit Olympia—visit your Dealer now—ask him to show you the complete range of Burton Components, that took Olympia by storm! You will marvel at the standard of perfection attained in Burton Components. Compare the prices with others—you will then instantly agree that others are rare that can possibly compare with Burton Components.

SEE THE
Burton EMPIRE 3-VALVE SETS!
Battery and All Mains Models Built by Burton.

WITH FULL DETAILS OF
the complete range of Burton Components, including H.F. Chokes, Transformers, Drum Drive Condensers, Anti-Capacity Switches, a new range of Metal End Plate Condensers, Six Pin Cases, Indicating Terminals, Vernier Dials, Reaction Condensers, Base Board Resistors, Panel Rheostats, Valve Holders, Metal Cabinets, Contact Switches, etc.

The effect of placing Polar Condensers behind your panel is equivalent to turning the world round the way you want it.
The combination of Slow Motion and Direct Drive, as fitted to Polar Condensers, is the surest method of quickly bringing in those evasive stations.

**Polar 'Ideal' Condensers**

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Works: Polar Works, Old Swan, Liverpool.

**PRICES OF THE POLAR “IDEAL”**

- 0.005 - - 12.6
- 0.0035 - - 12.3
- 0.003 - - 12-

The Polar Range includes a condenser for every purpose.

Write for the New Polar Catalogue (W), in which the full range is illustrated and described.

**Tungar Battery Charger**

NEW MODELS LOWER PRICES

- New 12 amp. 75 volt Public Garage type
- New 6 amp. 75 volt Public Garage type
- 5 amps. Full Wave type for charging Car Starter Batteries
- New High and Low Tension Radio type
- New High and Low Tension Radio type
- New High and Low Tension Radio type

Write for Illustrated Folder giving full particulars and prices of complete range

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
TUNGAR DEPT., 1a, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., W.1.
**The Wireless World OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION**

**DIRECTIONS AND RULES.**

1. Enter on the form, in the spaces provided, the names of the manufacturers and the official description of what you consider the best apparatus at the Show, based on a consideration of value at the price asked.

2. Write your name and address clearly and in ink on the entry form in the space provided, and post the completed entry form not later than Monday, October 7th, to: The Competition Editor, The Wireless World, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.*

3. The prizes will be awarded to the competitors who correctly forecast the outstanding single exhibit (No. 8 below), as decided by the majority of votes, and have also the largest number of correct forecasts in the other classes of apparatus.

4. No correspondence can be entered into in connection with the Competition, and the Editor will not be responsible for any entries lost in the post or otherwise. Only one entry form to be sent in by each competitor.

5. The decision of the Editor must be accepted as final on all questions arising out of this Competition.

**A FIRST PRIZE OF FIFTY POUNDS IN CASH**

*2nd.—A voucher for the purchase of apparatus to the value of £20 from firms exhibiting at the Olympia Show.*

FREE ENTRY FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>NAME OF MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Complete receiver of 5 valves or more, that is to say, receivers exclusive of loud speaker and batteries—unless these should happen to be incorporated as part of the receiver.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complete receivers of 4 valves or less, similarly defined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Batteries of all kinds, including accumulators for both high tension and low tension.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mains supply units, both D.C. and A.C., and including those which provide filament heating circuits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Loud speakers of all types.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Valves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Other apparatus not classified above, also amplifiers, components, parts such as transformers, condensers, tuning coils, resistances, etc., etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The outstanding single exhibit at the Show, irrespective of the class to which it belongs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I agree to accept the rules and declare that this is the only entry form that I have completed.

NAME (in Block Letters) ..........................................

FULL ADDRESS ..................................................

* Visitors to Olympia may place the completed form in one of the boxes provided at the Wireless World stands Nos. 38-39.
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Wonderful Response!

A recent advertiser in "The Wireless World" writes:—

"I should like to inform you of the wonderful response to my advertisement in 'The Wireless World.' I have received no less than 20 applications for the Ferranti and Marconi Transformers and most of the other goods have been sold."

W. H. Trevett,
50, High Street,
Erith, Kent.
W. W. 8.

"Astounding!"

The following extract is from the letter of a recent advertiser in the Miscellaneous Columns of "The Wireless World."

"My loud-speaker was sold on the evening of the same day on which the advertisement appeared.

Many thanks to your paper: it is wonderful. The number of replies to my advertisement was astounding."

Clarke Wood,
Common Side,
Skelton,
NOTTS.

How to sell a Portable!

For the sale or purchase of Portable or other Receivers use the Miscellaneous Columns of "The Wireless World." A recent advertiser writes as follows:

"I am very satisfied with the results obtained. The Portable set was sold the same day, and I had over twenty other replies, including prepaid Telegrams. I also had a large number of callers, and altogether am very pleased with the pulling powers of your valuable paper."

M. A. Frost,
54. Clerkenwell Road,

Use your camera!

NOW is the time of year when you can take pictures out-of-doors. If you would learn how to get the best results from your exposures and the greatest pleasure from your hobby—read "The Amateur Photographer" every week. It contains a mass of helpful and interesting information, together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs and free criticism of readers' prints.

EVERY WEDNESDAY 3d.

The Amateur Photographer
& Cinematographer
Incorporating "The New Photographer."

IIiffe & Sons Limited,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,
W. W. 37.

High Value!

"You will be pleased to learn that from my last advertisement in 'The Wireless World,' letters reached me from EGYPT, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA, and goods were sold to a person residing in MALTA. This undoubtedly proves the high value of your paper."

WILLIAM WINFIELD,
4. ARTHUR ST.,
HULL ROAD,
YORK.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
An Entirely New M-L Production:

For the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER
THE
D.C. to A.C. Converter

Stand 292 OLYMPIA

40 WATT Model
£13-0-0
85 WATT Model
£19-0-0

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your all ELECTRIC RECEIVER.
The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains. Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS our Speciality.

MAGNETO SYND. Ltd., Radio Dept.,
COVENTRY.

Telephone: 5001.
The World's greatest development in Dynamic Speaker Construction

AGAIN MAGNAVOX LEADS THE WAY

**Standard Models**
10½ in. Cones
No. 107 110 180v. D.C. £6.5.0
108 180 300v. D.C. £6.7.6
200 6 12v. D.C. £6
400 110v.50c. A.C. £5.0
405 200/240v.50c.
  A.C. £5.0

**Special Models**
7½ in. Cones
No. 105 110 180v. D.C. £5
108 180 300v. D.C. £6.7.6
200 6 12v. D.C. £6
400 110v.50c. A.C. £5.5.0
405 200/240v. 50c.
  A.C. £8.5.0

Again leads the way with the new X-CORE dynamics. The X-CORE insures perfect alignment of the inner and outer poles and a true concentric gap in which the moving coil may vibrate. The X-CORE is secured in engagement with the main core by means of a belt running directly through its centre.

The new special model with 7½ in. "LEXIDE" Cone is the World's finest Moving Coil Speaker, while the Standard model with 10½ in. "LEXIDE" Core heralds the greatest advance in dynamic power speaker construction.

Write for new eight-page folder

**THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, Ltd.**
24 Maddox Street, London, W.1

*Phone, MAYFAIR 6578/9*

---

**WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS**

Price

*By W. James.*

9/-

A book that deals very thoroughly with the design and operation of small power apparatus.

*By Post 9/-*

**ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,**
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

---

**X-CORE**

The World's greatest development in Dynamic Speaker Construction

STANDARD MODELS
10½ in. CONE
SPECIAL MODELS
7½ in. CONE

---

**RITHO**

Metal Cabinets

The illustration above is the Ritho Cabinet of the "W.W. Kit Set" described in "The Wireless World" of Sept. 16th.

Let Ritherdon's supply the cabinet for your set. "RITHO" Metal Cabinets are made by the most efficient metal working establishment in the country. Modern plant and modern methods enable Ritherdon's to supply the highest class of work at moderate prices.

**RITHERDON & CO., LTD.,**
METAL WORKERS,
NORTH BRIDGE MILLS,
BOLTON.
Tel. 1024.

---

**The Appearance of Your Wireless Set.**

Now you have finished building that set and are proud of it why not carry your pride a step further and enclose it in a "KABILOK" cabinet?

There is a "KABILOK" cabinet to suit every receiver Radio Gramophones, also core and moving coil loud speaker cabinets in oak or mahogany, beautifully finished in an extensive range of designs to suit your particular needs.

"KABILOK" cabinets are offered for the Holland Master Three and Master Five Portable.

A RECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY

Illustrated list sent free on request.

**W. & T. LOCK, Ltd.,**
ST. PETER'S WORKS,
BATH.

**STANDS**
202 - 203
OLYMPIA

---
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An entirely NEW MANUFACTURING PROCESS is employed in the construction of MAGNET Wireless Batteries. It gives a standard of battery performance hitherto non-existent and maintains smooth, effortless power for a greater length of time.

All MAGNET Batteries are fitted with super grip screw terminals.

H.T. BATTERIES with the NEW H.C. CELL.

"Magnet" WIRELESS BATTERIES

MADE IN ENGLAND

Sold by all Wireless Dealers

PRICES

STANDARD TAPPINGS

L.4920
60 volt .................. 9/6
L.4922
100 volt .................. 18/6

WITH GRID BIAS TAPPINGS

L.4921
60 volt .................. 11/-

SUPER CELL TYPE

L.4903
60 volt .................. 21/-

GRID BIAS BATTERIES

L.6996  9 volt  1/9
L.4903  16½ volt  3/6
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Better than ever!

More handsome, more powerful and more efficient than either of its famous predecessors — the wonderful 1930 Cossor Melody maker. It is fitted with one-dial control—turn only one knob to hear the programme you want. It has enormous range—it will bring you Radio from all the great broadcasting centres of Europe. Switch alters wavelength—no coils to change. Its two-tone blue lacquered cabinet with oxydised silver finished escutcheon give it a striking and attractive appearance never before seen in any British Radio Receiver.

A Wonderful Achievement

The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is the last word in Screened Grid Receivers. Because it uses the wonderful NEW Cossor Valves it has enormous power and range. It has razor-sharp selectivity. It will cut out the local broadcast like magic and bring in programme after programme with amazing ease—only one knob to turn to hear the station you want. Designed to suit broadcasting conditions when B.B.C. Regional Scheme comes into operation—the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is next year's Set which you can buy now.

Use this Coupon


Please send me free of charge full particulars of the wonderful 1930 Cossor Melody Maker
(a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.
(Please strike out one you do not require.)

Name: .........................................................

Address: .........................................................

The 1930 Cossor

"Melody Maker"

The World's lowest priced Screened Grid Receiver of such advanced design.

Uses latest Screened Grid Circuit

The circuit used in the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker has been specially developed by Cossor engineers to obtain the highest possible results from the wonderful NEW Cossor Valves. No other make of valve would give such power or range or volume.

One dial control

By means of an entirely new system of synchronised control, "tricky" tuning is done away with in the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker. Only one knob to turn to bring in the programme you want.

No coils to change

In the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker there is no coil changing — merely turn a knob to alter from long to short wavelengths or vice versa. Never before has there been such a highly efficient Receiver with such simple controls.

1000 miles range

Because of the power of its NEW Cossor Screened Grid Valve the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker will bring your Radio from stations 1000 miles away. And because of the careful balancing of all the valves in the Set it gives an amazingly life-like tone. For volume, tone and range the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is unequalled.
THE BATTLE OF THE GIANTS.

The "Plan de Prague," which came into operation at the end of June last, based on decisions previously taken at the Washington Conference, made the best of a bad job, namely, an attempt to fit into a narrow broadcasting band an innumerable list of European transmitters. Many exclusive wavelengths were cut down, more common waves were created, and others were shared by two or more countries; in fact, every effort was made to satisfy most of the claimants whilst still adhering to a co-ordinated plan with a view to securing a degree of order in the ether.

From the date it was carried out the "Plan de Prague" in turn has been highly praised or ruthlessly condemned, and it would be difficult for the average listener to distant stations to express his opinion regarding the success or failure of the scheme. Are general conditions better or worse than they were a year ago? An evening spent with a highly selective wireless receiver will demonstrate that, like the proverbial curate's egg, the broadcasting band is good in parts; but the small separation between frequencies necessitated by the narrowness of the band and the number of wavelengths to be allocated does not give sufficient elbow room, especially as on most nights some stations stray from their official positions.

For close on three months the authorities have been given an opportunity of studying the working of the scheme, and at The Hague, where a conference is being held, the matter again comes up for general discussion. For the present it is difficult to see how any improvement can be made so long as the broadcasting band remains within such narrow boundaries, and stations are as numerous as at present. The Prague Plan, in its foundation, is based on the aerial energy of the respective transmitters, at the time it was prepared. This important factor is changing rapidly and is likely to annihilate the entire scheme.

Gradually, with the evolution and development of the wireless programmes, most authorities have put forward schemes either for an increase in the number of stations to supply an extended service or, alternatively, an increase in the power of the transmissions, thus obtaining greater range. With the centralisation of activities in the respective capitals, the latter scheme has been mostly favoured, and if a short study be made of the developments which are taking place in a number of European countries, it will be found that within the last year many additional high-power transmitters have come into operation. Moreover, the constructional programmes of most foreign broadcasting concerns call for a further increase. Taking Great Britain alone, the new Brookmans Park dual transmitter will work with an energy of 30 kilowatts in the aerial; and we are promised in the future four more similar installations.

On the Continent we find proposals to endow Strasbourg with a 12-kilowatt station, and to erect a 30-kilowatt transmitter at Bordeaux. Madrid intends to use 20 kilowatts, Barcelona 10, Rome 50, Milan 20, Naples 7, Prague 60, and so on.

If it is assumed that certain individual countries will look to an increased transmitting energy as a means to rid themselves of interference both local and distant, and thus ensure a better service to their licence-holders, we may be sure this example will be followed generally, with the inevitable result that the "Plan de Prague" must fail.

So far as can be foreseen, the near future will bring with it a Battle of Giants, an event which will benefit no individual country, but which, on the other hand, in the present limitations of the wave band, will sadly hamper broadcasting developments in Europe.
PROBABLY the largest item in the upkeep of a simple radio receiver is the high-tension battery. Notwithstanding this, there are many listeners who have electric light in their houses and who refrain from constructing an H.T. battery substitute because they fear that the calculation of the resistance values and the design of the filter to suit their sets is too complicated for them. Let it be said at once that the science of decoupling or the process for preventing unwanted couplings when two or more A.C. potentials are common to one circuit has been so thoroughly developed during the last year that H.T. eliminators can now be designed either for A.C. or D.C. in which there is no trace of motor boating, hum, distortion, or loss of amplification.

Besides the obvious advantage conferred by a mains unit of a trouble-free anode supply, there is the question of economy. It should be pointed out that a unit of electricity can be purchased from a lighting company, for, say, 5d., whilst the cost of a unit obtained from high-tension batteries would be about 30s. to 40s. Thus an A.C. eliminator costing, perhaps, £5 to £6 would soon pay for itself. Another advantage is the constancy, within small limits, of the voltage of the supply mains and the fact that power valves with a more liberal anode current than that usually to be extracted from batteries can be included in a mains set without producing any noticeable increase in the quarterly lighting bill.

Voltage Regulation.

There are several fundamental differences between battery and mains supply. First, a change in current in the feed to any valve, when a battery is used, is not accompanied by any serious change in voltage, whereas with an eliminator, owing to the common resistance network which is always present, the voltage-current relationship is a steep slope known as the voltage-regulation curve. If, for instance, the power valve of a mains receiver is exchanged for another having double the anode current, the plate voltages on all the other valves will drop. Our aim, therefore, is to design an eliminator with the minimum common internal resistance. Secondly, if, when using a battery, we desire a voltage below the maximum (perhaps for the screen of an S.G. valve), we simply make connection to the necessary tapping, but we cannot obtain a lesser voltage than that of the mains unless we use a resistance. Here, again, a change in feed current results in a change in applied voltage. This difficulty is partially overcome by using separate potentiometers for all feeds of, say, 2 mA. and under, the resistance values being so chosen that the constant current passing through the potentiometer is over four times that of the feed to the valve.

Where a power valve is concerned it would be uneconomical to use a separate potentiometer; a series resistance is used in its place. Thirdly, to smooth out the ripple which is always superimposed on D.C. mains and is present in rectified A.C., it is necessary to make an untinted use of inductance and capacity, the association of which will inevitably mean resonance at the low frequency. There are certain minimum inductance and capacity values which must be exceeded to prevent the circuit being tuned to a frequency above about 25 cycles, otherwise hum will be heard in the loud speaker. A high-tension battery is devoid of ripple troubles, but with age will develop an appreciable internal resistance which, however, will be independent of frequency.

Filter Circuits.

In brief, by comparison with a battery, an eliminator has a high internal resistance producing a sloped voltage-current regulation curve, a resonant frequency, no direct means of providing a lower voltage than the mains except by voltage-dropping resistances, and sufficient common impedance to necessitate the deflection of speech currents which would otherwise cause low-frequency reaction and various forms of interruption. The filter in Fig. 2 for A.C. or D.C., used with or without one of the rectifiers of Fig. 1, is designed to be a fair compromise between cost and the ideal condition where the various difficulties are avoided. It should be noted that no potentiometer is included that is common to two or more circuits (except in the case of the feeds to two S.G. valves).

We can now discuss the relative merits of the various forms of rectifier available for H.T. mains units for A.C. The valve rectifier is cheap, but has a filament of limited life, and where the full-wave type is used a tapped transformer of rather elaborate design must be employed, having a voltage of, perhaps, 500 across the outer of the secondary. The dry copper-oxide metal rectifier, being electronic in action, has a practically everlasting life, its efficiency is about 70 per cent., and its internal resistance is lower than that of the valve, so that the voltage regulation curve is less steep. Full-wave metal oxide rectification is effected by a bridge circuit, and the transformer secondary is
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untapped and need have a voltage little in excess of that across the primary. The metal rectifier is rather sensitive to overload, and should always have a flash lamp fuse incorporated (fusing point between 100 and 200 mA.), and not more than 4 mfd. shunted immediately across the output, otherwise the A.C. load may be too heavy.

All rectifiers, except the voltage-doubling condenser bridge, should have a reservoir condenser immediately across the output to charge up during the rise in voltage and to discharge into the load circuit during the voltage decline. With regard to the merits of half-wave and full-wave rectification, it should be stated that the former is rather cheaper where small outputs are desired, and although the rectified output is 50 cycles from a 50-cycle supply, the ear can tolerate from the average loud speaker without annoyance quite a large amplitude of ripple at this frequency. Full-wave rectification gives an output of 100 cycles from a 50-cycle supply, and less smoothing equipment is required to give the same freedom from ripple as compared with the half-wave method, but 100-cycle ripple is more audible from the loud speaker. It is thus rather a question of swings and roundabouts. For large outputs full-wave rectification has the greatest application.

In Fig. 1 (a) and (b) full-wave and half-wave rectification is shown. In (c) a metal-oxide full-wave bridge is illustrated. A Westinghouse unit of this type, known as the H.T.I., is manufactured giving the large output of 100 mA. at 200 volts, thus being suitable for moving coil speakers; note should be made of the flash lamp fuse and the centre-tapped double 0.1 mfd. condenser which will remove the last traces of hum. In (d) a Westinghouse H.T.3 half-wave unit is shown; the transformer secondary should give 135 volts and the smoothed voltage output will be 120 when the load is 20 mA.—a sufficient anode supply for most 3-valve kit sets. An interesting condenser-rectifier bridge, known as the H.T.4, is shown in (e) which gives a step-up irrespective of the transformer. With a load of 30 mA. the voltage developed is 180; with 50 mA. (the maximum permissible) the voltage is 150, both these outputs being obtained with 135 volts across the transformer secondary. This "voltage-doubling" device functions by virtue of the fact that the peak voltage charges in the condensers and the secondary voltage are additive. As explained in the inscription, the circuit of Fig. 2 can be used as a complete D.C. eliminator, while for A.C. it can be connected to any of the rectifiers of Fig. 1. Potentiometers are included where the valve current does not exceed 2 mA., and a desirable refinement for critical screen voltage control is used wherein one limb of a potentiometer consists of a continuously variable wire-wound potential divider.

The various 2 mfd. condensers can conveniently consist of a single tapped condenser block which confers the benefit of compactness, easy wiring and, last but not least, cheapness. Interchangeable clip-in resistances are used except for R, so that the anode feed may easily be changed to suit any valve.

Fig. 1.—Five methods of rectification at present in use. In each case the terminals A and B are connected to a smoothing circuit such as that shown in Fig. 2. (a) Circuit for full-wave valve rectifier. (b) Half-wave valve rectifier. (c) Full-wave bridge with metal-oxide rectifier. Note the double 0.1 mfd. condenser across the transformer secondary. (d) Half-wave Westinghouse metal rectifier (H.T.3). (e) Condenser-rectifier bridge giving full-wave rectification and a voltage step-up irrespective of the transformer.

Fig. 2.—A comprehensive smoothing and voltage-dropping circuit for modern 3-, 4- and 3-valve receivers. The terminals A and B can be connected to any of the five rectifiers in Fig. 1. If a choke Ch and an earth condenser G (shown in dotted lines) be added, the above circuit becomes an efficient H.T. eliminator for D.C. mains.
Our Impressions of Olympia, 1929.

The outstanding impression carried away after a visit to Olympia has been that real progress is in evidence in almost every section of the Exhibition, and in the pages which follow we endeavour to present to the reader our views on what are the principal indications of progress made during the past year in the design and production of apparatus of all kinds. Something should also be said for the Exhibition itself, for therein, too, we have an illustration of the growing importance of the wireless industry of this country and a definite indication of its increasing stability.

The days appear to have passed when firms of mushroom growth came into the wireless industry with no experience of technical ability, but merely with the intention of making capital out of the ignorance of the general public in technical matters. To-day it is almost impossible to sell "junk" to the public, and we take considerable credit to ourselves because we believe that our efforts to distribute technical information amongst the public have contributed very largely to bring about that happy state of affairs so much in evidence at Olympia this year, where the bulk of the apparatus is above criticism technically and every stand impresses the visitor with confidence that the firm represented is a bona fide unit of the industry.

The Exhibition itself is larger than any Wireless Exhibition that has previously been held in this country, and the stands are more numerous; yet it is pleasing to observe that by the careful planning of the stands the organisers have been able to eliminate any impression of overcrowding in the hall. A specially constructed staircase leading from the main hall to the gallery is an innovation which has proved a most happy addition, not only from the point of view of the general appearance but because it has tended to attract the attention of the public to the gallery.

The most important innovation this year, and one on which we heartily congratulate the Radio Manufacturers' Association, is the provision which has been made in the gallery of soundproof demonstration rooms available to exhibitors. This has given the public opportunities to hear reproduction on the spot, and we hope that in future Exhibitions space can be provided this feature may be extended so that every exhibitor can demonstrate. But we realise that with the number of exhibitors to be accommodated it was not possible for more demonstration rooms to be provided this year at Olympia. Whilst congratulating the organisers on this arrangement, we do not feel that we can be equally enthusiastic regarding the facilities arranged and the permission granted for loud speaker demonstrations in the open on every stand. There were times when in visiting the stands and conversing with the exhibitors one felt the need for a megaphone to carry on a conversation at all. We do not want to suggest that demonstration of this kind should be cut out altogether, but perhaps some arrangement could be made next year whereby a limited number of stands are permitted to demonstrate at one time.

Before passing on to our observations on the trend of technical progress we take this opportunity of extending our congratulations to the Radio Manufacturers' Association as the organisers of what is undoubtedly the finest Radio Exhibition which has yet been held.
TYPES OF NEW RECEIVERS

This has been a year of consolidation rather than of innovation. The critical visitor to Olympia finds little that is radically new, but is confirmed in the opinion that manufacturers have now completely mastered the practical application of technical developments introduced during the two preceding years—which, after all, is far more important than the adoption of novelties merely for their own sake. There has been a definite all-round improvement in quality of reproduction, sensitivity and selectivity; further, sets have been “tidied up” to such an extent that, almost without a single exception, the exhibits are entirely capable of meeting the needs of the particular type of user for whom they are designed.

It would be idle and inopportune to indulge in vain conjecture as to the developments likely to be introduced in the immediate future, and, indeed, one gains the impression that no very sweeping modification of generally accepted standard practices is anticipated. This has had an important bearing on design, as many firms have deemed it safe to embark on an extensive manufacturing programme; in consequence, a large number of sets, instead of being mere assemblies of components, are designed as units, or, where it is found to simplify and cheapen the production of several models, as an arrangement of two or more units. This procedure—provided that production is large enough in the matter of quantity—makes for economy, the saving being passed on to the consumer either in the form of cheaper sets or better sets at the same price.

Metal lends itself admirably for use in these modern manufacturing schemes, and we find that it is applied extensively; it is almost the exception to find a receiver without a metal chassis, which generally forms part of the screening system—which, by the way, is in almost every case infinitely more thorough and effective than that of last year. From this it may be concluded that much better use is being made of the properties of the screen-grid valve.

In the matter of externals it is clear that polished wood is still the most generally used material for containers. Examples of other methods of construction are not lacking; the new Ampion, Cossor, and Marconiphone (type 47) sets are typical of those housed in metal cabinets, and show the wide scope in the finish that can be given. Another method is exemplified in the Ediswan and Philips (three-valve model) sets, where a leatherette covering is applied to the metal.

Tuning control is nowadays largely effected through edgewise drums, and the conventional circular dial is seldom seen. One guesses that this is because the thumb-operated discs are considered to be more attractive to the eye and more likely to appeal to the non-technical potential user. This form of control has another important advantage: we still find that complete “ganging” of condensers is but rarely attempted (the Burndt “A.C.7” is one of the outstanding exceptions), but that the side-by-side mounting of two edgewise dials affords in a large measure the advantages of single-knob tuning. This feature is included in perhaps the majority of sets having H.F. amplification. In the Marconiphone Model 56 receiver we find an elaboration of this scheme; its four tuned circuits are permanently ganged in pairs and the two dials are mounted side by side. The Columbia five-valve set includes a similar method, but here the two sets of condensers are coupled through a slipping clutch so that they may be operated together or individually as required; this is a promising line of development.

Another minor improvement in control, found in a number of sets, is the provision of a scale arranged at a convenient angle for reading the figures. There is a definite increase in the
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practice of calibrating directly in wavelengths, instead of on an arbitrary scale. Naturally, this feature adds appreciably to the cost of production, but it is found in some quite inexpensive sets, and seems likely to be adopted to a still greater extent in the future.

Volume control methods have not undergone any radical changes, although the provision of means whereby the aperiodic aerial coupling may be critically and continuously adjusted has points of novelty; it is included in Amplion and Marconiphone sets. With regard to devices for inclusion in the L.F. side of the set, it is observed that the anode potentiometer method is widely used.

A third form of control—that of tone—is coming into use; it is embodied in the Columbia radio-gramophone, while the “Novo-tone” device is built into the Gambrell instrument.

It is seldom that provision is not made for the use of a gramophone pick-up, except in the case of the simplest and least expensive type of set. As was to be expected, the radio-gramophone, complete with turntable, is one of the outstanding features of the show; each form of reproduction is, in a sense, complementary to the other, and the many excellent examples exhibited go to prove that it is not a difficult matter to combine the best features of both in a single instrument. No attempt has been made to take a census, but it is not likely to be wide of the mark to say that the majority of radio-gramophones include a built-in frame aerial which, thanks to the ample room available in the containing cabinet, is generally of sufficiently large dimensions to be reasonably effective. In several instances frames are built into flaps hinged to the sides of the cabinet, so that they may be orientated (this method is adopted by the British Radio-gramophone Company), while it is usual to provide an external knob for rotating built-in loops. A third course is exemplified in the Igranic “A.C.3” bureau models and radio gramophones, in which non-directional frames are used.

Mains Transportable Sets.

It is not an exaggeration to say that the average buyer of a portable set does not choose that particular type of receiver solely on the score of its portability, but because he wishes for a completely self-contained apparatus that can be moved from room to room—and very seldom, if ever, farther afield. The truth of this seems to be generally realised, and several firms have produced mains transportable receivers, complete in themselves except for a connection to the electric supply mains. One of the first examples of this type was the R.I. All-Electric Three, which, thanks to a circuit arrangement of high efficiency, has sufficient sensitivity (though including but three valves) for average requirements without the use of any aerial. Among other interesting sets in this category are the Gambrell, Edison, and Lotus mains transportable models. The British “A.C.7” and Igranic “A.C.3” (the latter in the bureau model) are representative in their two spheres of a different line of attack in designing self-contained sets; like the transportables they are complete in themselves (except for a mains connection), but are mounted in larger pedestal cabinets.

Table Portables.

The general tendency towards the avoidance of a number of interconnected accessories is illustrated in other directions; battery-operated self-contained sets are now being made in a form in which portability is not the first aim of the designer, who has been more concerned in evolving a set for home use. Examples of this procedure are to be seen in the G.E.C. and McMichael table models, the latter being a “home” version of the long-range portable recently reviewed in these columns. There is also a tendency towards enclosing loud-speaker and set in the same cabinet;
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for instance, the new Cessor two-valve mains receiver is supplied in this form as well as in the conventional table pattern.

It is almost certainly correct to say that the present-day "standard" receiver is an H.F.-det.-L.F. three-valve combination with a pentode either definitely specified or optional in the last position. There are but few firms who do not produce something on these lines, but there is infinite variety in details of design. Grid-circuit detection is almost exclusively used in this class of set, but anode bend is adopted in several cases, notably in the Pye No. 350 A.C. set, which includes low-loss circuits specially suitable for working in conjunction with this type of rectifier.

The basic three-valve circuit of the type discussed in the preceding paragraph is as popular for mains operation as for battery feed, and, thanks to the increased efficiency of indirectly heated valves, is generally quite as effective—indeed, much more effective—than the average four-valve set of a year or two ago.

Reverting to the question of detection, it is clear that the anode bend method has gained ground, but only in sets having an exceptionally efficient single H.F. stage (as the Pye No. 460), or in those with two or more H.F. stages.

There has been no great change in the L.F. amplifier except that there seems to be an ever-increasing number of sets with a single stage. In these sets there is a tendency to increase magnification by using a high-ratio L.F. transformer, such as in the new Ferranti A.C. receiver.

It is found that practically all sets of the more ambitious type include at least some measure of decoupling, and in many cases, particularly where mains feed is provided, this refinement is included in every circuit that might conceivably give rise to interaction troubles.

In mechanical details there has been a general all-round improvement since last year; variable condensers with inadequate bearings or switches likely to develop faulty contacts after a few months' use are hardly ever seen, and almost every set should work for years without failure of its moving parts.

It has already been suggested that the outstanding feature of present-day set design is tidiness, and to this end the tendency is to include the set proper, as well as its accessories—batteries or mains unit, loudspeaker, and even frame aerial—in a single container. In quite inexpensive battery sets, space for batteries is often included in the cabinet.

A modern portable set chassis: the McMichael portable.

A good example of British design and construction: the Pye No. 350 three-valve A.C. set.

The new Ferranti all-mains receiver.

Although the general average of selectivity has been improved to such an extent that the requirements of the average user are adequately satisfied, there seems to be no determined attempt to cater for the poten-
The imminence of the regional scheme, with its twin-wave high-power transmitters, seems to have exercised a premonitory influence on the design of the high-frequency portion of this year's receivers. The need for greater selectivity that will be manifested under the new conditions is probably responsible for a general tendency to amplify more at high-frequency and less at low. Of modern four-valve receivers, quite a fair percentage have two H.F. stages followed by an anode-bend detector feeding directly to the output valve, whereas a couple of years ago one was certain to find a single H.F. stage, of very dubious efficiency, preceding a grid detector and two L.F. stages, reaction being relied upon almost entirely for all long-range reception.

Those who hope to find receivers in which the high possibilities of the modern screen-grid valve are exploited to the utmost extent will be disappointed, for a stage-gain of two or three hundred times cannot at present be attained in any design suitable for factory production. Instead of one high-gain stage many manufacturers have wisely preferred to offer two stages of moderate gain, and have thereby provided a greater degree of amplification and better selectivity than can be had, even in the laboratory, from a single stage. The higher coil losses permissible when two stages are substituted for one have the further great advantage of permitting less perfect screening without danger to stability, and of making it possible to gang at least two of the three tuning controls without loss of amplification. In this way the extra selectivity and the additional amplification of the second stage are made available while keeping a maximum of two tuning controls and avoiding all danger of losing the side-bands of the received telephony. One of the Rees-Mace portable receivers, for example, employs two tuned stages, the two interstage transformers being tuned by a single knob, while there is a separate tuning control for the frame. It is interesting to note that for the complete screening of the H.F. stages tin-plate boxes are used, this material being chosen, we understand, because the seams of the boxes can readily be soldered up to provide the thorough screening that is so essential in a set of this type.

An interesting contrast in two H.F. receivers is presented by considering together a Burndept and a Philips set. In the former the whole of the amplifier is enclosed in a compact aluminium container which appears to provide almost perfect screening between successive stages. In the latter the use of toroidal coils has made possible the construction of an effective two-stage amplifier in which screening is practically non-existent, metal only being used in the form of a skeleton framework upon which the receiver is built. It seems probable that in this case any small stray couplings that may exist have been deliberately pressed into service to prevent oscillation instead of provoking it. If this guess is correct we have here an excellent example of the way in which the very limitations of factory production can be used as a help instead of a hindrance in the design of an efficient receiver. Both these receivers are completely ganged, there
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being but one control knob for all three tuned circuits.

In place of the two-position wave-band switch to change over from the medium to the long waves, the Burndepartment receiver employs a three-way switch. By this means the range of 200-550 metres is divided into two parts, and the variation in stage gain so often noticed in passing from one end of the medium wave-band to the other is very materially lessened by avoiding the large change in L/C ratio that is otherwise inevitable in tuning over this wide range.

Screening Materials.

Apart from the Philips receiver just mentioned, there is noticeable a distinct tendency to use a greater amount of screening than has been customary in the past. The favourite material for the purpose is aluminium, partly owing to its lightness, and partly owing to the ease with which it can be worked. As aluminium cannot be soldered, the general custom is to make the boxes or other containers in separate sections and to build up the sections into the finished article by means of bolts. Only in cases where the compactness of the receiver, the high overall amplification, or the high efficiency of each individual stage is such as to make the most perfect screening essential are other materials preferred.

The only two receivers employing three H.F. stages both make use of what appears to be nickel-plated brass for the very perfect screening that their very high amplification demands, while in a single-stage receiver seen on the Varley stand, in which single-layer coils of thick wire are used throughout, a copper screening-box surrounds the detector grid circuit. This receiver shows a further refinement of screening, which consists of a brass tube surrounding the screen-grid valve and protecting it, as shown in the sketch, from the field of the coils. The tin-plate boxes of the Rees-Mace portable have been mentioned on the previous page.

In general one may say that screening, which a few years ago bore a shame-faced air of being a last-minute addition to stabilise an unruly set, is now so generally recognised as the prime essential of a successful high-frequency amplifier that it tends to the opposite extreme of controlling the whole lay-out of the receiver. One of the happiest examples of simultaneous design of set and screening system is undoubtedly found in the McMichael portable receiver.

The Marconiphone Co. and the Columbia Graphophone Co., the latter a newcomer to the wireless trade, both offer receivers embodying three stages of tuned high-frequency amplification. With three stages available, there is no need to make any attempt to extract the maximum amplification from each stage, so that very compact construction has been made possible. The result is a receiver in which overall selectivity should be very high indeed without danger of any loss of side-bands due to over-sharp tuning, while the overall amplification is probably better than the theoretical maximum which two stages ought, on paper, to provide. The use of astatic coils in combination with very thorough screening ensures stability, while the comparatively high losses of the coils have been quite possible to reduce the tuning controls to two edgewise drums which can be rotated together with one hand. This method of attaining high amplification, though not cheap, offers a luxurious simplicity in use that cannot be surpassed by any other type of design.

The widest choice of receivers is offered in the "1-H.F." class, of which there are very many examples. The design of the coils varies very widely from set to set, but it is interesting to note that even where coils of quite high efficiency are employed it is still considered necessary, in almost all cases, to use a grid detector aided by the use of reaction.

This suggests that the makers of the sets are doubtful of the ability of their receivers to provide, with only two tuned circuits, the selectivity that will be needed when the Regional Scheme comes fully into operation, and may perhaps be taken to indicate that they expect their clients to follow the advice of the B.B.C. and reduce their aerials to quite small dimensions. With small aerials the selectivity of two tuned circuits may be expected to be reasonably adequate, while the incorporation of reaction will enable stations at long distances still to be received.

The Ediswan receiver contains single-layer coils for both aerial and intervalve tuning on the medium wave-band. The fact that the aerial coil is wound with stranded wire suggests that the receiver is intended either for use with quite a small aerial, or with a very loose aerial coupling, as otherwise the benefits conferred by this expensive form of winding would not be evident.

It was difficult to follow out the switch wiring, but it appeared that a loading coil was used for the long waves, being shorted out on the medium wave-band. In the Pye three-valve set, on the other hand, two entirely separate high-frequency
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Transformers, with a complete switch-over of all connections, have been preferred. A photograph indicates the extreme neatness of the arrangement, and shows the arm that goes through the screening-box to gang the aerial-circuit switch with the inter-valve-circuit switch that is actually shown. The only definite data for stage-gain that was offered us, on any stand, referred to this receiver. The amplification for the medium-wave band is given as 96 times, with 160 times on the long-waves.

In the Ferranti three-valve receiver the coils used are wound in slots in a ribbed ebonite former as shown clearly in the sketch.

McMichael set which, with only one high-frequency stage, is recommended for use with a frame aerial. The ingenious method in which one pair of reaction coils (one coil being coupled to each half of the binocular pair) is made to do duty on both wave-ranges is indicated in the accompanying sketch.

The comments so far made have been applied impartially to all sets, whether tuned anode, tuned grid, or tuned transformer circuits have been adopted. The simple tuned anode is giving place, by degrees, to its more elaborate rivals, both of which offer advantages in lessening inter-stage coupling. In the cases where transformer coupling has been adopted, it has usually been preferred for the sake of the extra selectivity that, at the cost of a small decrease on amplification, it can be made to yield. Tuned anode circuits are, on the whole, mainly to be found in receivers with but one stage of high-frequency amplification, while the decoupling advantages offered by the other two circuits have made them the favourites where more than one stage is employed.

Untuned couplings are chiefly to be found in the portable receivers, where the use of a frame makes up for an extreme lack of selectivity in the amplifier itself. A very useful compromise, offering an increase both in signal strength and in selectivity, is found in many portables which have one tuned and one untuned stage.

Even the briefest survey of the receivers offered at this year's Show makes it very clear indeed that the bad old days when the high-frequency stages were included merely as a selling point, with no real hope that they would contribute anything to the amplification of the receiver, are past and over. Though one could not say that every amplifier comes up to the standard of the best on view, there is certainly none that fails to contribute a very considerable share to the performance of the set into which it is built.

OPERATING FROM THE MAINS

The majority of the listening public have yet to appreciate the success which attends both long-range and quality reception which has been brought about by the remarkable progress revealed during the past few months in valve manufacture. Makers of sets are emphasising the outstanding quality of reception combined with an ability to receive distant stations, coupling with these claims the merits of "all-mains" working. It is this last observation which is responsible for the improved performance, first by the use of the new indirectly heated valves, and secondly by the facility with which the comparatively heavy H.T. demands of a generous output stage are obtained from the mains.

To the statement "mains operated" so freely announced at the stands must be added the initial letters "A.C." Whereas at last year's exhibition there were more D.C. than A.C. mains-operated sets there are now comparatively few D.C. models.

With the comforting remark that the D.C. supply is shortly to be substituted by A.C. the manufacturers have shunned the problem of the D.C. mains-operated set and at the moment are congratulating themselves on having achieved the almost unexpected and outstanding results given by the A.C. equipment.
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There are exceptions among the exhibits of the mains-operated set manufacturers of previous years, where D.C. as well as A.C. sets are still to be found. On the other hand, the majority of the exhibitors of "all-mains" operated sets, such as Philips, Ferranti, Colvern, Cossor and many others, provide exclusively for A.C. supply. With the fairly reliable estimate of three to five representing the ratio of D.C. to A.C. mains supply, the scarcity of D.C. equipments is significant. Had there been a mains valve taking a current appreciably less than 0.1 amp. and a potential approaching that of the normal D.C. supply voltage there is no doubt that D.C. mains equipments would have equaled in numbers those designed for A.C. supply. The listener who has D.C. supply is disappointed. Any of the A.C. mains-operated sets can, however, be used with D.C. supply with the aid of a small D.C. to A.C. rotary converter. Such a machine has been developed by the M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd. This machine is of the double-wound armature type and, like M.L. generators, has a permanent magnet field. The A.C. output is 40 watts.

Another machine of interest to those with D.C. supply is one arranged to step-up the mains voltage to 500, thus affording a solution to the problem of operating generous output valves with a modest mains potential.

In design, the A.C. mains-operated sets possess little novelty. A transformer produces the potentials required for a metal or valve rectifier, heater current for the indirectly heated valves, as well as A.C. filament current for an output valve; while in some instances an additional potential is provided for a grid biasing rectifier. It is the exception rather than the rule to fix the available anode potential at a maximum of 150 volts, as was the case last season. Rectified potentials of 250 volts are common, brought about by the use of such output valves as the P.625, P.625A, and the P.T.625, while in more than one receiver of the popular class the anode potential approaches 300 volts to suit the new pentode valve, the P.M.24A. An even division roughly exists in the sets shown between the use of metal and valve rectifiers.

Grid Biasing Methods.

Examples of the three common methods of obtaining grid biasing in the A.C. mains-operated set are to be found. In order of popularity these are: (1) "free" grid bias produced by a voltage across a resistance which is traversed by the anode current; (2) a separate rectifier, and (3) the use of a potential divider across the H.T. supply. The first is favoured because of its small cost and its freedom from the complications of unwanted couplings. Like the potentiometer arrangement, this method results in a reduction of the maximum anode voltage, grid bias being obtained by robbing the H.T. potential. The potential thus taken is not accompanied by the drawing of a supply of current that is made available by the high voltage rectifier.

Method (2) is invariably carried into effect by the use of the special Westinghouse rectifier produced for the purpose. The merit of this arrangement is complete separation of grid and anode circuits. The potential divided method (3) is only adopted when the various anode potentials required in the receiver are produced by means of a potentiometer. This third method is, where necessary, associated with the use of feed resistances to avoid couplings between the several valve stages. Several of the A.C. mains-operated sets are fitted with grid biasing cells. It is the low cost of the grid cell as compared with other biasing devices that accounts for its continued use. The inclusion of cells in mains-operated receivers is to be deprecated, on the grounds that a loss of voltage is only discovered in consequence of a falling-

off in performance. When this point is reached the valves will almost certainly have suffered damage by being operated at the full anode potential maintained by the eliminator.

A departure from the established practice of last season, when manufacturers were opposed to the use in home equipments of voltages much in excess of 200, is the provision in several sets in the radio-gramophone class of anode potentials of the order of 500 volts. These outfits are, of course, essentially designed for hotel and cinema work. A notable change among the large mains-operated installations for public address purposes is the substitution of a single high-powered valve in the place of a parallel-connected group. It is invariably the practice to build a high voltage rectifier associated exclusively with the output stage when the speech output exceeds more than a few watts.
Progress in receiver design is almost entirely dependent upon valve development, as witness the abundance of all-mains receivers at Olympia this year—an advance following close on the heels of the A.C. valve which has only lately been generally obtainable from the group of well-known valve makers. Valves with indirectly heated cathodes have suffered from a serious defect—namely, grid emission—but a cure has been found and applied, with the result that this year is being known as an “all-mains year,” so quickly does receiver technique respond to the influence of the valve.

Last year saw the introduction of the pentode, which has now consolidated its position and is to be found fitted as standard in many sets, especially portables, where space considerations demand the minimum number of valves and couplings. There are many new pentodes available, amongst them a type capable of enormous output when using 300 volts H.T. and having a filament suitable for direct A.C. heating. Hitherto the low maximum permissible anode voltage somewhat restricted the output, and incidentally the input of the pentode.

Three typical battery-fed screen-grid valves. (A) Mazda 215 S.G. The anode-grid capacity is 0.00025\(\mu\)F, a stage gain of about 150 is possible (unneutralised). (B) Cleartron S.G. valve with anode terminal in base and press-button connection. (C) Cossor 220 S.G.

Screen-grid valves for battery heating have been improved to such a degree that it is now possible to make the definite statement that, with a simple coupling, a stable amplification is obtainable up to four times that possible with the best neutralised three-electrode valve. The demise of the latter is, therefore, complete. The universal adoption of the screened valve where H.F. amplification is used not only makes for considerably greater stage gain, but there is also the advantage of simple waveband switching and the application of reaction without aerial reradiation.

Valves of to-day

Indirectly heated screen-grid valves for A.C. mains. (D) Cossor MSG41 with a slope of 2 mA./volt. (E) Mazda AC-86 with which the remarkable stage amplification of about 250 (unneutralised) can be attained. The inter-electrode capacity is 0.0045\(\mu\)F. (F) Mullard 84V with an amplification factor of 1000.

Perhaps the most striking addition to the enormous range of valves now available is the series of indirectly heated screen-grid valves with remarkable constants. There are four such valves at the moment on the market with which a simple coupling coil can be used and stable amplifications up to nearly 250 times, or about six times that of the best possible neutralised triode, are possible. Before discussing specific cases of valve design, tribute must be paid to those manufacturers who have developed the 2-volt three-electrode valve, so that its characteristics for a given filament wattage are as good as, and in some cases better than, those of similar 6-volt valves. Reference is here made to the new 2-volt battery valves with mutual conductances approaching 4 mA. per volt—a great achievement.

It is understood that the popularity of 2-volt valves in general is such that their output from at least one well-known factory is considerably greater than all other types put together. This can be accounted for by the big demand for such valves for portable receivers and for home sets where the L.T. accumulator has to be carried to the charging station. Little advance appears to have been made with directly heated A.C. valves with fat, short filaments for A.C. potentials below 1 volt. They may confer the slight advantage of easier wiring, but there appears to be no directly heated model which has not got an indirectly heated counterpart with substantially better characteristics, and there is no advantage in price. There is a welcome standardisation of valve bases and holders for all A.C. valves, the fifth contact being centrally disposed on the base. It is understood that all pentodes will fall into line with this arrangement in due course; at present there are only one or two to be found without a side terminal.

Referring again to A.C. valves with independently heated cathodes, it has apparently needed a great deal of research to combat the evil of emission taking place from the control grid—a condition which is worse in its effect in a receiver than the copious flow of grid current. It is almost impossible to prevent the coating of the cathode from finding its way to the grid, but the problem of avoiding a sufficient temperature rise to prevent the grid from emitting has been tackled particularly by the Metro-Vick research department, and the fruits of their labour are
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evident in the present range of Marconi A.C. valves. In the first place, instead of a separate heater and insulator, the heater is dipped into porcelain “slip” so as to be coated with an adherent insulator. This produces a cathode of small diameter and considerable length, resulting in the watts dissipation per cm. being small, thus maintaining a cool grid. To allow for any small heat radiation from the grid, a number of A.C. valves also have open or ventilated anodes.

Where lighting mains are available, there is a great advantage in using A.C. valves, not only because of the cheaper and constant voltage supply, but also for the reason that, compared with battery valves, a better mutual conductance and hence performance can be obtained. The A.C. valve does not suffer from a potential gradient down the filament, as it has an equipotential surface and there is no field around it tending to restrict electron flow.

Including the four A.C. screened valves already referred to, there are at present about nineteen indirectly heated valves marketed. The Mazda AC/HL is an improved AC/G with an A.C. resistance of 13,500 ohms and an amplification factor of 5; the AC/P has a mutual conductance of 3.75 mA/volt and an A.C. resistance of 2,650 ohms, while the AC/PI is a super-power output valve having the high amplification factor of 5 and an A.C. resistance of 2,000 ohms, and is capable of delivering at 200 volts H.T. 1 watt of undistorted A.C. output. This is accepted as being adequate for a moving-coil loud speaker for any ordinary domestic purpose. The Marconi and Osram MHL4 has the necessary characteristics for an anode bend detector, and will accept up to about 25 volts grid swing when the high-tension voltage is 200. With an A.C. resistance of 8,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 16 it would be permissible to link such a detector to an L.F. transformer of high primary inductance. The ML4 is a power output valve with a slope of 2 capable of accepting about 45 volts grid swing with 200 volts H.T.

Of the Mullard A.C. valves, mention should be made of the 164V, which has the characteristics of the well-known steep slope “D” valves, but an even better mutual conductance of 2.4 mA/volt. The power output valve of this series—the 104V—has the remarkable slope of 3.5 and an A.C. resistance of 2,850 ohms. There are no fewer than five Cossor A.C. valves (other than the S.G. valve for A.C.) having A.C. resistances from 2,000 to 20,000 ohms.

As for screen-grid valves, about a year ago it was not possible to obtain a stage amplification greater than about 80 before instability set in, however perfect the screening in the receiver might have been. By a careful investigation of the effect of two screening grids in cascade or by using a cross-mesh screen, it has been found possible during the last year to reduce the interelectrode capacity to the extremely low figure of 0.0045 micromicrofarads, allow-
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circuits to use an ordinary valve base and valve holder, which together add a minimum of about 500,000 ohms (at 300 metres) in shunt with the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit. If the latter is of the Litz low-loss type with a dynamic resistance of possibly 300,000 ohms, as soon as the valve and holder are put in circuit the impedance drops to 188,000 ohms, or a little over half its original value. A decapped valve acts as a shunt of about 5 megohms and has a negligible effect. Will a new method of mounting valves for H.F. circuits be seen during the coming year?

With regard to special detectors, beyond the indirectly heated "D" valves there does not appear to be any newcomer. A screened valve with an A.C. resistance not above 20,000 ohms would find a large field of application for aperiodic coupling in portable sets and for anode bend detection.

Readers may have been wondering why with each new range of valves the leaky grid detector of the series becomes more sensitive. This method of detection depends upon the bend in the grid current curve, which is bound up with the question of emission velocity from the filament. In its turn this is affected by the working temperature, and herein lies the explanation. Successive oxide-coating processes have resulted in lower and lower filament temperatures, and if one of the new valves be compared with a former type—each having the same A.C. resistance and amplification factor—the greater sensitivity of the new valve with the lower working temperature will be most marked.

There is an abundance of pentodes this season. In spite of the theoretical disadvantage of disparity of impedance relationship between loud speaker and valve, the results obtained without any output coupling device are often very brilliant and pleasing, this effect being probably due to the pentode and loud speaker combination having a greater response to the high notes which may have easily been sup-

pressed earlier in the receiver. Pentodes suffer from the disadvantage of running into anode distortion before the available grid base is used; in this connection a welcome addition to the range is the Mullard P.M.24A for use with 300 volts on the anode and 200 volts on the auxiliary grid. Very large power outputs are possible before anode curvature distortion starts. The new Mazda pentodes (230-Pen and 425-Pen) contain an outer third grid which is connected to the control grid and not to the filament in the conventional way. In the event of the outer grid touching the anode, all the valves in the receiver are saved from destruction. Particularly efficient are the new Marconi and Osram pentodes with 2-, 4- and 6-volt filaments having slopes ranging from 1.65 to 2. The 6-volt member—the PT625—will deliver a very large undistorted output with 15 volts negative bias, 250 volts on the anode, and a maximum of 200 volts on the screen-grid.

Mutual conductance which is synonymous with a figure of merit for L.F. valves has been improved considerably; the Mullard P.M.256, for instance, has a conductance of 3.25 mA. per volt, the figure for the Marconi and Osram P.625 is 2.5, and those for the new 2-volt Mazda output valves—the P.220 and P.240—3.4 and 3.7 respectively. Thus there is now little need for more than one valve between the detector and the loud speaker.

ACCESSORIES OF INTEREST

Under this heading we may include all those pieces of apparatus, such as loud speakers, batteries, and gramophone pick-ups, which may be considered as external adjuncts to the receiving set proper. While they do not rank as components in the same sense as condensers and valves, they are none the less essential to the completion of any wireless equipment.

The manufacture of accumulator batteries had reached the stable state long before the advent of broadcasting, and one does not expect to find in this quarter any changes of a revolutionary character. Of the numerous types of battery produced specially for radio work, the greatest activity would appear to be among unspillable cells for portable sets and large-capacity "mass" type cells for sets using the popular 2-volt series of valves.

In spite of the enormous increase in mains-operated sets, the dry cell H.T. battery continues to hold its own. The fact that a firm of long experience in the wireless industry is marketing H.T. batteries as a new line this year may be taken as an indication that this much maligned but none the less convenient source of H.T. will survive for many years to
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The Trend of Progress.—The demands of the portable set and of people living in remote country districts are sufficient to ensure this.

In view of the immediate necessity of improving the selectivity of out-of-date receivers to cope with the new Regional station, one might have expected to see more rejectors and selectivity units for attachment between the aerial and the set. With one or two notable exceptions, manufacturers in general do not seem to be alive to a demand which is likely to be felt during the next few weeks for accessories of this type. The few rejector units on view, however, are well designed, and in most cases are wound with Litz wire to ensure a high value of H.F. current in the closed circuit. It is interesting to note that the New London Electron Works, Ltd., are marketing a 50ft. length of aerial wire in accordance with the suggestions put forward in a recent B.B.C. pamphlet on the subject of selectivity.

Gramophone attachments for the electrical reproduction of records are among the most important accessories of the modern radio receiver. This year we are able to report a very marked advance in the design of electrical pick-ups, not only as regards frequency characteristics, but also in the matter of record wear and needle track alignment. In all the leading makes the pick-up is mounted at an angle with the tone arm. By fixing this angle in relation to the length of the tone arm and the position of the tone arm pivot, it has been found possible to reduce tracking errors to within 2 or 3 per cent. The improved tracking in conjunction with a general lightening of the moving parts and a reduction in the degree of damping, have reduced record wear almost to vanishing point. Tests have proved that with modern pick-ups it is possible to play a record more than two hundred times before the first traces of wear are apparent, while the useful life in practice is considerably more than this.

The influence of the standard frequency records recently issued by the Gramophone Co., Ltd., is to be observed throughout the Exhibition.

Even if frequency characteristics are not published there is evidence that all the leading makers are using these records in their design departments, and that empirical methods of development are giving place to exact measurement. One of the first conclusions to be forced on the notice of designers is that the mass of the reed or armature has, in the past,
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of microscopic dimensions; the modern pick-up and its moving parts are now reduced to the scale of a wrist-watch.

Brown "Vee" unit and cone chassis.

The new Burndet "Needle Armature" pick-up is illustrative of the trend of pick-up design. Its small dimensions and graceful design may be judged from the accompanying photograph. The needle itself forms the armature and carries the magnetic flux; there is no moving part other than the small clamping screw and boss. The output is comparatively small, but the frequency characteristic is practically perfect and does not show more than a two-decimal variation between 125 and 6,000 cycles. Below 125 cycles there is an increase in the output to compensate for the restriction in amplitude of the low notes on the record.

While on the subject of gramophone accessories, mention should be made of the "Novotone" filter unit. This instrument is connected between the pick-up and the amplifier, and, while compensating for high- and low-note loss, also raises the general level of the voltage output from the pick-up by about four times. A good modern pick-up does not require any correcting device, but the same cannot be said of the overall characteristics of an electric gramophone including the amplifier and loud speaker. The fact is that the "Novotone" does effect a remarkable improvement, which has been convincingly demonstrated.

No new principle in loud speaker design has appeared in practical form. The field is still divided between the moving coil and balanced armature types, and numerous detail refinements are evident. The general trend is towards the production of "chassis" units ready for assembly in a pedestal cabinet together with the remainder of the radio and gramophone equipment. In other words, the loud speaker must now be regarded as a component rather than an accessory.

Considerable ingenuity has been displayed in the design of vibrating reed and balanced armature movements, and a large variety of units of every conceivable type are now available at competitive prices. Among complete cone units incorporating reed and balanced armature movements are the Brown Vee unit and the B.T.H. cone unit assembly. The latter equipment comprises a cone chassis in which the diaphragm is provided with concentric corrugations. These corrugations facilitate the formation of nodes so that the effective diameter of the dia-
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Phragm automatically adjusts itself to the frequency applied by the drive. At low frequencies the whole of the diaphragm is set in motion, while at high frequencies only the centre of the cone near the apex is in action.

Messrs. Baker's “Selhurst” Radio have produced a Universal cone chassis, the frame casting of which is provided with a series of holes and raised lugs which are tapped to fit the majority of balanced armature movements on the market. Another ingenious development exhibited by this firm is the parallel-action centring device incorporated in the 1930 “Super Power” moving coil loud speaker.

The policy of “chassis” construction has also extended this year among makers of moving coil loud speakers. Messrs. Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and the G.E.C. are among the firms showing this form of construction for the first time. The production of a moving coil unit is also a new departure for Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd. This unit is beautifully constructed and incorporates a valve rectifier for energising the field magnet from A.C. mains; full details of the flux density, etc., are given in the report in the previous issue.

In view of the success of last year’s Marconiphone moving coil loud speaker, considerable interest attaches to the redesigned model for 1930. The cone diameter has been reduced and the centring “spider” is now omitted, giving a much more compact and robust form of construction. The production costs have also been reduced, but the quality of reproduction maintains the high standard of the previous model. We have heard the new model in operation, and it is evident that while the sensitivity to weak inputs is quite equal to the old model, the power handling capacity has been considerably improved.

---

NEW COMPONENTS SEEN AT OLYMPIA

In a review of the components shown this year we find that the tendency is in the direction of improvement in quality rather than in quantity. This is evidenced by the increase in the number of manufacturers now supplying precise details of the performance of their wares under varying conditions of use. Information in this nature is becoming more and more essential to the set manufacturers, as well as to the home constructor, because it is only by a knowledge of the performance of the component parts that a high standard of reproduction can be attained in the complete receiver. We see, therefore, curves and figures displayed showing the impedance of such components as H.F. chokes at different frequencies. The “Dual Astatic” H.F. choke of R.L., Ltd., is a case in point. Furthermore, this component is astatically wound, so that the external magnetic field is kept within reasonable bounds. The Eddystone version is now accompanied also by a curve showing its impedance at different radio frequencies.

Information of a similar nature is being given by makers of L.F. chokes. With the ordinary type the inductance changes with the value of the steady current passing through its windings, due to the influence of ampere turns on the permeability of the iron. The Wearite choke does not suffer any appreciable change in inductance between fairly wide limits of current value, this feature being emphasised in the family of curves published for their range of constant inductance L.F. chokes under different conditions of working. Another example is the Varley constant inductance choke. A value of 20 henrys is maintained when carrying D.C. currents of from 1 to 100 mA.

The several improvements made in valve design, particularly as regards super-power valves, have brought into being some additions to the range of heavy-duty output chokes. A typical example of modern practice is reflected in the Pye No. 657 model.
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Sectional windings are employed, the ends being brought out to sockets mounted on a strip of insulating material. The sections may be connected in a variety of series-parallel arrangements, and thereby enable inductance values of from 1 to 32 henrys to be made available.

In spite of the technical difficulties concomitant with true ganging of H.F. circuits, many component manufacturers are giving attention to the design of condenser units for this purpose. A noteworthy example of the steps taken to compensate for discrepancies in the incidental capacities across the various circuits is exhibited in the design of the Utility "Nite" double condenser unit. Here the rotors are linked and driven by a drum control. To enable the small differences in capacities to be corrected, provision is made for rocking the two sets of fixed vanes. By an ingenious mechanical arrangement, the stators are moved differentially.

When additional capacity is introduced into one circuit, the value of the capacity across the other is reduced. This must not be confused with a "trimming" device, since a given angular displacement of the stators does not represent a constant capacity change between minimum and maximum values of the condensers. It should be regarded as a compensating device which will require adjustment at various positions of the rotors.

The semi-ganging of circuits, as obtained by the adoption of drum controls—arranged so that the operating edges are adjacent and placed conveniently for combined movement by one finger—is being widely adopted by set manufacturers. Consequently, we find an extensive range of condenser units exhibiting this feature. In the majority of cases both slow- and direct-drive drums are provided. Coarse adjustment is obtained by mounting the two direct-drive discs side by side, and fine tuning is then carried out independently by means of the slow-motion drives, which are mounted generally on the outside. There are, however, some exceptions, notably in the case of the Polar assembly, where the slow-motion drives are adjacent and the coarse adjustments on the outside.

This method of tuning calls for a right- and a left-hand style of condenser. Manufacturing difficulties may occasionally arise. There is at least one example of a condenser designed for optional right- or left-hand drive. This is the J.B. "Universal Log" model, which is made in four sizes, ranging from 0.00015 mfd. to 0.0005 mfd. An adjustable steel centre spindle is fitted, and a single-holed fixing bush is provided at both ends.

While one does not find many special components designed particularly for use in portable sets, there are nevertheless some which can be included in this class. This fact is rather surprising, in view of the great popularity enjoyed by this
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factor in the employment of such components as the R.I. " Hypermu" L.F. transformer and the Varley "Ni-core" range.

The Varley "Ni-core" L.F.

transformers are likewise restricted in the value of steady current that may be passed through their primary windings. The "Ni-core I" will carry 2.5 mA. and "Ni-core II" 2 mA. only. The former costs £1 and the latter £1.5. Both have a ratio of 4 : 1.

As an illustration that the development in one direction engenders improvements elsewhere can be cited the case of the screen grid valve. Its wider use since first pointing the way towards higher H.F. stage gain in a comparatively simple manner has resulted in component manufacturers producing additional parts especially for use with this device.

Bulgin has evolved an interesting safety connector for the anode of the valve. This takes the form of a flexible wire encased in an armoured sheath to which is attached a fixing bush for anchoring to vertical screens or the side of a screening box. One end of the lead terminates in a spade connector for fixing under the top terminal on the valve, while the other end is finished off by a small terminal for attaching the lead carrying the H.T. As the connector is permanently fixed to a rigid part of the set, no damage can be done by removing the valve without first totally disconnecting the H.T. supply.

While on the subject of screen grid valves, mention must be made of the special grid bias cell developed by Messrs. Siemens Bros. and Co., Ltd., and now shown for the first time. It has a voltage of 0.9, and will give to the operating grid of a screen grid valve just the right amount of bias for the best working conditions. Hitherto the lowest voltage cell available was 1½ volts, and this over-biased the modern S.G. valve.

A new component, illustrating the more universal use of special devices to combat motor-boating in mains-driven sets, is a product of Ferranti.

We are informed that a Triplex L.F. choke is being manufactured by Ferranti.

This is one of a range of anode feed resistance units comprising three resistance holders and three by-pass condensers. Its normal use is as a triplex device where space is limited, but it has a further application, namely, that of a fixed potentiometer to supply the screen potential for a S.G. valve. Used in this manner, it assures a constant voltage on the screen of the valve in spite of slight fluctuations in the current.

Since the set manufacturer is endeavouring to make his products more like pieces of furniture than at any previous period in the short history of broadcasting, it behoves the component maker to add his mite towards this end. We thus find such firms as Ormond, famed for their dials, now showing these in a variety of colour schemes.
AIDS TO SELECTIVITY
Some Notes on the Use, Construction and Performance of
Rejectors in a Simple Aerial Circuit.

By H. B. DENT.

It is anticipated that the majority of broadcast listeners living in the north of London will be affected in one form or another by the change over from the Oxford Street site to Brookmans Park for the London Regional transmitter. Possibly by the time these notes appear in print all those so concerned will have had an opportunity to test the selectivity of their sets under the new conditions. Owners of receivers incorporating H.F. amplifiers with sharply tuned circuits should find no difficulty in listening to alternative programmes, but there must be many possessing less ambitious sets who will find that with the new station in operation the alternative programmes are now no longer receivable, or heard only during intervals in the transmission.

For the present, one programme is to be transmitted from the new station, and since the alternative is either Daventry 5GB, or some of the more powerful Continental stations, the problem resolves itself into a consideration of the ways and means of eliminating the signals from the powerful local transmitter and rendering reception of considerably weaker signals possible. When the full programme of the new London Regional station is in force, it should be far easier to separate the two transmissions, because less amplification will be required. It is apparent that a modification or addition to the set will be necessary, but until it has been possible to study at first hand the effect on one's particular receiver, it is somewhat difficult to decide on the nature and extent of these modifications.

In the meantime some good work can be done with a rejector circuit, and this is perhaps the most satisfactory method of making provision, temporarily at least, for alternative programmes. Of course, this is really a palliative, but oft-times recourse has to be made to palliatives until a remedy can be prepared. It is the object of these notes to discuss the best method of applying a rejector which will meet the immediate needs until such time as a more permanent cure can be devised. Perhaps the most popular type of aerial circuit used to-day is that shown in Fig. 1. This, then, will be taken as the basis for our discussion. It matters little what function the first valve performs, whether H.F. amplifier or detector, although if a high-frequency amplifying stage precedes the detector it will, by virtue of the higher selectivity, simplify the filtering-out of the unwanted signals.

Absorption Rejectors.

For the purpose of this discussion rejectors will be divided into two classes—the "absorption" type and the "series" type. In effect they are identical, and it is only in their application that they differ. The "absorption" type, of which a typical example is shown in Fig. 2, consists of a tuned circuit \( L_2 C_2 \), arranged so that the coil \( L_2 \) is inductively coupled to the aerial-grid coil \( L_1 \). It is desirable to use a low-resistance coil for the rejector, a small inductance in conjunction with a large capacity giving the best results. This must be judged by the effect the presence
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of the rejector has on the receiving circuit. An appreciable resistance, that is, H.F. resistance, in the rejector circuit will necessitate a very tight coupling between the two circuits, and this will absorb energy from the aerial-grid circuit over a wider band of wavelengths than is really desirable in the interests of selectivity.

The ideal rejector is one that absorbs energy from the receiving circuit over a band of frequencies equivalent to that occupied by the modulation of the transmission it is desired to reject. This is not possible to achieve in a simple arrangement, but with the exercise of a little care in the design the "wipe-out" area can be kept reasonably small.

The curves in Fig 3 show the effect on the tuning of a circuit similar to that depicted in Fig. 2. The coupling between the aerial circuit and the rejector was such as practically to eliminate signals from 2LO (Oxford Street site) at a distance of 1 1/2 miles. The "wipe-out" area in this case represents a matter of 31 metres; that is to say, nothing can be received between the upper and lower limits, or between 336 and 367 metres. A looser coupling has the effect of reducing the width of the "wipe out" area, but this is offset by the breaking through of signals from the unwanted station, so that little is gained by adopting this course. In this particular case the coil L1 was wound with Litz wire, 40 turns being used on a 3 in. diameter former. The condenser C2 had a capacity of 0.0005 mfd.

Series Rejectors.

The "absorption" type of rejector necessitates a slight modification to the set, since space must be found inside the cabinet for the rejector coil and its condenser. However, there are alternative arrangements which can be applied external to the set and give very much the same results. These will be classified under the heading of "series" type rejectors because they can be connected in series with the aerial. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). The arrangement in Fig. 4 (a) will be passed over with but a mention, and is only included to complete the series. It is effective, certainly, but the coupling is far too tight for practical use, as the "wipe out" area extends over an unnece-

sarily large part of the waveband covered by the receiving circuit.

The circuit given in Fig. 4 (b) will be found satisfactory in most cases and readily lends itself to use with most receivers. The remarks passed regarding the type and size of coil apply with equal force to this case, although owing to the aerial-earth damping, possibly solid wire of fairly stout gauge could be used in place of the Litz. A practical test showed that a coil wound with 40 turns of No. 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire gave good results. The tapings for the aerial connection were made at 10th, 15th, and 20th turns from that end of the coil connected to the aerial terminal on the set. With the aerial connected across 15 turns of the coil, little could be heard of the local station when the aerial condenser was detuned to 10 divisions, on a dial marked 0-180, either side of resonance. The "wipe-out" area was of the same order as that recorded with the direct absorption type, shown in Fig. 2.

A variation of this arrangement is given in Fig. 5. In this case a small coil L1 is coupled to the main rejector coil L2. Tests showed that there was some justifica-

Figure 5.—Modification of Fig. 4 (b) which justifies the use of a low resistance rejector circuit L2C2.

Fig. 6.—With the "series" type rejector a tight coupling tends to shift the "wipe-out" area to one side of the actual wavelength of the rejected signal (in this case that of 2LO).
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Some Interesting American Apparatus.

The Rothermel Corporation's programme for the coming winter season includes the marketing in this country of a number of new components not previously available on this side of the Atlantic. In addition, many of their familiar lines have been remodelled by the manufacturers. Some new designs of Magnavox moving-coil loud speakers are now available. These are catalogued as "X-core" type and are supplied with 72in. and 18in. diaphragms. The A.C. models include mains and input transformers, and dry metal rectifiers, the prices ranging from £8 5s. to £11. A new component is the Mershon "Amrad" electrolytic condenser of high capacity and tested to withstand 400 volts D.C.; single and double types are available. The leakage current is given as 1½ to 2 m. A per 10 mfd. capacity.

Some new "Royal" metal-cased fixed condensers, ranging from 0.1 to 4 mfd., are now listed. These are tested to withstand 1,650 volts, and prices range from 2s. to 7s., according to size.

New Volume Control.

Of particular interest is the new "Electrad" super Tonatrol. This is made as a variable high resistance and a potentiometer, and is claimed to dissipate 5 watts at any position of the contact. The resistance element consists of a special graphite preparation fused at high temperature to an enamelled steel plate. A floating silver contact is employed, which adapts itself to any slight inequality of the surface and ensures smooth action. It is protected by a metal case with bakelite insulation and fitted with stout bronze contact springs. Prices are as follows: Resistances of 10,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms cost 12s. 6d., and potentiometers of 10,000 and 25,000 ohms are offered at the same price. A special gramophone pick-up "fade-out" device for use with two turntables is priced at 12s.

Electric Gramophone Motor.

Constructors of electrically driven gramophone equipment will be interested in the Bodline A.C. induction motor. This is a high quality piece of apparatus, and complete with turntable and necessary controls costs £10 10s. It is made for 110 and 220 volts 50 cycles A.C. mains.

New Magnavox "X-Core" moving coil loud speaker.

A range of power amplifiers for public address, and similar uses, and designed for A.C. mains operation, is another new feature. These are used extensively in the U.S.A., and are products of the Samson Electric Co.

Books Received.


The Rebuilding of 5GB.

The B.B.C. has wisely decided to rebuild 5GB (Daventry) before it takes its permanent place in the regional scheme. "Daventry" is to be a makeshift station and, judging from what I saw on my first visit to Daventry, the marvel is that the breakdowns have been so few. Contrasted with the "spick-and-spanness" of Brookman's Park, 5GB is a "hookup" in the best English sense of the word.

When rebuilt, the station will be a replica of the Brookman's Park station, but with only one transmitter. In this respect it will resemble the projected regional stations for Ulster. The increase in power from 25 kW to 30 kW will, it is hoped, help to cut out that very noticeable interference from Langenberg.

B.B.C. Disappoints at Olympia.

"And when the sun rose, where were they?" This question, in various forms, seems to have been on the lips of most visitors to Olympia. Where are the B.B.C.?

On the first day of the show the much-hailed diorama was out of action but, ignoring this lapse, the best friend of the Corporation could hardly describe the B.B.C.'s role at Olympia as a spectacular one.

Echoing John Henry, "It's all wrong." The B.B.C., as providers of the celestial food on which all those beautiful receivers thrive, should have taken Olympia by storm, demanding a place in the sun, and not merely an odd corner or two.

Those Programmes.

If we imagine a succession of long waves of rather small amplitude we obtain a graphical delineation of the quality of the B.B.C. programmes. The waves of popular opinion are usually a little out of phase, so that when the B.B.C. programmes are emerging from one of the troughs, the public are just beginning to realise how bad the programmes have been. We seem to have reached such a stage at the present moment.

Dance Titles Again?

Some of the criticism is being levelled at the dance programmes broadcast from outside sources. Personally, I know nothing more boring than to listen to a succession of unannounced items given by a disheartened cabaret band which is bound to secrecy regarding dance titles and which dare not burst into song lest the dread secret should be revealed. I should not be surprised, however, if the B.B.C. were shortly to remove the ban on dance titles, despite the risk of "song-plugging." Special care would be taken, of course, to prevent as far as possible any subsidising of artists by the dance publishers.

Morbidity at the Microphone.

The subject-matter of a regular broadcast from ZLO on October 10 is the beginning of the end of a man's life. The action occurs during the infinitely short space of time taken by sudden death to establish itself. The title of the drama is "The First Second," by Peter Godfrey, and it will be produced by Lance Sievring.

Below the Scenes at Portland Place.

Although "Broadcasting House" will not be ready for occupation until June, 1931, some of the longest work has already been accomplished. To appreciate the immensity of the work the best plan is to take a seat in one of the crane buckets—a privilege I enjoyed last week—and allow yourself to be gently lowered on the surface of the road, until the bucket grounds on the reinforced concrete foundations. You are then on the lowest of the three basement floors, above which the building will tower another eight stories.

Col. Val Myer, the architect, drew my attention to a bubbling spring which will have to be diverted and "tanked" before the massive retaining walls around the site can be completed.

Sound-proof Walls.

A really unique feature of "Broadcasting House" will be the absence of a central wall which all normal buildings of its size require for lighting and ventilation. The centre will be taken up by a tower with sound-proof walls of solid brick 3½ ft. thick, and this will house the main studios and a theatre capable of accommodating 1,000 people. The studios will be two stories in height and will be acoustically insulated from each other by single floors accommodating offices.
WIRELESS THEORY SIMPLIFIED

By S. O. FEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Elementary D.C. Circuits.

(Continued from page 362 of the previous issue.)

In working out the example at the end of the previous part Ohm's law was applied to the complete circuit consisting of a 6-volt battery and an external resistance of 3 ohms connected across its terminals. The current was found to be 1.875 amps. and not 2 amps. as might at first have been expected. the reason being that the resistance of the battery itself makes its influence felt. From this it is clear that the electromotive force actually applied to the external 3-ohm resistance must be less than 6 volts. This is the truth, and its value can be very easily found by applying Ohm's law to the external resistance only. Let V denote this reduced value of the E.M.F. which is effective in driving the current through the resistance R. Then by Ohm's law

\[ V = I \times R \text{ volts.} \]

\[ = 1.875 \times 3 = 5.625 \text{ volts.} \]

So that although we have a 6-volt battery we are left with only 5.625 volts at the terminals when a 3-ohm resistance is connected across it. The remaining 0.375 volt has been absorbed in driving the current (1.875 amp.) through the internal resistance (0.2 ohm) of the battery. This can be verified by applying Ohm's law to the resistance of the battery, viz.: The E.M.F. required to drive a current of 1.875 amps. through a resistance of 0.2 ohm is 1.875 x 0.2 = 0.375 volt. as before. This loss of pressure due to the internal resistance of the battery is commonly referred to as the voltage drop in the battery. It is always present to some extent and militates against efficiency, causing waste of energy in the battery, and, in the case of high-tension batteries in wireless circuits, it very often results in instability and violent oscillation or howling.

Electromotive Force and Potential Difference.

Now we must get back to symbols for a little while and introduce one or two new and important terms which recur very often in discussing the operation of any receiving circuit. The same circuit as that of Fig. 1 of the previous instalment is reproduced in Fig. 1, with the addition of an ammeter A, a voltmeter V and a switch S. It will be supposed that the ammeter, which is connected in the main circuit, has a negligibly small resistance so that it does not reduce the current, and that the voltmeter which is connected directly across the battery terminals has such a high resistance that the current taken by it is negligibly small.

When the switch S is closed and a current of 1 ampere is flowing, round the circuit the voltmeter will give a reading V which, as we have seen, is less than the electromotive force of the battery; but if S is opened the voltmeter reading will rise until it equals the actual E.M.F. of the battery, because the current has now ceased and therefore no fraction of the E.M.F. is being absorbed in overcoming the battery resistance. From all this it might at first appear that the E.M.F. of the battery is not a constant thing, but varies according to the current. But this is not the case—the electromotive force of a battery is a constant quantity (except when the battery is running down), depending only on the chemicals and elements from which it is made and, to a certain very small extent, on the temperature. It is only the resulting electrical pressure existing between the terminals which varies, and it is here that we must introduce the term "potential difference" (P.D.).

Voltage, Pressure and Potential.

The electrical pressure between any two points in a circuit, as measured with a voltmeter, is called the potential difference between those two points. When measured in volts it is sometimes referred to as "the voltage." For the word "potential" we can always substitute the word "pressure," meaning, of course, electrical pressure.

It is very important to get a clear conception as to the difference in meaning between electromotive force and potential difference. Although each is measured in volts they really have different meanings, which must not be
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confused. Electromotive force is the driving force set up in the cells by electro-chemical action (or in a dynamo by electromagnetic action), and is a constant in the case of a battery or cell. Potential difference, on the other hand, is the resulting pressure built up when the current is being forced against the various opposing resistances in the circuit. If the circuit is open the resistance is infinitely great and the potential difference between the terminals of the battery builds up to a value exactly equal to the E.M.F. To assist in grasping this idea of opposed forces, consider a steamer standing stationary on a calm day in still water and that suddenly the engines are started and propellers rotated so as to give a steady forward thrust of, say, 50 tons. The steamer will immediately begin to move and its speed will get faster and faster; but it will not go on accelerating indefinitely—there will come a time when the resistance of the water and air will prevent further gain of speed. The speed will build up to just such a value that the resisting forces exactly oppose the driving force.

This is precisely what happens in our battery circuit: When the switch is closed the current builds up until it has reached such a value that the resisting forces exactly counterbalance the driving (electromotive) force. The E.M.F. is the driving force, and the potential difference is the resulting back pressure due, in this case, to the motion of the electrons against the resistance in the external circuit.

Potential.

There is yet another aspect of the word "potential" which must be considered. In our wireless work we often encounter the phrase "plate potential" or "anode potential." For instance, when it is stated that a valve is meant to operate with an anode potential of 150 volts most readers will know that this indicates that the valve should be operated with a potential difference of 150 volts between the anode and the negative end of the filament. But why the negative end of the filament? The reason is that the negative end of a valve filament is usually "earthed" in a receiving set, so that the potential of the anode is really the potential difference in volts between the anode and earth. In general, then, it must be understood that the potential at any point in a circuit is the potential difference between that point and "earth," the potential of the earth being considered as zero.

The energy possessed by anything is the capacity it has for doing work of some kind. For instance, a wound clock spring has the capacity for driving a clock for a definite length of time. In the same way a battery or an accumulator possesses energy which is stored in a chemical form, and, when a current is drawn from the battery, work of some kind is done, the nature of this work depending on the type of apparatus connected to the battery.
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Series and Parallel Circuits.

A number of resistances are said to be connected in series if they are so arranged that the same current passes through each in turn. In Fig. 2 we have three resistances, \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \), and \( R_3 \), connected in series, and it can be shown very easily that the total resistance \( R \) of this circuit is equal to the sum of the individual resistances, namely:

\[
R = R_1 + R_2 + R_3.
\]

It is very important to remember that at any instant the current is the same at every point in a series circuit. Series connection is sometimes referred to as cascade connection.

Resistances are said to be connected in parallel when arranged as shown in Fig. 3. Let \( E \) be the potential difference applied between the ends A and B of the circuit. Then the individual currents through the respective resistances \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \), and \( R_3 \), will be \( E/R_1 \), \( E/R_2 \), and \( E/R_3 \), and the total current will thus be \( I = E/(1/R_1 + 1/R_2 + 1/R_3) \) amps.; therefore \( I/E = 1/(1/R_1 + 1/R_2 + 1/R_3) \). But by Ohm's law \( E/I \) is the combined resistance \( R \) of the circuit, and thus \( I/E \) is the reciprocal \( 1/R \). For the parallel circuit, then, we have

\[
I = \frac{1}{R} = \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} + \frac{1}{R_3},
\]

or, expressed in words—for resistances in parallel the reciprocal of the resultant resistance is equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the individual resistances.

BY-PASS CONDENSERS FOR HIGH FREQUENCY.

Taking H.F. Resistance Into Account.

Most modern receivers positively bristle with decoupling resistances and condensers that are intended to divert into harmless paths the various alternating currents that might cause trouble if allowed to stray about. When it is currents of low frequency that we are trying to by-pass through earthing condensers to the filament of the valve it is only necessary to choose condensers of large capacity, the type having paper dielectric serving perfectly well.

The selection of a condenser for a high-frequency circuit, however, needs rather greater care. When dealing with high-frequency currents it is no longer quite safe to assume that of two condensers, one having ten times the capacity of the other, the larger will offer one-tenth of the impedance to their flow. There now enters into the question the resistance offered by the condenser plates themselves to the passage of high-frequency currents.

Let us imagine that a foil condenser is constructed from a long, narrow strip of waxed paper, with a very thin metal foil on each side, and that connection is made to the two foils at the same end. If a high-frequency voltage is applied to the terminals the full voltage will be operative across the waxed paper dielectric in their immediate neighbourhood, but owing to the very appreciable resistance of the foils the voltage drop along them will be great enough to render the far end of the strip practically inoperative as a condenser. The far ends of the foil are, in fact, protected from the applied voltage by a very thorough and elaborate decoupling scheme of series resistance and parallel capacity. A two-microfarad condenser constructed on the lines suggested, in which the shortcomings of many paper condensers are illustrated in exaggerated form, might well offer no less impedance to currents of very high frequency than a condenser of nominal capacity one-tenth or one-hundredth of its value, but with foils of negligible resistance. In the usual mica condenser, for example, there are usually two sets of small paralleled foils, so arranged that every individual foil in each set makes direct connection with the appropriate terminal on the case. With such a mode of construction the effective resistance of the foils will be negligible.

Several manufacturers of paper condensers have arranged to make connection to each foil at a very large number of places, so that with their products the full rated capacity will be effective even at very high frequencies. The choice of one of these, or of a mica condenser, is a measure of precaution that it would be wise to take when choosing condensers to by-pass high-frequency currents in a modern high-gain amplifier.

—A. L. M. S.
THE PENTODE AS AN ANODE RECTIFIER

Incorporating the Detector in a Receiver.

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

(Concluded from page 286 of the September 18th issue.)

BEFORE building a receiver in which the pentode occupies the position of detector, it is desirable to know a little more of its behaviour than can be brought to light by the simple measurements that were described in the first part of this article. We have seen that the characteristics of the pentodes at present available are such that resistance-coupling to the next valve is desirable, and that by suitable choice of auxiliary and signal-grid voltages and of anode resistance we can obtain more sensitive detection than the three-electrode valve can provide. We have still to consider the effect on the efficiency of rectification of shunt capacities in both plate and auxiliary grid circuits, and to investigate the damping effect that the detector produces on the tuned circuit from which, in a normal receiver, it receives the voltage that it is called upon to rectify. Further, it will be of interest to make some sort of rough estimate of the rectified low-frequency voltage that the pentode will hand on to the next valve for further amplification, and of the most satisfactory high-frequency input that the valve requires for efficient rectification.

By-pass Condensers.

In order to determine whether the presence or absence of shunt capacities in anode or auxiliary-grid circuits affect in any way the process of rectification proper\(^1\), a constant high-frequency voltage was applied to the valve and the change in plate current due to the rectification of this voltage was read. In order to ensure that the input to the valve really did remain constant while alterations were being made to its plate circuit, the arrangement shown in Fig. 7 was adopted. The resistance \(r\) had a value of some 150 ohms, which was deemed low enough to be negligibly small in comparison with any parallel resistance due to the valve, while it was found to be high enough to flatten the tuning of the circuit sufficiently to make certain that capacity changes due to the condensers connected would not, by upsetting the tuning, introduce unintentional alterations of the input voltage.

With these precautions condensers of various values, ranging from 0.0001 μfd. to 0.01 μfd. were connected in turn between plate and filament and between auxiliary grid and filament of the PM22. The deflection in the meter M obtained when no external capacity was connected across either of these paths remained unchanged whatever the value of the condenser used. From the point of view of the rectification of a carrier wave only, any value of external capacity from zero upwards may be used without in any way affecting the efficiency of the rectifier.

It has, however, been shown that the presence of a shunting condenser across the anode circuit of the valve is an essential to the proper reception of a modulated wave.\(^2\) Furthermore, it is known\(^3\) that this condenser helps to reduce very considerably the load imposed by the detector upon the tuned circuit from which it is supplied with signals, so that we must not conclude from the experiment just detailed that it is safe to omit this condenser entirely.

---


\(^{3}\) The Wireless World. May 22nd, 1929, p. 524.
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To investigate the connection between the load on the input circuit and the output capacity, the apparatus shown in Fig. 8 was set up. The frame aerial used had an inductance of 225 microhenrys, and the circuit as a whole, including all losses due to the Moulin voltmeter and the dielectric losses due to the pentode rectifier, but not including any feed-back through the latter, had a high-frequency resistance of 7.9 ohms at the wavelength of 2LO (356.3m.). The resistance r represents one of a series of small high-frequency resistors, any one of which could be put into the circuit at will.

The first step was to tune in 2LO and to read on the Moulin voltmeter the voltage induced by that station across the tuned circuit for a number of different values of the resistance r. During this process the filament of the pentode was not lighted. These results were then plotted as a curve, so that the resistance required at r to reduce the high-frequency voltage to any value within the range of measurement could be read off. Incidentally, this series of readings gave the high-frequency resistance of the circuit that has just been quoted.

Damping in Grid Circuit.

The filament of the pentode, adjusted for rectification \(E_0 = 145\text{v.}, E_{\text{grid}} = 20\text{v.}, E_{\text{g}} = -5\text{v.}, R = 0.22\text{ meghom}\), was then lighted, the circuit retuned, and the voltage was read on the Moulin voltmeter for various settings of the calibrated shunt condenser C. For all settings of this, the voltage was slightly lower than had been obtained with the pentode filament unlighted, showing that there was reverse reaction through the grid-plate capacity of the pentode. Each of these voltages could equally well have been attained with the filament of the PM22 disconnected, but with some value of r in the tuned circuit. The value of r equivalent in reducing the voltage to the presence of the pentode was read off from the curve already mentioned, and the results so obtained were plotted, as shown in Fig. 9 (curve A), against the value of external shunt capacity added at C.

As a comparison this series of readings was repeated, the pentode being replaced by a Cosmos SP18/B valve \(m = 35, R_a = 70,000\text{ ohms}\) in order that the damping introduced by the pentode might be compared directly with that produced by an ordinary valve of roughly similar characteristics. Curve B of Fig. 9 shows the equivalent series resistance introduced by this valve for different values of external shunt capacity.

Equivalent Series Resistance due to Damping.

Comparison of the two curves shows that for an external shunt capacity of 0.0001 mfd., which is about the largest value that can be used without audibly sacrificing the higher musical notes, the equivalent series resistance introduced by either of the two detectors examined is in the neighbourhood of one ohm. This damping need not be regarded too seriously, though one would greatly prefer that it should be absent altogether. The result of the damping is shown in another form in Fig. 10, where input voltage, using the circuit of Fig. 8, is plotted against the value of external shunt capacity. The reduction of voltage at the grid of the detector due to the damping that it imposes amounts to about 12 to 15 per cent. with the suggested shunt capacity of 0.0001 mfd.

A separate experiment on the same lines showed that there was no advantage to be gained by connecting a condenser from auxiliary grid of the pentode to filament. The source of current for this circuit, however,
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The last measurement made consisted in supplying the pentode with high-frequency modulated at 500 cycles by a low-frequency generator, measuring both the input of high-frequency and the output of rectified "signals." It is not necessary to describe the apparatus used for producing the "signals" for rectification; it amounts practically to setting up a private 2LO for oneself and using it to transmit a continuous "tuning note" from one side of the room to the other. The apparatus is complicated, but perfectly well known to all those who are interested in such experiments.

The chief difficulty that arises in connection with it lies in determining the degree of modulation in use; for the present purpose this was got over by adjusting the modulation-depth to be approximately the same as that of 2LO when sending out loud passages of dance music. The pentode detector, with its associated valves, was employed in making this adjustment.

Measuring the L.F. Output.

In order to read the low-frequency voltage developed across the resistance in the anode circuit of the valve, an amplifying valve followed by a Taylor voltmeter was used, the two together having previously been calibrated. The detector together with the valves and meters used to measure input and output respectively are shown in Fig. 11. In this $V_1$ is the PM22 valve adjusted as an anode detector as before, R being again 0.22 megohm. The modulated high-frequency voltage applied to its grid from the miniature transmitter was measured by a Mouillin valve voltmeter. The 500-cycle output was applied to the grid of $V_2$, a D.E.5a valve amplifying in the normal manner. A loud speaker, introduced in order to have an aural check on the proper behaviour of the entire apparatus (II valves in all were employed, not counting mains rectifiers) was fed from this valve, and the voltage developed across it measured by means of the Taylor voltmeter shown. $V_3$, the valve forming part of the Taylor voltmeter, was a D.E.R., the meter M being a microammeter. Before connecting the pentode, known 500-cycle voltages were applied to the grid of $V_3$, and the corresponding readings of M noted, so that the voltage developed across R in the complete set-up could be determined by simply reading M.

Detector Efficiency.

The results derived from all this equipment are given in the curves of Fig. 12, in which the R.M.S. value of the modulated high-frequency input is plotted against peak audio-volts output. Curves are included for two values of anode resistance with the pentode, and for two other valves. The pentode will give, without overloading, an output just large enough to supply a second pentode used in the conventional manner as output valve, requiring for the purpose to be supplied with about 1.3 volts R.M.S. of normally modulated high-frequency. Thus where adequate high-frequency amplification is available, there is no need to interpose a low-frequency stage between the detector and the output valve, even though there is no transformer to provide a little free amplification.

Since the peak value of the high-frequency voltage is about 2.15 times the R.M.S. voltage when the modulation is 50 per cent., this is the largest input with which it will deal. This is indicated in the curves by a tendency to flatten out at the upper ends. The greater output of the pentode, as compared with the triodes, is sufficiently obvious from Fig. 12 to require no further stressing.

Summing up all that has come to light during these measurements, we may say that the pentode forms an unusually satisfactory resistance-coupled rectifier for small and moderate high-frequency voltages. It is about twice as sensitive as the triode that it replaces, and introduces about the same amount of damping into the grid circuit. In this latter respect, indeed, it might be
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made perfect if the valve makers chose to produce a special model of the valve for this purpose.

With the triode there is no hope whatever of doing away with this unwelcome effect, for it owes its origin to the capacity between grid and plate of the valve.

In the pentode, although two grids, earthed so far as signal potentials are concerned, are interposed between plate and signal grid, the capacity between these electrodes remains practically unreduced because the leads to both are taken out at the base of the valve. If the lead to the plate were brought through the top of the bulb, as in the screen-grid valve, and some small attention were paid to screening within the valve, the grid-circuit damping could quite easily be reduced to completely negligible dimensions.

If a valve on these lines were produced it would be the first to be specifically designed for rectification since the days of the old soft grid-detector. Two models would be needed, one having figures like those of the PM22 here discussed for resistance coupling, and one with an A.C. resistance of not more than 10,000 ohms for use with a transformer for large inputs. The latter valve at least would also find application in another important direction.

HAPPY PROPHETS.
The enthusiasts who predicted a record success for the 1929 National Radio Exhibition have been more than justified. During the first three days over 40,000 visitors passed through the turnstiles, and the average daily attendance exceeded that of 1928 by nearly 3,000.

GOOD BUSINESS.
Within a few hours of the opening of the Show enough business had been transacted to cover the entire cost of the Exhibition.

A NEW HUNTING GROUND.
The B.B.C. test transmission van is now being used in the Glasgow district in a search for a site for the Scottish Regional station. We understand that the Post Office will not contradict the rumour that the van is hunting for “pirates.”

CUTTING OUT THE CACKLE.
Broadcast advertisements are stated to have killed enthusiasm for wireless in Spain. A new State decree, which establishes a system of wireless licences, stipulates that not more than a hundred words of advertisement matter shall be broadcast in one hour.

SHORT-WAVE PICTURE TRANSMISSION.
Experiments in “Fultograph” picture transmission on short waves are being conducted at Vienna. These tests, which enable definite comparison to be made regarding the relative ranges of telegraphy, telephony and picture telegraphy, take place daily on a wavelength of 41-42 metres. The call sign is UOM, and the following schedule is observed:—

Telegraphy.—10.10 a.m. to 10.20 a.m.
Telephony.—10.20 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
Picture Telephony.—10.35 a.m. to 10.45 a.m.

In the afternoon a similar transmission takes place at 3.10 p.m., continuing until 3.45 p.m. Reports on reception will be welcomed by Fultograph Gesellschaft, M.B.H., Austria, 1V Frinz Eugenstrasse 10, Vienna.

BRITISH WIRELESS GEAR FOR POLAND.
An important success for British industry has been secured by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., who have been successful in obtaining one of the largest orders given of recent years in connection with broadcasting services. This order is for a large extension of the Polish broadcasting organisation which, following the English example, is to be remodelled so as to provide alternative programmes for the greater part of the country.

The new equipment will comprise one 120 kW. aerial input broadcasting transmitter with full modulation, two high-power regional stations with 16 kW. aerial input, and three local relay stations. The 120 kW. station will be situated near Warsaw, and will be used in addition to the 12 kW. Marconi station, which is already giving such an excellent service at Warsaw and has been in operation there since 1927.

MOROCCO JOINS THE MOVEMENT.
The first wireless show in Morocco is to be held from November 30th to December 8th.

ULSTER SHOW.
The Belfast Wireless Exhibition will hold away in the Ulster Hall from October 9th to 13th.

FRENCH LOUD SPEAKER “WAR.”
A campaign has been opened in several districts in France against noisy loud speakers. At Châlons, Puy-de-Dôme, an article of French law has been invoked whereby it is an offence to create “nocturnal uproar,” even inside a house, if it is audible in the street. A by-law has been created forbidding “open window” loud speakers after 10 p.m.

BROADCASTING FOG SIGNALS.
To overcome the difficulty experienced by navigators in judging the distance of a fog syren, an interesting experiment in wireless telephony is to be made, probably at the Clyde Lighthouses, by the Clyde Lighthouses Trustees. After the sounding of each blast from the syren the words “one,” “two,” “three,” will be transmitted at intervals corresponding to the time the sound waves would take to cover one mile. By noting the time lag between the reception of the wireless signal and the sound of the syren, mariners will be able to determine with fair accuracy how far their ship is from the source of sound. At the moment when the syren sounds, the name of the station or lighthouse will be given.

T.C.C. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
We regret that in the Show Forecast in our issue of September 18th the improve-ment was conveyed that the Telegraph Con-denser Company, Ltd., had entirely re-designed their electrolytic condensers of the 2,000 mfd. type. This is not the case. The company has, in fact, added to the range by producing a double type of the same condenser with a capacity of 4,000 mfd.

CURRENT TOPICS.

The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A selection of queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.

A Selective Two-valve Set.
I have a straightforward direct-coupled two-valve set consisting of a henry-grid detector with reaction, followed by a transformer-coupled L.F. stage. This functions well on my local station, but the arrangement does not permit of being used for other stations, owing to lack of selectivity. I understand that you have published a two-valve receiver which has a high degree of selectivity, and shall be glad if you would give me the details of this.

R. W. G.

A set such as you have in your possession is an extremely unsel ective arrangement, and it is possible by careful design to produce a receiver having a degree of selectivity greatly in excess of this without in the least sacrificing distance-getting properties, and without appreciable loss of quality.

A receiver of this type was described in full on page 143 of the issue of this journal dated February 6th, 1929. Home-constructed coils were used, and full details were given. In case you do not care for the task of coil construction, you will find that these coils are available commercially.

Correct Milliammeter Position.
I have a milliammeter with a scale reading of 0 to 50 mA, and have been advised that the correct position for this is between the H.T. — and the L.T. — terminal of the set in place of the usual short length of wire that connects these terminals together inside the set. I have temporarily connected it in this position, but notice that the needle is constantly and regularly fluctuating. The movement of the needle is not large, but the rapidity of the fluctuations are such that the needle appears almost as a blur. Reception is considerably distorted. Can you tell me where I have gone wrong?

J. E. G. M.

The sole purpose of putting a milliammeter in the position you show is to enable a reading to be taken of the total current consumption of the set. To leave a meter in this position, however, is wasting its potential usefulness, and, furthermore, it will cause low frequency instability and consequent distortion unless shunted by a large capacity condenser. The trembling of the needle and the distortion you notice are due to the fact that you have inserted the meter in this position without such a shunting condenser. A meter having this scale reading should be connected in the plate circuit of the last valve, where it will act as a useful indicator of overloading of this valve. In order to make quite sure that you place it in the right position, we give a diagram in Fig. 1.

You will notice that the meter is shown in three positions, (A), (B) and (C). (C) is incorrect for the reason we have just stated; (A) is also incorrect, because the meter is at the high potential end of the external anode impedance. It should be connected at the low potential end of the choke, that is, in position (B).

Safety First.
Can you give a definite ruling upon the question which has arisen among members of our local radio society as to whether it is necessary to turn the H.T. eliminator off first or to turn the filaments of the valve off first when "closing down" for the night?

The rule is that the eliminator should be switched off first, and when preparing to receive signals again the eliminator should be switched on last. In many cases eliminators are designed to avoid this difficulty, and when this is so it is immaterial which is switched off first. It is most imperative, however, that where this safeguard is not provided the eliminator should be switched off before the filaments are turned off, otherwise there is risk of damage to the eliminator, and risk of shock to any person who accidentally touches certain parts of it. The effect of leaving the filaments on for fractional time after the eliminator is extinguished is that the fixed condensers discharge themselves in a normal manner through the appropriate receiver circuits.

Record III. or New Kilo-Mag Four?
I am thinking of constructing one of the new receivers which have appeared recently in your journal, but cannot make up my mind whether to construct the "New-Kilo-Mag Four" or the "Record III," and should be glad of your guidance on this point. I may say that I want long range, but do not desire to sacrifice quality on this account.

D. H. G.

The question of which of these two receivers to construct depends solely on whether you wish the set to be operated entirely from A.C. mains or otherwise. Both sets are long-range instruments, and both are productive of good quality. If you have A.C. mains in the house, we should certainly advise the "Record III"; otherwise, of course, the "New Kilo-Mag Four" should be chosen.
A.C. Valves in the New All-Wave Four.

I have had the "New All-Wave Four" receiving set in operation since it appeared in your journal last year. I now desire to use it with A.C. valves, but do not wish to use one of the new screen-grid type valves, but wish to employ an ordinary A.C. valve. Can you tell me what alterations I should have to make? I wish to retain my existing aerial-grid coils and H.F. transformers, if possible.

The best advice we can give you is to refer to page 274 of our issue dated September 5th, 1928, where you will find full constructional details of a receiver which is to all intents and purposes the "New All-Wave Four," modified and rebuilt for use with A.C. mains, using a triode, such as you describe.

You can use your existing aerial-grid coils and H.F. transformers.

Pick-up Position.

My present set consists of one H.F. valve followed by an anode bend detector and two stages of resistance coupling. I wish to use a gramophone pick-up, but am uncertain whether to use two or three valves—that is, should the pick-up be used in front of the detector valve or in front of the first L.F. valve? I should be glad if you would decide this point for me.

L. L. H.

In your particular case we would certainly advise that the pick-up be used in front of the detector valve. It may be placed in the grid return lead of that valve, but if you intend to insert a jack for the purpose of making a new fixed condenser present in the set is in parallel with the pick-up, otherwise a loss of high notes will occur.

Choke Filter Again.

I have constructed a straightforward three-valve set for use in connection with a D.C. mains eliminator; the H.F. valve is coupled to the detector by a transformer of the type used in your recent sets. I find, however, that "motor-boating" is very persistent. Can you suggest the cause of this? I enclose a "theoretical" diagram for your guidance.

G. P. R.

It is quite a straightforward matter to diagnose your trouble from the diagram. The trouble is evidently due to the fact that you do not use a choke filter output circuit in conjunction with the output valve. In all probability you will find that if this is used the set is completely stable.

We give herewith, in Fig. 2, the connections for adding a choke filter output circuit. There is a right and a wrong way of connecting the loudspeaker, and if you adopt the wrong method results are apt to be just the same as though you had not adopted the choke filter. The wrong method is shown in dotted lines. It will be seen that although this method of connection gives the advantage that no direct current passes through the loudspeaker winding, thus safeguarding it from breakdown, it still permits the A.C. component of the energy present in the plate circuit of the valve to pass through the source of H.T. supply. A study of the correct method of connection clearly shows that the A.C. energy is almost entirely diverted to filament negative circuit of the loudspeaker.

With regard to the extra fixed condenser shown in series with the loud speaker, this is not absolutely necessary unless headphones are to be used. If you contemplate the use of long extension leads it is advisable to put in this extra condenser, and its value must be 8 mfd, and the value of the condenser normally in position must also be 8 mfd.

R. S. D.

We would refer you to page 205 of our August 28th issue, where some of these new valves are reviewed.

A Pick-up Recorder.

I am thinking of experiment with the making of gramophone records, and should be grateful if you could tell me the best type of gramophone pick-up to use, and, if possible, inform me how to use it.

P. N. M.

You are evidently under the misapprehension concerning the precise functioning of a gramophone pick-up. This instrument is essentially one in which it is desired to convert the acoustic energy from the record into electrical energy so that it may be amplified and passed to a loud speaker which again converts to acoustic energy. It is impossible to use a pick-up for the reverse process.

An Accumulator Charging Precaution.

I wish to charge my H.T. accumulators from my mains, which are A.C. Until recently the mains have been D.C., and the job has been done by means of a simple lamp resistance. I propose, in the interests of cheapness, to use a charger described in your issue of August 5th, 1927. Can you inform me if this is still to be recommended?

D. G. L. H.

We should not advise you to make use of this instrument now, as it means that the accumulators will be directly coupled to the A.C. mains, and, in view of the regulations that are now in force, it is advisable to use a transformer to isolate the rectifier, and the accumulator on charge. This prohibits the use of a cheap bell-ringing transformer, and means that you would have to use a transformer having two secondary windings (we here assume that you are intending to use a valve rectifier).
"TWANG" A TAUT WIRE

MICROPHONIC NOISES ARE LARGELY DUE TO FILAMENT VIBRATION

On the right you see how the new Cossor filament would appear if viewed through a powerful microscope. Note the tungsten core and the thick coating which definitely damps out vibration. This wonderful new filament is tougher than steel yet as pliable as whipcord.

NEW COSSOR FILAMENT CAN'T VIBRATE—ITS COATING IS TOO THICK

Because of their wonderful tungsten core filament and their rigid construction, the NEW Cossor Valves are definitely non-microphonic—they give you 100% pure music. And because this new Cossor filament has a greater emission the NEW Cossor Valves give greater volume, longer range and sweeter tone. No other filament has such enormous emission. Put new life into your Receiver—use the NEW Cossor—they make old Sets like new—they improve even the most up-to-date Receivers. Your dealer sells them.

The NEW Cossor
DEFINITELY NON-MICROPHONIC

The NEW Cossor is available in a complete range of types, including Screened Grid, E.F., Detector, L.F., R.C. Power, Super Power and Rectifiers. Your Wireless dealer stocks them.

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.3
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WIRELESS

DIRECTION

FINDING

and DIRECTIONAL

RECEPTION

By R. KEEN B.Eng. (Hons.).

Second Edition: Revised and Enlarged.

THIS volume deals with the principles of the subject and the constructional details of direction-finding installations, and includes some information concerning aircraft installation. It describes the principles of Direction and Position Finding in this country in such a way that the subject may be grasped easily by engineers tackling this field of wireless work for the first time. Numerous photographs and diagrams are included.


From leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

DICTIONARY

of WIRELESS

TECHNICAL TERMS

Compiled by S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
and issued in conjunction with

"THE WIRELESS WORLD."

THIS volume contains definitions of terms and expressions commonly used in wireless telephony and telegraphy and is intended to serve as a guide to all those interested in wireless who come across, from time to time, unfamiliar words in their reading. In such cases the DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TECHNICAL TERMS proves of very great use and value. It is well illustrated, and cross-referenced to enable the required information to be rapidly obtained.

PRICE 2/- NET
By Post 2/2

From leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

What the Pacific Engineering Laboratory Co. (U.S.A.) thinks of EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS & THE WIRELESS ENGINEER

"This is one of the best technical wireless journals we have read and we heartily recommend it to everyone."

MONTHLY 2s. 6d. net.
Subscription: 3s. per annum, post free.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

Everyman Four

32-PAGE BOOKLET
giving full Constructional Details of a remarkably efficient "Two-Control" Receiver, for Long or Short Waves.

By W. JAMES.

Many constructors have built the set and have been delighted with its wonderful quality and range. The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive and has a high degree of selectivity. The Receiver is easily built and very simple in operation as it cannot oscillate if properly set up. An additional long-wave attachment for Daventry is described in the booklet.

Price 1/2 post free

From the offices of "The Wireless World,"
A SURE TEST for a GOOD ELIMINATOR

Look for HYDRA CONDENSERS before you buy an eliminator

You get safety, you get smooth current, you get accuracy and reliability when you buy an eliminator that has HYDRA Condensers in it. Because HYDRA Condensers are made to stand up to high pressures; HYDRA are tested well beyond their normal working voltages; HYDRA are made by the only firm that specializes exclusively on paper-dielectric condensers.

You're safe if you use HYDRA

Write for lists of eliminator manufacturers who standardise HYDRA Condensers.

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman St., London, W.1

The NEW LOUD SPEAKER CHASSIS

(PAT. APP. FOR.)

No kit of parts... but a completely assembled floating cone in a highly polished aluminium casting incorporating the NEW adjustable unit fixing plate, ensuring the correct centering of the unit in cone. Made to fit any make of unit in the World.

The NEW adjustable back plate for the correct centering of unit in cone. Made to fit any make of unit in the World.

The GILMAN LOUD SPEAKER CHASSIS

from YOUR dealer

The CONE The felt washer

FORMO

"Have always held a leading position... production of thoroughly sound variable condensers..."—Vide Press.

"1930" LOG (mid-line) CONDENSER

In four Capacities:

-0005
-00035
-00025
-00015

4/6 each

* Double spacing of vanes for Ultra Short wave work.

"MIDGET" Reaction CONDENSER

Capacity: 0002 mfd.

The FORMO "MIDGET" Reaction Condenser, like all other Formo Condensers, has incorporated the patented Formo internal "PIGTAIL", unsuitably, the finest collector or "Pigtail" yet devised, and thereby is absolutely noiseless in operation.

2/9

The Finest VERNIER DIAL Obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO BACKLASH, ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free, SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT, EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

3/-

As pictorially shown, the scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30° from perpendicular, thereby permitting convenient unobstructed view of scale without need to crouch or stoop.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of post card.

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Central Adjustment
in the W.B.
4-POLE BALANCED ARMATURE CONE UNIT

only 12/6

- The best Value in England today.
- Will work either a free edge or a heavy Crown.

Hear one demonstrated at your Dealers.
WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

PARMEKO
WIRELESS MAINS APPARATUS STANDARD—
OR TO SPECIFICATION

The PARMEKO range of Standard Transformers, Chokes, etc., is one of the widest in the Kingdom, yet the factory is so well equipped that we can make any of this type apparatus to your own specification. If there is not a standard unit to suit you, you need not put up with the nearest; send us your specification and we will quote by return. All PARMEKO products are characterised by absolute honesty of materials and workmanship. They are used by some of the most important "talkie" and radiogramophone companies. An immense variety of PARMEKO products will be shown and demonstrated at our stand at the National Radio Exhibition at Olympia.

Make a note of the number, then you cannot miss it.

VISIT OUR STAND No. 98.
Write for full particulars of Parmeko Products.
We specialise in all types of Mains apparatus.

PARTRIDGE & MEE LTD.
26, DOVER STREET, 74, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1

Centralab
A Radio Receiver Is Like A Chain

A chain of parts, if you please . . . transformers, valves, condensers, resistances and the like as links of the chain. Unless each link performs to perfection, the whole receiver is condemned.

A lot of grief can be traced to one little part—the volume control. Noises are set up—unevenness of control develops—volume is hard to handle.

You can save yourself all trouble by seeing that the name "Centralab" is stamped on the volume control.

Write for full lists of Volume Controls, Modulators, Power Rheostats and Potentiometers.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox St., London, W.1.

Phone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.

LYONS’ “B.A.T.” ELIMINATORS
MANUFACTURED BY EXPERTS

Despite any claims to the contrary, we are the oldest Eliminator Makers in Europe. We make all types and we happen to turn out the best. The "AG" model “H.V.3” illustrated has 1 power tap, and three Variable, precisely, from G-Maximum (by “Clarostats” of course). No load Output, 300 volts. Load drop only 1.5 v. per m/a, giving 225 v. @ 50 m/a. Uses "RAYTHEON" Tube, Special "T.C.C.-Lyons" Condensers, Etc. Properly "Decoupled." Cannot cause motor-boating. Designed for large, powerful receivers. Prices from £6 to £10-10-0.

FREE Large booklet, freely illustrated, giving full details of all types with unique mains circuits, etc.
FREE CLAude Lyons, LTD.
78, OLDHALL STREET, LIVERPOOL
HOME CONSTRUCTORS’ KIT OF PARTS.

At the Request of The Ultra Electric Ltd., who manufacture a Double Cone Speaker, OUR EXHIBIT AT OLYMPIA HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN AS AN ACT OF COURTESY WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO OUR LEGAL POSITION.

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF PARTS ONLY.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE, COVENTRY.

Sept. 25th, 1929.

From OLYMPIA To WILL DAY LTD.

Large stocks of all the new lines at the Radio Exhibition are now obtainable. There have been many new innovations produced in Radio Apparatus:
- Mullard Orgola components
- New Music Magnet Kit
- New Cossor Kit
- Brown’s Complete 5-Valve Set
- ERGO All Mains A.C. Eliminators
- Complete Range of Fortasles.

Don’t fail to write for our new 72 page fully illustrated catalogue of radio and gramophone sets, components and accessories, post free 6d. or FREE TO CALLERS.

WILL-DAY LTD.

(The Best in the West)

19 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.

ISO DIALS

ISO BABY JUNIOR 75
2½" - 2¼
ISO BABY 85
3" - 2/6
ISO STANDARD 100
4" - 2/9

ISO MODEL 1K
3" - 3/4
4" - 4/6

In Black or Mortal Mahogany.
Ask for details of new Illuminated Drum Dials.

HAW & C° LTD.
Telephone: City 9510.

Sole Distributors for "Iso" Products, Cone Units, Transformers, Chokes, Condensers, Trickle Chargers, Eliminators, etc.

Mention of "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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WHY BUY FOREIGN VALVES?
—BRITISH VALVES ARE CHEAPER!

British made and guaranteed. For any and every time, including screened grid and "wireless world" sets.

Why buy foreign valves?

A recommended for British panel.

BUY SURE HANDBOOK

FOR A READING 2, 4.

S.G.

BRITISH PANEL

REDFERN'S

RUBBER WORKS Ltd. — Hyde, Cheshire

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

October 2nd, 1929.

OUR LATEST—

"Super" type, pipettes.

2, 4 H.F. L.F. R.C. 5/- Each

VOLTS

POWER

5/- Each

VALVES REPAIRED.

Price as follows—

L.F. H.F. R.C.

5.3

Power Valve—6.3

Screened Grid—11.3

From your Dealer or Direct—

LUSTROLUX Ltd.

Lower House Mills, West Hollington, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.


Scottish Agent: Mr. Rout, Rothwell, Etc., 94, Eldon Street, Newcastle.

For Threepence—

ENCLOSE two 1d. stamps to cover post.

are, etc., and you will receive per return an attractive folder giving you full particulars of how to build for yourself a magnificent loud speaker.

We supply you with a complete kit (including cabinet in parts) and for 5s./you can build up a balanced armature cone speaker that would be in the ordinary way cost £5 or more.

WATML WIRELESS Co., Ltd.,

Imperial Works, High Street,

EDGWARE, Middx.

Telephone: Edgeware 2525.

DARFAY

THE PERFECT

EBONITE PANEL

ONE QUALITY ONLY

— THE BEST —

SUPPLIED IN

Matte Semi-Polished Mahogany

Highly Polished Black

GOLDFRON 3-RANGE RADIO METEOR

Reading 0-6 volts, 0-120 volts, 0-20 milliamperes. The purpose of the microphone is to enable a correct reading of the

PRICE 8/6 EACH

From all West coast Radio Dealers—Before subscribing, if any difficulty, write direct.

For full range of RADIO METEORS on Chubb's 5/10, send FREE on receipt.

WARD & GOLDSSTONE

REDFERN'S REG. NO. 459456.

Non-Metallic Surface Ebonite

Radio Panels

MAXIMUM INSULATING PROPERTIES.

Ideal Leak-Free Surface.

Recommended for "FERRANTI" S.G. Receiver.

REDfern'S RUBBER WORKS Ltd. — Hyde, Cheshire

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The phenomenal success of the British General Tuning Unit during the past year and increased production in all directions have enabled us to reduce considerably overhead charges and to make a big reduction in the cost to the public. And besides being cheaper it is better. The reversible moulded dial is now marked with white filled degrees and figures. Owners of last year’s model who desire one of the new dials can obtain same for 1/- And remember that this new A.T.U. gives you all wave lengths between 220–2,000 metres on one dial.

From all Dealers of Repute or direct from
BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
Brockley Works, . . London, S.E.4

**WEARITE COMPONENTS**

"WIRELESS WORLD" KIT SET.
Complete set of coils, with switches, mounted on panel and frame.
£2.5.0 per set of 3.

NEW KILOMAG 4.
Coils, per set of 3, £3.3.0

FOREIGN LISTENERS 4.
B.B.C. Coils, per set of 3, £1.2.6
5XX Coils, per set of 3, £1.17.6
Bases, per set of 3, 7s. 6d.
A.C. Valve Holder, 1s. 3d.
Vertical Type for A.C. S.G. Valves, 1s. 9d.
600 ohm De-coupling Resistance, 1s. 6d.

Write for lists:
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
741, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17
For phone—TOT 3371 A.

**BUILD YOUR OWN SET**

for

59/6

And pull in all stations with the Tekade set. Complete kit of parts, including Tekade V.T.126 2-electrode valve, cabinet and panel, drilled and engraved.

**DR. NESPER LTD.**, Colindale Avenue, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.7
Ask your dealer to show you also Dr. Nesper triode chargers and batteries.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTICES.

The charge for advertisements in these columns is: 12 words or less, 1d.; 1st and 2nd, 1d. for every additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address must be quoted.

REMEMBER that all orders are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consignments, new and in the new issue the copy is repeated from the previous issue: 10 consecutive insertions 5d.; 20 consecutive, 10d.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up to FIRST POST on THURSDAY. Mail rate from (postings to date of issue) at the Head Office of "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or on any MORNING at the Branch Offices 19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Despencer, Manchester; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow C.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular issue will not necessarily be inserted in the following issue unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepared.

The cost and payment in advance for advertisements should be made to Administrator payable to EIIPE & Co. Ltd., 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.

All letters referring to advertisements should quote the number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World," Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of registration and to cover post and reply to columns must be added to the advertisement charge, which must include the word box, e.g., "The Wireless World," no. No. will appear at the end of its receipt. All replies should be addressed No. No. to "The Wireless World," The Wireless World, 101, St. Vincent Street, London, E.C.4. The reply to boxes No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances or goods except in replies accompanied to the effect that the case of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit Department." No DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal on this safe circulating medium of the Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The Wireless World," both party and the bank return the receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer decides not to claim in return the goods, they must be remitted to the sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to retain amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale, and subject to there be no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage to transit, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £1, a deposit fee of 1½ per cent. is charged; on transactions over £1 and under £50, the fee is 2½; over £50, 5½. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to Hils & Sons Limited.

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED APPARATUS.

A Service to our Readers.

We have made an arrangement with the Patents with the Department of a home-constructed receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, and is license the set in terms of the Deposit System referred to above.

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for his advertisement, the letter in every case marked as a box, and all should be the price which he requires the amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.

If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum realized by the seller is the amount due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by "The Wireless World" to the owners of the patent concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the purchaser of the set.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their queries are requested to recall the advertisement and the good. The orders of the goods have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many inquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each one by post.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

FEY TERMS.

We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good Quality Radio Sets, Components and Accessories on Easy Terms. We will give you sufficient service. No references required. Send us your list of requirements and a quotation will be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Limited.

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE'S STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., Ltd. Fishergate, Preston.

We offer you the following conditions to all who send in your new receiver or another appliance from us.

SPONTANEOUSLY—Unbiased advice. The principal of this firm has two years' experience in wireless and audio equipment, having been at the Government Experimenter Stations in 1910. He has been Manager for the Hearing Telephone Co. listening to, and radio equipment to the U.C.G. a member of the Technical Conference of the League of the National Association of Radio Manufacturer's. His advice is given from his clients to £1000 pounds for pounds, everybody knows there is no hobby in which the money is wasted or useless apparatus by the uninitiated.

A SPECIAL OFFER—We take your old apparatus in exchange for new, as we have a means of disposing of such old apparatus that it is difficult to dispose of. Send us a list of your old apparatus or, better still, send us the apparatus, and state the new apparatus we will then make our offer to send your goods, and your old apparatus will be sold which is until we return the parcel, carriage paid.

RF you are in doubt as to the Make of Receiver you are about to purchase, send it in, and we will advise you; we have no leaning towards any make. A copy of this book and the part instrument you should buy for your purpose.

SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., Ltd. Fishergate, Preston.

NEWPORT Portable, perfect order, complete, & straining model; first £6 gets it—Price £15, Clydesdale, Edinburgh, N.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

SCOTT SECTIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio Telephones, aud Telephones under Miscellaneous.

VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Road, Stock-}

RECEIVERS for sale.—Portable 5-valve, suit case, complete, and in perfect working order; £10/17/6.—N. Taylor, 57, Studley Road, Stock-}

5—VALVE Portable, complete, new, in perfect order; £10, cost double.—Breac, 8, Graham Rd., Mitch-}


MACONTO 5-valve Set (model 51), with all power unit, complete with valves, practically new, pay-

SIX-SIXTY Mystery Receiver, with valves, cabinet, and £15/13, Marconi cone speaker; £11.—J. Hawk-}

4—VALVE Bandmaster Receiver, complete with valves, cabinets, and £21; J.T.C., illuminator, accumulator, line dis-}


B:N 5-VALVE, Box new, and in perfect order; £2; will accept £3 for quick sale; good reason for selling. Phone Mitchell, 70, Walthamstow, N.

BURNIEF 7-valve Superhet, 1925-26, £15; Burn-}

SIMMONDS BROR—Receivers constructed to your specifications for your laboratories. We can offer repairs, con-}

EPOCH EPOCH EPOCH Moving Coil Speakers Greatly Improve F

OF OUR ALL Receivers from 2-valves upwards.


BURNIEF 7-valve Superhet, 1925-26, £15; Burn-}

BURNIEF 7-valve Superhet, 1925-26, £15; Burn-}

BURNIEF 7-valve Superhet, 1925-26, £15; Burn-}

EPOCH EPOCH EPOCH

WE OFFER you the following conditions to all who send in your new receiver or other apparatus from us.

FIRSTLY—Unbiased advice. The principal of this firm has two years' experience in wireless and audio equipment, having been at the Government Experimenter Stations in 1910. He has been Manager for the Hearing Telephone Co. listening to, and radio equipment to the U.C.G. a member of the Technical Conference of the League of the National Association of Radio Manufacturer's. His advice is given from his clients to £1000 pounds for pounds, everybody knows there is no hobby in which the money is wasted or useless apparatus by the uninitiated.

A SPECIAL OFFER—We take your old apparatus in exchange for new, as we have a means of disposing of such old apparatus that it is difficult to dispose of. Send us a list of your old apparatus or, better still, send us the apparatus, and state the new apparatus we will then make our offer to send your goods, and your old apparatus will be sold which is until we return the parcel, carriage paid.

TF you are in doubt as to the Make of Receiver you are about to purchase, send it in, and we will advise you; we have no leaning towards any make. A copy of this book and the part instrument you should buy for your purpose.

SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., Ltd. Fishergate, Preston.

NEWPORT Portable, perfect order, complete, & straining model; first £6 gets it—Price £15, Clydesdale, Edinburgh, N.
At the end of the Radio Show there is no doubt that our 1930 super model has proved its superiority in every way by actual demonstration—Results definitely proved by actual listeners on the spot. It has no rival for unmatched power and purity of tone.

OUR 1930 SUPER MODEL.

SEND TO-DAY FOR YOUR FREE COPY.

of our new edition "SOUND ADVICE,"—36 pages of live information for all wireless enthusiasts and music lovers in particular.

BAKERS SELLERG

THE RADIODES

The leading manufacturers of Moving Coil Speakers

Baker's, 99, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25

42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

BAKERS SELLERG

The RADIODES

The leading manufacturers of Moving Coil Speakers

Baker's, 99, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25

42, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON
CABINETS.

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value. [0313]

Daly’s Cabinets—New models in solid oak and mahogany; from 11½ ft. to 7½ ft. [0314]

Dally’s Cabinets—With Radion or Reiton if required. [0315]

Dally’s Cabinet—Vernis model, with separate battery compartment; from 5½ ft. to 11½ ft. [0316]

Dally’s Cabinet—Made to Customers’ Own Designs. [0317]

Dally’s Cabinets—Write for new 16-piece art catalogue—F. Dally, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., E. 2. [0318]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets; Britain’s best value; lowest prices consistent with highest quality; illustrated list from actual manufacturers—Artcraft Co., 126, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Upton 1841. [0319]

Cabinets, 16½ x 16½ x 16½ in. mahogany, hand finished. 7½ ft. unpolished 5½ ft. front, 10½ ft. with extra, 64 ft. extra, basement, 64 ft. carriage. W. Roman, 65, Shaliburton St., London, N. G. 7140. [0320]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain’s Best Value. [0321]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain’s Best Value. [0322]

Suppliers of "The Wireless World" Cabinets. Cabinet for the new Radio Phone, "Wireless World" Laid with Three "cpp". The "Wireless World" cabinet, and the "Wireless World" kit sets, each complete in solid oak and electrically printed. Extra supply of boxes and accessories for 8½ ft; value, complete with oak base, rack complete £37½; prices for each type of wooden or metal cases. [0323]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain’s Best Value. [0324]

Suppliers of "The Wireless World" Cabinets. Cabinet for the new Radio Phone, "Wireless World" Laid with Three "cpp". The "Wireless World" cabinet, and the "Wireless World" kit sets, each complete in solid oak and electrically printed. Extra supply of boxes and accessories for 8½ ft; value, complete with oak base, rack complete £37½; prices for each type of wooden or metal cases. [0325]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value. [0326]

Suppliers of "The Wireless World" Cabinets. Cabinet for the new Radio Phone, "Wireless World" Laid with Three "cpp". The "Wireless World" cabinet, and the "Wireless World" kit sets, each complete in solid oak and electrically printed. Extra supply of boxes and accessories for 8½ ft; value, complete with oak base, rack complete £37½; prices for each type of wooden or metal cases. [0327]

Artcraft Radio Cabinets are Britain’s Best Value. [0328]

Suppliers of "The Wireless World" Cabinets. Cabinet for the new Radio Phone, "Wireless World" Laid with Three "cpp". The "Wireless World" cabinet, and the "Wireless World" kit sets, each complete in solid oak and electrically printed. Extra supply of boxes and accessories for 8½ ft; value, complete with oak base, rack complete £37½; prices for each type of wooden or metal cases. [0329]
In addition to their extensive range of PETO SCOTT OFFER YOU EVERY known Radio Receivers—see catalogue for full details. We have been associated with wireless since the inception of the industry and still offer the best terms with installments on balance to suit your requirements.

FIRST IN 1919—FOREMOST IN 1961

WIRELESS WORLD KIT SET. (Described in issue of Sept 30th.) Send only 36p., balance in easy instalments of 5/-.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of all types by leading makers. Send order for details.

BOWLER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT WAVE KIT, including coils for 10 to 50,000 metres and valves, for those interested in Short Wave work. Send order for balance in 11 monthly instalments of 25/.

RECEITORS, ELECT. and L.E.D. and the leading makes of Eliminators from 4/- first payment

ULTRA AIR CHROME. 14-in. Cabinet Model L.O.I.I. Send order only 9/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/.

ULTRA AIR CHROME. 14-in. Cabinet Model L.O.I.I. Send order only 9/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/.

STANDARD W.H.T. 144-volt BATTERY, 10,000 m., absolutely sound. Send only 7/2, balance in 11 monthly installments of 7/2.

COUSO OR BOWLER-LOWE 3-VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only 4/2, balance in 11 monthly installments of 4/2.

1920 MULLARD "ORGA," Kit, including cabinet and valves. Send only 20/-, balance in 11 monthly installments of 20/.-

NEW ORSAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 16/-, balance in 11 monthly installments of 16/-

B.T.H. R.X. UNIT (For 6 volt accumulator or D.C. Motor) Send order only 11/7, balance in 11 monthly installments of 11/7.

PIERCE-ELECTRO, BLUE SPOT and ALL LEADING MAKERS.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE contains 48 large pages, profusely illustrated and with detailed descriptions of the 1920-32 products of all the leading makers, Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc.—all are dealt with; in fact you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue a reliable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

Mail Coupon to Easy Way Co., Ltd., 14, Mansfield Street, London, W.1

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.

Please send me your new 4-page illustrated Catalogue.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

W.W. 47

Free Demonstrations and Advice by qualified Enquiries.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

—A dynamo is not required for the new models Epoch motor moving coil speakers.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
Loud-speakers.—Contd.
FPOCH.—Steals Another March is Moving Coil Design!
FPOCH.—The latest marvel, model 99.
FPOCH.—The speaker that has dispensed with diaphragm suspension entirely; patents in all countries pending.
FPOCH.—No more suspension resonance!
FPOCH.—No more atmospheric or temperature variation!
FPOCH.—
FPOCH.—No more trouble due to leather, rubber, or fiber "whiteout" tightening up or slackening, resulting in wreath.
FPOCH.—The last little kick of the model 66 curve definitely flattened out!
FPOCH.—All other moving coil speakers are left miles behind by this revolutionary invention.
FPOCH Model 99.M. Establishes a New Standard; no magnets or electromagnet, and no diaphragm suspension either.
FPOCH.
FPOCH.—But that is not all.
FPOCH.—It is American or Continental in outward appearance only.
FPOCH.—In performance? Oh Baby!
FPOCH.—Price £27/6. D.C. mains or accumulator.
FPOCH.—When you have heard and tried it you will be proud of your country.
FPOCH.—The above would be enough achievement for one exhibition, but that is not all.
FPOCH.—How about a very reasonably priced a permanent magnet moving coil speaker? Epoch rare triumphs again!
FPOCH.—Price £4.4/6, but made of 35% cobalt steel—"the densest steel in the world.
FPOCH.—Quality of reproduction? Epoch! Sensibility! Knows spots on balanced armatures; power? all you can handle; permanency? 100 years or more?
FPOCH.—Have you come away from "talkies" sick to death over the reproduction of speech and music?
FPOCH.—Then hear the new cinema model; you will feel like writing immediately to your local cinemas manager.
FPOCH.—Enlarged from a small 2-volt accumulator.
FPOCH.—The most powerful speaker in the World.
FPOCH.—20 times as sensitive as an ordinary moving coil speaker for the same input.
FPOCH.—Created a great sensation at Olympia.
FPOCH.—The management has to regulate our demonstration to give the Band and other exhibitors a chance to be heard.
FPOCH.—No! That is not all.
FPOCH.—Epoch model 66, the famous speaker that Epoch has made perfect reproduction a reality, and just a salesman's phrase! further improved.
FPOCH.—The new speaker to give absolutely realistic reproduction of speech, without drumming.
FPOCH.—Now supplied in additional types, including public models.
FPOCH.—If you will watch the whole world we doubt if you will find one user who will not fully support our every claim for this Epoch making speaker.
FPOCH.—We have received hundred of unsolicited testimonials.
FPOCH.—Model 66 P.M. is the most talked of speaker in scientific circles.
FPOCH.—No magnets and no electromagnet, in fact non-existent, but sensitive and powerful than heavily energised electro magnet model.
FPOCH Model 55, the new heavy model; calling for £7/6, second value for money in its class.
FPOCH.—Model Junior, 50/-; a small moving coil speaker that we do not brag about, but 50/-
FPOCH.—New signal models.
FPOCH.—New booklet F.S.S.2 now ready.
FPOCH.—From 16 sensational pages of interesting facts, freed from salesman's talk.
FPOCH.—Send for your copy to-day.
FPOCH.—Weakers are invited to send for our cards.
FPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are the manufacturers. City Office and Service Works, 5, Haddington Avenue, London County, S.C.; 205, New Jersey Avenue, New York City. Offices in all principal cities.
FPOCH.—See our testimonials.

A CONTACT PROBLEM?
ONE OF CLIX 21 VARIETIES WILL SOLVE IT FOR YOU

CLIX "FIT-ALL" SPADE TERMINAL
Fits all sizes of screw terminals. Lead covered for L.T., Nickel-plated for H.T. Red and black ~ 2d.

CLIX LUG TERMINAL
An ideal fitting for permanent contact. Red and black ~ 2d.

CLIX PARALLEL PLUG
A resilient plug of great utility, giving quick, firm and permanent contact. Red and black. Write for the Clix Folder containing full details of all 21 Varieties. LECTRO LINX LTD., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.
Our Moving Coil Speakers are of the highest grade, and are manufactured by Baker's Selhurst Radio, and are of proved efficiency.
REDUCED PRICE.

THE DIX-ONE-METER.

HIGHEST GRADE RADIO TESTER.

New low price. Worth £16.

EINSTRUM., 60,-. MULTIPLIERS. 6s. each.

Nothing new at this price.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Cont'd.

APPLEBY.

V.B.

NAME: Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange, wherever the King's language is spoken.

TELLER: To Radio Tunes Bertoldo, when confronted by cheap reproduction, whose most convincing note of all, is that the Chords you require are wistfully andcolourfully offered a home: here, you require a wistful home, and you know well that no living being can give them more.

Then in the Radio Field Appleby's Appeal: in part exchange exists the most economical method of purchase.

BLINDLY, here is Appleby's service—simple, straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure, more fully descriptive, will be sent to you immediately upon request.

We Supply Practically All the Leading Lines of Radio Apparatus at Current List Prices, and make no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exclusive of healing articles.

If You Wish, we will take in part exchange any branded receiver, or loud speaker, for which you have no further use, providing such is reasonably modern and in serviceable condition.

We Make Fair Offers We Must bow the Material, on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list of contents and name of sender, we will send our offer, which is an allowance from an order for new apparatus taken, but not one twice the allowance but it is fair. In the unlikely event of no agreement being reached, we will return your material carriage paid.

We cannot accept surveyed exchange orders of less than £10, 25s. or a mixture of the above, and other part exchange allowances have been deducted.

A CURIOSITY Analysis into Points of Economical relations and the Effect of the terms of part exchange, proves interesting.

PRICE Terms: Five terms have existed since the inauguration of radio part exchange several years ago; their suitability may be gauged by the fact that we have served forty thousand part exchange customers in the half year ending June 30th, 1929, in the case of the 818 owners, that 818 cutters, that 818 receivers, 200 received their first transaction, and 450 customers have put through five or more transactions.

POINT Two.—We must see the material; making offers for material we have not some proves trustful, imitative, and misleading; it helps one and progresses nowhere; upon reflection, this is obvious, as the value of an article greatly depends on its condition and production age; the likelihood of receiving an inappropriate offer for material sent to us is a further part of the fact that our rejected offers are, and will always be, below 12.

POINT Three.—Twice the allowance; this stipulation causes you a fair offer. Always; the moment we offer you, you more than adequately spend with us; therefore, in our own interest as with yours, we offer the maximum market value.

We Do Not Require You to Purchase the Value of Twice the Allowance. Immediately, if you require a lesser value, half the cost is payable in cash, and the balance of due and payable is payable at your convenience; virtually, the system is a radio bank; material may be deposited at a credit note, and no parity made for several months; for these affairs take them personally abroad this is particularly useful.

POINT Four.—Appleby's part exchange service is economic. Economically separate for the purpose, employing British labour of proved integrity, British capital and British behaviour; it is the original part exchange service—and a known quantity.

APPLEBY, specialists in distribution by mail and the origins of Radio Exchange Number Forty-four, in Chapel St., Marylebone London N.W.1 (station opposite, B.B.C. to the left; address, B.B.C. for Radios). Tel.: Paddington 8814 (3 lines). [0316]

600 OHMRS Decoupling Reactance; see advert, price 6d.

QUANTITY Receiving and Transmitting Components, two laboratory and power panel meter circuits, requirements—6G6, 6Y, 200 volts, 50 cycles.

EXEDRADIO TRANSFORMERS, B.F.T. transformers, perfect amplification. Price: 10s. each. [0306]

Univalves: Medium. 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. [0306]

WICKSTON Model 501, milliammeters, ammeters, and voltmeters, 500 and 1,000. [0306]

Everyscreen-grid valve wants its Price.

Send for our new "The Wireless" 1924.

A NEW PATENT CONSTRUCTION.

IN MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS which will revolutionise this type of Speaker.

14 NEW MODELS, from the smallest model (illustrated below) to the largest Cinema Model. A model for every use and user.

EVERY SCREENED-GRID VALVE WANTS IT.

Price 6d.

Just unswear ordinary metal terminal plug and plug the Belling-Lee Safety Anode Connector. A neat spring makes quick efficient contact and the whole device is completely insulated. Even if it ficks round and touches metal screens, wiring, etc., it can "not blow" the valves.

Send for our new "The Wireless" 1924.

Every Screened-Grid Valve wants its Price.

Price 6d.

Just unswear ordinary metal terminal plug and plug the Belling-Lee Safety Anode Connector. A neat spring makes quick efficient contact and the whole device is completely insulated. Even if it ficks round and touches metal screens, wiring, etc., it can "not blow" the valves.

Send for our new "The Wireless" 1924.

Every Screened-Grid Valve wants its Price.

Price 6d.
WONDERFUL WIRELESS OFFER

The Graves "Vulcan" 2-Valve Receiving Set

106 NOW

The World's finest achievement in Wireless Value, Hartford Handsome Oak Cabinet, Dual Emitting Valves, H.T. Battery, 2 Volt Accumulator, Polished Oak Cone Loud Speaker of lovely tone and ample capacity by complete Aerial Outfit, Price £7.17.6

LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN WIRELESS SCIENCE

Even if you are only a beginner, this magnificent installation enables you to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator this superb set will give you a thrill of interest which you have never had before, and a sense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will positively astonish and fascinate you.

WORLD'S FINEST WIRELESS VALUE

Do not be led by the low price. Price misled you into thinking that this is a cheap product; on the contrary, every component, both seen & unseen, is of first rate quality, & the whole production is worth many pounds more than its price. The Graves position of Quality stands for Highest Quality, Lowest possible Price.东 estates and Johnson Sales. Complete freedom is allowed, and every promise & statement made good.

TERMS

Full particulars of all varieties of Exclusive Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD

“RED DIAMOND”

2 WAY COIL HOLDER

Parallel working. Fine adjustment. Worn drivers will carry heavy. Easy movement. Perfect facility to the highest class radio or by insured post 1½ from Sale Makers:

R.D. 32

JEWEL PEN CO. LTD.

Radio Dept. 46

21 2 Gt. Sutton St., London, E.C.1

ASK FOR LAKER STEEL MASTS AND OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

The most efficient Aerial Supports. As supplied to B.B.C., MARCONI, H.M. GOVERNMENT, etc.

Ask your Dealer for details, or write direct for illustrated catalogue to: J. & J. LAKER, CO., LTD.

Kent House Lane, Beckenham, Kent.

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

October 2nd, 1929.

COMPONENTS, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

RADIO HOUSE HUDDERFIELD (4th Winner).

ENCOUNTERING

LATITUDINARIANS

INVARIABLY

ASSOCIATING

BORDERED

INSTANTANEOUSLY

INFATIGABLES

TELEVISION

YANKES.—This specimen (test), received from Littlehampton reader. Your firm is streets ahead of none of the fashionable firms for U.K. etc., this audacious reputation we endeavour to upstage.

WIRELESS INDUSTRIES

INSTRUCTION

RECEIVED.

REMARKING

LIBERTY, ETC.

ENDEAVOURS

SUPREME ATTRIBUTES

SKEWISH. Advertising. Why not submit similarly composed advertisement, using the words Reilly Wireless Guide, so as to encroach readers to apply for this list; weekly change of matter desired; a 100-watt H.T. battery for each effort published, and careful consideration given.

GUSS

UNCLE SAM

INVARIABLY

DETONATION

EVERNING Reading coughlin’s Premier Radio Guide, which will be sent to you free upon request to J. MacArthur and Co., 15, Radio House, Lyndhurst, Woodgrange Lane, Hendskerfield, to whom competition advertising should be submitted. (July 25.)

WAVEMADE, Howley-Lowe, literally as good as new; list price £6, sold £4/10.—Fairfield, Lettons, High Heath, Herts.

PHILIPS A.T. Accusimulator Charging Unit, 200 double, as new, £2. Marconi (N.K.) speaker unit, 30/-; three Marconi locals, radios 4/3 and 4 4/10 each; valves, D.K.s, D.S.s, 5/- each; as before—new at 1/6, Linslote, Sheffield.

R.I. Pick-up, special, adjusted by makers, 30/-; A.F.s and D.P.s, 1 5/- each; Carnegie 1Q, ask. 4/-., enamelled wire, 10/-, 19 gauge, and 15th., 5/- each; 17/-, metal double grid, 5/- each; Marks, 49, West Hill Rd., New Malden.

MULLARD, as new, 4/10, PM.14, 11 6/-; P.M.58, P.N.6, 5/-; Marconi P.625A, 6/-; 200-1902H voice wound resistances, 2/-10/-.

TWO Euroc Reteor Convert GR, one Baby GR, transformers, 20/-, or will separate; also Miniature H.C. (German) clarinette, various tappings, 25/-; Hilda, 12 Squires Lane, Finchley.

P.M.12, P.M.14, P.M.22, P.M.24 Valves, guaranteed equal new, 16/- each; Marconi 44 receiver, 2 1/2/-; R.F.; 19th. and present only: valve £3/-10/-, as new, 38, Redvers Drive, Orrell Park, Liverpool.

COSOR Transformer, 14/-, R.T.—Vilette, London, multi watts; 10/-, Shanghai unit 2-); combined multi watts and double rauhing voltmeter, 10/-; Western Electric phones, 10/-; all as new; inquire for other components—Church, 9, Bannion St., Gurnember, R.K.5.


HAVE You Experimented in the Colvin-Stewart, H.F. Air-spaced Coil? By post 1/-.—Colt-m-teachers, 267, Bow Rd, Clapham.

PENNANTI A.F. 22/6, R.T. tuner, 15/-; Eliniain 24, periodical, 12/-; Carnegie C.10, oak, 45/-; all perfect.—Dee, Lyndhurst, Darwen.

D.C. Eliminator, 12/8; B.T.H. pickup, 25/-; P.625 valves, 7½, little used, high class portable gramophone, £2/15/0, all perfect.—49, The Warren, Ilkley.

CHURCH V.C.L. Valve and Holder, few hours’ use, 10/-; sold Kelvin-duplicate coils, 14/- only. Valves: 7½, £1.5/-; 4½, P.R.; £1.5/-; nächste transformer, 9/-; early “Wireless Valve Transmitter,” 5/-; Goldfield, 63, Berrymead, Bedwrick.

BOOKS ON WIRELESS

Write for complete list to ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Use Them for the MULLARD ORGOLA RECEIVERS

Type “F” 6d.

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE

BELLING-LEE FOR EVERY WIRELESS CONNECTION

Join us or subscribe for Belling-Lee (Headquaters) "Radio Connection," Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queen’sway Works, Funder Rd., Midlock.

MAKE YOUR CABINET THE ORGOLA WAY.


Aerials, Condensers, Transformers, Etc., in the best sort. Price to suit every Purse.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN RADIO CABINET

COMPLETE SET OF MACHINED PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLING

35/-

There’s an "UNBORN" Cabinet to suit every Purse. Mached parts ready for assembling. Cabinets assembled ready to polish or ready for use. Send in your plans for illustrated Catalogue.
NOTHING LIKE IT SINCE THE MOVING COIL!

New Design – new principle—Low Price

Here is something you have never heard before! Nothing less than the fourth step forward in loud speaker design—the Puravox "1930"! The change in principle is revolutionary; yet so simple is the patent Spider diaphragm and piston motion drive that it has been possible to produce the Puravox "1930" in large numbers at a very low price.

FARE 7 DAYS TRIAL

Reproduction without a particle of distortion! Vivid-toned bass notes. Every instrument clearly heard in an orchestra from the top of a drum to the tremolo of a violin. Hear it yourself, on your own set—FREE! Ask your dealer for a Puravox. Take it home and try it. If it pleases you, keep it. If not, take it back within the week and your money will be refunded in full.

PURAVOX

"1930"

CONC LOUD SPEAKER (PATENT)

The model illustrated is 57/6 in Mahogany Cabinet. Other models from 36/6 to 85/4.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

To Talk Trade Manns and Co. Ltd., PARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Please send me complete list of Puravox Loud Speakers.

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________

*If contemplating a new Wireless Set, get particulars of the Electrophone.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Cont'd.

KINGS—Manufacturers' surplus: 2 cabinet cone speakers (12½ x 13½), mahogany finish, handsome finish fronts; splendid tones, 1/- to limit number.

KINGS Supersiock.—Power reed units, guaranteed; 7/–

KING Cabinets (13½ x 15½), fret fronts, mahogany finish, for cone speakers; 5/6.

KING'S Wonderful New H.T. Batteries, superseding all old types, not a wet cell or accumulator, but an entirely new renewable unit battery, lasts for years, with periodical cheap renewals, 80 volt; 12½;/

KING'S—Send for leaflet containing full description of this wonderful battery.

KING'S Surplus, modern transformers, valves, condensers; stamp for list.

KING 3, 76, Shakespeare Rd., N.16.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCOTT SESSION and Co., Great Britain's radio leaders, officially appointed as wireless repairers by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League, has set of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised, will specialise in "The Wireless World" circuits; remember, we have satisfied customers throughout the British Isles; Bristol, Gloucester, Weston, Taunton, send name, address and date, and our Bristol representative will call; if winter comes now is the time for overhaul.—Tudor 5226. Hatfield Paradise, Muswell Hill, N.10.

EASY Payments.—We supply, by easy payments, sets, components, accessories, and sets; any make; 10/- down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list of requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Otium Lane, London, E.C.2.

METERS. Meters.—Milliamp, and ammperes reading, calibrated and assembled, voltmeters fitted with robustness for higher ranges; send meters for estimates.—Chester Bros., 244, Holborn Lane, London, E.R. 7 (5490).

ALEXANDER BLACK, the original wireless doctor, will call (London and southern Counties) and cut your set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to date; complete satisfaction or no charge. grund and pick-up heads, H.T. eliminators, and Webson moving coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; parts resorted to special order.—Bromley Grove, N.7. Shorne 5105 or Gilston 4667.

WIRELESS Note.—A monthly series of information for all those who wish to enjoy the very best in wireless or gramophone reproduction: frank criticism of receivers and components; immediate postal help and advice in all difficulties; something new every month; you would love it if you want to know the truth.—Full particulars from Ernest H. Robinson, Langham, Finchley, London, N.11. (6144).

STOP!—Why throw your old Gillette pattern blades away, when a few seconds on the Pendulum Stropping machine makes them the equal of new, with 3 Gillette pattern blades; post-free—W. A. Richards, 16, Lucas St., Stockport. (8312).

YOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for Latest Type; see our advertising in current Millenium Co. of Manship, Blackfriars, Preston.

PATENT AGENTS.


Phone: Holborn 1525

KING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4.—Free advice and handbook on patenting inventions and registering trade marks by registered agents with 45 years' experience.

REPAIRS.

SCOTT SESSION and Co., Great Britain's radio doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous column.

TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our Repairs: any make of L.F. transformer, head-phones, or in-rack speaker repaired and guaranteed with a 48 hours' trial; post free; don't discard if burnt out; terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.1), 214, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19. (1011).

KINGSTON-ON-ThAMES—2½ per bobbin loudspeakers, 5 per bobbin, transformers, 1/- guaranteed.—J. M. Stropper, J. M. Stropper, Cambridge Rd. (5590).

REPAIR'S Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction and reliability after approval by others.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.

LISTENERS, hear! We repair, renew to any standard and remagnetised. £1 transformers rewound, 4. 4½: New Stems, Trinities, and 4 pole units, £1 per pair.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 8, Beacon Place, Leeds 35.

“ECONOMICAL IN THE LONG RUN”

"I AM essentially an economist. I don’t mean to say that I buy things because their first cost is low—that’s very often false economy. But what do I study is how to get the utmost return for the money I spend on anything. That’s why when it comes to High Tension Batteries I invariably buy a Heliesen. It costs me a bit more, and actually I get a larger capacity battery than my set really needs, but, by way, it is economy in the long run, and I get ample return for the extra I get on every month's rental—decidedly Heliesens every time for me.”

1939 Prices.

Standard Capacity.

Wires: 1/6 volt Grid Bias Type 15.

Wires: 1/6 volt H.T. Type 13.

Wires: 2½ volt H.T. Type 16.

Wires: 3½ volt H.T. Type 20.

Treble Capacity.

Koln: 6½ volt H.T. Type 19.

Koln: 7½ volt H.T. Type 36.

Your Dealer Stocks them.

S U R P R E M E

for 27 years.

Aunts

HELESEN DRY BATTERIES

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

PORTABLE AND TABLE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

HANDLAMPS, TORCHES, ETC.

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY.
Advertisements.

THE WIRELESS WORLD.
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KUSHA

PICK-UP ARM

Showing a new swivel "Continental" fitting which allows turn of pick-up fork for insertion of needle from the top whilst maintaining the advantage of the long drop section.

12'6" Also H.M.V. Fitting.

Vibrationless. Weight-relieving (adjustable). Adaptable in angle and length to ensure true tracking and normal conditions.

Of G.E.C., all best Factors and Dealers, or R. H. GLASSCO & CO.,

71, MOOR Gate, LONDON, E.C.1.

Kool-Mag " & " RECORD THREE" METAL CABINETS.

Complete metal cabinet with tray and partitions, in moulded Brown, Black or Black finish.

35/- Complete with oak base 46/6 A cash with order.

SAMUEL EATON & SONS,

Manufacturers of Display Stands.

6672, Barr St, Birmingham.

RADIOVOLT

All Mains Drive for A.C.: 4 intensities of volume control, a.c. and d.c., zero-200 volts; 1 Fixed tapping 200 volts: 100 milliamperes output from each tapping; Westinghouse Full-Way rectification throughout; Low Tension—Full amperage output on each tapping for 2, 4, or 6 volts. Complete Type of D.K.R. Regulators. Guaranteed not to HUM. French polished solid mahogany cabinet. Price £14 cash or easy terms 25/- per month.

"The Roll-

Royce

of Mains.

Wireless."
Situations Vacant.—Contd.

TECHNICAL Representative.—A prominent manufacturer requires a capable technical representative having first-hand knowledge and practical knowledge of modern valves and circuits.—Write, giving full details, including age, experience, and salary required, to Box 3227, c/o The Wireless World.

GROWING AGENCIES for the Colonies.—Colonial Government Departments and Agencies are invited to invite for the following posts: M.I.1267. Wireless Engineer. Subject: Indian Government's work for the Post and Telegraph Department for one year, from 12 to 18 months, with possibility of permanent. Salary £500 a year, rising by annual increments of £50, free quarters and first-class passages, and liberal leave on full salary. Candidates, age 21 to 35, must possess an engineering degree or its equivalent, have a thorough technical knowledge, and sound experience of modern plant and equipment. and be energetic, broad-minded, and capable of building and maintaining wireless stations in all countries, shortwave stations, prefixes and other information to make to addresses anywhere. Published four times a year; reduction to annual subscribers. F. T. Carter, Plant A. Glenmore Mansions, Streatham, London.


PAREX

SCREENS, COILS, CABINETS for the KIT SET, NEW KILO-MAG 4, RECORD 3 and all other "Wireless World" Sets

Price lists on application.

E. PAROUSSI,
10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.1

THE WANDER PLUG WITH THE POWERFUL GRIP

Look at its prongs of special-spring metal that grip the socket—its insulated holder—the neat engraving on the head.—Its finish. Replace your old wander plugs with Belling-Lee to-day, and put an end to bad contacts and loose plugs.

Ask your dealer for Belling-Lee "Handbook: Radio Connections."

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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SINQUERS

SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

SET A SINQUER SENTRY!

HE'LL NEVER LET YOUR

ACCOMPLISHMENTS DOWN!

Double the life of your calls! Avoid the wasted effort. Let us set you down a routine procedure. Sinquers save you the most of your batteries and save you the work. A Sinquer only costs pennies. Give us a trial and see the difference. We are the only company from most dealers and our plan free from any charge.

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO., Oxburgh Road, Sutton.

NEW KILO-MAG FOUR BELLCLIP COILS

Price $5 0/- the Set

Alco Commercial Receivers

Metal Cabinets

Complete with Base for New Kilo Mag Four, Jacobian Finish. Electrically tested.

Price $5 7/6.

RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN, WEST METAL WORKERS, ROCHEDE.
DONT be "let down" during that special item—don't put up with doubtful reception. Have "concert-pitch" radio always! The new Oldham H.T. Charger will keep your H.T. accumulator "up-to-scratch"—always at full power—ready to supply your Set, however heavy its demand. It charges automatically too—you just plug-in—out—that's all. Not a single wire to disconnect—no terminals to unscrew—switch always in safe position. No shocks—your Set is always isolated from the mains by a heavy duty transformer. The Oldham H.T. Charger has no valves to burn out—no moving parts—nothing to wear out. It will charge any H.T. Accumulator up to 180 volts. Handsome in appearance and strongly built, it will give years of satisfactory service.

For A.C. Mains only 200 to 250 volts (40 to 60 cycles) complete with Mains Plug and 4-way quick change plug and socket.

63/-

These illustrations show the convenience of the 4-way plug method evolved by Oldham. The 4-way plug is permanently connected to the Charger, to H.T.-1, H.T.-2 and H.T.-3, H.T.-4, H.T. Accumulator. Instantly connected to the Charger at the plug shown in the diagram, the plug is inserted into the charging point as shown in the Oldham H.T. Charger as shown in the top picture. The bulb glows when the Accumulator is on charge.

OLDHAM & SON, LTD.
Denton, Manchester.
Telephone - Denton 301 '4' lines

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Crowds surge towards 
Marconiphone stands at Olympia 
where new sets, speakers and mains units arouse 
tremendous enthusiasm

When you get to Olympia, go straight to where the crowd is thickest, and there you will find the Marconiphone stands.

On these stands—Nos. 79 to 84—you will be able to see the very latest in wireless, designed by Marconiphone engineers to satisfy your every need.

New sets of astonishing efficiency, in beautifully designed cabinets, for mains or battery operation; new mains units, simple and reliable, for use with any set, in place of batteries and accumulators; new and improved loud-speakers, including a Moving Coil model, at a new low price.

All these, together with the famous Marconi valves, are the best that technical skill can offer you.

If you cannot visit Olympia write for particulars to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

MARCONIPHONE

The first and greatest name in wireless

Olympia: Stands 79 to 84
THE NEW KIT SETS

The Wireless World

AND RADIO REVIEW

The Paper for Every Wireless Amateur

Wednesday, October 9th, 1929.

TONE VOLUME DISTANCE
PUT NEW LIFE INTO YOUR RECEIVER

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE

'Whiteline' for Safety
The WHITELINE VALVE HOLDER
PRICE 1/9

Bonyer-Lowe
RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

ANY SET WORKS BETTER WITH AN

EKCo MAINS-POWER UNIT

E. K. COLE, LTD., DEPT. W, "EKCO" WORKS, LEIGH-ON-SEA

D.C. UNIT
2F 10 01.9 0 complete
Write for Free Illustrated Booklet on "EKCO-LECTARE" Radio!

GREEN FOR SAFETY!

T.C.C. CONDENSERS

Add: Telephonic Condenser Co. Ltd.
Wates Farm Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3

No. 528. Vol. XXV. No. 15.
SET BUILDERS!

use Lotus components for easy assembling!

Draw the curtains and gather round the table. Now's the time to try your hand at building some of the new radio sets with Lotus components. You'll enjoy the trouble-free building, the easy slipping together of these well-made units. Each is a masterpiece of mechanical perfection, strong, neat and accurate.

Instead of buying a number of varying makes of components, choose all yours from the Lotus range. Lotus components are made to work together in harmony, and they ensure easy assembling and the achievement of all that the designer claims.

Lotus H.F. Choke, 5/6d.
Lotus L.F. Intervalve transformer, 12/6d:
Lotus L.F. Power Choke, 15/-.
Lotus Logarithmic condensers in all capacities from 5/-.
Lotus Power Transformer, 81/15/-.
Lotus All Mains Unit, 87/-.

Lotus components are made to work together in harmony, and they ensure easy assembling and the achievement of all that the designer claims.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LOTUS WORKS, LIVERPOOL.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
THE POWER STATION FEEDS THE FILAMENT

THE NEW WAY FOR L.T. SUPPLY.
When you're tired of the feeble current response of accumulators, when you can't be bothered with distilled water, when bulk and weight irritate you, think of the Mullard A.C. Filament Transformer. Think how it taps the surging energy of the mains, and steps it down to a smoother strong current flow giving full measure to the valves. Think this over and ask yourself a question—"Is this change worthwhile?"—Definitely yes.

★ A Suggestion. Use it in conjunction with the Mullard H.T. Unit and know the real meaning of ALL Electric Radio.
★ A Precaution. For the finest results the Filament Transformer should be used with the Mullard indirectly heated A.C. valves.

Price 32/6
complete with flexible cable and plug.

Mullard
MASTER RADIO


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
DO YOU REMEMBER?

Spanning the Atlantic by wireless—1 a common enough event to-day, but not so six years ago. There was a thrill in it then—and what did we hear?—A few paragraphic bars of distorted music—a word or two now-and-then. We waited up in the “wee small hours” for it too—and then went to bed satisfied—we had “got over.”

We marvel to day that we managed to do anything at all with such elementary gear—it was a good performance for those days, however commonplace it may be now. Many things have changed since then but T.C.C. Condensers were used—as a standard—then, and are still the standard to-day.

Whenever you need a condenser ask for T.C.C.—and be safe.

Here is a .0003 mfd. Mica Condenser Price 11. 7d. each; other capacities from .0001 to .01 mfd. Prices 11. 7d. to 21. 6d.

T.C.C. CONDENSERS WERE USED THEN


Like an Alarm Clock

They give you warning. Peto & Radford P.G.F. Accumulators tell you at a simple glance whether they are charged, half-charged, or run out. Add this handiness to their virtues as batteries, and you will agree that, at 11/9 for a 20 a.h. 2-volt cell, they are the best value on the market.

The Peto & Radford P.G.F. accumulator embodies these further special features. The plates are sturdy. Past is held by interlocking grids. The lid is of crack-proof, acid-proof Dagenite, hermetically sealed at the edges. Terminals have acid-proof glands, and, because of their different diameters, they cannot be reversed. There is ample acid-room, and plates are held in place by glass keyways in the box.

Like every other P. & R. Battery, the P.G.F. is guaranteed for six months.

Send for particulars of this and other P. & R. Batteries (H.T. included) to Peto & Radford, 93, Great Portland Street, London, W. 1.

(Telephone: Langham 1171)

Glasgow Depot: 45, Clyde Place.

P AND R

 PETO & RADFORD
 ACUMULATORS

 THE BEGINNING AND THE END IN POWER

W. T. 2. This announcement is issued by The National Accumulator Co., Ltd.
GREAT STUFF

THOSE BASS NOTES

WITH MELODY
OUT OF THE
MEDLEY

FIT

Bass Notes—These being the most difficult notes to record correctly, it is the aim of all Transformer Manufacturers to attain perfect tonal reproduction of these notes; having attained this perfection, the High and Low Notes will also record successfully—providing the Transformer is constructed on sound Transformer Theory—here Telsen Transformers Excel—because we specialise in Transformer construction; we make nothing else; our very lives are steeped in Transformer Manufacturing. Try one now. They are entirely British.

"Radiogram" Model     "Ace" Model
12/6               8/6
Ratios 5-1 and 3-1    Ratios 5-1 and 3-1

Telsen Transformers
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Miller Street, Birmingham.
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EVERY INFLECTION BROADCAST TO PERFECTION WITH

For public address systems, wireless telephony and similar work, this microphone is ideal, as the carbon granules employed are specially selected and meshed.

The instrument is particularly sensitive and has an excellent frequency response curve. It may be used with any suitable amplifier by connecting it in series with a 4 volt battery capable of giving 20 milliamps and the primary of a 1:30 step-up transformer.

MICROPHONE

Price £6.0.0

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

Your dealer has particulars of the Deferred Payment System.

Advt. of
The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Head Office & Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division:
1a, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1. Museum 9801.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Get the Best from your Set—only the GROSVENOR can do it

The Battery with the New Vitalising Element

The wonderful new Vitalising Element ensures continuous and satisfactory service. No other battery can give you the same service. It's the new Vitalising Element unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by all the Leading Set Makers after the most exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED to be the best.

66 v. from 7/6 99 v. from 11/6

THE GROSVENOR BATTERY Co., Ltd.,
2/3, White Street, Moorgate, LONDON, E.C.2.

GROSVENOR BRITISH MADE BATTERIES
WHY OLYMPIA MARVELLED...

ALL POWER FROM A.C. MAINS

COMPARE

the following details of the new
BURNDEPT A.C. SCREENED
SEVEN with anything you saw at Olympia

Enclosed frame aerial rotated without moving the cabinet — 2 Screened Grid valves for enormous amplification and selectivity — single switch controls wave lengths 200/550 and 1050/1900 metres — drum control for tuning — L.F. stage and two super power valves connected in push-pull with an anode feed of 8 watts for immense undistorted output — new "Minstrel" double diaphragm loud speaker with balanced armature drive — provision for permanent connection of gramophone pick-up — volume control and dial illumination — and of course all power from A.C. mains for 36 hours on one unit of electricity.

AND COMPARE THE PRICE!

36 guineas in oak, 37 guineas in mahogany! A price which, when taking advantage of our generous hire purchase terms, is well within the reach of those who demand nothing but the very best.
both look alike
but one lasts longer

Two sweetmeats—both good to eat, both chocolate covered. But one contains a caramel, the other a cream filling. One lasts longer.

Special chemicals contained in the new Dubilier H.T. Battery make it far more than just another good battery—they make its working life materially longer than that of any other make of similar type. This claim is unquestionable. Read chapter and verse for it in the booklet—"A Bit about a Battery"—obtainable free from your dealer. Prove it by using a Dubilier Battery in your set now.

66 Volt
7/9

Superior
(Single Capacity)
9 Volt
63
66 (with G.B. Tappings)
99 Volt
108

Supreme
(Treble Capacity)
60 Volt
63
100

British Made.

Longer life at lower cost.

List No. 370. Mains Drive D.C. 200-250 volts only...£28.0.0
List No. 369. Mains Drive A.C. 100-120 or 200-240 volts. 40-100 cycles...£33.10.0
List No. 339. Battery model...£20.0.0

All prices include valves androyalty.

Ask your Wireless Dealer about the comprehensive range of Bowyer-Lowe Sets and Components, or write to Headquarters for illustrated literature.

The Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.

in Association with the Recordaphones Ltd.

London Showrooms:
ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2
Head Office and Works:
RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
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EXPERIENCE, backed by 4,000,000 sales, says:

"TO GET BETTER RESULTS BETTER GET BENJAMIN"

THE SWITCH that "TURNS" OFF THE SET

The Benjamin Rotary Battery Switch

This is a new Benjamin accessory offering a pleasant alternative to the usual pull and push type of switch. It is all insulated and has an indicating "on" and "off" dial, pointer knob, terminals and double contact. It gives a quick and positive make and break action, and is suitable for use with panels up to 3/8 inch thickness. You will see this component featured on quite a number of sets this season—ask to see it at your dealers and you will realize why.

Price 1/9 each

DOES THAT CIRCUIT CALL FOR A 5-PIN VALVE?

Here's the Valveholder for it—

This is a new Benjamin product—a Valve-holder designed expressly for use with all 5-Pin Valves with centre leg connection. The well-known Benjamin anti-microphonic feature is incorporated, and also patented contact, which ensures perfect connection when using either split or solid pin Valves. The pin sockets are in standard positions, enabling the 5-Pin holder to accommodate, if necessary, the ordinary 4-Pin Valve.

Price 1/9 each

Write for leaflets giving full details of the new Benjamin components, which include a Ball Bearing Turntable (with folding legs) and a Pentode Valveholder.

BENJAMIN RADIO PRODUCTS

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Keep H.T. MAINTENANCE down to a MINIMUM!

Used by the thriftiest set owners, moderate in first cost and giving better service over longer periods, EDISWAN H.T. BATTERIES have set up a new standard of Radio battery performance.

Ask your dealer for them

IF IT'S EDISWAN
IT'S BETTER

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Showrooms and Trade Counters in all the Principal Towns.

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35' each for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

SPECIAL INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS 15/- EACH.

Special Quotations for Gramophone Radio and Public Address Smoothing Chokes on application.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1409. 
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B'Ham."

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
THE OUTSTANDING FEATURE AT OLYMPIA!

Did you have the opportunity of hearing the wonderful quality of reproduction at our demonstration held in the Showrooms of the Olympia Motor Company facing the Exhibition?

If so, you could not fail to have been impressed with the exceptional brilliance of tone and the perfect fidelity of every note. Thousands of visitors expressed their appreciation—and indeed their amazement—of the wonderful results we have attained; results absolutely unequalled by any other instrument not employing our patents.

Yet the complete Amplifier weighs only 10 ozs., and measures only 5½" x 4½" x 1½" high!

The secret of the wonderful quality of reproduction lies in the method of amplification employed exclusively by us and which entirely supersedes any other known method, known as

THE "C.A.C." LOW FREQUENCY COUPLER
The Heart and Soul of Every Perfect Radio Receiver or Radio-Gramophone!

A.I.L. G.R.A. Instruments, from the small battery-fed Receiver to the powerful Cinema Talking Film apparatus installed in many Theatres throughout the country, embody exclusively this Low Frequency Coupler as the sole method of amplification.

The chief disadvantage of present-day Low Frequency Transformer Couplings is that the iron core militates against constancy of impedance in the plate circuit. It is admitted, of course, that through skillful design and manufacture a Low Frequency Transformer can be provided to give fairly constant amplification within the normal acoustical range, but falling-off of response is generally apparent at either extremity, particularly as regards the lower frequencies.

On the other hand, a Resistance-Capacity Coupling is adversely affected by the fact that the impedance of the Condenser coupling the two valves varies with the frequency, and this, combined with the value of the anode resistance used, restricts the band of frequencies accommodated by the particular combination of resistance and capacity used.

In this Coupler, however, no iron core is used, but, basically, two highly-inductive windings, with a minimum of self-capacity are so arranged that one end of the primary winding is connected to the anode of the first valve and the other to the source of high tension supply. The secondary winding is connected between the grid of the second valve and the battery used for applying a negative grid-bias to the second valve. Between the ends of the primary and secondary windings connected to the anode of the first valve and the grid of the second valve respectively, is placed a condenser of relatively small capacity. The secondary has more turns than the primary, and when a step-up transformer effect is obtained and the condenser is so proportioned as to provide a leakage path for any peak voltages which may develop in either winding. This, together with the absence of iron core, avoids electrical resonance and background noises, whilst the high resistance of the primary limits the anode current of the first valve and thus avoids parasitic Low Frequency oscillations.

With this form of Coupling a very high degree of amplification may be obtained through a number of stages, the amplification still being substantially constant over the whole acoustical range.

Are You Desirous of Building a Perfect Electrical Reproducing Gramophone?

Will you have sold thousands of these Couplers as a result of our Olympia Demonstrations, for not only do they give results which cannot be hoped for by any other method, but the actual construction of such an instrument is simplicity itself by the use of this Component. We invite all those interested to write us, stating their requirements, and our technical department will gladly supply free wiring diagrams and advice. When writing, state whether battery-fed or all-mains models are desired, and if the latter, whether A.C. or B.C. mains are available, and the voltage of same.

We cordially invite all those interested in Perfect Musical Reproduction to hear this wonderful coupler under working conditions at our address below.

GRAMO-RADIO AMPLIFIERS, LIMITED
1a, NEW LONDON STREET, LONDON, E.C.3.

*Phone: Royal 4390.
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A NEW TRANSFORMER

ANOTHER LEAD BY FERRANTI

Recent developments in Radio have created a demand for a new transformer of the same quality and reliability as the AF5, but capable of greater L.F. amplification. In their class of medium ratio, the Ferranti AF3, AF4 and AF5 are still supreme; but changed conditions—notably the advent of the Screened Grid Valve—have rendered this a necessary addition to the standard range.

THE AF5, RATIO 1/7.

Designed to ensure the maximum volume where only ONE L.F. stage is employed with Grid Leak rectification. It is particularly suitable for sets of the S.G.3 type, where greater amplification is desired than is usually obtained from one L.F. stage. The new ratio is not intended for use in receivers employing more than ONE stage of L.F.

FERRANTI Ltd., HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

PRICE 30/-

The "DIAMOND OF OLYMPIA"

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up, as used in the R.G.D. Radiogramophone. No record wear, perfect tracking, a scientific instrument specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction.

The Enthusiasm for this New Pick Up at Olympia should be shared by Manchester Listeners

In oxidised SILVER £3 - 3 - 0.

In bronze £3 - 0 - 0

Literature on application

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
YOU hear so little of the drums in ordinary loud speaker reproduction that the drummer might as well have no sticks! But... now there is a loud speaker that does not cheat you of half the broadcast. It finds the missing drumsticks. It reveals instruments hitherto silent. It reproduces notes you’ve never heard before. It is the new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker.

If you want to hear the broadcast in your home as it is played in the studio, buy a Brown Duplex Loud Speaker. In no other speaker will you find the features which are responsible for such amazingly realistic reproduction. Only the wonderful "Vee" movement and the new Duplex cone can give a tone that is so much sweeter and more mellow and a volume that is so much richer and more magnificent. Ask any Wireless Dealer!

IN THREE MODELS:
Design as illustrated. Mahogany or Oak.

V10 £5 10s. V12 £7 10s. V15 £12 10s.
Obtainable by easy payments. Ask your Dealers.

Brown
DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER

Regd. Design
Start Building this set Today!

Set builders—build and own the very latest radio development, the new 3-valve Lotus S.G.P. set. You can buy the kit for it and assemble it in a few hours and demonstrate to your friends the greatest range, power and selectivity of any set of the season. Start building the new Lotus S.G.P. to-day. The kit contains every unit you need except valves, cabinet and batteries, and can be bought at your nearest retailer's for the modest sum of £7-12-6. Diagrams and full instructions are enclosed.

LOTUS
3-valve S.G.P. Set


Send this coupon now!

To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

Please send me free copies of the latest Lotus booklets and instructions for building the Lotus 3-valve S.G.P. set.

Name

Address

To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

MORE MUSIC

LESS WEAR

This spring-balanced tone arm is so wonderfully designed that 97% correct tracking is obtained while there is absolutely correct needle weight on the record. Extremely sensitive and thoroughly reliable, the pick-up gives faithful reproduction over an astonishingly wide range of musical frequencies. This instrument has been adopted as standard by many of the leading gramophone manufacturers.

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

PRICE 45/- COMPLETE

PICK-UP & TONE ARM

Your dealer has particulars of the Deferred Payment System.

Adret. of The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:
1a, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET W.1
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
Experience in the designing of coils—and its many applications—for Power Work is the essential of good voltage regulation, and good voltage regulation is in turn the hallmark of the efficient Power Transformer.

Our experience in this particular work—extending over a period of some thirty years—has placed us in a unique position, and we have achieved a notable success in the power Transformers for Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers, Igranic-Elkon Rectifiers, and Thermionic Valve Rectifiers now being marketed.

Write for Section E of the Varley Catalogue.

FOR WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS.

EP1 For H.T.1 Rectifiers ... 21.5.0
EP2 For H.T.3 and H.T.4 Rectifiers ... 1.5.0
EP3 For L.T. Rectifiers ... 1.5.0
EP6 Multi-Volt Transformer (50 Watts) 2.5.0

FOR IGARANIC-ELKON METAL RECTIFIERS.

EP4 For H.T. Rectifier ... 1.5.0
EP5 For L.T. Rectifier ... 1.5.0

FOR VALVE RECTIFIERS.

EP7 Multi-Volt Transformer (50 Watts) 2.10.0
EP8 Multi-Volt Transformer (120 Watts) 3.10.0

Full particulars of all models on application.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Build your own MAINS UNIT

For sturdy dependability you cannot beat Regentone products, absolutely trouble-free, simple and economical to use, and efficient and reliable in the using.

All Regentone products are British made, and guaranteed for 12 months. This guarantee covers the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier incorporated in all A.C. Models, whether complete Receivers, Mains Units, or Mains Components. Build with Regentone Components, and combine efficiency with that latitude of application which is the ideal of every real radio enthusiast.

Our new ART BOOKLET contains interesting information on "Radio from the Mains"—write for free copy.

 HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE

The Wireless World

MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER

(as described in "The Wireless World")

Complete
Constitutional Details and Dimensional Drawings

By F. H. HAYNES
Assistant Editor: "THE WIRELESS WORLD."


WITH the moving coil type of loudspeaker the most faithful reproduction can be obtained. This booklet gives complete instructions for building an instrument, at a moderate cost, whose output is suited to home conditions. The design has been developed to form a standard for amateur workers, as, when once adopted, the dimensions cannot easily be modified.

Price 1/8 post free.

From the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD.
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Expectations Surpassed!

Recent advertisers in "The Wireless World" write as follows:

"We would like to take this opportunity of assuring you of our faith in the results of advertising in 'The Wireless World.' We have inserted advertisements in several journals from time to time, but 'The Wireless World' was the only one which we can say achieved results. The replies received from the advertisements in your journal surpassed even our expectations, and consequently we have decided to advertise in no other wireless paper in the future."

MARSH & WRIGHT,
10-15, Victoria Street,
WEYMOUTH.
The Blue Spot 99 is all that a speaker should be. It is good to look upon—it is faithful in its every tone—it talks and sings and plays to you with a fidelity that only Blue Spot could ever produce. And at four guineas you are getting a speaker that you will proudly show to your friends as your latest acquisition. Hear it first at your dealer's.

Driven by Blue Spot 66K, the finest speaker unit produced.

Blue Spot, Stand 30.
Manchester Radio Exhibition,
CITY HALL. OCTOBER 16th-26th.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
BE SURE
SEE THAT IT IS A
BurTON COMPONENT

The BurTON Transformer has been designed with the same care and precision as its fellow Components, and will be found to give perfect rendering of all Buss notes, which is a most important feature of all Transformer construction; try one now and notice the perfect rendering of all notes throughout the musical score.

PRICE
10/6 EACH

BE SAFE

The BurTON Sir Pin Base is designed to give absolute contact on all six points and is constructed with genuine Bakelite handles which ensures perfect insulation. This is an example of the high standard of production maintained and the low price of BurTON products. It is built to give the utmost efficiency.

PRICE
1/6 EACH

BE CERTAIN

The BurTON Valve Holder is unique in construction; it gives the effect of a Floating Action to your Valves, thus prolonging the life of your Set. It has four Floating Points, has no Rigidity, and gives prolonged life to your Valves.

PRICE
1/- EACH

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FULL DETAILS

HYDRA alone makes
"all-from the Mains Radio"

SAFE & SURE & SATISFACTORY!

Buy an eliminator that incorporates HYDRA, and you can be sure the maker "knows his job"—known that HYDRA are the condensers that make all-from-the-mains radio a practicable proposition.

You will get smooth, silent correct, you will get accuracy and above all you will be sure of safety if you insist upon seeing HYDRA condensers in your eliminator.

BEFORE YOU BUY AN ELIMINATOR ASK

"HAS IT GOT HYDRA CONDENSERS?"

Write for names of manufacturers who standardise HYDRA in their Mains Units.

LUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman St., London, W.1

TELEPHONE

MUSEUM 9641

ELECTRAD
TRUVOLT

All Wire Resistances

Truvolt all wire variable resistances simplify the construction of H.T. eliminators. The contact arm glides endwise over the resistance wire giving unusually fine regulation. Truvolt variable resistances are designed for single hole mounting.

There are 22 stock resistance sizes each rated at 25 watts. Prices 12/6 each.

Electrad also makes a range of air cooled fixed resistances rated at 25, 50 and 75 watts.

Don't compromise with cheap imitations—Buy the original—

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,

'Phone: Mayfair 0578/9.
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

IF YOU COULD SEE

the NEW "OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET" you
would realise at once what a wonderful wireless
engineering job it is.

SO WHY NOT

WRITE for Instruction Chart which gives full
particulars of how to
assemble the parts,
and results that have
been obtained in areas
up and down the
country.

MAGNETS

1. Single tuning control.
2. No changing of coils.
3. No soldering.
4. The simplest to assemble.
5. Widest possible choice of stations.
6. No aerial oscillation.

The finest home constructors’ proposition
ever put before the public.

WRITE for INSTRUCTION
CHART
SENT POST FREE

This will tell you how to assemble the
NEW "OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET." Gives details of stations
received in areas up and down the
country where stations have hitherto
been difficult or impossible to tune in.

SEND A POSTCARD TODAY.

PRICE COMPLETE
with OSRAM
VALVES, GECOPHONE
components and polished heavy
oak constructors’ cabinet,

£9

The New

*Osram

MUSIC MAGNET

MADE IN ENGLAND Sold by all Wireless Dealers

DUBILIER FOR DURABILITY

R.C. COUPLING UNIT. Complete with Dumet-ohms. 7/

COMBINED R.C. COUPLING UNIT AND VALVE HOLDER. Complete with Dumet-ohms 8.6

H.F. CHOKE. Four Types to meet all uses. Each 4/6

DUBILIER RADIO PRODUCTS

Have you got the booklet—"A Bill about a Battery?" If not, ask your local dealer for a copy.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Planet Works, Victoria Road, W. 5.

MENTION OF "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION, Stand 107 Gallery.

The New Dario Valves are even better! New non-microphonic filaments of greater strength, longer life and higher emission! New bulbs together with the special milled base—so an easier grip! New internal construction! New low prices! Because of these improvements and because of these low prices Dario Valves have come to be known as the low-priced guaranteed favourites. When next you require a valve—change to Dario!

DARIO VALVES

Best way to all Stations

From your Dealer or direct

IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,
(Dept. C.), 538, High Road, Leytonstone, London, E. 11.
OUR HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS OF SALES AT OLYMPIA WERE EXCEEDED ON THE 1st DAY WITH THIS SET

We are able to announce to our Northern Friends: This Silver Ghost wonder All Mains Set will be at the Manchester Radio Exhibition on Messrs. Houghton Butcher & Co.'s Stand No. 82, and extensions to our Factory will now enable us to cope with all demands.

The SILVER GHOST ALL MAINS

SCREEN GRID 3
NO BATTERIES NO TROUBLE

Send for Literature and the name of our nearest agent.

LAMPLUGH QUALITY-BUILT RECEIVERS

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., Dept. WW,
Kings Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.

PRICE (Complete with Valves and Royalties)
£27:10:0

This Receiver has been specially designed to operate direct off A.C. (Alternating Current) Mains; no batteries are used, thus cutting out the trouble of charging accumulators and run down H.T. Batteries; moreover, the receiver is far more powerful, resulting in additional quality of Loudspeaker reproduction. The circuit arrangement consists of the very latest type of High Frequency Amplifying Valve, ensuring long distance reception of numerous stations.

It is absolutely safe, every precaution having been taken, and it is built to conform with I.E.E. Rules concerning such apparatus.

Every component used is individually tested and is of the highest insulation and quality, ensuring freedom from breakdown.

This receiver is built into a Console Cabinet containing a Balanced Armature Speaker of latest design.

The Cabinet work is massive and of the usual Liplugh finish.

This Receiver is capable of giving Quality Loudspeaker reception from several Home and Continental Stations. Must be heard to be appreciated.

Supplied in Oak or Mahogany.

THE LAMPLUGH RANGE:

Radio Gramophones from £35-15
All Mains " 3 " from £19-10
The Popular " 2 " £14-2-6
Silver Ghost Portables and Transportables.
Silver Ghost Screened Grid " 3 " illustrated. Table Model £16-10
Reproducers from £2-15

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE

M.P.A. Research Department Offers You These 3 New M.P.A. Speakers. Scientific Masterpieces! Each One a Triumph of Good Looks, Tonal Perfection, and Value! Hear and Compare!

THE NEW M.P.A. POPULAR PLAQUE

A Better Instrument Than Before—and at a Lower Price! Fitted with the Wonderful new Mark VI Unit with new robust protecting grille a back; mounted on wooden base. Remarkably sensitive, clear and loud! Even response over wide range of frequencies, attractive mahogany or oak finish. And look at the price! 25/-

THE NEW M.P.A. POPULAR CABINET

Another Example of M.P.A. Value! An attractive speaker with a first-rate performance. Yet low in cost! Like the Popular Plaque, it has the unique Mark VI movement, extremely sensitive. Splendid reproduction. Exceptionally wide range. Handsome polished oak cabinet. Box resonance eliminated. Hear it and you’ll buy it! Price 45/- Mahogany Cabinet 47/6

THE NEW M.P.A. MOVING COIL SPEAKER

See and Hear This Amazing New Speaker! Whatever price you are prepared to pay, you will not get anything better! Here indeed is “Hearing that is almost seeing!” Built on entirely new principles. Permanent magnet. No separate energising current required. Patent baffling system eliminates box resonance. Glorious tone! Magnificently designed in polished oak. A delight for the eye and the ear! Complete 15 Gns. Unit only on base, 12 Gns.

MANCESTER RADIO EXHIBITION

Stands 21 & 22

MANCHESTER

THE WIRELESS WORLD

October 9th, 1929.

TANNOY MAINS UNITS

You’ve seen them at the Show—now buy one! The ‘MASTER’ units for M.T. & L.T. supply—make use of your electric mains! Cheaper than dry batteries and very much more efficient—no hum, no trouble.

Components from £2 7 6
Complete Units £2 12 6
Combined Units £5 12 6 (complete)

Telephone or write for particulars.

Tulsemere Manufacturing Co.
Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27. (Telephone: Str. 6731).

RAYTRAK PICK-UP CARRIER

PRICE

30/-

A GOOD INVESTMENT

Quickly pays for itself in saving of records. The only carrier which ensures true radial tracking.

Write for full particulars to

ROBINSON & HANDS ELEC. CO., LTD.
BARWICK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
These features make a better Condenser.

J.B. are producing three new Thumb Control Models this season. The Vernier type shown here has a second thumb rim to attach to Vernier Control Spindle, and may be used with any J.B. Slow Motion Condenser.

J.B. THUMB CONTROL.

- Single Thumb Type 4/6
- Vernier Thumb Type 6/-
- Dual Thumb Type 8/6

This illustration shows the aluminium anti-capacity screen as supplied with all Thumb Control Models.

Showing the insulated bracket which effectually insulates the condenser from the panel.

Only these two fixing screws are required, and this gives a finished appearance.

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St Thomas Street, London, S.E.1. Telephone: Hop 1837

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The R.G.D. Radiogramophone.  
An entirely new six-valve instrument giving the highest possible quality for both radio and record, with ample volume, incorporating the latest design of moving coil speaker, operates entirely from electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C. 200 volts or over.  
£75. 0. 0  in oak.  
£80  Mahogany.

The R.G.D. Moving Coil Loudspeaker finished in Walnut, Oak or Mahogany 3 ft. 6 ins. high 2 ft. 6 ins. wide—an exceptionally High-class Instrument for D.C. mains.  
£20  
Can be supplied with equipment for A.C. mains.

Thousands of visitors to Olympia crowded our stand to hear this Speaker, and all orders from now will be dealt with in rotation.

A Coil Drive Speaker, £20 Complete  
in this Handsoms Case.  

Ilttutate on application.

The R.G.D. Radiogramophone Development Co.,  
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
An entirely new M-L production for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER, the D.C. to A.C. Converter.

40 WATT Model
£13-0-0

85 WATT Model
£19-0-0

We are Showing at Manchester.

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains. Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd., Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone: 5001.

LEWCOS BINOCULAR COILS

For selective tuning on any wavelength!

The Lewcos Binocular Coils are specially designed to prevent interaction and for use in multi-stage receivers without screening. Improving both the volume and purity of tone, the introduction of LEWCOS Binocular Coils definitely stabilises the reception of any set.

BAC 5 - - 8/6. BAC 20 - - 8/6
BSP 5 - - 10/6. BSP 20 - - 12/6
BSG 5 - - 8/6. BSG 20 - - 10/6

LEWCOS COILS FOR BETTER RADIO RECEPTION.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED.
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E.10.
Telephone: Walthamstow 2531.
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BETTER THAN EVER!

Here's the last word in up-to-date Screened Grid Receivers—the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker. It has one-dial control—no "tricky" tuning. Turn only one knob to hear the programme you want. Switch alters wavelengths—no coils to change. Because it uses the NEW Cossor Valves it has enormous range—it will bring you superb Radio music from all Europe. It has razor-sharp selectivity—it will cut out your local station like magic—it has been specially designed for the B.B.C. Regional Scheme. The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker has a handsome one-piece cabinet lacquered in two-tone blue with oxidised silver finished escutcheon. Get full particulars of this wonderful Receiver from your Dealer or use the coupon below.

£8:15:0
Price includes three latest type Cossor Valves, the handsome cabinet and the parts necessary for its rapid assembly. Also for A.C. Mains operation. Price £11. 5. 6.

Get full details of this amazing Receiver
Post this Coupon Today!

To Messrs. A.C. Cossor Ltd.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.3
Please send me free of charge full particulars of the wonderful 1930 Cossor Melody Maker (a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.
(Please strike out one you do not require)

Name
Address

W

The 1930 Cossor "Melody Maker"
The World's lowest priced Screened Grid Receiver of such advanced design.

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.3

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
TELEVISION.

The past week has seen the inauguration of experimental transmissions of the Baird system of television from the B.B.C. London station, 2LO, but the number of people who are the wiser now that these transmissions have begun is very limited indeed, and the whole position appears to us to be so absurd that we wonder whether the inauguration of these experiments is really intended to be taken seriously or not. Those who have witnessed Baird television demonstrations in the past will know that only two or three people can "look in" at a time to one instrument, and there are, we understand, at the very most half a dozen instruments set up in this country to receive the B.B.C. transmissions. Add to this the fact that the transmissions are being conducted at 11 o'clock in the forenoon—a time when very few of these likely to be interested in the development of television are able to avail themselves of the transmissions—and we have altogether a collection of very good reasons why television is not likely to make much progress in this country at present.

The Baird Company are not at present undertaking to manufacture television receiving sets; their object appears to be to endeavour to establish a patent situation under which they license radio manufacturers generally and draw royalties on every receiver sold. This is no doubt a policy which it is thought will, in the end, be to the advantage of the Baird Television Company's shareholders, but in the meantime manufacturers are, quite naturally, in no hurry to sign a licensing agreement which will presumably tie them up to paying royalties over a period, whether or not they may be dependent on Baird patents in the manufacture of receivers. The only way in which we can foresee success attending the efforts to launch television is if these efforts are wholehearted, and there is a genuine endeavour made to arouse enthusiasm on all sides. The Baird Company will gain nothing by stifling the project at the outset because they desire to guarantee their own participation in the financial gain which may accrue, neither can we expect any headway to be made so long as the B.B.C. conduct the experimental transmissions at a time when the amateurs and experimenters who are most likely to provide the enthusiasm needed to carry the thing through are unable to participate in the tests.

It would be far better that the transmissions, or at least some part of the transmissions, should take place in the evenings or over week-ends, for that is the only way in which publicity amongst enthusiasts can be attained and when it will become possible for them to co-operate in the experimental transmissions and probe the possibilities of the system.

OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION.

At the time of writing, a few days still remain before the entry forms for The Wireless World Olympia Show Competition are due to be received, but already a large number of early entries are reaching us. We anticipate that it will not be possible to announce the result of the ballot for two or three weeks, owing to the time required in the task of sorting out the votes and ascertaining the winners in each class.

Meanwhile, we hope that every reader has participated in the ballot by completing an entry form to send us. As soon as results are known they will be announced in The Wireless World, and the prizes will be awarded, whilst the winning apparatus will be reviewed in the pages of this journal.
TRANSMITTING ON ULTRA-SHORT WAVES


Experimental Transmitting Apparatus for Wavelengths below 10 Metres.

ALTHOUGH it has been possible for some time past to generate on a laboratory scale oscillations of a frequency corresponding to wavelengths below 10 metres, the introduction of such wavelengths into commercial communication is taking place very slowly. This is partly due to difficulties in the technique of generation with appreciable power and the construction of sufficiently sensitive receivers, and partly to the very limited range which can be obtained in the transmission of such waves directly along the ground. Communication over anything but the shortest distances must therefore take place by means of waves transmitted through the atmosphere, and although this has been stated at times to be impossible a small amount of evidence to the contrary is now becoming available. With a view to assisting those readers who may care to experiment on the ultra-short wavebands, this article contains a brief description of some experimental transmitting apparatus which has been constructed and made to work; a further article describing a simple receiver for such short wavelengths will, it is hoped, be published later.

It may be said at the beginning that very few, if any, new principles have to be learnt and followed in the construction of short-wave apparatus, provided that due allowance is made for the change of frequency in regard to the effect of reactances, mutual couplings, etc. It has to be realised, for instance, that at a frequency of 100 million cycles per second, the reactance of a straight piece of No. 47 S.W.G. Eureka wire may be much more important than its ohmic resistance, and that when a straight wire is arranged in the form of an aerial and is tuned to the working frequency the radiation resistance is usually the predominating factor which limits the current flowing in the aerial.

In the design of a valve transmitter it is natural to give early consideration to the actual type of oscillating valve circuit which it is proposed to employ. In a more comprehensive paper published in the current number of Experimental Wireless a somewhat detailed study is given of the various sorts of circuit of both the one-valve and two-valve type, with a discussion of their relative suitability for work at extremely high frequencies. One of the most important precautions to be taken in the construction of short-wave transmitters is to ensure that the coupling via the inter-electrode capacities of the valve is assisting the coupling due...
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to any mutual inductance whether stray or intentional. Many layouts of an otherwise useful circuit will not oscillate for the sole reason that these couplings are opposing each other.

A Single-valve Transmitter.
A most useful single-valve circuit for short-wave working is that sometimes known as the series-fed Hartley circuit illustrated in Fig. 1. Before attempting the construction of a transmitter based on this circuit it is important to get a clear idea of the magnitudes of inductance and capacity which are available for work on the wavelengths in question. To crystallise the reader’s ideas it may be stated that a single turn loop of thick copper wire about 12in. diameter has an inductance of less than one microhenry, and that this requires only 36 micro-microfarads of capacity to tune it to a wavelength of 10 metres, or 9 micro-microfarads to tune to 5 metres. There is, therefore, not much to spare in the matter of inductance and capacity, and every effort must be made to keep the dimensions of the subsidiary portions of the valve circuit as small as possible in order that the bulk of the small inductance and capacity available may be in the main oscillatory circuit.

Reverting to the circuit diagram given in Fig. 1, it is to be observed that a centre tapping point is required on the inductance loop. While this may be made at the top of a single turn loop it is usually more convenient to use a two-turn loop in order to bring the tapping to the bottom of the coil where connection has to be made to its ends. In order to cover different ranges of wavelength it is convenient to mount these two-turn coils on small insulating blocks with three pins giving connections to the ends and centre of the coil. A single-valve transmitter employing a 100-watt valve in a circuit arrangement similar to that of Fig. 1 is shown in the photograph in Fig. 2. The transmitter is mounted on a panel of American whitewood, which material has a very low dielectric loss when kept dry. The main inductance is the two-turn loop to be seen in front of the valve. This is formed of No. 14 S.W.G. copper wire into a coil 2½ in. in diameter, mounted on an ebonite block with the necessary three-pin connection. This coil is mounted directly on its tuning condenser, which contains two moving and three fixed plates as shown, and has a capacity of about 20 micro-microfarads. It will be noticed that an extended control handle is provided for this condenser in order to minimise hand capacity effects when tuning. The larger variable condenser seen to the left of the photograph is used for variable retroaction. As shown, this condenser is unnecessarily large and its capacity, while not being very critical, need only have a maximum value of 100 micro-microfarads. The two-turn coil mounted horizontally beneath the valve formed, with the variable condenser below it, a rejector circuit in series with the grid leak. This was originally inserted as a means of ensuring that the self-capacity of the grid leak itself did not cause difficulties, but later experience has proved that it is difficult to use it effectively owing to the fact that it provides another circuit to tune, and that it is more convenient and practically as effective to do without it or replace it by a choke coil. Owing to the symmetry of the circuit the positive H.T. supply lead does not really demand the insertion of a radio-frequency choke coil, but this and most other arrangements can be used more effectively on the shortest wavelengths when such a choke is used. Very little knowledge is available as to the behaviour of chokes at very high frequencies. A useful design, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of from 100 to 150 turns of No. 47 S.W.G. copper wire wound at uniform spacing on a three inch former of ebonite of American whitewood one inch in diameter.

![Fig. 3.—Circuit arrangement of two-valve oscillator showing its derivation from the series-fed Hartley circuit of Fig. 1.](image)

![Fig. 4.—Two-valve 200-watt transmitter, wavelength 5 to 30 metres, using the circuit of Fig. 3.](image)

![Fig. 5.—Diagram showing the use of phasing coils in an aerial two wavelengths long to give maximum radiation in a horizontal plane.](image)
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A single-valve transmitter constructed on the above lines with care taken to ensure that all dimensions between the valve and the tuned oscillatory circuit are as short as possible can be operated successfully at wavelengths down to 4 metres. With limited high-tension voltage increased output may be obtained by using two valves in parallel, but the two valves chosen must have closely similar characteristics. A more efficient method of connecting two valves to one oscillatory circuit is shown in Fig. 3, which is one of the circuits described by Eccles several years ago. In this diagram the solid line represents the series-fed Hartley circuit as used in the transmitter described above. The broken line shows the manner in which the second valve is connected. It will be seen that this circuit is really a double series-fed Hartley circuit, the two valves of which supply the oscillatory circuit alternatively. Each valve in such a transmitter may be tested individually under working conditions by converting the oscillator in succession into its two constituent single-valve circuits, and testing each in turn. Some readers may prefer to consider the two-valve circuit as one, operating on the familiar "push-pull" principle, with variable capacity coupling between the anode and grid coils.

200 Watt Transmitter.

A short-wave transmitter of 200 watts input designed to work on wavelengths between 5 and 30 metres with the circuit arrangement of Fig. 3 is illustrated in the photograph, Fig. 4. The whole of the transmitter, less the direct-current supplies, is mounted on an American whitewood panel as shown. The valves are placed on opposite sides of the panel in order to shorten, as much as possible, the leads between them. Although the anode current is really fed in at a constant potential point of the oscillatory circuit it is desirable to insert choke-coils in the high-tension supply leads in order to ensure that no high-frequency power loss occurs in these leads. Various sizes of condenser have been tried for coupling the anode of one valve to the grid of the other, and the most suitable has been found to be a variable condenser having a maximum capacity of about 50 micro-microfarads. The main tuning condenser should preferably have a somewhat smaller capacity.

The coils forming the inductance for such a transmitter may be constructed either of copper rod about ¾ in. diameter, or of aluminium tube of a larger size.

The dimensions of the coils are so small that the ohmic resistance is not very important, but it is desirable to have a substantial size of conductor in order to secure rigidity, and so avoid slight changes in wavelength due to vibration. The variable condensers employed may be constructed conveniently from the standard low-loss transmitting type with some of the plates removed and additional spacing washers inserted. Every effort should be made to obtain a very low minimum capacity, if the shortest wavelengths are aimed at.

A similar type of transmitter, employing two 250-watt valves will be found described and illustrated in the paper published in Experimental Wireless referred to above. It may also be recalled that a portable transmitter employing two valves arranged in the push-pull connection of Fig. 3 was described in The Wireless World about a year ago. In this case, however, the minimum wavelength was about 30 metres, and two L.S.5A valves were employed, capable of handling a power input of 20 watts.

Valve Requirements for Transmitters.

Valves intended to deal with power at very high frequencies must have special design features not essential for those working at lower frequencies. The first feature desired is low self-capacity and mutual capacity of the electrodes. This means that the leads to the electrodes should be brought out of the glass envelope as far as possible from one another. This separation of the leads, however, is limited by the inherent increase in inductance due to their greater length.

Several years ago Franklin drew attention to the possibility of the glass envelope melting as a result of the heat generated by eddy currents in metallic deposits which occur on the inside of the glass during evacuation of the valve. In certain types of transmitting valves it has been customary to use copper foil screens on the outside of the envelope to avoid breakdown from this cause. Large dielectric losses may also be experienced in those portions of the glass which lie within the high frequency field between the grid anode. The envelope should, therefore, be of as great dimensions as is consistent with short leads from the electrodes. The neck of an ordinary transmitting valve is in a concentrated part of the field and punctures were very common at this point when valves were first used on short wavelengths. The field may be reduced by continuing the grid mesh beyond the ends of the anode. This construction concentrates the radio-frequency field between the grid and anode, and so reduces that which reaches.

Fig. 6.—Inductive coupling to half-wavelength ungrounded aerial.

Fig. 7.—Inductive coupling to grounded quarter-wave aerial.

---

1 The Wireless World, October 10th, 1928, page 301.
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the glass walls of the valve. It is also advisable to thicken the leads to the electrodes at the places where they enter the glass.

Aerials and Signalling Arrangements.

The portable transmitter referred to above was connected to a short aerial through a variable coupling condenser from one end of the oscillatory circuit, an earth connection being taken to the centre point of the inductance, at which point the high-tension direct current is also supplied to the circuit. While this method may still be employed for wavelengths below 30 metres, it is found that when the wavelength is less than 10 metres only a very short aerial is available if the difficulties of phasing in alternate half wavelengths are to be avoided. For example, on a wavelength of 5 metres a 30ft. aerial is about two wavelengths long, and the distribution of current therein will be as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 5, where the distance of the wavy line from the vertical line indicates the magnitude of the current, and the shading and the side of the aerial on which it is placed indicates the direction of this current. It is seen from this diagram that there are two equal loops of current of each of the two opposite directions, and there will thus be no field due to the whole current in a direction perpendicular to the aerial. From this it results that there will be no radiation from such an aerial in the horizontal plane, although there will be some radiation in other directions. By inserting suitable inductances in the aerial the distribution of current in successive portions of the aerial may be altered as indicated in the right-hand diagram of Fig. 5. It is now seen that throughout the length of the aerial the currents are all in the same direction, and will thus assist each other in producing strong radiation in the horizontal plane. This is the method successfully employed at the Marconi beam stations, where aerials of several half-wavelengths in height are employed.

In order to avoid the complications arising from the use of phasing coils in the above manner it is convenient in experimental work on very short waves to employ short, straight aerials the length of which corresponds to either a half or a quarter of the working wavelength. In the former case the aerial should be supported at a suitable distance above the ground, the ends being insulated, since these are the points of high potential variations. The aerial may be energised by inductively coupling the oscillator to a point near its centre, as indicated in Fig. 6. In the case of the quarter-wave antenna, this should be connected either to earth or to a suitable counterpoise at its lower end, at which point the maximum current will be obtained (Fig. 7). For efficient radiation on very short wavelengths the antenna should be situated in as open a space as possible. In the radiated field objects act as reflectors when their linear dimensions are comparable with the working wavelength. The buildings associated with a short-wave station are usually such that they give rise to an appreciable amount of scattering and loss. The only method of diminishing the loss of useful radiation in this manner is to place the aerial at some distance, two or three wavelengths, from any buildings and supply energy to it from the transmitter by means of a transmission line. Such a line may be formed either of a pair of straight, parallel Lecher wires, or of a twin conductor comprising an inner wire surrounded by a concentric metallic sheath. In either case the line should be such that it has maximum current loops at each end, which is obtained when the length of the line is an integral number of half wavelengths. A line of fixed length may, however, be effectively varied by tuning it with variable condensers at one or both ends, as indicated in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the principles of feeding half-wave and quarter-wave aerials through transmission lines. A Lecher wire transmission line may be conveniently formed of two copper wires of about No. 16 or 18 S.W.G. stretched parallel at three or four inches apart, and at a distance of at least a foot from all other bodies except their supports. The wires are short-circuited at each end and adjusted either by length or by varying the condenser to obtain maximum current at each end.

A half-wave antenna may conveniently consist of two telescopic brass or aluminium tubes supported at the centre. This antenna is tuned by altering its length, the current being observed on a suitable thermal ammeter inserted at its middle point where the current is a maximum. Owing to the fact that the radiation resistance of a half-wave antenna is in the neighbourhood of 80 ohms, the actual ohmic resistance of the antenna, including the ammeter, is not of serious importance. In a recent experiment the replacement of an antenna of 3in. brass tube by a No. 30 S.W.G. Eureka wire only reduced the current by 30 per cent. On account of this high effective resistance the tuning of a half-wave antenna is not very sharp. Since, however, the radiation resistance is the predominating factor limiting the current, the efficiency of such an aerial is very high, and practically all the energy supplied to it is converted into useful radiation.

The variable condensers in the Lecher wires form a useful method of altering the current in the aerial without disturbing the balance between the two valves of the oscillator. The Lecher wires are useful in addition for measuring the wavelength, which can be carried out approximately by running a shorting wire bridge along
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The wires. This alters the current in the aerial except when the bridge is at a potential node on the wires. The positions of consecutive potential nodes are one half-wavelength apart, and can be determined to within about 1 cm. An alternative method of locating these potential nodes is to bridge the wires with a small thermo-galvanometer to determine the positions of maximum current. In either case these positions can be determined with fair accuracy, since at the points in question there are practically no radio frequency potentials, and body capacities will therefore have little effect. The whole Lecher wire system should, however, be erected as far as possible from all other bodies in order to avoid spurious effects due to the proximity of these at potential antinodes on the wires.

Signalling.

Signalling with low-power short-wave transmitters may be carried out by using a suitable key in the high-tension supply as with the portable set already referred to, or by short circuiting a small coil placed near the tuned oscillatory circuit. The tuning of a receiver at wavelengths of the order of 5 metres is so sharp that the change in the frequency of the transmission brought about by the latter method is sufficient for the signal to become inaudible in the receiver when the coil, coupled to the tuned circuit, is short-circuited. An alternative method of keying for signalling purposes is to attach one terminal of a transmitting key to one wire of the Lecher system, and simply to operate the key by means of a long handle. The closing of the key contacts adds a small lumped capacity to the Lecher wires, which is sufficient to change the heterodyne note in the receiver. Keying by this method produces extremely clear signals and does not alter the load on the transmitter to any appreciable extent.

An Oscillator for Extremely Short Waves.

In the two-valve "push-pull" circuit described above, and illustrated in Fig. 3, grid leaks R1, R2 were employed to fix the D.C. potentials of the two grids. A suitable value for the resistance of these leaks has been found to be 0.5 megohm, although this value is not so important as the self-capacity, which should, naturally, be kept as low as possible. It has been found that for low-power work leaks of the deposited metallic-film type are suitable. A consideration of Fig. 3 will show that the circuit will oscillate just as well if the grid leaks are replaced by any circuit which has a high impedance at the frequency of the oscillator. For example, R1, R2 may be replaced by chokes, the D.C. potential of the grids being fixed by a suitable resistance in the common lead from the filament to the common point. Another method of having a high impedance between the two grids is to replace R1 and R2 by a tuned circuit, as shown in Fig. 8, which is another of the two-valve balanced circuits first described by Eccles and Jordan. The connection to the filament, in this case, is made to the middle point of the inductance. Suitable choke coils may be of the single-layer solenoid type described above in connection with the circuit details relating to Fig. 2.

In the double-valve oscillator of Fig. 3 the condensers C1 and C2 act as retroaction condensers from the anode of one valve to the grid of the other. In the circuit in Fig. 8, however, these condensers are not required, as the mutual inductance between the anode and grid coils may be made to provide the necessary retroaction. The diagram of such a circuit is given in Fig. 9. This type of oscillator has the disadvantage that there are two circuits to tune, and that it is difficult to vary the coupling between the grid and anode coils when working on very short wavelengths. At very high frequencies the electrostatic coupling between the grid and anode coils may become important, and this coupling is of opposite sign to that intentionally introduced by the magnetic induction. With the two-valve oscillator using the circuit shown in Fig. 9 it has been found possible to obtain oscillations at various wavelengths down to a lower limit at about 1.5 metres. This limit is really set by the dimensions of the valves and the time taken by the electrons to travel from filament to anode inside the valve. Fig. 10 shows a view of a two-valve oscillator which operates on a wavelength of 1.8 metres. Two short-path receiving valves are mounted on low capacity holders "back-to-back." The inductances are formed of loops of No. 16 S.W.G. copper wire about 2 m. in diameter, and all subsidiary connecting wires are reduced in length to the minimum, and no tuning condensers are used.

The high tension feed is through a piece of No. 47 S.W.G. Eureka wire which acts as a choke and fuse combined. A choke coil is included in the grid lead, while a condenser of 0.01 microfarad capacity is provided.

It is, of course, very difficult to obtain any appreciable output from such oscillators, and when an attempt is made to increase the power by the use of larger valves it is usually found that the minimum wavelength attainable increases.
WHAT is a "Kit" set? Strictly speaking, this description should be applied only to complete sets of parts for receiver construction, but it has, very conveniently, been extended to cover circuit arrangements sponsored by various manufacturers who, although they issue descriptive literature, do not supply all the necessary components. This scheme offers what is, in some cases, an important advantage; existing pieces of apparatus in the possession of the constructor may be used.

Indications are not lacking that the building of sets in this way, involving as it does nothing beyond the assembly and wiring of a few readily obtainable parts, is increasingly popular, and the Olympia Exhibition showed that an infinitely greater diversity of kits are now available than at any previous time. Last season's sets have undergone modifications in much the same way as have complete commercial receivers, and there has been a distinct tendency to improve their performance, to simplify their operation, and to render their construction even easier than previously.

With one or two exceptions, all the sets offered are three-valve H.F.-det.-L.F. combinations; indeed, it is becoming more and more apparent that this excellent circuit arrangement is regarded as a standard one for meeting average requirements. Perhaps the most striking innovation is the introduction of kits for A.C. mains operation—not simply ordinary battery sets arranged to be more or less capable of working with an H.T. eliminator, but receivers designed specifically for this form of supply for their filament and anode circuits.

The purpose of this article is briefly to describe the principal features of sets that are either entirely new this autumn or that have undergone considerable modification, and no attempt will be made to treat anything but the main features of the various designs: detailed descriptions and test reports will, no doubt, in most cases, come at a later date.

The Brown sets, recently introduced by the well-known firm of loud speaker manufacturers, are typical of present-day tendencies in several respects. Four distinct models are available; two for battery feed and two for mains supply. Each type is

Brown three-valve set, complete with loud speaker.

Non-reversible mountings for interchangeable coils in the Brown receivers.

Interior view of Brown kit set, showing how batteries are mounted behind the loud speaker.
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available with or without a built-in cone loud speaker. In every case there is ample room inside the containing cabinet for batteries or mains unit. The circuit arrangement embodies a single H.F. amplifying stage (screen-grid valve), grid detector, and an output valve coupled by means of a Brown Type A low-frequency transformer. Reaction is provided, and the tuning condensers are controlled by edgewise dials.

Interchangeable coils, wound on large ribbed bakelite formers, are used. These coils are provided with switches operated through rods projecting through the panel.

A New Departure.

The "1930 Cossor Melody Maker" has been completely redesigned, and bears but little resemblance to its prototype. It will be generally agreed that the majority of home constructors' difficulties are in some way associated with the H.F. stage; here a bold attempt has been made to remove possible causes of trouble by supplying all the apparatus associated with this part of the receiver — coils, tuning condensers, reaction inside the cabinet. Advantage has been taken of the fact that this method of construction lends itself to "gauging" of the two tuned circuits, and consequently we find that they are controlled by a single knob.

The circuit arrangement embodies the conventional H.F.-det.-L.F. combination, but double - wound transformers are used as H.F. couplings. As the H.F. unit is ready wired when purchased, it will be appreciated that the work remaining for the home constructor is considerably lightened, and is still further simplified by the provision of such refinements as a spring connector for the H.F. valve anode terminal and an aerial series condenser moulded into the terminal strip. Waveband changing is effected by a three-position switch which also controls the filaments.

Another distinct model for A.C. mains operation is supplied; it differs from the battery set only in details, and includes a factory-made power unit which fits the space inside the cabinet occupied normally by the H.T. battery. Directly heated A.C. valves are used in this set.

Ferranti Sets.

The Ferranti "Screened Grid Three" has been modified in details, and now includes a volume-control resistance connected across the primary of the L.F. transformer: separate decoupling resistances and condensers have been replaced by the new anode feed units, in which the two components are combined.

Rear view of the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker (battery model) removed from its containing cabinet. Note the screened H.F. unit.

condenser, wave-range switch, etc. — as a complete manufactured and wired unit, contained in a two-compartment screening box for mounting.

The Cossor A.C. model, showing mains unit and spring strip connector for the H.F. valve anode.
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Tuning condensers of 0.0005 mfd. are now used.

A new kit set, with one H.F. stage and anode bend detection followed by two L.F. amplifiers with push-pull output has been introduced. A pick-up jack is fitted, with contacts so arranged that insertion of the plug will switch off the H.F. valve filament, insert the pick-up in the detector grid circuit, and also short-circuit one of two feed resistances connected in series with the detector anode, thus increasing its H.T. supply voltage, and consequently making this valve act as an amplifier without alteration of its grid bias.

Since it was reviewed in these columns, the Formo “S.G.3” has not been altered to any extent, although a minor improvement has been effected by fitting tuning dials of a new pattern.

The Lewcos “Chassis.”

The Lewcos “Kit Assembly” is nearly a complete receiver in itself that it might perhaps be described as a chassis rather than as a kit. With the exception of three variable condensers and an on-off switch, it comprises all the components of a conventional H.F.-det.-L.F. receiver. All these parts are mounted on a bakelite base, and are completely wired. Transformer coupling is used for both H.F. and L.F. stages. By fitting sockets for indirectly heated valves and a link for making the necessary alteration to the heater or filament circuit, the set is made suitable for either battery or A.C. mains operation.

Wireless World

An unusual method of waveband changing is used in the Lewcos set; the blocks carrying the aerial-grid and interstage coupling coil assemblies are mounted in guides so that they can be moved bodily by means of push-rods: the connections of the coils are changed through contacts mounted on the underside of the movable bases.

A Kit Set Brought Up to Date.

The Lissen H.F.-det.-L.F. set is substantially unchanged, but provision is now made for operating it in conjunction with A.C. or D.C. high-tension supply units which may be mounted inside the cabinet. A revised model for frame aerial operation has been introduced; a special cabinet, with a frame built into its lid, is supplied, and more complete screening for the H.F. valve plate circuit components is provided. A short-wave kit set is another new production, for which a series of special coils, a choke and short-wave tuning condenser have been designed. The set, which covers all wavelengths between 10 and 200 metres, comprises a rectifying detector followed by two L.F. stages.

The new Lotus kit sets, supplied in forms suitable for both battery and A.C. mains feed, have several interesting features. Both models are similar and embody the conventional circuit: they are assembled on a metal chassis with transverse and lateral screens on which many of the principal components are mounted in the factory before the kits are dispatched.

Dual-range coils with built-in switches are employed: these switches are “ganged,” and are operated through a knob projecting.
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through the side of the cabinet. It is observed that decoupling is provided. There is space for batteries or mains unit on the base-board at the back of the cabinet, behind the lateral screen.

Volume control, in the case of the battery set, is effected through a rheostat in the H.F. valve filament circuit, while in the A.C. set a potentiometer feed for the screening grid serves a similar purpose. Indirectly-heated valves are used in the latter receiver.

In both models provision is made for using a gramophone pick-up and the edgewise condenser dials are mounted side by side so that they can readily be rotated together, thus providing simultaneous tuning of the two circuits over parts of the scale.

An Entirely New Range.

Mullard kit sets for this season are entirely new. The first is the "Orgola Three," with a tuned grid H.F. amplifier and grid detector with reaction, followed by a pentode with transformer coupling. The two tuning condensers are ganged, with a "trimmer" across the aerial-grid coil; it is noted that lucid and helpful instructions are given regarding the proper use of this adjustment.

Reaction control is on the differential system, and, as provision is made for altering the inductive relation of the feed-back coil with respect to the grid winding, it should be possible so to arrange matters that regeneration is particularly well under control. Continuously variable aerial coupling, adjustable within wide limits, is also provided.

The design provides for connection of a pick-up in the detector grid circuit, and a switch is connected so that it may be put into operation in the easiest possible manner.

All the above applies also to the A.C. model, which uses indirectly heated valves. In addition, it has a bias cell for the H.F. valve, and the usual alteration is made to the low-tension circuit. This set is provided with H.T. current by a Mullard eliminator, and a special low-voltage transformer is supplied for feeding the valve heaters.

An Ambitious Product.

A six-valve kit set—the "Orgola Senior"—has also been evolved by the Mullard firm; there is little doubt that this is the most ambitious receiver yet produced in "kit" form. It embodies two H.F. stages, anode bend detector, and two L.F. amplifiers with push-pull output. The high-frequency valves are coupled by the
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parallel-feed method and their condensers are ganged; as there is a separate condenser for the aerial-grid circuit, the total number of tuning controls is reduced to two, and there is no reaction. Decoupling is provided in the anode circuits of detector and first-stage L.F. amplifier.

Volume control is effected by dimming the H.F. valve filaments, and there is also a variable condenser feed for the aerial coupling in order that overall selectivity may be under control. Screening is, of necessity, somewhat elaborate, and it is observed that the valves are so mounted that they are unaffected by the field of the inductance coils. Precautions are taken to prevent the application of H.F. voltages to the L.F. amplifier, and stabilising resistances of 100,000 ohms are inserted in series with the output valve grids. Wavlength switches are included in the coils, and a gramophone pick-up is connected in the same way as in the case of the three-valve set.

Both the "Orgola" and the "Orgola Senior" receivers may be fitted into a gramophone cabinet complete with turntable, pick-up, and built-in loud speaker; full instructions for thus converting the receivers into radio-gramophones are issued.

A Well-designed "Music Magnet."

At the first glance one is apt to form the impression that the new Osram "Music Magnet," already known to readers of "Kit Constructors' Notes" section, has not been altered to any great extent, but a more careful examination shows that attention has been devoted to almost every detail of its design. The arrangement of the filament switch has been modified: this, taken in conjunction with the provision of an H.T. fuse, should render the set completely immune from risk of filament burn-outs. The drive mechanism of the gang condenser has been redesigned, and the coils have been altered considerably, with the result that H.F. losses have been reduced.

Wavelength Calibration.

Perhaps the most important modification is the provision of a condenser scale calibrated directly in wave-lengths—as far as is known, this is the only kit set with this refinement.

Other modifications include a new L.F. transformer with high-permeability core, and an improved form of grid condenser and leak assembly:

"The 1930 Everman Four" will be described fully in next week's issue.

The requirements of the home constructor living near a high-power station are catered for in an interesting and unconventional manner by the Varley Regional R.D.3 receiver, for which special components and an instructional leaflet are supplied. There is little risk in hazarding a guess that this set is the forerunner of a type that is bound to be popular in the near future. It embodies a detector with two low-frequency stages—clearly here is its principal feature of interest. The tuned aerial coil is coupled by means of a variable condenser to a tuned filter circuit. This set should have at least as good selectivity as the average receiver with a stage of H.F. amplification.
Part III.—Alternating Currents.
(Continued from page 390 of the previous issue.)

An alternating current, as the name implies, is one which flows first in one direction and then in the opposite direction alternately round a circuit, the reversal taking place at regular intervals. It will be remembered that a direct current was represented by a continuous stream of electrons moving in one direction round and round a closed circuit, being driven by a constant electromotive force. In the case of an alternating current the electrons representing it are rushing backwards and forwards round the circuit, and therefore the electromotive force driving them must also be periodically reversing or alternating.

A direct current was likened to a continuous stream of water flowing through a hose pipe connected to a tap which supplied the necessary driving pressure, and we can extend this analogy to meet the case of an alternating current. Imagine the hose pipe removed from the tap and then having its two ends connected to the opposite ends of a cylinder in which a double-acting piston moves backwards and forwards. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The whole thing—hose pipe and cylinder—are assumed to be full of water without any air bubbles. As the piston moves from left to right it forces water out of the right-hand end of the cylinder, through the pipe and back into the left-hand end. When the piston comes to the end of the stroke all the water comes to rest, and then, when the piston begins to move from right to left, the flow of water in the pipe reverses. In this arrangement we have an alternating current of water.

Now an alternating current of electricity (A.C.) follows very similar laws. There is a driving or electromotive force which keeps on reversing and so forcing the electrons backwards and forwards round a closed electric circuit. The alternating electromotive force is set up by some sort of generator, or by a microphone. An alternating current generator may be looked upon as a sort of electron pump which forces electrons backwards and forwards round an external circuit just as the cylinder pump forces the water backwards and forwards through the hose pipe.

Frequency.

It is necessary to know several things about an alternating current in order to define it fully or make any calculations relating to it. For instance, it is necessary to know how many times the current reverses its direction every second and how it varies from instant to instant. It is usual to consider the current as positive when flowing one way round the circuit and negative the other way round. It is quite immaterial which direction we choose as positive provided that, once having made our choice, we adhere to it.

The variation of the current from the time it starts from zero and passes through one complete sequence of positive and negative values back again to zero, is referred to as one cycle, and the time of one cycle in seconds or fractions of a second is called a period. The frequency or periodicity is the number of cycles passed through in one second, and thus the frequency is expressed in cycles per second. The standard commercial frequency of A.C. supply systems in this country is 50 cycles per second. Audible sounds are represented by a whole range of frequencies from about 25 cycles per second to 10,000 cycles per second or more according to the individual. Radio frequencies range from about 20,000 cycles per second up to several millions—a wavelength of 300 metres corresponds to a frequency of 1,000,000 cycles per second or 1,000 kilocycles per second, the wavelength being inversely proportional to the frequency.

An alternating current may vary from instant to instant according to any law or without any apparent law, but it is usual for the time of one complete sequence
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of positive values to be equal to the time of a complete sequence of negative values. These two sequences are called the positive half cycle and negative half cycle respectively. These names also apply to alternating electromotive forces and magnetic fluxes.

Sine Wave of Alternating Current.

If a graph is plotted showing the variation of current with time, the curve takes the form of a wave which may be any shape but is periodic—that is, it keeps on repeating itself as time progresses. Such a wave is shown in Fig. 2.

The simplest alternating current to deal with both in practice and in theory is one which gives a sine wave when all the successive values are plotted as a graph to a time base, and this law is always assumed when working out alternating current problems unless otherwise stated. A sine wave of current is shown in Fig. 3.

The Effective Value of an Alternating Current.

The first thing we notice about the curve is that it is symmetrically placed about the base or zero line—that is to say, the positive half waves are exactly balanced by the negative half waves, and therefore the average value of the current taken over any whole number of cycles is equal to zero. It is clear then that to express the value of an alternating current in amperes we must adopt some means of comparing it with a direct current as regards its useful effects. For instance, either an alternating current or a direct current will produce heat if passed through a resistance wire, and it is on this basis that the strength of an alternating current in amperes is defined. The useful or effective value, as it is called, is defined as the value in amperes of the steady direct current which would have the same average heating effect in a given fixed resistance. This means that an alternating current whose effective value is 1 ampere will liberate heat in a given resistance at the same average rate as a direct current of 1 ampere in an equal resistance, i.e., the power in each would be the same. It is necessary to say the same average rate because the heat is given to the resistance by the alternating current in little pulses, the power falling to zero every half cycle as the current passes through its zero values.

If we know the shape of the alternating current wave it is an easy matter to determine its effective value. Assume any wave shape for the present, and let $i$ be the value of the current at any one instant. Then in a resistance of $R$ ohms the power at that instant will be $i^2R$ watts (see Part II, last issue). Let $I$ be the effective value of the value of the direct current which has the same average heating effect. Then from the definition above—

$$
I^2R = \text{mean value of } i^2R \text{ over a whole cycle.}
$$

or

$$
I^2 = \text{mean value of } i^2;
$$

and taking the square root of each side, the effective value is

$$
I = \sqrt{\text{mean value of } i^2} \text{ amperes}.
$$

Putting this result into words: the effective value of an alternating current is equal to the root of the mean value of the squares of all the successive instantaneous values, and is often abbreviated to Root Mean Square value or R.M.S. value. Virtual value is another name frequently employed.

Effective Value of a Sine Wave.

Referring again to the sine curve of Fig. 3, it will be noticed that the current starts from zero and builds up to a maximum positive value which we have denoted by $I_m$ in the figure, then falls to zero again, and once more builds up to the maximum value $I_m$, but this time in the reverse direction, being now negative. This maximum value $I_m$ is called the amplitude of the current.

But the amplitude is not the useful or effective value of the current, and it behoves us to find what relationship exists between the effective value and the maximum value. To do this consider a sine wave of current which builds up to a maximum value of x amperes in each direction. Such a wave has been drawn to a suitable scale in Fig. 4, and is shown by curve (x). If we now divide the base line up into, say, 20 equal parts and measure the vertical distance from the centre of each part to the curve itself, we get the values of the current corresponding to the various instants de-
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drawn, it will be found that the new current squared curve (2) shown shaded will be another sine wave of half the wavelength or double the frequency. Note that even over the negative half cycle the current squared is still a positive quantity, because when two negative quantities are multiplied together the product is positive—the old saying that "two negatives make a positive," etc.

It will be seen that the new curve (2) is not symmetrically placed about the base line, as is the case for the current curve. In fact, the new curve is so disposed that at its lowest points it only just touches the base line, so that its centre line falls at a height above the base line just equal to half the maximum height.

PERILS OF THE PORTABLE.

A portable owner who switched on his set in a Birmingham street has been fined £10s. for drawing a crowd which caused obstruction.

"Q" CALL WITH A KICK IN IT.

Among a collection of new Morse abbreviations suggested by the amateur transmitters of America is the following: QLF: Say, OM, send with your LEFT foot now.

SUN SPOTS MISFIRE.

Despite the recent prediction of Professor Stetson, astronomer at Harvard University, that the present month would be a bad one for wireless reception owing to sunspots, listeners are failing to note any reduction in signal strength. It seems that a sunspot means nothing to Brookman's Park.

LISTENER'S LICENCE CANCELLED.

To Mr. A. Britton, of Fishponds, Bristol, apparently belongs the unenviable distinction of being the first listener to have his licence suspended by the Post Office for having caused interference by oscillation.

It is well known, of course, that the Post Office reserves the right to take action of this kind, a statement to this effect being printed on each licence issued; but the interesting point now arises whether the offender is doomed never again to hear a B.R.C. programme on his own receiver or whether a limit is set to the period of penance. A statement regarding the P.M.U.'s powers in this direction would be welcome.

B.B.C. ESCAPES CRITICISM.

The recent drought is said to have been exceptional in that no one attributed it to wireless.

NEW B.B.C. OUTPUT.

The B.B.C.'s new receiving station at Tatsfield, Surrey, is now in use and the apparatus at Keston is being dismantled.

AMATEURS UNITE AT MANCHESTER.

In connection with the Manchester Wireless Exhibition, which opens at the City Hall on Wednesday next, October 16th, the Association of British Radio Societies is organising a National Radio Convention. The plans include several social functions, discussions on amateur topics, and visits to the Exhibition and other places of interest in the Manchester area.

The Convention will be open to members of any radio society. Those wishing to attend are invited to apply for particulars to Mr. L. A. Gill, Secretary of the Association, Hope House, South Reddish, Stockport.

LECTURE BY DR. N. W. McLACHLAN.

Under the auspices of the Association of British Radio Societies, Dr. N. W. McLachlan, M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., will lecture on "The Ideal Loud Speaker" at a...
meeting in the Albert Hall, Peter Street, Manchester, on Monday, October 28th, at 7.30 p.m. The lecture will be followed by demonstrations in tone compensation and control for electro-camophutes.

**POST OFFICE AND SICK "PIRATES."

In a letter to an enquirer, the Post Office states that during the past four years 5,230 prosecutions have been undertaken against infringers of the Wireless Telegraphy Acts. In taking legal proceedings, adds the Post Office, full consideration was given to the circumstances of each case, including the age of the offender and any special factor such as his ill-health.

**BRITISH COASTAL WIRELESS: A DANGEROUS SPEAKS OUT.**

Captain O. Mikkelsen, a Danish navigator, has made a statement declaring the lack of wireless facilities in North Britain, written on a voyage. "Along the coasts of Norway, Sweden, Denmark and the Faroe Islands," says the captain, "there are wireless stations to aid navigators, but when proceeding round the north coast of Scotland and the Orkney and Shetland Isles, valuable time is lost. In foggy weather the navigator must take his observations from the sun or rely on the start before taking the dangerous passages on this coast."

It is possible that the worthy captain has overlooked the existence of the beacon station at Wick, which is extensively used by ships skirting the northern coast of Scotland.

**CALIBRATION SIGNALS FROM GERMANY.**

In view of the increasing congestion of the ether and the consequent necessity that transmitting stations should not depart from their allotted wavelengths, it is essential that means should exist for their exact calibration.

For some time past the German high-power transmitter at Königs wasser has broadcast at regular periods calibrated waves for the benefit of Europe in general, and of its own country in particular. These special transmissions take place on the 14th and 15th day of each month, according to the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>First Day</th>
<th>Second Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06.00-06.05</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.15-06.20</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.30-06.35</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.15-07.20</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.30-07.35</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.45-07.50</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.00-08.05</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>1054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.15-08.20</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.25-08.30</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>1235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANIMATED WIRELESS DIAGRAMS.**

Secretaries of radio societies will be interested in a clever film, entitled "Rectification," which has been produced by the Westinghouse Brake and Archer Signal Co., Ltd., to demonstrate the action of electric currents in circuits employing the Westinghouse metal rectifier. It is expected that this film will be included in the series of lectures which will be given by the Westinghouse Company to a selected number of radio societies.

Much more clearly than the simplest book of words, the film shows the difference between alternating, direct, half-wave and full-wave rectified currents. Working circuits are shown of half-wave rectification using the Westinghouse H.T.3 rectifier, full-wave rectification with the H.T.7 type, and voltage doubling rectification with the H.T.6 type.

The moving diagrams, of which a specimen is shown herewith, were drawn in the same manner as "cartoon" films, forty separate pictures being necessary for a complete cycle of operations.

**TRIPLE RADIO FUSION IN U.S.**

Over 700 American wireless patents have come under a single control as the result of the merger between the three radio concerns, Kolster, Karl and Freed-Bissmann. The new organisation is the second largest of its kind in the United States, the Radio Corporation of America coming first.
A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers.

MODIFICATIONS TO STANDARD WET BATTERIES.

Readers will be familiar with these batteries since we have published test reports from time to time on various sizes. The latest improvements take the form of attention to details, the fundamental principle being the same as discussed in our reviews. To facilitate the initial assembly, and also ease the replacement process, the zincs and sacs are now supplied in the form of a cartridge which drops into the glass container. These are made for Nos. 3 and 4 size jars. A further improvement is the provision of a cork stopper, with a centre hole to clear the carbon rod. This is to prevent evaporation and, incidentally, creeping of the electrolyte, and replaces the earlier method of covering the top of the fluid with oil. It is a far better seal and results in a more workman-like finish than was possible with the earlier models.

The cartridge, complete with cork, for the No. 3 size jars, costs 5d. each, and for the No. 4 size jars the price is 7d. Spare jars cost 2d. for No. 3 size and 2½d. for the No. 4 size. It is not essential to purchase new jars as the cartridges can be used with the ordinary No. 3 and No. 4 size containers.

The makers are the Standard Wet Battery Co., 194-186, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

DETEX SWITCHES.

Since the advent of the screened valve the switching from medium to long waves has become a fairly simple matter, and many new multi-contact components have been developed. Where space behind the panel is limited, the Detex change-over switch should be found a useful asset, as this component takes up very little panel space. A single hole fixing bush is fitted.

The body of the component consists of a mica-laminated choline block, and this supports the contacts and bearers for the operating spindle. A point of particular interest is the provision of one contact having a slight lag behind the others. This is so arranged to be the last contact to “make” and the first to “break.”

The wiring of a receiver can be arranged so that the H.T. circuit is always the last to be completed and the first to be broken when switching off. This feature assures that the H.T. blocking condensers will not be left in a charged state.

These change-over switches are made by Detex Distributors, Ltd., 66, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, and prices have been fixed as follows: Two-pole, 5s. 6d.; 3-pole, 5s. 9d.; 4-pole, 6s.; 5-pole, 7s. 6d., and 6-pole, 9s. 6d.

"ISOMONA“ LOUD SPEAKER UNIT.

This is a balanced armature movement for incorporating in cone-type loud speakers and consists of a massive permanent magnet fitted with two laminated pole-pieces shaped to concentrate the flux at each end of the armature. This is disposed centrally in the air gaps and fixed at its centre. The polarising coils, of which there are two, are disposed either side of the fulcruum with the armature passing through their centres.

The spindle, carrying the cone, is attached to the centre of a short stiff reed, one end of which is rigidly fixed while the free end is connected by a thin rod to one extremity of the vibrating armature.

A feature of this Detex switch is the provision of a delayed action contact for filament or H.T. control.

"Isomona" cone loud speaker unit: a balanced armature movement.

The pole-pieces, coils and armature are encased in a black crystalline-finished aluminium cover built up from two castings clamped together. A lug on each casting is provided for fixing purposes, four screws being supplied.

These units are supplied by Messrs. Haw and Co., 20, Cheapside, London, E.C.2, and the price is 21s.
WEARITE 5-PIN VALVE HOLDER.

This valve holder is fitted with five sockets, four being disposed as usual, and the fifth situated centrally with respect to these. It has been placed on the market by Messrs. Wright and Weaire, Ltd., 740, High Road, Tottenham, London, N.17, to meet the requirements of the new 5-pin A.C. valves, but it can be used also with the ordinary 4-pin type, thereby facilitating easy change of valves for experimental purposes.

The body is made from moulded material, and the sockets are split to ensure a good electrical contact with the pins on the valve. Soldering tags, in addition to terminals, are provided, these being fixed by small screws to the base of the sockets.

YOUNG'S "DRI-POWER" ACCUMULATORS.

These accumulators, which are available in various types, including car-starter batteries and cells for wireless purposes, have their plates embedded in a gelatinous substance saturated with acid. Since there is no loose liquid they are unexpansible, and the smaller sizes are particularly suitable for use in portable sets. Generally the employment of a solid electrolyte leads to a loss in ampere-hour capacity for any given size of battery, but the makers of the "Dri-power" cells claim that this disadvantage has been satisfactorily overcome.

Furthermore it is claimed that a special process of manufacture enables the cells to be roughly handled, in the electrical sense, without seriously impairing the life of the battery. To test this statement we subjected a sample 2 volt cell to a period of heavy discharges and charging at a higher rate than normal.

Subsequently a discharge curve was taken of the cell after a normal charge, the rate of discharge being approximately 2 amperes at the start. The voltage was maintained at a good level during this test, and it was found that the ampere-hour capacity returned to normal after a short period of normal charge and discharge. Since an accumulator can often be seriously damaged by the treatment it receives when first put into use, this test would appear to confirm the makers' claim that these cells are very robust and will not deteriorate if subjected to periods of rough handling.

Two-volt cells in glass containers and filled with "Dri-power" solid electrolyte are available in 20-, 30- and 40-ampere-hour sizes; the prices being 14s. 6d., 16s. 6d. and 18s. 6d. respectively. These are supplied fully charged. High tension units of 24 volts each in glass containers and with solid electrolyte are available also at £1 10s. each. These have a milliampere-hour capacity of 7,500 at a discharge rate of 15 mA or 5,000 mA-hour capacity at 50 mA discharge.

The makers are the Young Accumulator Company (1929), Ltd., Burlington Works, Rigault Road, Fulham, London, S.W.6.

HARLIE VOLUSTAT.

These variable resistances, which are made in three ranges, namely, Universal type, 50 to 500,000 ohms; medium resistance type, 2,000 ohms to 2 megohms; and high resistance type, 10,000 ohms to 10 megohms, function on the compression principle. The ingredients and quality of the resistance material has been, it is claimed, the subject of much experiment since the constancy of these resistances depends on the use of a mixture which will not pack when compressed, but returns to its original volume when the pressure is released.

Practical tests show that the resistance can be set at any given value, and it will keep this value for a long period. We did not subject the sample to the passage of heavy currents, but to that which would pass normally when the component was used as a volume control. The measured maximum and minimum values of the sample tested were found to be 720,000 ohms and 43 ohms respectively. Nominally these are 500,000 and 50 ohms, this being the "Universal" model.

The makers are Messrs. Harlie Bros., Bullman Road, Lower Edmonton, London, N.9, and the price of all three types is 7s. 6d. each.

THE three valves dealt with under this heading are the D.F.A.6, D.F.A.7, and the D.F.A.8. Each requires 4.5 volts across the filament, and consumes 0.85 amp. of current. Since a 6-volt accumulator will normally be used, a fixed resistor of about 1.8 ohms, connected in the positive L.T. lead, will be necessary to absorb the excess voltage. The maximum plate potential is 400 volts in each case. The D.F.A.6 and D.F.A.7 are power output valves, the principal difference being in the grid swing that can be handled by each without causing grid current to flow.


The particular function of the D.F.A.6 is an output valve in an amplifier designed to operate a moving-coil loud speaker. Its rated characteristics, measured at 100 volts H.T. and zero grid bias, are A.C. resistance 4,500 ohms; amplification factor 6.4; and mutual conductance 1.45 mA per volt. The sample tested, however, did not show such a good mutual conductance under these conditions, the figures obtained being, A.C. resistance 5,900 ohms, amplification factor 5.7, and "slope" 0.97 mA per volt.

Under working conditions, i.e., with 400 volts on the anode and minus 40 volts grid bias, an improvement in the efficiency of the valve was recorded. The A.C. resistance dropped to 4,630 ohms; the amplification factor remained the same, but the mutual conductance improved to 1.23 mA per volt. From the figures obtained it is possible to calculate the maximum undistorted power, in watts, that the valve may be expected to deliver to the loud speaker. This, of course, must be based on the relationship between the impedance of the speaker and the A.C. resistance (or impedance) of the valve. Assuming that the loud speaker impedance is equal to, or only slightly greater than, the A.C. resistance of the valve and that there are no other factors likely to modify the results, an undistorted output of approximately 1.4 watts should be available. This is sufficient to operate a good moving-coil loud speaker at something approaching full volume.

The following tabulated matter gives an indication of the anode current at various anode potentials and optimum grid bias, and will be a useful guide when choosing an output choke or transformer.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode Voltage</th>
<th>Grid Bias</th>
<th>Anode Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>18 volts</td>
<td>15.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15.0 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.6 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14.2 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13.8 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.F.A.7.

Like the D.F.A.6, this is a terminal valve and should be employed in the output position when very big grid swings have to be accepted in the last stage. With the maximum plate potential a grid bias of the order of 120 volts should be used. Its measured characteristics at 100 volts H.T. and zero grid bias agreed very closely with those given by the makers. These values did not alter materially under working conditions, as will be seen from the following table.

D.F.A.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>A.C. Resistance, ohms</th>
<th>Amplification Factor</th>
<th>Mutual Conductance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maker's rating</td>
<td>200 v. H.T. zero G.B. Measured</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 v. H.T. zero G.B. Measured</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300 v. H.T. -120 t. B.</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject to the same conditions as mentioned with regard to the power output from the D.F.A.6, the maximum undistorted power given by the D.F.A.7 will be of the order of 3.4 watts.

D.F.A.8.

Although this is a power amplifying valve, in that it is designed to operate with a high anode potential, it does not come within the
Valves we have Tested.—

Measurements made with a specimen D.F.A.8 at 100 volts H.T. and zero grid bias gave the A.C. resistance of the particular sample tested as 28,000 ohms. The amplification factor was found to be 20, and the mutual conductance 0.7 mA per volt. Tested under normal operating conditions with a high anode potential and suitable grid bias the average values were found to be: A.C. resistance 20,000 ohms, amplification factor 22.2, and mutual conductance 1.12 mA per volt.

A resistance-capacity intercalve coupling would appear to be the most suitable arrangement to adopt, since power resistances capable of passing a current of the order of 5 to 10 mA are readily obtainable. The following table shows the anode current at various grid potentials with different values of anode voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid Voltage</th>
<th>Anode Current in mA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-40 volts</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30 volts</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20 volts</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10 volts</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Convenient Earth for Flat-Dwellers.

A CONVENIENT EARTH FOR FLAT-DWELLERS.

Using the Metal Conduit for the Electric Light Wiring.

According to the "Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings," published by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and adopted as standard by all reputable contractors, the greatest resistance that is permissible between any part of the metal casing through which the wires are run, and earth, is two ohms. This regulation is intended to ensure that if through the failure of the insulation on some part of the wire within the casing, the casing itself becomes momentarily "live," the resulting current to earth shall be great enough to blow the protecting fuses immediately. There is thus no risk of shock to anyone who may touch the casing within the building, while earth leakage, which is one of the bugbears of the power-station engineer, is not permitted to persist.

Water-pipe Earth Not Always Satisfactory.

From the point of view of the user of wireless apparatus this careful earthing of the casing also has its merits. Few dwellers in flats can bury large copper plates in the garden for their earth connection, for if they have a garden at all it is usually paved. The usual alternative of a water-pipe is satisfactory enough, provided that the water-pipe chosen goes direct to earth, and not merely to a cistern, but it often involves leads that struggle untidily through various rooms and a landing.

There is also the difficulty of making good connection to a water-pipe covered with several coats of paint.

Where electric light is installed it is naturally available in the room which contains the wireless receiver, so that only a comparatively short lead will be necessary if it is decided to earth the set to the casing. Connection may be made to the casing by removing one of the screws used at the joints between lengths of the tubing and getting the paint off it by soaking it for a few hours in an egg-cup full of turpentine. It can then be cleaned up with emery-paper and returned to its position, screwing down the earth-wire from the set under its head.

Freedom from Machinery Noises.

To judge from a limited experience of this method of earthing on a recently installed A.C. system, there are no disadvantages, from a purely wireless point of view, in its adoption; in particular, noises derived from rotating machinery and carried up to the set by the electric light wires do not appear to be accentuated appreciably. As for the D.C. resistance, a measurement between the casing and a water-pipe, both situated on the top floor of a three-storey building, showed it to be only a shade over half an ohm. It may therefore be regarded as a highly satisfactory earth.—A. L. M. S.
ALTHOUGH the "All-electric Amplifier" recently described in this journal was intended for operation from D.C. mains or from batteries, a prophetic instinct on the part of its designer led him to state that with fairly simple modifications the instrument might be run from A.C. mains with a suitable eliminator. Subsequent requests from a large number of readers have shown that there is a strong demand for an A.C. eliminator capable of giving satisfactory service with this amplifier, and the object of this article is to describe two circuits which can be thoroughly recommended.

For normal home use on A.C. supply an amplifier and eliminator using 200 volts H.T. with Mazda A.C. valves (which have indirectly heated cathodes) will give results as to volume and quality exactly equivalent to those obtainable with the all-electric amplifier as described for use on D.C. mains. In the amplifier the valves should be the AC/HL, AC/P, and AC/Pt in the first, second, and third stages respectively. For the eliminator there are two alternatives, depending on whether it is also required to supply the field current for a moving-coil speaker.

Where the amplifier alone has to be considered, the full wave rectifier U60/250, capable of supplying 60 milliamps. D.C., will be sufficient, while if a 200-volt moving-coil speaker is to be used it will be necessary to use two single-wave rectifiers U75/300, capable of giving a total D.C. output of 150 milliamps. Since the difference in cost between these two alternatives is so small, the two U75/300s costing together 30s., as compared with 22s. 6d. for one U60/250, it is really worth while catering for the greater output, which may come in useful at a later date. The circuits for the two arrangements are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b.

The transformer included in these circuits is the standard Met.- Vic. type AB with a separate 4-volt winding for feeding the heaters of the valves in the amplifier, in addition to the normal 4-volt winding for the rectifying valves. With the two single-wave rectifiers this eliminator will supply a loud speaker with a 20-watt 200-volt field besides feeding the amplifier.

For those readers who desire to use a higher H.T. voltage to obtain a greater power output, an eliminator incorporating a gas rectifier can thoroughly be recommended. Such a rectifier will supply up to 250 milliamps. at 400 volts.

Although it is quite possible to use valves of the L.S.5 class in the first stage of the amplifier, it will probably be found more convenient, in order to obtain an amplifier free from hum on A.C., again to use an indirectly heated cathode valve, such as the AC/HL, for the first stage. Fig. 2 shows the circuit of an eliminator designed with this object in view. The output valve may be an L.S.5a, an L.S.6a, or several of these in

---
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A.C. Eliminator for the All-Electric Amplifier.

Parallel. The mains transformer is not quite a standard article, but any good transformer manufacturer will be able to make it up at a cost of about £4 or £5.

The gas rectifier requires barretters (i.e., series resistances in the form of spirals of iron wire enclosed in bulbs containing gas) in order to prevent arcing over, and as the filament is very thick and takes some time to come up to its final temperature, a separate switch should be used for connecting up the output to the amplifier. Thus the method of procedure in starting up is to apply the main switch S1 (Fig. 2), which lights the rectifier filament and the filaments of the amplifier valves; after a moment or two the output switch S2 is closed and H.T. and field current are, therefore, supplied.

In the circuit diagram, Fig. 2, provision is made for supplying the field of a 20-watt 200-volt loudspeaker. The loud speaker field winding being used as an auxiliary choke for the first valve, which was an AC/HL.

The September "Call Book."

The Radio Amateur Call Book for September has now been issued. The list of amateur call-signs in all parts of the world, which has been revised and brought up to date, occupies 106 closely printed pages. It includes the latest Australian and New Zealand stations, the Dutch East Indies, and the revised Swedish call-signs.

The publishers earnestly request the help of transmitters in correcting and adding new calls to the list, and amateurs in Great Britain are asked to send particulars of new stations identified or alterations in addresses to Mr. E. T. Carter, Flat A, Gleneagle Mansions, Streatham, London, who is their British representative and from whom copies of the Call Book may be obtained.

Other useful features of the book are the revised "Q" code, International Prefixes, a list of about 1,400 short-wave stations arranged in order of frequencies, and a map of the United States, showing the boundaries of the various radio districts.

**TRANSMITTERS' NOTES AND QUERIES.**

**English Amateur in Capetown**

Mr. E. R. Cook (G6UO), whose station near Gainsborough was well known to British amateurs, is now in Capetown, where he intends resuming his experimental transmissions on the 20- and 40-metre wavebands. He will use about 600 volts of rectified A.C. on the plate and raw A.C. on the filament of an L5B valve, giving an input of about 25 watts, and hopes to get into touch with his friends in the Northern hemisphere.

**Short-wave Stations.**

We have received, through the courtesy of the Federal Radio Commission, Washington, D.C., a list of radio stations of the world transmitting on frequencies above 6,000 kilocycles (or wavelengths below 50 metres), and comprising about 5,000 stations arranged in order of frequency. The information given includes the call-sign, location, nature of service and power; also, in many cases, the countries with which any particular station is in regular communication. The nature of service is indicated by letters similar to those used in the "Berne Lists" (e.g., PC = station open to public correspondence, FX = station carrying on services between fixed points), with several additions such as E for Experimental and D.R. for Relay Broadcasting. In the case of American stations the name of the company or individual responsible for their working is also given.

The particulars have been compiled partly from the records of the Federal Radio Commission, partly from the lists published by the International Telegraph Union, and from information furnished by the Tropical Radio Telegraph Co., and by various administrations.

The list we have received is in typescript and is, presumably, an advance copy of one to be published by the Radio Division of the Department of Commerce at Washington. If this is the case, we feel sure it will be warmly welcomed by amateurs in this country. It is stated that an endeavour will be made to prepare monthly supplements or correction sheets.

**Heard in Australia.**

We have received, through the courtesy of G2XY, the following list of the European stations heard by Mr. R. Roberts at his station at Box Hill, Victoria, Australia, during July. The strength of signals is given, according to the "R" code, in brackets:

- G5BY (R4), G2XY (R4), G5BZ (R4), G6NH (R5), G2AX (R2), G6VT (R2), G2BM (R2), G5ML (R5), G5XX (R3), F8FR (R4), F8DA (R3), F8FK (R4), F8KO (R3), ON4EA (R4), ON4FL (R3), ON4HP (R4), ON4FT (R3), D4YT (R4), O2TY (R4), CT1BX (R5).

Mr. Roberts states that during July European signals are best received between 2200 and 2300 and between 0600 and 0700 G.M.T.

**TRADE NOTES.**

The Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., Mareoni House, Strand, London, W.C., announce a change in their telephone number. This is now Temple Bar 4321.

A change has been made recently in the telephone number of Messrs. A. C. Cosso, Ltd. This is now North 5900 (20 lines).
A Foundation Stone Ceremony.

Early this year I suggested that the laying of the foundation stone of "Broadcasting House" should be the occasion of a public ceremony. It now seems that the suggestion will be carried out early in the New Year, although no definite arrangements have been completed. It is not unlikely that the stone will be "well and truly laid" by one of the most popular members of the Royal Family.

A Send-off for the Regional Scheme.

The Wireless World has already pointed out that an event of such importance as the inauguration of the Regional Scheme is more than an ordinary publicity. At first it seemed as if the B.B.C. would content itself with instating the high power transmitting stations into the ordinary broadcasting periods with an air of apology for disturbing the service. However, some of the old spirit still bubbles up at intervals, and Savoy Hill has decided that the Scheme is to be given a good send-off in January when the Braithwaite Park transmitters begin simultaneous transmissions. An impressive "S.B." will be staged, in which the inaugural speech will be given by a celebrity of special eminence; indeed, it is hoped that the fateful words will be pronounced by the Prime Minister himself.

2LO's Last Lap.

One of the most surprising phenomena connected with the opening transmissions from Brookmans Park has been the apparent increase of signal strength from 2LO. I have noticed this especially during the transmission of the Promenade Concerts, and others report the same experience. It would not surprise some of us if the discos were made, that Brookmans Park transmitting at periods other than those officially announced. Possibly, of course, the older station is developing a speed over the last lap. The Regional Station will take up the entire London programme at the beginning of next week.

Unique Newcastle.

Where all regional stations are functioning listeners in the Newcastle area will possess the unique distinction in the British Isles of still being out of the reliable service range of the new transmitters. So Newcastle will continue to have its own station. For a brief spell in the near future, however, the district will have to forgo the individuality of local programmes, 5NO being allocated on October 23rd next. The national common wave of 288.5 metres. From then until the Morpeth Edge station is complete (at the end of 1930) Newcastle listeners must submit to a regime of outside programmes. If they are wise, they will accept the temporary setback in respectful silence, in anticipation of the delights of the future.

Personalities at the Microphone.

Mr. H. G. Wells will be heard by 2LO listeners on October 21st in a contribution to the series of talks entitled "Points of View." On November 9th the speech of the Prime Minister at the Lord Mayor's Banquet will be relayed by 2LO and 5XX.

The Manchester Radio Show.

Speeches at the opening ceremony of the sixth Manchester Radio Exhibition will be relayed from the City Hall for the benefit of Manchester listeners on October 16th, beginning at noon.

A Present for "P.P."

The large-hearted staff at Savoy Hill are now putting their pennies together for a handsome presentation to Captain Eckesley, who terminated his appointment as Chief Engineer on September 30th. There seems to be some doubt as to what would be an acceptable present, but I am authoritatively informed that it will be a wireless set.

A Musical Sensation.

One of the best indications that the National Symphony Orchestra (which begins broadcasting on October 25th) will aspire to something above the ordinary standard of broadcast orchestras is the news that its leader will be one of the best known solo violinists of to-day. It is rare indeed for a soloist of rank to take up orchestral work, and I am sure that the forthcoming disclosure of the name of this artist will not only cause a lifting of brows among the high brows, but a big advance in the prestige of the National Symphony Orchestra.

The first concert will be given at the Queen's Hall on October 25th, Sir Henry Wood conducting.

Football Broadcasts Begin.

The first running commentary of the season on a soccer match will be heard by 2LO and 5XX listeners on Saturday next, October 19th, when the second half of the Arsenal v. Derby Count game will be relayed from Highbury at 4.15 p.m.

Archbishop of York and Broadcast Education.

Public opinion can rest assured with surprising rapidity, an instance of this being the changed attitude to broadcast education. Although opposition is still strong, a large section of the public is taking an interest in the plans of the Central Council for Broadcast Adult Education, the new chairman of which is the Archbishop of York. It is hoped that His Grace will be able to preside for the first time at the next Council meeting on Wednesday, October 23rd.

The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below: these must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A selection of queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.

Modifying the "Kit Set."

In this neighbourhood we are not normally troubled by interference, due to the fact that we are remote from any transmitting station. In these circumstances, do you consider that it would be permissible to modify the "Wireless World Kit Set" by omitting the separately tuned aerial circuit, and, if so, will you give me a diagram showing how it can be altered?

T. M. S.

There is no real reason why you should not omit the tuned aerial circuit, but it should be realised that, apart altogether from the question of selectivity, the general performance of the receiver will be adversely affected, but only to a small extent.

We assume that you wish to retain the feature of waveband switching, and give in Fig. 1 a circuit diagram showing how the necessary alterations may be made. A tapping to the aerial connection should be made at the 12th turn from the end, marked x, of the short-wave grid coil L, while a similar connection may be made on the long-wave coil (L₁) at the 35th turn.

Choke Filter or Output Transformer.

I am building a four-colour set consisting of one H.F. stage, detector, and twin L.F. stages. I intend to use an ordinary cone loud speaker, but am uncertain whether it is better to use an output transformer or choke filter output circuit.

Both of these instruments would give you the same results from the musical point of view, as we assume, in the absence of information to the contrary, that the loud speaker you propose to use is not designed to be employed in conjunction with a step-down transformer. From the point of view of stability, however (more especially if you intend to use a battery eliminator), we think that it would be preferable to use a choke filter output circuit.

A Temporary Make-shift.

I am thinking of building the "Record III" receiver. As A.C. power will not be available for some weeks in my district, would it be possible for me to use battery-operated valves in the receiver for the time being?

H. S. H.

You do not make it quite clear in your letter whether your idea is to use the ordinary type of valves made for battery use, or whether you intend to operate A.C. valves from batteries. If the latter is the case, you can, of course, operate the set entirely from batteries, but it must be pointed out that the filament current taken by the set is naturally very heavy, and therefore it would not be an economical proposition from the point of view of accumulator charging; apart from this, you would have to use an accumulator of generous ampere-hour capacity to enable it to be discharged at a relatively high rate without injury. This would rule out many of the ordinary accumulators now in use.

If you intend to use ordinary battery-operated valves, we would inform you that this plan is quite feasible, but you will have to temporarily alter the filament wiring and probably make some adjustment in the matter of the primary turns on the H.F. transformer. Needless to say, results will be comparatively poor to those obtained when using the A.C. valves for which the set is specially designed.

Copper or Tin?

I notice that in many of your set designs published last year copper or aluminium screening boxes were adopted. Am I correct in assuming that these are to be used in the "New Kilo-Mag Pair" and the "Record III"?

L. T. P.

It will, of course, be quite in order for you to use copper or aluminium screening boxes, and, indeed, a copper box is the best to use, but tinned iron, which was actually used in one of the receivers to which you refer, is for all practical purposes equally as good.

You must not expect, however, that by using copper you will obtain better results.

A Fuse Question.

I have recently inserted a safety fuse in my "Everyman Four" receiver; this consists of a small flash-lamp bulb connected between H.T. — and L.T. —. Although the set has been functioning well for some time, I find that this lamp is frequently blown out.

N. C. J.

The total plate current consumption of this set, if built as described, is well under 20 milliamperes, and the bulb should not, therefore, burn out. We think that you have not provided us with sufficient information, and are possibly using an arrangement of two values of the L5A type in the last stage, and in this case it would be probable that the bulb would break the plate circuit, and thus in the event of the bulb blowing, the filament current will not flow. We strongly advise the use of a thermocouple to protect the filament from being damaged.

If you let us have some more information we will endeavour to assist you further.

RULES.

(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be correctly worded and headed "Information Department."

(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions queries cannot be used to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(4) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied.

(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.

(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard make "manufacturers" receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

Fig. 1—Modified H.F. grid circuit of the "Wireless World Kit Set," showing how provision may be made for an "aperiodic" aerial coupling with waveband switching. Lettering corresponds with that in the original circuit diagram.
Building an Eliminator.

Can you give me a circuit diagram for an eliminator which would be suitable for operating a five-valve receiver?

W. M. D. M.

You have omitted to state whether your mains are A.C. or D.C., but we can in either case refer you to an instrument which is quite suitable for your receiver.

In the case of A.C. we should advise you to make the instrument described in our issues dated December 12th and 19th, 1928, and in the case of D.C., we should advise you to construct the instrument described in our issue of August 28th, 1929.

An A.C. "Kit Set."

Will you please give me a few words of advice as to how the Wireless World Kit Set may be modified for use with indirectly heated A.C. valves throughout? I take it that the general design need not be altered; but I understand that it will be necessary to rearrange the filament circuits; it is about this part of the receiver that I should particularly welcome your advice. S. H. T.

The design of this receiver lends itself readily to modification for A.C. mains operation, and we think that the circuit diagram given in Fig. 2 will convey all the necessary information to you.

You may find it necessary to make a slight adjustment to the number of primary turns of the H.F. transformers—this depends on the characteristics of the valves used—but, apart from this, no basic modification of the design will be necessary. It will be observed that a single cell is connected in the detector-grid circuit in such a way that it provides a positive bias; in this matter you should be guided by the advice given by the makers of the valve.

In cases where an attempt is made to attain the maximum overall magnification, it is sometimes advisable to connect a condenser of about 0.005 mfd across each half of the potentiometer, which is shunted across the secondary of the heater transformer.

A Two-valve Question.

Hitherto I have not had electric light mains available, but have recently moved into a new house in which D.C. at 110 volts is supplied. My set is a detector and L.F. fitted with a choke filter output circuit, and hitherto I have operated it successfully using 2-volt L.T. accumulator and five 20-volt H.T. units in series. This has given me satisfactory results, the volume being moderately, but ample for my purpose. I obtain the same results using batteries in my present house, but desire to use the household mains for H.T. supply as my H.T. units are now over three years old, and do not hold their charge for as long as they did. I should be glad if you could tell me what precautions I should take in order to avoid "motor-boating." I have already purchased an eliminator, J. P. J.

You do not give us any technical data concerning the particular eliminator you have purchased, but the type of having two tappings, one of which is intended for the detector receiver.

We would point out that as your mains are only 110 volts, you will not get enough voltage on your last valve to give you undistorted results unless you are content with an output of 50 per cent volume.

We should advise you to use one of your accumulator units in series with your eliminator. It should be connected between the H.T. terminal of the eliminator and the H.T. frame of the set. If your existing units do not hold their charge for long, it is advisable to purchase at least one new 20-volt unit to use in this position. If two are purchased you can arrange to charge one while the other is in service.

Naturally, we presume that you have an up-to-date receiver, but if not, you must remember that it is necessary to use fixed condensers in aerial and earth leads.

For further information, we would refer you to an article appearing on page 529 of our May 22nd, 1929, issue.

Special Screening Cabinets.

Will you please tell me if there is any real reason why conventional screening boxes should not be used in the construction of recent Wireless World sets, for which the new design of metal cabinet is specified? I ask the question because I have a large collection of copper boxes with well fitting lids. W. M. F.

If the screening provided by your boxes is as thorough as that of the cabinets used in the construction of the sets to which you refer, there is no reason why they should not be used with satisfactory results. All the new sets are on entirely straightforward lines, and, provided adequate means are taken to ensure sufficient isolation of the various circuits, it matters not at all how this end is attained.

The Range of a "1-v-1" Set.

I live about 160 miles from Droitwery, and on account of worse interference depend almost entirely upon the long wave station for consistent reception. I was thinking of replacing my det.-2 L.F. set with an H.F.-det.-L.F. three-valve receiver with anode bend detection and transformer coupling. The set will be fed entirely from A.C. mains, and the vito definitely that good modern valves will be used; do you consider that this circuit arrangement should provide really adequate volume with a reasonable margin of safety? W. J. R.

In answering queries of this sort, we can only assume that your local receiving conditions are not abnormal, and, this being so, it can be said definitely that a well-designed modern three-valve set, with a reasonable aerial and efficient valves, will give an output sufficiently great for average requirements. The efficiency of a modern R.F. valve is so high that it is quite conceivable that you will find it necessary to reduce sensitivity in order to prevent detector overload.
Sensational Filament strength of the NEW Cossor

The wonderful NEW Cossor filament is reinforced—just like ferro-concrete! It has a solid tungsten core that is actually tougher than steel. And this core carries a thick, highly emissive coating. By a special Cossor process, core and coating are combined into a filament of enormous strength and pliability. Because of its pliability the NEW Cossor filament cannot become brittle. And because it cannot become brittle it will not break. Even after 1000 hours use the NEW Cossor filament will easily bear the weight of the whole valve. Not only in its filament but in its design, in its construction and in its method of manufacture the NEW Cossor is a wonderful stride forward in Valve development. Try the NEW Cossor in your Set—you'll get a new thrill from Wireless.

Evidence you can see!

This illustration shows an actual test of the strength of the wonderful NEW Cossor filament—unaided it easily supports a 6 oz. weight. Never before has such a strong filament been used in any Valve.

-it easily bears a six ounce weight!

BRITKAM RUBBER FABRIC
for
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS
12" x 12"  1/-  each.
18" x 18"  2/3  each post paid.
PURE RUBBER SHEET.
12" x 12"  1/8  each.
18" x 18"  3/9  each post paid.
Ebbonite Panels cut to any size to fit your cabinet—Polished, Matt, or Red Marbled.
Wholesale prices on application.
BRITANNIA RUBBER & KAMPTULICON Co., Ltd.

Prove for yourself by comparative demonstrations at any radio dealer's.
Write for an interesting and informative book on sound reproduction.
Write to: Celestion Ltd., Dept. C.
Kingston-on-Thames.
London Showrooms: 106, Victoria Street, S.W.1
Telephone: Victoria 3955

Models from
£3-15-0

The Very Soul of Music
LOUD-SPEAKERS

Yachting World
and Motor Boating Journal
The Leading British Yachting Journal
"THE YACHTING WORLD" deals with yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters. Every aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner.

Yachting World
and Motor Boating Journal

What the Pacific Engineering Laboratory Co. (U.S.A.) thinks of Experimental Wireless & The Wireless Engineer

"This is one of the best technical wireless journals we have read and we heartily recommend it to everyone.”

Monthly 25s. 6d. net.
Subscription: 32s. per annum, post free.

Yachting World
and Motor Boating Journal

What the Pacific Engineering Laboratory Co. (U.S.A.) thinks of Experimental Wireless & The Wireless Engineer

"This is one of the best technical wireless journals we have read and we heartily recommend it to everyone.”

Monthly 25s. 6d. net.
Subscription: 32s. per annum, post free.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

CABINETS
FOR THE
MULLARD ORGOLA
AND ALL OTHER RECEIVERS
with Panels 18" x 7" with 10" baseboard.

For the
SENIOR
ORGOLA
RECEIVER
Oak - 36-5
Mahogany 40-5

OAK

THE WIRELESS WORLD
October 9th, 1929.
WHY PAY 10/6 FOR A VALVE? HERE IS JUST AS GOOD FOR ONLY 4/6

WHY pay fancy prices when you can get a perfectly finished British made valve with a superior contact giving astonish- ing selectivity with a minimum H.F. consumption, which is the general opinion of the thousands who use P.R. valves. There are many valves on the market but few are guaranteed—Ask your why.

The P.R. guarantee covers items mentioned with the right—on a return, remember—but a right to exchange the valve under the guarantee. All you have to do is to post any defective valve to us, accompanied, of course, with the terms of the guarantee which is int. wheel and enclose a note stating defect—You will receive a new valve by return of post.

P.R. PRODUCTS,
11, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

THE BEST OF THE BRITISH UNITS.

18/6

Complete with cone clamps and aluminium brackets as shown, enabling exact adjustment to be made.

Before you buy a unit for your cone speaker, send for a leaflet on this Watmel Unit. Both in theory and in practice this is the best unit yet turned out either in this or any other country.

Magnets of Cobalt Steel, pole pieces of turbo stammy, armature of best charcoal annealed iron, positive adjustment and true four pole action combine to make this a unit of outstanding performance and sensitivity. Fully descriptive folder free on application.

Watmel

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.

Telephone: Edgeware 8223.

THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MEAN SO MUCH

Belling-Lee Terminals make all the difference in a set— Sociology to its appearance and create extra efficiency which means so much.

Ask your Radio for Belling-Lee Handbook "Radio Connection."

BELLING-LEE FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

INDOOR AERIALS

GOLTONE

SHENANSA

12 feet long. Superior to Frame Aerials and other indoor Aerials at double its length.

Made up of 96 plated wires. Light, flexible and efficient.

Price 2/- each. From all best Radio Stores. Refuse substitutes. Full particulars with catalogue on request.

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Quarterway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

REDFERN'S SIBONITE

H.F. Choke Former

A first class quality Former, that

worthy upholds the reputation of Redfern's - a high grade component at moderate prices.

FOR BASEBOARD MOUNTING. BASE CAN BE REMOVED FOR MOUNTING HORIZONTALLY.

Specification for winding:

In each coil of the turns of No. 30 S.W.G.,

B.S.C. Wire.

Redfern's Rubber Works

Hyde, Cheshire. Ltd.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is 12 words or less, 1st and 2nd for every additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address must be counted.

FREIGHT DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows: 1 to 9 copies - 1% discount, 10 to 24 copies - 2% discount, 25 copies and up - 3% discount. Each contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh instructions the above rates will be charged. All orders must be accompanied by 50% deposit in advance to cover the cost of the order.

ADVERTISEMENTS for column columns are accepted up to 7PM Wednesdays for Wednesday's edition. The cut-off time for the Head Office of "The Wireless World" is 5PM Wednesdays for Wednesday's edition. The cut-off time for the local edition is 5PM Wednesdays for Wednesday's edition.

Advertisements which arrive too late for a particular issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue accompanied by the appropriate costs. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements must be made payable to "B. & J. Wireless Co., Ltd." and crossed "B. & J. Wireless Co., Ltd."

Advertisements are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

WANTED ADS - WANTED ADS

The conveniences of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office. When answering, the address is given, to avoid the cost of a registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement rate which must include the whole of the space requested.

Readers who write to advertisers should enclose a few lines of their own, to avoid the cost of a registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement rate which must include the whole of the space requested.

DEPARTMENT SYSTEM

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our Department System. The result is known as "The Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed by the Department for checking the goods, counting from receipt of goods, after which period if buyer, does not return goods, must be returned to seller.

For all transactions amount due to buyer, is paid by buyer, but in the event of no sale, and subject to being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each party carries on the usual business at the usual rates, and no responsibility is taken in damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of 12½% is charged; on transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 12½; over £50, 5%. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 and cheques and money orders should be made payable to B. & J. Wireless Co., Ltd.

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED APPARATUS

A Service to Our Readers

We have made an arrangement with the Patentees whose apparatus readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed receiver not licensed under the patents make up of the license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to above. The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for his advertising, will in every case make use of a Box No. and should add to the price which he returns with the amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.

If the purchase is not completed with his purchase, the sum realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount due to the Patentees, which amount will be paid by "The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the purchaser of the set.

SPECIAL NOTE.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive a 3d answer to their inquiries are requested to receive an answer as an indication that the goods advertised have arrived. It must be understood that it is not possible to reply to every inquiry that is received.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention. A
Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The World is renowned.
Dr. Neaper's phone.

The wonderful Wonderfield!

The Gravens' Vulcan - 2 Valve Receiving Set.

The World's finest achievement in Wireless.
Ladies' Oak Cabinet, Dual Emitter Valves, B.T. Battery, 2 Volt Accumulator, Polished Oak Case, Loud Speaker of lovely tone and ample capacity; complete £7 17s. 6d.

If you can do the whole Receiving Set of Wireless in your room, you never need have before, and a sense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will positively astonish and satisfy you.

WORLD'S FINEST WIRELESS VALUE

Here is the low Barriton Price, and you'll think that this has been a piece of luck & leisure is of first rate quality and, we believe, the finest possible quality of wireless sets for High Quality. Lower retail prices. Price Terms and Terms Terms will be allowed, and every promise is contained. The GRAVES SCREENED GRID 3-VALVE SET with Cabinet, Loud Speaker & all accessories and instructions. Enquiries reserved. Price £12 15s. 0d. 15s. 0d.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE POST FREE

Full particulars of all varieties of receiving apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES LTD., SHEFFIELD.
The Speaker which created such amazing popular interest at the Show... incorporates the Double-diaphragm Principle... uniform frequency response from 60 to 10,000 cycles... reproduces the high and the low notes faithfully... finds the missing notes.

**COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.**

- **O-O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for 31/2 Coils.**
  - 15/2 Coils: 40; 30/3; 15/3; 10/4; 40/3; 30/4; 10/5; 5/6; 4/7; 3/8; 2/9.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - Foreign Listeners: Four, and all Wireless World circuits. 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - Foreign Listeners: Four, 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
- **O-O-DOM Decoupling Resonances for New Kilo Mag Four.**
  - 200 marks per box, 10/5 x 25/5 deep, let 1/2, let 2/2, 5/3; 300 marks per box, 2/2, 2/3, 1/4; 500 marks per box, 1/4, 1/5, 2/6, 5/7, 3/8, 1/9, 1/10.
LOUD-SPEAKERS.

POCH—Studying another March in Moving Coil Design.

POCH—The latest marvel, model 991.

POCH—The speaker that has dispelled with the old stand-up speaker designs. Now in all countries popular.

POCH—No more suspension problems.

POCH—No more atmospheric or temperature variations.

POCH—No more trouble due to dust, dirt, or moisture. Simply connecting anything to the winding.

POCH—The last residual of the model 66 cure is now in the market. In the Price list.

POCH—All other moving coil speakers are left behind by Poch Model 991.3. L.C. 1.1.1. M. Establishs a New Standard. No noise or accumulator, and no8 impossible to disconnect.

POCH—Just that is not all.


POCH—It is American or Continental in outward appearance only.

POCH—In Performance: Oh Baby!


POCH—When you have seen and heard it you will be proud of your country.

POCH—The above would be enough achievement for one exhibition, but that is not all.

POCH—How about a very reasonably priced permanent magnet moving coil speaker? Poch have triumphs again.£414.

POCH—Price £44/4, but made of 30% carbon steel—the densest steel in the world.

POCH—Quality of reproduction? Poch!mando!—I'm too sure of this equipment to ask you, but you will be able to judge the inherent advantage of the Poch—whether you want..

POCH—Have you come away from this talkie visit to death over the reproduction of speech and music?

POCH—Then hear the new classic model; you will feel like writing immediately to your local cinema.

POCH—Energized from a small 2-volt accumulator.

POCH—The most powerful speaker in the World.

POCH—20 times as sensitive as an ordinary moving coil speaker for the same input.

POCH—Created a great sensation at Olympia.

POCH—The management had to regulate our demonstrations to the Band and other exhibitions a chance to be heard.

POCH—No. The fact is that it is not all.

POCH—Poch model 66L, the famous speaker that has made perfect reproduction a reality and not a salesman's phrase!

POCH—Then hear the reproduction of music and speech by Poch model 66L.

POCH—Now supplied in additional types, including 120 volts.

POCH—If you will search the whole world you will find one man who will not support our claims for the Poch speaking equipment.

POCH—We have received hundreds of unsolicited testimonials.

POCH—Model 66P.M. is the most talked-of speaker in scientific circles.

POCH—No noise and no accumulator, in fact non-existent, but more sensitive and powerful than heavily energized permanent magnets.

POCH—Model 55, the new luxury model; selling for £6/7s, invested value for money in the class.

POCH—Model Junior, 50先; a small moving coil speaker of the smallest size, but big, 50先-1.

POCH—New cabinet models.

POCH—New booklet W.8.2 ready now.

POCH—15 concentrated pages of interesting facts, free from salesman's talk.

POCH—Send for your copy today.

POCH—Dealers are invited to send for show cards.

A SECRET.

Saw a fellow the other day thrashing his Baby-seven up Newlands Corner in the teeth of a gale. Four up. Some people habitually overload everything from their incomes to their H.T. Batteries.

No H.T. Battery, not even a Hellesen, will give long service when grossly overloaded.

The secret of obtaining a long life of perfect reception from an H.T. Battery is, firstly, to get a Hellesen Battery and, secondly, to see that you get a Hellesen of a capacity commensurate with the size and power of your set. If in doubt, get the larger size. It is a wrinkle that must have saved me pounds.

PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Capacity</th>
<th>Wirey</th>
<th>9 volt Grid Bias Type</th>
<th>2/-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrinr</td>
<td>60 volt H.T. Type</td>
<td>10/-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirun</td>
<td>99 volt H.T. Type</td>
<td>10/-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wixol</td>
<td>108 volt H.T. Type</td>
<td>20/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trebble Capacity

| Kolin | 20 volt H.T. Type | 10/-6 |
| Kolup | 99 volt H.T. Type | 12/-6 |

Your Dealer Sells them.
A NEW model—but the old price!

Components, Etc., for Sale—Cont'd.


BENGALS: 141 eyes on ran(entul old top, 40p. suit able-toil, 12.1X Grid, 140 watts, suitable for 12.1X I.R.I.X. 121X, 14X, 15X; all交流 new second-hand. B.115, suit include all conditions. 121X, 14X, 15X transmitting, 0.005W, 176W, several fixed diode transmitting and receiver, 200 volt, 100W, 100 volt between, used for various purposes, 2.10W, 1.15W, 0.15W. B.115, 14W, 15W, all alloy, 121X wave, 121X wave, 121X wave.
THE 1930 WHITE SPOT CHASSIS is fitted with a fabric suspended cone which gives a marked improvement in tone.

The Popular Model 16/- and The Super Model 18/6 are now supplied to take the following units:

BROWN VEE MOVEMENT BLUE SPOT TRIOTRON AND ORMOND UNIT

When ordering please state for which unit chassis is required.

THE combination of any of these units with THE WHITE SPOT Cone and Chassis will give really wonderful results.

SPARE DIAPHRAGMS.

Popular 3/6 Super 6/-

THE WOLVERHAMPTON DI L CASTING CO.,
Gr. Hampton St., Wolverhampton

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
EASIEST TO ERECT

C.P. STEEL MAST CO

26 ft. STEEL MAST, tapering 1/2 to 1', Carry all: London 87; Midlands 2/6, elsewhere 3/6. Weighs 28 lbs.


These Steel Masts are offered direct from factory to user. Order now and save dealers' and merchants' profits.

Outfit includes complete equipment, viz.: Best British Steel Tubes in sections, Mast Rings, ample galvanised Stay Wire to cut to convenient lengths, Pullay, Chat, solid Metal Foot Rest and strong galvanised Stay Fasteners. Our masts are made from 4 ground points (not 3), which ensures permanent stability.

Accessories: Best MANILA Rope Halyards (will not rot), 60 ft. 6/-. 25 ft. 2/6. Special anti-rust paint (sufficient for one mast). 1/6. Coppered Earthing Tube, 1/-. Aerial Wire, 12 strand, 28 g. pure copper, 100 ft. 5/-. Money refunded if upon examination you are not completely satisfied and return the mast within 7 days.

C.P. MAST CO.,
48, High Street, Penge, S.E.20.

750 WATT "Q.M.B." SWITCH 2/6.

LYONS' NEW "B.A.T." (Best After-Test) QMB Switch breaks 5 amps. at 250 volts!

For H.F., L.F., C.T., etc. 1/2. For A.C. Sets, Mains Units, Gramo-Motors, etc. Send for F.R.R. app.

request, at the same time our famous 28-p. CLAROS PATENT TRADE MARKS about J.C. and A.C. Mains Units, with scale drawings.

Trade requires solicited.

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76, OLDHALL STREET, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

WARRICK RADIO, Warrick, Essex.

ARK You Interested in Making Up Your Own Loudspeaker? Write for our free list! Even a simple speaker can supply you with anything from a tone reducto to a complete moving coil speaker! Gramo-radio speakers are our specialty.

WARRICK RADIO—Artistic appearance of your instrument, hot speaker, gold speaker rings, many other trimmings behind the fretted front; price 1/1/4/- sq. ft.; any size can be made.

WARRICK RADIO—Artistic appearance of your instrument, hot speaker, gold speaker rings, many other trimmings behind the fretted front; price 1/1/4/- sq. ft.; any size can be made.

From "The Amateur Photographer."

For Every User of a Camera!

Every camera owner can get more pleasure out of photography and better results by reading "The Amateur Photographer" regularly.

The "A.P." caters for all photographers, including beginners and advanced workers, and contains Lessons for Beginners, Free Criticism of Readers' Prints; Answers to Queries; Regular Competitions and a weekly Art Supplement of particular interest to pictorial workers.

The Amateur Photographer
A CINEMATOGRAPH
The Journal for Everybody with a Camera.

Every Wednesday 3d.

Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,
W.W. 321.
Did You see these at Olympia?

The TONEX UNIBOX Screen-Grid Coil Unit

Price 30/- Each

UNIBOX is to the screened-grid circuit what TONATUNA is to the detector L.F. circuit. It is an absolutely complete shielded coil unit for a screened-grid valve receiver and is the very thing that has been wanted for a long time. All the coils are enclosed in a metal case attractively finished in crystalline enamel. The screened-grid valve itself fits into the case—and in addition an extra shield can be fitted for isolating the aural tuning condenser from the rest of the circuit. The coils for low and short wave broadcasting bands and a self-contained change-over switch is provided. The UNIBOX contains all the essential parts of the screened-grid circuit, the additions of tuning condensers and a few other components being all that are required to build a complete receiver.

The TONEX H.F. CHOKE

A choke that defies competition. Sectional windings enclosed in a handsome moulded bakelite case. Handy terminals with screw-driver slots are fitted, and soldering tags are provided for attachment. All holes are metal drilled. 3 TYPES—10-90 metres — 3.6.; 30-300 metres — 4.6.; Centre Tapped — 5.6.

AND LAST—BUT NOT LEAST—

The TONEX TONATUNA

The well known tuning coil that has achieved remarkable popularity. No coils to change and a simple turn of the centre knob switches over from short waves to long waves. Aerial coil is centre tapped for increased selectivity. Range 210 to 1500 metres and 1,100 to 7,000 metres.
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MELTROPE Sound Box
—does not 'tire'!

It keeps its tone because the diaphragm does not tire. This absence of fatigue is due to a novel method of stylus bar attachment—a little matter of good design actually.

Price £12/6.

AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Road, . . . Walthamstow, E.17.

The MELTROPE Sound Box

PRICE REDUCTION OF THE MULTI-RANGE DIX-ONEMETER

The extensive sale and increased use has enabled a reduced price to be offered below the already exceptionally low price. DIX-ONEMETERS are now £20 only, a remarkably small price for a meter worth £10 in competition with others.

Latest Model. The first Grade Brit. Leg. Standard. Mirror Double Scale, Moulded Base. The finest Precision Meter. Measuring instrument is the DIX-ONEMETER, the acknowledged Radio Standard beloved by Expert and Amateur. Imitations of the Bakelite case and mirror scale are inferior. They lack the 50 Multiplier Ranges, the Precision, the Duplex Scale, Knife-Edge Needle, Accurate Bearings and Height of Figure of Merit. Remember that the DIX-ONEMETER is an electro-statically balanced instrument, and can be used at 2,000 volts per volt. On 100 volts the high value of 200,000 ohms can be used. Micro-Amps, Milli-Amps, and Ams, to 20A. Milli-Volts and Volts to 2,000V. Resistances from 50 ohms to 50 million ohms. All these are measured with ease on the versatile and handy made DIX-ONEMETER.

DIX-ONEMETER £20/0/0 ONLY

Range Multipliers 6/6 each Electrical and Radio Test Booklet Free ELECTRADIX RADIOS Apparatus Depot 218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.A. City 0191.

Your First Steps in Wireless

By HUGH S. POCOCK
Editor of "The Wireless World"

A most helpful little book for those who are beginning to study wireless. It explains technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d. By Post 11d.

From ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED

Drum Control Condenser
WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD., 118-119, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Build a RADIO GRAMOPHONE

British Made Double Spring Gramo. Motor 12" turntable, automatic stop, assembled and adjusted to correct playing speed. As specified for the MULLARD ORGOLA.

40/- post free. Cash with order or C.O.D.

E.M.H. RADIO SERVICE. 61, LARISTON RD., LONDON, E.8.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker or headphone repaired and dispatched within 48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE with each repair. 4/- Post Free. 


SCREENS, COILS, CABINETS for the KIT SET, NEW KILO-MAG 4, RECORD 3 and all other "Wireless World" Sets

Price lists on application.

E. PAROSSI.

10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.1

PAREX

Electrical, semi-metal CABINETS

Complete with Base for New Kilo Mag Four, Jacobian Finish. TERMS CASH WITH ORDER. Upper Severn Street, c.11 days made to order.

RIBGY & WOOLFENDEN, W. & R. METAL WORKERS, ROCHEDALE.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

Wireless Operating Appointments Assured—short qualifying course, day, evening; fees payable after appointment taken; 1-man station up to £100, 2-man station up to £200; salaries on offer.

Wireless Station and Transmission Engineering.

W. DITTON, wireless transmission engineer, was at the World Wireless Conference, Windsor, for the last week in July.

WHEELERS Install Business, main road, East London; also suburban, shipilled electric light, telephone, 40,000 p.e.p., and increasing; certified accounts; figures; lease, low rent, good living accommodation; 500,000 p.e.p. price, £250; address, 15, Speedwell Rd., Bristol. Phone 715555.

TESTERS Required for Portable Wireless Sets, previous factory experience essential, excellent opportunities for the right man. Write Box 3535, c/o The Wireless World.

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE.

TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

WHEELERS Install Business, main road, East London; also suburban, shipilled electric light, telephone, 40,000 p.e.p., and increasing; certified accounts; figures; lease, low rent, good living accommodation; 500,000 p.e.p. price, £250; address, 15, Speedwell Rd., Bristol. Phone 7155555.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

Wireless Operating Appointments Assured—short qualifying course, day, evening; fees payable after appointment taken; 1-man station up to £100, 2-man station up to £200; salaries on offer.

Wireless Station and Transmission Engineering.

W. DITTON, wireless transmission engineer, was at the World Wireless Conference, Windsor, for the last week in July.

WHEELERS Install Business, main road, East London; also suburban, shipilled electric light, telephone, 40,000 p.e.p., and increasing; certified accounts; figures; lease, low rent, good living accommodation; 500,000 p.e.p. price, £250; address, 15, Speedwell Rd., Bristol. Phone 7155555.

TESTERS Required for Portable Wireless Sets, previous factory experience essential, excellent opportunities for the right man. Write Box 3535, c/o The Wireless World.
Cabinets of Distinction

20,000 People had copies of our Radio & Soundproof Cabinets Catalogue at the Radio Exhibition, Olympia.

There is a copy waiting for you. Send a p.c.

W. & T. LOCK LTD.
ST. PETERS WAREHOUSE — BATH.
LONDON: 29, RED Lion Place, W.C.1.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Auction Sales.

In Bankruptcy, to Read, line, Strathears & Co., 14, CHANCERY LANE AUCTION ROOMS, W.C.2.

AN AUCTION HOUSE in Bankruptcy.

WIRELESS STOCKS, G.C.E., S.C. Portable Set, valuated in CATALOGUE at £75. To be Sold by AUCTION by Messrs. MILLER, PAXTON & FAIRMINTER, on Thursday, October 17th, at 1 o'clock.

Auction Offices: 5, Clement's Inn, Strand, W.C.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

The range of books published from the offices of "The Wireless World" covers every conceivable phase of wireless. Below are a few selected titles. A complete list will be sent on request.


Obtainable from all booksellers or direct from the publishers:

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
A new high-tension eliminator circuit

which will give
30 milliamps at 180 volts
or 50 milliamps at 150 volts
with full-wave rectification.

It is built up round the new

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIER
TYPE H.T.4

which has been specially designed to obtain full benefit from the valuable “voltage doubler” principle.

Full details of this and other circuits are given in our new book:

"THE ALL-METAL WAY, 1930," containing 32 pages of valuable eliminator information.

Did you get your copy at the RADIO EXHIBITION?

If not, send a 2d. stamp, with your name and address, to:

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King’s Cross, London, N.1.
Screen grid receivers can be improved this simple way

Equip your set with these new CROSS-MESH screen grid valves

Today all experienced wireless owners know the much greater range given by a screen grid H.F. stage. But it is only by fitting the new Marconi screen grid valves that you can obtain the best possible results from your set—the longest range, the greatest stability.

The unique cross-mesh construction of the screen in these Marconi valves—specially designed for the very highest efficiency—gives greatly improved screening and lowers the inter-electrode capacity. No other screen grid valve produces so high a gain per stage, such stable, easy control.

Made by skilled engineers—designers of the great transmitting valves used in the leading stations of the world—each Marconi valve you buy is fully tested, thoroughly reliable, with a long life of first-class service before it.

Enjoy the power and range that Marconi screen grid valves can give your set. Types S.215 for 2 volts, S.410 for 4 volts and S.610 for 6 volts cost 22/6 each. Type S Point 8 for A.C. mains operation costs 25/- Ask any dealer for a catalogue. If you do not know of a dealer near you, write to the Marconiphone Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Filament Volts</th>
<th>Filament Current</th>
<th>Anode Volts</th>
<th>Screen Grid Volts</th>
<th>Amplification Factor</th>
<th>Impedance</th>
<th>Normal Slope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.215</td>
<td>2.0 max.</td>
<td>0.15 amp.</td>
<td>100-150 max.</td>
<td>60-90 max.</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>200,000 ohms</td>
<td>0.85 Ma/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.410</td>
<td>4.0 max.</td>
<td>0.1 amp.</td>
<td>100-150 max.</td>
<td>60-90 max.</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200,000 ohms</td>
<td>9 Ma/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.610</td>
<td>6.0 max.</td>
<td>0.1 amp.</td>
<td>150 max.</td>
<td>60-90 max.</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>200,000 ohms</td>
<td>1.05 Ma/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Point 8</td>
<td>0.8 max.</td>
<td>0.8 amp.</td>
<td>100-150 max.</td>
<td>60-90 max.</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>200,000 ohms</td>
<td>0.8 Ma/v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At Anode Volts 120, Screen Grid Volts 80, Grid Volts 0 to 1

**Marconi Screen Grid Valves**

THE 1930 EVERYMAN FOUR
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"No more H.T. troubles for me, now I've an ATLAS Eliminator!"

Write for Price List
H.CLARKE & CO (MKS) LTD
65 VICTORIA ST, LONDON E.C.2

DUBILIER
Condensers

Dubitier Paper Condensers
Type BB. Max. Working Voltage 200 volts D.C. (peak). Tested at 400 volts D.C.

0.5 mfd. • • • 2/6
1.0 • • • 2/6
2.0 • • • 3/6

Dubilier Condensers Co., Ltd.
Quay Works, St. Blazey, W.3.

Use MAZDA
RADIO VALVES

The Valves with the Amazing Performance

BURTON
Precision Condensers

MANUFACTURER BY
C. F. & H. Burton
PROGRESS WORKS
WALSALL, ENG.

No. 529. Vol. XXV. No. 16.
THE HANDLING OF VOLUME

"BEAM" LOUDSPEAKERS.
The "Beam" range of loudspeakers is undoubtedly the finest in Tone, Appearance, Sensitivity and the successful handling of both small and great volume. The model shown is marvellous value and is of particularly attractive appearance. It will harmonise with any home surroundings.

"BEAM" H.T. BATTERIES.
For silent and energetic work, "Beam" batteries are best. The composition of "Beam" batteries consists of thoroughly reliable elements which combine to give a perfectly steady flow of current over long periods. With "Beam" batteries you can always listen to distant stations without background noises.

The Smallest Component but The Greatest Responsibility
"BEAM" FIXED CONDENSERS.
The responsibilities placed on this small but important component make it imperative that a reliable and perfectly constructed one is chosen and used. Specify "Beam" and you get a really good component. Supplied in all standard capacities.

Beam Ltd.
35, Farringdon Road,

Telephone: Holborn 7048.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Start Building this LOTUS set To-day!

Set builders—build and own the very latest radio development, the new 3-valve Lotus S.G.P. set. You can buy the kit for it and assemble it in a few hours and demonstrate to your friends the greatest range, power and selectivity of any set of the season. Start building the new Lotus S.G.P. to-day. The kit contains every unit you need except valves, cabinet and batteries, and can be bought at your nearest retailer's for the modest sum of £7-12-6. Diagrams and full instructions are enclosed.

LOTUS
3-valve S.G.P. Set


To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

Please send me free copies of the latest Lotus booklets and instructions for building the Lotus 3-valve S.G.P. set.

Name

Address

W.W. 9/10/29

Caution
SEE IT LYING THERE

PRODUCT OF A FAMOUS FIRM

It has been designed by scientists, constructed by engineers and assembled by mechanics—a guarantee of excellence. For your radio there is no better transformer—hear its performance and you'll remember its name—The Mullard Permacore L.F. Transformer.

The special core of high permeability makes the transformer exceptionally compact; the step-up ratio being 3:1.

Mullard
MASTER·RADIO


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
They must be good — already sold!

CLEARER-TONE VALVEHOLDER

The original Clearer-Tone Valveholder, in face of considerable low price competition, has more than held its own and will be continued at

2'

VIBROLOLDER

The Benjamin Vibrololder was last season's most successful accessory, the self-aligning feature ensuring positive contact with all types of English 4-pin valves.

1'6

5-PIN VALVEHOLDER

Designed for use with the new 5-pin valve with centre leg. The Benjamin anti-microphonic feature is incorporated, and also patented contact, which ensures perfect contact when using either solid or split pin valves.

1'9

Seen the new Switch?

Some people say "Turn off the wireless" — and that's just what you do with this rotary switch. It's an attractive alternative to the usual pull and push type. All insulated, with indicating "On" or "Off" dial, pointer knob, terminals, and double contact. Suitable for use with panels up to 3-inch thickness. Quick make and break action...

BENJAMIN RADIO PRODUCTS

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
10/- DOWN brings this "ATLAS" super Eliminator into your home

Scrap those H.T. Batteries & save money, time & trouble!

Why tolerate the expense and trouble associated with H.T. Batteries?—you can never have perfect reception so long as you rely on Battery Supply for H.T. Get this wonderful A.C. 16 model—the difference will amaze you—increased selectivity, absolute clarity, and much greater volume—all the time. Using an A.C. 16 your set will give you as good results as an expensive All-Mains Set. A.C. 16 is the latest Model of the famous Clarke's "ATLAS" Range, made to accommodate any set from 1 to 5 valves, and is adaptable to any portable set when used in the home.

Model A.C. 16 is without doubt the finest Eliminator at the price that has yet been produced. It provides three Tappings, two of which are fixed, one giving 120 Volts and the other 150 Volts. The remaining Tapping is variable from 0/100 Volts. This Model specially caters for sets using Screen-Grid, Detector, and Pentode Valves, where critical adjustment of H.T. is necessary to obtain best results. Max. Out. 25 mA. Price 10/- down and nine monthly instalments of 10/- or £4 10 0 Cash.

Our Wonderful Offer to Radio Listeners

For 10/- down—less than the cost of a 100 Volt H.T. Battery—this super Eliminator is yours. The balance you pay in easy instalments, after which the cost for H.T. is finished with, except for the cost of current which is so small as to be negligible. It doesn't matter whether you are on Direct or Alternating current, there is a model in the Clarke's "ATLAS" Range to meet your requirements, any of which can be obtained on this easy payment system.

Full details are given in our new Folder No. 44. SEND FOR IT NOW!

Post this Coupon NOW!

Messrs. H. CLARKE & Co. (M.CR) Ltd. (Dept. 3D),
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, MANCHESTER.

Please send your Folder No. 44, along with details of your easy payment scheme.

NAME
ADDRESS
Post 5d unsealed
Id. stamped
Please use BLOCK LETTERS

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Have you got the new idea?

Are you still wasting money on battery replacements and accumulator recharging? Or have you got the new idea that Philips started, the idea of making your set All-Electric by adding a Philips H.T. Supply Unit and Trickle Charger? These Units save all expense and ensure that your set is always efficiently supplied with H.T. and L.T. Current.

Make your set as good as one of the latest design... install Philips H.T. Supply Unit and Philips Trickle Charger.

Trickle Charger
Type 1017
£2-15-0

H.T. Supply Unit
Type 3009
£5-15-0

PHILIPS
H.T.
SUPPLY
UNIT

Make it All-Electric

Philips Radio, Philips House, 145 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
BUILD YOUR OWN SUPER LOUD SPEAKER FOR 27/6

THIS wonderful unit gives excellent reproduction over the whole range of musical frequencies. It is constructed on the balanced armature principle and has a powerful permanent magnet system with a step-up mechanism for driving the cone.

PRICE 15/-

THIS chassis has been produced for use in conjunction with the B.T.H. cone unit. A corrugated cone is used and not only does it vastly improve the response, but also prevents unpleasant paper rattle. It is supplied finished in our standard radio brown, ready drilled for baffle board mounting.

PRICE 12/6

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division:
1a, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1. (Museum 980.)
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
TANNOY
H.T. & L.T. Mains Units

Have you ELECTRIC LIGHT? Then you can have a "trouble-free" Radio, provided you use THE MASTER UNITS. "TANNOY" supply units are made to provide separately either H.T. or L.T. supply, or COMBINED H.T. & L.T. by means of the famous "TANNOY" combined units.

Remember that TONE and VOLUME rely to a great extent on the H.T. and L.T. supply. Use the best! "TANNOY" THE SIMPLE WAY TO MODERN RADIO.

Type 12C H.T. (120v.) £2 17 6
Type 16CH H.T. (160v.) £3 15 0
Type L.W.A. 2, 4 or 6v. £2 12 6
Combined Units for H.T. and L.T. from £3 12 6 (complete)

The TULSE MERE MFG. CO.,
1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27.
Telephone : STREATHAM 6931.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

FORMO
ARTHUR PREN & CO. LTD

"Have always held a leading position . . . production of thoroughly sound variable condensers . . . " — Vide Press.

"1930" LOG (mid-size) CONDENSER

In four Capacities.
-0.005
-0.0035
-0.0025
-0.0015

4/6 each

* Double spacing of vanes for Ultra Short wave work.

"MIDGET" Reaction CONDENSER

Capacity: 0.002 mfd.

The FORMO "MIDGET" Reaction Condenser, like all other Formo Condensers, has incorporated the patented Formo internal PIGTAIL—undoubtedly the finest collector or "Pigtail" yet devised, and thereby is absolutely noiseless in operation.

2/9

The Finest VERNIER DIAL Obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO BACK-LASH. ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT, EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

3/

As pictorially shown, the scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30° from perpendicular, thereby permitting convenient unobstructed view of scale without need to crouch or stoop.

If unable to obtain from dealer please communicate with us. Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of post card.

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2
BEFORE YOU BUY—

Remember "Tenacious Coating"

A BAD Filament

WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"

This reproduction shows part of the filament of a badly coated valve before use, showing a serious gap in the coating. A gap such as this starts the valve off in its life with a poor performance. The valve then prematurely fails.

WRITE for booklet "OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929 edition) giving full particulars of the full range of OSRAM VALVES with the "TENACIOUS COATING." Also helpful wireless information of importance to every listener. Sent post free.

A GOOD Filament

WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"

Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph showing the coating typical of all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute evenness of the coating. There are no gaps, the coating clings, so that the full benefit of the coating is maintained. The secret is the startling discovery of the scientific process of "TENACIOUS COATING."

Osram Valves

with the

"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND. Sold by all Wireless Dealers.
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Get the Best from your Set—only the Grosvenor can do it

The Battery with the New Vitalising Element

The wonderful new Vitalising Element ensures continuous and satisfactory service. No other battery can give you the same service. It's the new Vitalising Element unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by all the Leading Set Makers after the most exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED to be the best.

.66 v. from 7/6 99 v. from 11/6

THE GROSVENOR BATTERY Co., Ltd.,
2/3, White Street, Moorgate, LONDON, E.C.2.

POLAR BEHIND THE PANEL

The combination of Slow Motion and Direct Drive, as fitted to Polar Condensers, is the surest method of quickly bringing in evasive stations.

When building a set, its efficiency will show a marked improvement provided you put "Polar behind your Panel." When buying a set you are assured of its efficiency if Polar Condensers are behind the Panel.

Polar efficiency reduces losses to a minimum and brings performance to the maximum. More than half of the Portable Set manufacturers in Great Britain standardise Polar Condensers. You can rely on their judgment.

POLAR DRUM CONTROL CONDENSER

-00005 - 15-
-00035 - 14.9
-00033 - 14.6
Complete with Escutcheon and Fixing Screws

POLAR O.J. CONDENSER

-00025 - 10/6
-00015 - 10 3
-00010 - 10
Prices include Knob and Pointer.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS

New Complete Catalogue Free on Request

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.
188-9, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Works: Polar Works, Old Swan, Liverpool

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
AFTER DINNER STORIES

There should be no hitch over the wireless when you are entertaining your friends. No apologies and no regrets. And there won't be if your set is a Pentovox Three. If your guests want to hear the star after-dinner speaker, they really hear him. Without fuss and without distortion.
The charm of the Pentovox Three is that you can enjoy the programme while forgetting all about the set. Built to Bowyer-Lowe standards, its price makes unequalled value among Screened Grid Threes. And you can buy it on easy monthly payments.

£10
Including valves and royalties.

THE SENIOR CONE REPRODUCER.
A beautiful instrument with natural lifelike tone and an extraordinarily wide range, from deepest bass to highest treble. In polished oak cabinet — £5

THE JUNIOR CONE REPRODUCER.
A thoroughly efficient speaker, giving clear and faithful reproduction, and selling at a very attractive price: 35/-

Ask your Wireless Dealer about the comprehensive range of Bowyer-Lowe Sets and Components, or write for Illustrated Literature.
Get a Guaranteed H.T. Accumulator

Besides being a wonderfully efficient H.T. Battery, the Petto & Radford R.H.T. Accumulator—like all P. & R. batteries—is guaranteed for six months.

For purity of reception and general all-round efficiency tests have proved these batteries to be the best. The plates are sturdy, internal resistance is very low, the voltage remains absolutely steady under all variations in discharge, plug tappings may be taken without disturbing battery connections through hollow terminal tops.

Charging will cost NOTHING


Send postcard for details of this and the range of P. & R. Batteries (l.t. and H.t.) to

PETO & RADFORD
93, Great Portland Street,

(Please quote "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.)
BUILD YOUR OWN
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

AND OBTAIN GLORIOUS QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION FROM
RECORD OR RADIO.

Since the public had the opportunity of hearing the wonderful results from the "C.A.C." Coupler at our Demonstration Room facing Olympia during the recent Radio Exhibition, we have been inundated with enquiries from all over the country for wiring diagrams incorporating this marvellous device. It is our intention, therefore, from time to time to give in these pages a variety of circuits to suit every individual requirement.

The secret of the wonderful quality of reproduction lies in the method of amplification employed exclusively by us, and which entirely supersedes any other known method, known as THE "C.A.C." LOW FREQUENCY COUPLER.

THE HEART AND SOUL OF PERFECT REPRODUCTION.

All "G.R.A." instruments, from the small battery-fed receiver to the powerful Talking Film Amplifiers installed in many Cinemas throughout the country, embody exclusively this Low Frequency Coupler as the sole method of amplification. We have sold thousands of these Couplers as a result of our Olympia demonstration, for not only do they give results which cannot be hoped for by any other method, but the actual construction of such an instrument as shown here is simplicity itself by the use of this component.

PRICES:

BATTERY OR D.C. MAINS TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Stage</th>
<th>Three Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.C. MAINS TYPE FOR INDIRECTLY HEATED VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Stage</th>
<th>Three Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guaranteed for Two Years.

WIRING DIAGRAM OF RADIO-GRAMOPHONE WORKING FROM D.C. MAINS. COMPLETE SPECIFICATION ON REQUEST CIRCUITS FOR A.C. MAINS OPERATION SUPPLIED ON RECEIPT OF STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

We cordially invite all those interested in Perfect Musical Reproduction to hear this wonderful Coupler under working conditions at our address below.

GRAMO-RADIO AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., 1a, NEW LONDON STREET, E.C.3

Royal 1350.
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A high tension battery eliminator suitable for any of the popular receiving sets requiring a maximum of 20 milliamperes is most conveniently built up around a

**Westinghouse**

**METAL RECTIFIER**

**TYPE H.T.3.**

**PRICE ONLY 21/-**

No filaments, moving parts, or chemicals.

Full details of this and other circuits are given in our new book "The All-Metal Way, 1930"—32 pages of valuable information about mains units of all types.

Did you get your copy at the Radio Exhibition?

If not, send 2d. stamp with your name and address to:


---

**The "DIAMOND OF OLYMPIA"**

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up, as used in the R.G.D. Radiogramophone. No record wear, perfect tracking, a scientific instrument specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction.

Literature on application

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

* Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

---

*Advertisesments.* THE WIRELESS WORLD October 16th, 1929.
The Popular Cabinet 45/-

Do you agree?
Here is your opportunity to test for yourself. Any recognised Wireless Dealer will let you have either the Popular Cabinet 45/ -, or Popular Plaque 25/- for Seven Days' Free Trial in your own home on presenting the coupon below.

Vide "Wireless Trader" Test Report Oct. 5, 1929

Hearing that is Almost Seeing

Fill in this coupon and take it to your Dealer to-day!

M.P.A. Wireless Ltd.
High Rd., Chiswick, W4

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
For the best results
get this Dubilier Made
long-life Battery

Buy one at your nearest Radio
Shop to-day, fit it in your set
to-night . . . and enjoy better
quality reception at less cost.

DUBILIER
H. T. BATTERIES
LONGER LIFE AT LOWER COST
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TERMS
Compiled by S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
and issued in conjunction with
"THE WIRELESS WORLD."

THIS volume contains defini-
tions of terms and expressions
commonly used in wireless
telephony and telegraphy and is
intended to serve as a guide to all
those interested in wireless who
come across, from time to time,
unfamiliar words in their reading.
In such cases the DICTIONARY
OF WIRELESS TECHNICAL
TERMS proves of very great use
and value. It is well illustrated,
and cross-referenced to enable the
required information to be rapidly
obtained.

PRICE 2/- NET
By Post 2/2

From leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

W.W.48

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The Rising Tide of Popular Approval & Demand

The reason:—Out of more than one hundred sets marketed to-day, this, the latest McMichael Super Range Portable Four Receiver is acknowledged the master. Read this:

EXTRACTS FROM TEST REPORT MADE BY "THE WIRELESS WORLD" in their issue of July 17th, 1929.

Current Consumption. "The total H.T. current consumption turned out to be 8.5 milliamps."

Sensitivity and Range. "The sensitivity for a set of this type is truly remarkable. At a first sitting 28 stations were received after dark on the short wave range alone. The long wave performance is equally good, five or six stations being available in daylight."

Selectivity. "To sum up, we would say that the selectivity is more than adequate for most people's requirements, and the indications are that the receiver should perform satisfactorily under the regional scheme."

Quality. "The workmanship and finish are, of course, up to the high standard which the firm of McMichael sets for itself."

"This is one of the finest portables, irrespective of type, which it has been our privilege to test, and definitely establishes Messrs. L. McMichael Ltd. in the front rank of original and progressive leaders of design."

The McMICHAEL SUPER RANGE FOUR

The set that receives every station worth listening to with a superlative quality of tone.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION: Scrubbed Grid Amplification, Single Dial Control, Full Control of Volume, Simplest possible Operation. Fitted in handsome furniture hide suit case with patent locking clips.

L. McMICHAEL LTD

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
WEXHAM ROAD. SLOUGH. BUCKS.
Telephone: S ingh 441-442. Telegrams: Radiosier, Slough.
London Showrooms: 179, Strand, W.C.2. (Telephone: Holborn 2 46.)
MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION — OCT. 16-26
ST AND No. 54

PRICE COMPLETE 22 GNS.

Or by our special "Deferred Payments on Hire Purchase Terms" system — £5 down and 10 monthly payments of £2-1-0.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
IGRANIC-ELKON METAL RECTIFIERS
FOR
L.T. and H.T. SUPPLY UNITS
These rectifiers definitely supersede valve rectifiers in performance and length of life. There is nothing to go wrong or deteriorate. Many thousands of hours after the normal life of a valve rectifier, the Igranic-Elkon Metal Rectifier will continue to give the same high performance as at first.
There are the further advantages of compactness and a special self-healing feature which prevents any damage resulting from a temporary overload.

Send now for full details and prices, to Dept. U.298.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Works: BEDFORD

WHY PAY MORE?

When you can buy Ediswan Accumulators at these prices!

Major Loten.
70 Amp hrs. 11/-

Little Loten.
20 Amp hrs. 8/-

Midjet Loten.
12 Amp hrs. 29

Minor Loten.
45 Amp hrs. 8/-

Your accumulator worries are ended if you install an Ediswan Loten—your charging bills are reduced, too, because the new mass type plates ensure maximum life per charge. From the lead used in the plates to the glass of the container, Loten accumulators are 100% British.

If it's EDISWAN ......it's better

Ask your radio dealer.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The Varley anti-mobo is one of the components specified in the Mullard Orgola Senior Receiver. This alone affords convincing proof of its quality, for only proved products are used in this efficient receiver. It has been selected for its effectiveness in eliminating "motor hunting." For this reason, too, it is indispensable in any set which tends towards this form of oscillation. Like all Varley products, its manufacture is the result of careful design and painstaking workmanship. It is finished in bakelite moulding, with terminals and soldering tags for ready connection.

Write for sections B & C of the Varley Catalogue.
AdVERTISEMENTS.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

OCTOBER 16TH, 1929.

EVER READY

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

make your set Better!

Take one home tonight!

X-CORE

The World's greatest development in Dynamic Speaker Construction AGAIN MAGNAVOX LEADS THE WAY

Standard Models

10½ in. Cones

No. 107 110-180v. D.C. £8.5.0
109 160-300v. D.C. £8.5.0
201 6-12v. D.C. £8
401 110v-50cy A.C. £11
405 200-240v. 50cy A.C. £11

Special Models

7½ in. Cones

No. 103 110-180v. D.C. £6
106 160-300v. D.C. £6.7.6
206 6-12v. D.C. £6
400 110v-50cy A.C. £8.5.0
404 200-240v. 50cy A.C. £8.5.0

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Better reception—easier assembling  
if you use  
Lotus Components  

The strength of the receiver you build is like the strength of a chain—as strong only as the weakest link.  

That is why it matters so much to you what components you build into your set.  

Built with Lotus components, a set gives better reception and takes less time and trouble to build, for every Lotus unit is accurately and strongly made and slips into place quickly.  

Designers, technical men and the Press universally recommend Lotus units.  

Ask your Radio Dealer for the New Lotus Catalogues.
"PAM" A.C. AMPLIFIERS.
"PAM" A.C.-OPERATED POWER AMPLIFIERS have at the back of them a manufacturing organisation of 46 years' experience, during which the last 30 years have been especially devoted to the design and manufacture of reproducing equipment.

"PAM"-19 is an Amplifier having an enormous coverage—ample for 2,000 listeners. On the High Seas, in the Ballroom of the wealthy connoisseur, in Theatres, at Rinks, Pleasure Parks, etc., throughout the entire civilised world, they are giving magnificent, trouble-free service.

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATION—"PAM"-19.
Undistorted Output ...... 15 Watts.
Gain, at 1,000 Cycles ...... 68 T.U.
Necessary Input Signal Only 0.2 V.
HUM LEVEL Inaudible—MINUS 50 T.U.
Power Consumption—Low ...... 15 Watts.
Input Impedance (1000 Cycles) 5000 Ohms.
Output Impedance (1000 Cycles) 4000 Ohms.
Price ...... £37 0 0

Other "PAM" AMPLIFIERS are made for those of more moderate means, intended mainly for Home Service, and full data will willingly be sent on request.

Come and see the whole range of the wonderful "PAM" AMPLIFIERS at our Stand at the MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION.
We may also be able to arrange a public demonstration and thus enable you to judge of their amazing volume, combined with that utter fidelity of reproduction for which "PAM" AMPLIFIERS are so famous the world over.

CLAUSE LYONS LTD.
76, OLDHALL ST. LIVERPOOL.
There are three reasons for the Blue Spot 66K speaker unit's popularity.
1. The Blue Spot unit, the pioneer of balanced armature units, still remains the best loudspeaker unit on the market to-day . . . it lives up to the claims made for it.
2. It will withstand any amount of volume and always gives pure undistorted reproduction.
3. The Blue Spot 66K unit is sold under guarantee. Look for the special carton with the price 25/- clearly marked.
Hear it demonstrated at your dealers.

AND THE CHASSIS!

To hear the Blue Spot 66K at its best, you must hear it working with a Blue Spot Chassis. Designed for the unit it is simply a matter of bolting the all-metal chassis to it; the cone is already in position. And there you have a fine speaker.

There are two chassis: the Minor complete with 9½" cone - - - - - - price 12/6.
The Major with 13" cone - - - - price 15/-.
Your dealer stocks them!

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.1.
Telephone: Museum 8630. (4 lines.)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales. H. C. Pease (Sheffield and London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield (Telephone: Sheffield 26066); 22, St. Mary's, Parsonage, Manchester (Telephone: Manchester City 3329).

Advertiser for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
An entirely new M-L production for
the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER,
the D.C. to A.C. Converter.

To be shown at
The Manchester
RADIO EXHIBITION,
STAND 126, Gallery.

October 2nd, 1929.

40 WATT Model
£13-0-0
85 WATT Model
£19-0-0

Power Supply Units our Speciality.

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd., Radio Dept.,
COVENTRY.

A WIRELESS BATTERY THAT
LEAVES NOTHING TO BE DESIRED!

The battery that gives real satisfaction to its owner is the one that
gives consistent efficiency in service. The Tudor Battery has every
claim to such a reputation—it has everything that a good wireless
battery should have.

There are charge indicators, for convenience and safety—thick plates
and wood separators, for long life and robustness— non-corrosive
terminals with vaseline chambers — clear glass containers — big
ebonite filling plugs — and now an all-metal carrier.

All these advantages, however, mean only a very slight increase in
price. Ask your local dealer to show you a Tudor Battery and examine
it carefully. Look for the ingenious indicators which tell you how
much current you have left and when recharging becomes necessary.

You can take a Tudor Battery home and realise that you have in it a
perfect piece of workmanship—a compliment to your set.

10 Volt HIGH TENSION UNITS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 1</td>
<td>2,750 Millamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 2</td>
<td>5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 H.T. 4</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tudor
ACCUMULATORS

27'9
Complete.

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 10 Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Public interest will be kept at High Tension by

At last the high tension battery for which the world has waited... gives over 60% longer service... is incapable of "crackling.

No sal-ammoniac... therefore no corrosion... therefore no loss in idleness.

Every wireless user ought to know why "Pertrix" is the only one dry battery to be used today.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS

See us at Manchester Radio Exhibition
STAND 37

PERTRIX DRY BATTERIES

PERTRIX LIMITED. BRITANNIA HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON W.C.2.
Factory - BRITANNIA WORKS, REDDITCH, WORCS.
**EKBLECTRIC**

**3-VALVE SET**


Including Valves and Royalties A.C. or D.C. **£21**

1. "EKBLECTRIC" Radio Receivers are pre-eminent because of:—
   2. Wellington Magnifying Tuning Control.
   4. "EKB" British Manufacture.
   5. D.C. as well as A.C.
   6. Obtainable at Easy Payments.

8. Ask your dealer.

**EKCO**

"Plug-in—That's all!"

Or you can "EKCO-LECTRIFY" your present set with an "EKCO" All-Power Unit or eliminate H.T. and L.T. batteries with an "EKCO" H.T. or L.T. Unit respectively. "EKCO" Power Supply Units fully conform with I.E.E. Regulations and are absolutely free from hum. Ask your dealer, or write direct for details of Easy Payments and Free Booklet on Electric Radio.

**Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand 25**

"EKCO" H.T. UNIT

A.C. Model 2A.10 tapping of 60 and 120 volt, complete, **£3 10 0**

"EKCO" Power Supply Units from 17½ D.C. and 5½ A.C. complete.

E. K. COLE, LTD., DEPT. W, "EKCO" WORKS, LEIGH-ON-SEA.

---

**Wireless Valve Transmitters**

Price **9/-**

A book that deals very thoroughly with the design and operation of small power apparatus.

By Post 9½f

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4
GET 'COLOUR' INTO YOUR RECEPTION

WITH MELODY OUT OF THE MEDLEY

FIT

Telsen Electric Co. Ltd., Miller Street, Birmingham

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Purity! Volume!

DONOTONE
THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER.
Better than the best Moving Coil Loud Speaker.
The patented tuned gongs DO make all the difference.
COMING AND HEARING IT!
Demonstrations daily.

Price from 5 Gns.
DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKERS
(Dept. O),
40, Furnival Street, Holborn, E.C.4.
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 0573.

Weston sets the world's standard

Model 528, Pocket Size A.C. Tester
A small and reliable instrument essential to maintain accuracy and efficiency in Voltage control. The sensitivity is remarkably high, 6 m.a. for 600 volts with self-contained resistance. The scale is very legible and the damping excellent. This instrument is capable of continuous service at full load.

Prices from £3.10.0 to £4.15.0
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1

BUY YOUR ELIMINATOR ON THE STRENGTH OF HYDRA

HYDRA condensers stand up to high pressures; they have long been known as "the condensers that never break down under normal conditions!" That's just the sort of condenser you need in Mains Units; and the best manufacturers have realised that for safety and satisfaction it pays to fit Hydra. They have therefore standardised Hydra throughout their eliminator circuits.

HYDRA CONDENSERS

You can safely buy on the strength of HYDRA

Write for list of manufacturers who standardise Hydra Condensers in their Mains Units.

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman St., London, W.1

Write for your copy of "Radio Control," which explains simply the electrical operation of a radio set. Sent free on receipt of a postcard addressed to:

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
SIEMENS Radio Batteries are indeed in the public eye, because they are all of one quality—the highest—and in service give the utmost satisfaction.

Quite definitely, there is no better value irrespective of price. Many thousands of listeners have proved this for themselves, and if your present battery is not a SIEMENS it is surely worth while to see that the next one is and judge for yourself.

Mr. Full O'Power

tells you in a booklet entitled "INSIDE KNOWLEDGE"

how to obtain the best service from a SIEMENS Battery. This booklet is written in a bright and attractive manner and a copy is yours for the asking—either from your Dealer or direct from us.

Popular Type.
No. 1200 60 volts 8
No. 1202 100 volts 13

Power Type for Power Valves.
No. 1204 "Power" 60 volts 13.6
No. 1206 "Power" 100 volts 22.6

No. 1035 50 volts 25

Grid Bias.
G.9 9 volts 1.6
The Squire Universal
No. 97 b.

The new Universal (No. 97b) and the new Power Model (No. 98), fitted with 9½" and 12" cones respectively, will take every unit at present on the market, including the new Ampion HA. They will take yours. In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of the latest volume type, and the beautifully polished octagonal front gives the speaker a really finished appearance. This is entirely in keeping with the magnificent reproduction afforded. See them at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand 116 (Gallery), or drop us a postcard for a full descriptive leaflet.

97b Aluminium Cradle, Enamelled and Polished, fitted with volume cone and octagonal front, back legs and head. Price £17.6, 6d. Similar in every respect to the above, Universal Fitting etc. with 15½" Volume Cone and Octagonal Front, back legs and brackets included. Price £18.6.

Manchester Fredk. Stand 116 Exhibition Squire Gallery
24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, N.16.

One of the outstanding successes of Olympia

The new British General Midget Transformer created remarkable interest. In accordance with modern practice of economising in weight and space this transformer has been produced in a remarkably small size. The core is of the latest Nickel Alloy (specially treated) and the performance is as good as many transformers at three times the price.

11'6

From all dealers of repair or direct from the manufacturers.

The British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Breckley Works,
London S.E.4

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
SOMETHING NEW and ORIGINAL
in LOUD SPEAKERS!

...... and you can assemble it yourself IN 3 MINUTES

NOTHING like it has ever been known among loud speakers before! A handsome Honduras mahogany screen on which you can mount the famous Brown "Vee" Unit, Cone and Chassis and have a novel, distinctive loud speaker in three minutes! The Brown Screen, which stands 2 feet 7 inches high and has a beautifully carved grill, is a piece of furniture which will do justice to the most distinctively-finished room. With the Brown "Vee" Unit, Cone and Chassis neatly mounted, you have a loud speaker equal in appearance and performance to instruments costing three times its price.

Ask your Wireless Dealer to let you see — and hear — this handsome Brown innovation. You will be charmed with its appearance so rich and dignified. And you will marvel at its performance — so vivid and true-to-life. Remember: the Brown "Vee" Unit is the first Unit which cannot possibly be overloaded. It cannot chatter. It cannot distort. It reproduces the broadcast faithfully. And now, with the coming of this handsome screen, which costs £2 2s., you can make it look as good as it sounds!

The

Brown

"Vee" UNIT, CONE,
CHASSIS & SCREEN

"As British as Britannia"


COMPLETE: COST £4. 2. 0

The 'Vee' Unit
is designed on entirely new principles, the product of lengthy research by the leading loud speaker authority in the country. No other Unit reproduces the entire harmonic scale so faithfully. Its direct-drive mechanism cannot become unbalanced. 25/-

The Cone & Chassis
The Brown Cone is ruggedly made from cast aluminium and fitted with a 12-in. Chassis. Anyone can assemble the 'Vee' Unit to the Cone and Chassis in three minutes. All holes are drilled and the necessary screws are supplied. 15/-

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
ANOTHER LEAD BY FERRANTI

Recent developments in Radio have created a demand for a new transformer of the same quality and reliability as the AF5, but capable of greater L.F. amplification. In their class of medium ratio, the Ferranti AF3, AF4 and AF5 are still supreme: but changed conditions—notably the advent of the Screened Grid Valve—have rendered this a necessary addition to the standard range.

THE AF5, RATIO 1/7.

Designed to ensure the maximum volume where only ONE L.F. stage is employed with Grid Leak rectification. It is particularly suitable for sets of the S.G.3 type, where greater amplification is desired than is usually obtained from one L.F. stage. The curve is better than that of the AF3, and the Amplification is twice as great. This new transformer is not intended for use in receivers employing more than ONE stage of L.F.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

The R.G.D. Moving Coil Loudspeaker finished in Walnut, Oak or Mahogany 3 ft. 6 ins. high 2 ft. 6 ins. wide—an exceptionally High-class Instrument for D.C. mains.

£20

Can be supplied with equipment for A.C. mains.

Thousands of visitors to Olympia crowded our stand to hear this Speaker, and all orders from now will be dealt with in rotation.

A Coil Drive Speaker, £20 Complete in this Handsome Case.

Literature on application to visitors to the Manchester Show.

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The new **STORK** Series

Entirely New Product

Everybody at Olympia marveled at the reproduction of these new Loud Speakers! They mark a definite advance in cone Loud Speaker performance—AND VALUE!

**MADE IN ENGLAND.**

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Write for Folder No. 5173.

for the radio epicure

**GECOPHONE**

**STORK**

LOUD SPEAKERS
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Olympia's Masterpiece!

—and its price is only £8.15s.

Price includes the three Cossor Valves of the latest type, the handsome one-piece cabinet and all the parts necessary for its rapid assembly.

Also for A.C. Mains operation—works direct from the electric light mains. Supplied complete with three of the latest type Cossor Mains Valves, factory-built and tested A.C. Mains Unit, handsome one-piece cabinet and all parts . . . . Price £15.0.0

Never before has any Receiver created such a sensation as did the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker at the Olympia Radio Exhibition. From morning till night huge crowds surged round this wonderful Receiver—eager to view its handsome one-piece cabinet richly lacquered in two-tone blue—eager to examine its three simple controls—one knob for tuning—one knob for volume and one knob for wave-lengths. And then they looked inside and saw the amazing simplicity of its assembly—the Synchronised Control Unit, factory-built and factory-tested—the 9 other components and the 20 connecting wires. In an hour or so anyone—without previous Radio knowledge—can assemble it and obtain results equal to a costly factory-built Receiver. And the same Receiver can be converted to all-electric operation by the simple addition of the factory-built Cossor A.C. Power Unit and three Cossor Mains Valves. Go and see this amazing Receiver at your Dealer's—he'll be glad to tell you all about it or—use the coupon.

The 1930 Cossor "Melody Maker"

Britain's Greatest Radio Achievement!

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Use this Coupon NOW

To Messrs. A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5

Please send me free of charge a Constructor Envelope giving full details of 1930 Cossor Melody Maker (a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.

(please strike out one you do not require)

Name

Address

W

If you are interested in the A.C. Mains Model please give voltage and cycles of your house supply.

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London N.s.

936 CA
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MUST THE REGIONAL SCHEME BE SCRAPPED?

It was expected that Monday, October 14th, would have seen the eclipse of the old Oxford Street transmitter of 2LO in favour of Brookman’s Park, which it was announced officially by the B.B.C. would take over the whole of the London programme transmission from that date; but for some reason which, at the moment, has not been disclosed, the complete transfer of the programme transmissions to the new station has been postponed.

It is natural that after so much expectancy the public should be interested to learn just what is the real reason for the postponement. One can only venture a guess, and since on the engineering side there has already been ample evidence that the quality and the performance of the station is satisfactory, one must look elsewhere for the cause than to any technical trouble. Is it that, judging from reports of listeners, which must already have been pouring into the B.B.C. as a result of the preliminary trials from Brookman’s Park, the B.B.C. are not yet prepared to face the deluge of criticism which we feel sure must fall upon them when Brookman’s Park takes over? The daily Press, we observe, has awakened to the troubles of listeners who find that the transmission from Brookman’s Park deprives them of programmes from farther afield, and if this is the state of affairs to-day, what is going to be the position if a second programme starts up from the same centre?

Our Views Unchanged.

As to the criticism of the power of the Regional stations is not an attitude of recent growth, and we think that the present is a suitable occasion to quote the views which we expressed in our issue of March 2nd, 1927, when, under the title of “The Next War,” we wrote:-

“On the face of it the scheme seems to have much to recommend it, provided that one is confident that distribution of programmes over the whole country can be obtained with the four stations (four or more stations were originally proposed), but where we find fault with the proposal is in the suggested power of the stations. With many listeners the complaint at present is that it is difficult to cut out the local station if you are anywhere near it, on account of its power. What then, will be the position when we have two transmissions on 50 kW, in our neighbourhood? Has the B.B.C. quite forgotten its former concern for the interests of the crystal user, for with unselective sets it seems difficult to believe that, close up to a 50 kW, station broadcasting independent programmes on two wave-lengths, it will be possible to have a choice of programmes; rather it would seem that two programmes will always be available, but not necessarily as alternatives!

“But there will be a later opportunity for discussing the details of any scheme contemplated. For the moment our desire is to express our disagreement with any proposal which calls for the employment of unnecessarily high power. We believe that in arranging stations and their power to provide for national broadcasting the endeavour should be made to keep down the power so that transmitters do not carry far beyond the frontiers of the country concerned, except, perhaps, in the case of one high-power station for international communication when required.

“As things stand at present the power of stations in Europe is constantly being increased in order to overcome interference from neighbouring stations.

“The first wars of history were almost invariably fought as a result of incursions being made into neighbouring territories; at a later date wars more frequently started because one nation trespassed upon the trade interests of another; to-day we have another possible source of friction between nations to take into account in so far as an invasion of the ether by some foreign nation which may interfere with the broadcasting service of neighbours may at any time excite the indignation of the listening public. We have at the moment the one consolation that, judging from popular views on the programmes, the British nation is not likely to be roused to a high pitch of resentment even if some of our home programmes are overpowered by the programmes from the Continent!”
There is much diversity of opinion as to the ideal type of receiver for quality reception of the B.B.C. programmes with occasional explorations into foreign fields. This is hardly the place to go into the pros and cons of the various circuit arrangements at present in vogue; it is sufficient to state that each possesses definite advantages and enthusiastic supporters. One school of thought favours a four-valve combination comprising H.F., detector, and two L.F. amplifiers, and has recruited a formidable army of adherents as a direct result of the introduction of the "Everyman Four" receiver in 1926.

Since that date many changes have taken place, not only in reception conditions in the ether, but also in the characteristics of valves and components. Many design. The design of the receiver about to be described has been governed by these considerations, and most, if not all, the suggestions put forward have been incorporated.

Naturally, the original sequence of valves has been retained, viz., H.F. amplifier, detector, and two low-frequency amplifiers. Other features of the original design which remain substantially the same are the design of the low-wave grid circuit coils, the anode bend detector with resistance coupling to the first L.F. stage.
The 1930 Everyman Four.—

and transformer coupling between the first L.F. and the output valve.

Perhaps the most important modification is the introduction of H.F. amplification on long waves. To accomplish this successfully with simple switching arrangements it is necessary, of course, to drop the neutralised triode in favour of the screen-grid valve. This enables us to obtain an amplification in the H.F. stage in excess of the old "Everyman Four" without neutralising; and the change over from long to short waves becomes merely a question of short-circuiting the long-wave windings.

The demand for improved selectivity has been met by the inclusion of a coupled aerial circuit. Unfortunately this introduces a third tuning control, and this is the only feature of the design which compares unfavourably with the original. There can be no doubt that a two-control set possesses many advantages in the matter of easy tuning over the present design with three controls, but conditions in the ether in the near future leave no choice. The coupled aerial circuit, with its extra tuning control, is a necessity if adequate selectivity is to be attained with only a single stage of H.F. amplification.

Two important improvements have been made in the low-frequency part of the receiver, namely, the introduction of a post-detector volume control and a filter-feed circuit in the output stage. The volume control enables the detector to function with an increased H.F. input and greater efficiency without overloading the last stage, while the filter output circuit protects the loud speaker windings and prevents the circulation of strong L.F. currents in the H.T. circuit. A further improvement has been the incorporation of anode feed resistances and condensers which effectively prevent any possibility of "motor-boating."

Finally, the receiver has been assembled in a standard four-compartment metal cabinet of the "Kilo-Mag. Four" type, which not only simplifies the work of construction but provides all the necessary screening for the H.F. and coupled aerial circuits. A further advantage of this cabinet is the provision of a screen between the detector and L.F. compartments, which assists in preventing H.F. straying into the L.F. amplifier.

The foregoing covers the outstanding deviations from and additions to the original design. We may now consider the technical aspects of the new circuit in detail.

The tuned aerial circuit is housed in the compartment at the extreme left of the metal cabinet. The coils are section-wound, and their H.F. resistance is sufficiently low having regard to the damping due to aerial resistance.

In order to reduce aerial damping a series condenser is included in the aerial lead, which is connected to a point near the low-potential end of the medium-wave coil. To tap down the long-wave coil also would involve the use of an additional set of contacts on the change-over switch. This is obviated by the arrangement shown, for the tapping reduces the damping to the required figure on low waves while the small series aerial condenser looks after the long waves.

The aerial circuit is coupled to the secondary or tuned grid circuit by including a few turns of the secondary coils in the aerial circuit. A three-pole change-over switch short-circuits the long-wave coils of both aerial and secondary circuits, and also transfers the grid circuit tapping to the appropriate coil.

The secondary circuit is given a compartment to itself (the second from the left). The medium-wave coil follows standard "Everyman Four" practice in that it is wound with 68 turns of 27/42 Litz on a 3in. diameter
Fig. 2.—CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF COIL UNITS. The windings require the following turns and tapplings. AERIAL COIL. Medium wave: 6 slots, 8 turns per slot, No. 26 D.C.C., tapped at 40th turn from start (a). Long wave: 6 slots, 25 turns per slot, No. 32 D.S.C. SECONDARY (GRID) COIL. Medium wave: 68 turns 27/42 Litz tapped at 2nd turn from low potential end (X). Long wave: 6 slots, 35 turns per slot, No. 42 D.S.C., tapped at 3rd, 5th and 6th turns from low-potential end (b). H.F. TRANSFORMER. Medium-wave primary (for Mazda S.G.215 valve): 30 turns No. 38 D.S.C., spaced 30 turns per inch on 9 ebonite spacing strips. Medium-wave secondary: 68 turns 27/42 Litz. Long-wave primary: 3 slots, 30 turns per slot, No. 40 D.S.C. Long-wave secondary: 6 slots, 30 turns per slot, No. 35 D.S.C. All windings are wound in same direction on each former and the lettering corresponds with Figs. 1 and 4.
paxolin former. The long-wave coil is designed in accordance with established practice, and is section-wound in a slotted 6-rib ebonite former. The damping on these coils is much less than in the original "Everyman Four," and they therefore contribute considerably more to the overall selectivity of the set.

The screen-grid H.F. valve is mounted underneath the base, out of the field of the tuning inductances, and in this position acts as a link between the two middle screening compartments of the metal container.

A by-pass condenser of low H.F. resistance for the screen-grid is essential, and accordingly a Dubilier type L.A.A has been specified for this position. The grid is biased by a special 0.9-volt cell, which effects a considerable improvement in the valve characteristics.

We come now to the detector stage, which occupies the third compartment from the left. The assignment of the components is detailed in the "List of Parts."
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of suitable values for the components involved in this stage is perhaps the most difficult task which confronts the designer of a receiving set. It is necessary to effect a compromise between the following conflicting factors:

1. Detector efficiency, i.e., L.F./H.F. ratio for both large and small inputs.
2. Grid circuit loading.
3. High-note loss.
4. H.F. leakage to the L.F. amplifier.
5. Post-detector volume control, the operation of which does not affect any of the foregoing conditions.

In order to attain a high detector efficiency, the anode resistance should be large compared with the A.C. resistance of the valve under working conditions, while the by-pass condenser should have a high value to prevent reduction of the H.F. input due to grid circuit

Fig. 3.—Layout of components above and below baseboard. The holes A are \( \frac{3}{6} \) in. in diameter.
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loading. Unfortunately, high note loss sets a limit to the capacity of the by-pass condenser, and it is necessary to steer a middle course between these two conflicting factors. There is little point in using a valve of lower A.C. with a reduction in the anode circuit resistance as a much larger by-pass condenser has to be used to bring the grid current loading to the same figure, and by the time this has been done the high note loss is equivalent to the case of the high resistance valve. In general the high resistance combination is more sensitive to weak signals and has therefore been specified in the design.

Detector Grid Bias.

The value of the grid bias and the magnitude of the H.F. input also has some bearing on the grid circuit loading, which is reduced when the negative bias is increased. The introduction of a post-detector volume control permits this adjustment, for the H.F. input can be increased in accordance with an increased negative bias without necessarily overloading the output valve. A potentiometer has been included for critical adjustment of the grid bias.

The values specified in the diagrams are the result of actual measurements on the factors (1) to (4) set out above. An experimental detector stage with a special low-loss tuned input circuit, sensitive to grid damping, was energised by means of a modulated H.F. oscillator. The H.F. input and L.F. (and any H.F.) output could be measured simultaneously. Variations were made in the type of valve, values of anode resistance, by-pass condenser, etc., and for each new set of conditions readings were taken for the detector efficiency with 600 and 6,000 cycle modulation, and the depression of the input circuit volts due to switching on the valve. Tests were also made for H.F. in the L.F. output circuit. The results show that no drastic modification of the original design is necessary at this stage. A slight loss of high notes was permitted in the interest of conditions (1), (2) and (4) above, in view of the fact that the upper frequencies are reinforced in the succeeding stage.

An R.I. “Hypermu” transformer was chosen to couple the first L.F. amplifier to the output valve, since this component, when connected as an auto-transformer and freed from direct anode current by means of a resistance-capacity filter, shows a marked rising characteristic (vide N.P.L. curves). The remainder of the circuit is self-explanatory and does not call for special comment.

The work of assembly and wiring is so greatly simplified by the special form of metal cabinet that detailed description is superfluous; all the necessary information is crystallised in the working drawings and wiring diagram.

It is important that the low-frequency transformer connections should be made exactly as indicated in the wiring diagram, while if the volume control grid leak is of the logarithmic type care should be taken that the end connections are not reversed, otherwise the change in volume will be crowded to one end instead of being distributed evenly over the range of movement of the dial. In the case of the Igranic “Megostat” the red terminal should be joined to grid bias and the blue to the coupling condenser.

Valves and H.T. Voltages

Suitable H.T. and grid bias values will depend on the valves, and should be fixed in accordance with the maker’s recommendations. It has already been stated that a Mazda S.G.215 valve should be used in the first stage. A general purpose valve (H.L.) valve having an A.C. resistance of about 25,000 ohms and amplification factor

View underneath base showing disposition of detector and L.F. grid bias batteries.
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20 to 25 is suitable for the detector, while the first
L.F. amplifier should be a type "L" valve of about
10,000 ohms resistance (amplification factor 10). The
output valve may be of the "power" or "super-
be suitable, minor alterations being made by experi-
ment until best results are obtained: H.T., 120 volts;
H.T., 100 volts; H.T., 150 volts; Screen, 60 volts.
In conclusion, it can be definitely stated that the
H.F. amplification is at least double that of the original

Fig. 4.—Complete wiring diagram. Connections to the coil units are lettered to correspond with Figs. 1 and 2. The red terminal
of R1 goes to grid bias and the blue to G1.

"Everyman Four" employing a neutralised three-
electrode valve, while tests have proved that the
selectivity is more than adequate for long-distance
reception under the new Regional conditions.

This receiver, together with other sets recently described
in these pages, will be available for inspection on The Wireless
World Stand (No. 3A) at the Manchester Radio Exhibition.
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ONE of the chief drawbacks to the original pentode valve, introduced by Messrs. Mullard just over a year ago, is that it is rated for an anode voltage not greater than 150 volts. A pentode is not usually incorporated in a receiver for the sake of its high amplification, though this is always very acceptable, but rather because it will give, without overloading, a greater output of signals than can be attained from a triode operated at the same anode voltage. In view of this fact it has always been rather annoying to find that the makers have hitherto restricted us to a maximum of 150 volts on the anode, especially as 200 volts or over is directly available from most D.C. mains, and from many eliminators used on A.C. supply. As there are several triodes on the market capable of standing up to these slightly higher voltages, the restriction has, in the past, seriously curtailed the usefulness of the pentode, for one of these triodes, operated at full voltage, would provide nearly as great an output as the pentode at its maximum rating.

The new Mullard PM.24A is a much more tempting proposition from the point of view of the designer of a set for mains operation. It is rated to withstand up to 300 volts on the plate, with a maximum of 200 volts recently adopted for indirectly heated mains valves, the screening-grid being, in this case, brought out to the centre pin which is used, in an indirectly heated triode, for the cathode connection.

The makers give the following data for the valve:

- Filament Voltage ...
- Filament Current ...
- A.C. resistance ...
- Amplification Factor ...
- Mutual Conductance ...

The conditions in which the figures for A.C. resistance and amplification factor are obtained are not stated; the standard conditions for a triode are anode volts 100, grid volts zero.

Operating Data.

Since there would be no point in choosing this valve, rather than its less robust brother, the PM.24, unless the use of a voltage higher than 150 were contemplated, the curves for this valve were all taken with the permitted maximum of 200 volts on the screening-grid. With this voltage applied to both screening-grid and anode, the anode currents corresponding to various grid voltages were measured, and are plotted in Fig. 1. The slope of the curve in the neighbourhood of 20 to 25 milliamps, which represents normal operating conditions, is 1.85 milliamps. per volt. It will be seen that this is a little higher than the figure of 1.56 quoted by the makers, and indicates that the valve is conservatively rated. Another curve was also taken, with the same voltage on the screening-grid, but with 300 volts on the plate. At all points this second curve shows about 3 per cent. greater anode current than that of Fig. 1; it is not reproduced on the diagram because the closeness of the two curves would make both difficult to read, while if we allow for permissible variations from valve to valve, that shown may be taken as valid for any anode voltage between 200 and 300. Thus, as might be expected, the screening grid voltage exerts more influence on the anode current than the anode voltage.
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The operating instructions given with the valve include the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode Volts</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid Bias Volts</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Current</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is also a statement that the screening-grid voltage must not exceed 200 volts, otherwise the emission will be excessive and the valve may be damaged.

Enormous Power Output.

Thus, we did not venture to increase the auxiliary grid voltage above 200, but kept it at this value while measuring the anode current at a series of anode voltages. The three curves obtained are given in Fig. 2, the grid voltages adopted being those suggested in the last three columns of the table reproduced above from the makers' instructions. The middle curve of the three, corresponding to a grid bias of 27 volts, would appear to represent the normal working conditions, for the standing anode current at 200 to 300 volts is some 23 milliams, the highest mentioned in the table. The slope of this curve shows that the valve, under working conditions, has an A.C. resistance of about 60,000 ohms, from which, knowing the mutual conductance, we deduce an amplification factor of 110. Both these figures are rather on the high side, but that is a matter of very little importance with a pentode. If a lower impedance together

with a lower amplification factor is desired, it can be had by choosing the lower value of grid bias that corresponds to the uppermost of the three curves, and which is the actual grid bias suggested in the maker's table of data. The anode current rises then to nearly 40 milliamps, while A.C. resistance and amplification factor become about 27,000 ohms and 50 respectively. Neither the available output nor the amplification yielded by the valve are greatly varied by this change; to the ear, the most significant difference is an increase of bass notes with the lower grid-bias voltage.

The maximum power that can be taken from the pentode is not easy to specify exactly, since it depends to a very great extent on the impedance connected in the anode circuit. If we assume this to be a non-inductive resistance of 10,000 ohms, the audio-frequency power that the PM.24A will deliver to it before overloading commences is in the neighbourhood of 2 to 3 watts. Using a moving-coil of 2,600 turns, fifty to sixty ampere-turns are available to move the coil and the cone attached to it. These figures compare well with the output to be had from a valve of the LS6A variety on its maximum rated voltage of 400.

As a final test, the valve was given a practical trial in a receiver. Using a moving-coil speaker fitted with a special "pentode coil" of 2,500 turns, the volume available before overloading began was found to be greater than could be tolerated in any but a very large room. With the lower plate-current (23 milliams) corresponding to a high valve impedance it was noticed that the treble was unduly pronounced; this was easily rectified by connecting the loud speaker to a tapping on the choke, as in Fig. 3. No volume appeared to be lost by so doing.

Used with a moving armature speaker, overloading occurred at a much smaller signal strength than with the moving coil, as might be expected from the higher impedance and lower sensitivity of this loud speaker. Nevertheless, quite satisfactory volume was to be had, though the introduction of a 2:1 step-down transformer with a resistance of 20,000 ohms connected across its primary resulted in better quality, with less accentuation of the higher frequencies. These practical tests suggest that the pentode, even more than the triode, is best served with a moving-coil speaker.

We understand that the PM.24A is being fitted to all-mains receivers, in which the filament is heated by alternating current. We ourselves have tried this, and find that noticeable hum is introduced provided that the usual precautions are taken. Pending the arrival of a pentode specially designed for A.C. mains, the present model may be used with complete satisfaction in A.C. sets, while its extreme suitability for use on D.C. mains, where the high voltages normally associated with an output stage of "public address" dimensions cannot be attained, is very evident indeed.

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

will contain a fully illustrated report of

THE MANCHESTER SHOW.
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CURRENT TOPICS

Events of the Week in Brief Review.

WHY NOT IN BRITISH TRAINS? The news that express trains between Paris and Havre are to be equipped with wireless receivers serves to emphasise the lethargy of the British railway companies in regard to the possibilities of broadcast reception on long-distance runs.

ANXIETY IN GLASGOW. Known as "The Terrors," the Post Office detector van is now touring the Glasgow district in search of oscillators and "pirates." The equipment in the van includes a screen-grid four-valve set with a frame aerial. The receiver covers a wave range from 15 to 2,000 metres.

THE POPE'S WIRELESS STATION. It is announced in the Vatican City that the Italian Government has decided to contribute half a million lira towards the expense of erecting the Papal wireless station now under construction. The apparatus is being built by the Marconi Company. The two masts, each nearly 250ft. high, are being made in Italy.

WHEN IS A WAVE SHORT? Many arguments will be settled for (started!) by the news that the International Consultative Committee of the Radio-Electrical Conference now in session at the Hague has decided to classify wavelengths as follows:—

- Long, 3,000 and upwards.
- Medium, 200 to 3,000.
- Intermediate, 50 to 200.
- Short, 10 to 50.
- Ultra-short, below 10.

PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL SOCIETIES' EXHIBITION. The Twentieth Annual Exhibition of Electrical, Optical and other Physical Apparatus is to be held by the Physical Society and the Optical Society on January 7th, 8th and 9th, 1930, at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensington.

WIRELESS ON TAP AT SING SING. The many attractions of Sing Sing prison have been added to by the inclusion of a wireless phone "point" in each of the 800 cells in the new block, says a New York message. It is stated that a prison official chooses what programme shall be relayed to the cells, this precaution being necessary to obviate the possibility of prisoners' friends talking to them via a night club microphone.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO MANCHESTER. To-day (Wednesday) sees the opening of the Manchester Wireless Exhibition at the City Hall. A guide to the show appears on page 437.

"TALKIES" FOR THE DEAF. The Paramount "Talkie" Theatre at Brooklyn, New York, has fitted up a portion of the auditorium with amplifiers and an extensive set of headphones for the use of deaf members of the audience. In order to cope with degrees of deafness, the headphones are equipped with a potentiometer to control the volume of sound according to individual requirements.

IS YOUR MAST SAFE? A correspondent in The Times has drawn attention to the possibility that many wireless poles erected four or five years ago may now have reached a dangerous condition due to rot at the "wind and water" line, viz., 6in. above and 6in. below ground. Verb. sep.

POLICING THE U.S. ETHER. The largest radio frequency measuring station in the world is to be opened next December at Grand Island (Nebraska), U.S.A. It is to check the wavelengths of all United States transmitters. Roughly, six hundred broadcasters, two thousand ship installations, sixteen thousand amateurs, as well as aerodrome, naval and military stations are expected to avail themselves of this service.

WIRELESS FOR EVERY BLIND PERSON. The National Institute for the Blind which has just published its sixteenth annual report, has a special Technical Research Committee devoting attention to the upkeep of sets owned by blind listeners. It is hoped that schemes will eventually be evolved which will bring wireless to every blind person in the country.

NOISY LOUD SPEAKERS. The Health Committee of the Hul Corporation has requested the Town Clerk to draft a bylaw to stop noise arising from loud speakers which are operated in a manner to cause annoyance.

Simultaneously we learn that an organisation of apartment house owners in Brooklyn, N.Y., have decided to incorporate in leases to new tenants a clause prohibiting the operation of loud speakers after 10.30 p.m.

PAPER CONDENSER PATENT. The paper condenser is to be the subject of litigation in America, according to a New York correspondent, who states that the Dubilier Condenser Corporation has brought an action for infringement of patent rights against the Aerovox Manufacturing Corporation. It is claimed that U.S. Patent 1,668,478, which relates to the manufacture of paper condensers, has been infringed by the condensers used in radio sets and amplifiers amounts to more than twenty million dollars annually. Many important companies in America and Europe have taken licences on a royalty basis.
Selectivity in Plain Terms

A New Unit and its Applications to Practical Circuits.


The opening of the Brookmans Park Station with a power consumption of 30 kilowatts, ten times as great as that of the old 2LO, is bringing to the fore among listeners in the London area the subject of selectivity in receiving sets and the growth of the regional scheme will ultimately compel interest in this topic to extend over the whole country. For, with the realisation of the regional scheme, the local station will become dominant over a wide sector of the tuning dial, and its elimination in favour of distant stations can only be effected by an increase in selectivity.

The discussion of selectivity has been hampered in the past by the lack of an exact definition of the term—a definition, in fact, which will allow us to express the selectivity of a set as a numerical quantity from which we can infer its performance both as regards quality of reproduction and power of separating stations of contiguous wavelengths.

This performance, it is true, be inferred from the resonance curve of the high-frequency stage or stages of the set, assuming that the low-frequency stage is of sufficiently good quality to cause no serious distortion. But we must admit that the formula which gives the resonance curve is a formidable one, and that even when this formula is mastered the numerical work involved in plotting the curve is laborious.

In this article a proposal will be made to express the selectivity of any set as a numerical quantity, and it will be shown that when this number is known it is but a moment's work to draw the H.F. resonance curve.

Resonance Curves.

A set consisting essentially of a single tuned circuit such as the crystal set shown in Fig. 1 (a) is equivalent from the H.F. point of view to the circuit of Fig. 1 (b) in which the resistive loads due to the aerial, the crystal and the phones are incorporated as an equivalent series resistance R.

Fig. 2 shows the resonance curve of this circuit: its shape depends solely on the ratio of the reactance of the coil to the series resistance (Fig. 1 (b)). This ratio is called the coil magnification. If it is large the curve is steep; if small, the curve is flat.

All these differently shaped curves can, however, be reduced to a single curve by the simple device of plotting them on logarithmic paper. In Fig. 3 the curve corresponding to a single tuned circuit is the same as that of Fig. 2; if now the value of the coil magnification m be changed, the shape of this curve is unaltered; it is merely shifted bodily in a horizontal direction (to the right if m be decreased, to the left if m be increased).

Accordingly, if we copy the curve on a piece of tracing paper and slide the paper horizontally by the requisite amount in any particular case we can obtain immediately the resonance curve for any single tuned circuit.

The Selectivity Number.

In order to decide where to put the tracing paper we must fix on some reference point on the resonance...
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Next, we will take to be the intersection of the curve with the cross-hatched horizontal line in Fig. 3, that is, the number of kilocycles by which the circuit must be detuned in order that the ordinate of the curve may fall to \( 0.1 \) of its value at resonance. In Fig. 3 this value is 5 kilocycles for all the curves.

The position of this reference point can be found by giving to the single tuned circuit in question a number, called the selectivity number (and this proposal is the kernel of the present article), so chosen that the following statement is true.

The number of kilocycles by which a single tuned circuit must be detuned to cause the ordinate of the resonance curve to fall to \( 0.1 \) of its value at resonance is obtained by dividing the frequency of the carrier wave in kilocycles by the selectivity number.

Thus, if the frequency of the incoming signal is 1,000 kc., and the selectivity number is 200, the resonance curve will cut the cross-hatched line in Fig. 3 at 1,000/200 = 5 kc.: this is the position actually shown.

It has already been stated that the position of this intersection depends only on the coil magnification \( m \), so that the selectivity number must depend on \( m \).

Actually the relation is very simple: it is shown in the Appendix that for a single tuned circuit the selectivity number is \( 0.2 \times m \); the example quoted above would consequently refer to a coil with \( m = 1,000 \), which is, of course, much larger than would obtain in a crystal set, where we may expect \( m \) to be about 10, and the selectivity number consequently to be \( 0.2 \times 10 = 2 \), so that with a carrier wave of 1,000 kc., the intersection lies at 1,000/2 = 500 kc.

It should be noted that the resonance curves of Fig. 3 are reliable only up to an amount of detuning not exceeding \( 10\% \) of the carrier frequency, and so in the example above, although the intersection can be displaced to 500 kc., the useful part of the displaced curve only extends to 100 kc.

Single-stage H.F. Amplifier.

The single-valve H.F. amplifier shown in Fig. 4 (a) with tuned grid and plate circuits is equivalent to the scheme in Fig. 4 (b) where the equivalent grid circuit contains a series resistance \( R_1 \) including the aerial load, and the equivalent plate circuit contains a resistance \( R_2 \) including the load due to the valve resistance.

The resonance curve depends only on the coil magnifications of these two equivalent circuits, i.e., \( m_1 = \frac{2\pi L_1}{R_1} \) and \( m_2 = \frac{2\pi L_2}{R_2} \), and, to a high degree of approximation, it depends only on the product \( m_1 m_2 \), provided that \( m_1 \) does not exceed twice \( m_2 \), or vice versa.
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Thus if we draw the resonance curve for an amplifier whose equivalent grid and plate circuits have \( m_1 = m_2 = 100 \), then a different amplifier with \( m_1 = 71 \), \( m_2 = 140 \), will give practically the same resonance curve, since in both cases \( m_1 m_2 = 10,000 \).

The resonance curve for one stage is given in Fig. 3 and, as in the case of a simple circuit, its shape is invariable: it slides right or left as the product \( m_1 m_2 \) changes.

The selectivity number is \( 0.2 \times 3.33 \times \sqrt{m_1 m_2} \), as proved in the appendix: thus if the coil magnifications are 225 and 400, the selectivity number is 200, and with a carrier wave of 1,000 kc. the resonance curve cuts the cross-hatched line at \( 1,000/200 = 5 \) kc., as it actually does in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 4—Single-stage H.F. amplifier and equivalent H.F. circuits.](image)

Multi-stage H.F. Amplifier.

Similar reasoning can be applied to H.F. amplifiers with more than one stage, and the results are given in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Circuit</th>
<th>Selectivity Number.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 stage H.F.</td>
<td>( 0.2 \times 1 \times m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 stages H.F.</td>
<td>( 0.2 \times 3.33 \times [m_1 m_2] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 stages H.F.</td>
<td>( 0.2 \times 5.24 \times [m_1 m_2] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 stages H.F.</td>
<td>( 0.2 \times 8.13 \times [m_1 m_2 m_3 m_4] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table a column of figures occurs which can be replaced by the consecutive odd numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, with an error not exceeding 11 per cent., and this circumstance allows us to formulate a simple rule for calculating the selectivity number.

**Add the number of H.F. valves to the number of H.F. tuned circuits and multiply this sum by 0.2 times the geometric mean product of the coil magnifications. The result is the selectivity number.**

This statement, in conjunction with the preceding italicised statement, may be taken as a summary of this article.

**Uses of the Selectivity Number.**

Let us take as an example a set with two H.F. screen valves, followed by an anode bend detector, an outside aerial being used. If the tuning coils are wound with solid wire on \( 2\frac{2}{3} \) in. formers and squeezed rather tightly into the screening boxes, the coil magnifications of the equivalent tuned circuits will be about 50 for the aerial circuit, and 100 for each of the tuned anode circuits.

The geometric mean product of these figures is \( [50 \times 100 \times 100] = 100 \times [0.5 \times 1 \times 1] = 80 \) (approx.).

Hence the selectivity number is \( 5 \times 0.2 \times 80 = 80 \).

When the set is tuned to a 1,600 kc. station the two-stage resonance curve in Fig. 3 must be displaced sideways till it intersects the cross-hatched line at 1,600/80 = 20 kc.

**What about the quality of reproduction of this set?**

Inspection of the displaced curve shows that the relative voltage amplification at 10 kc. is 0.37, and 0.72 at 5 kc. Evidently the sidebands come through quite well, and the quality should be excellent.

Again if two stations 20 kc. apart are of equal strength at the receiver, one of them can be reduced to 0.1 of the strength of the other at the grid of the detector valve. This reduction is just sufficient to swamp the unwanted station.

If the stations are 47 kc. apart, one of them can be cut down to 0.01: hence even if it were originally ten times as strong as the other it can be swamped.

The same set made up with stranded wire coils in roomy screening boxes and provided with a frame aerial might have the coil magnifications somewhere about the values \( m_1 = 250 \), \( m_2 = 200 \), \( m_3 = 200 \). The geometric mean of these is \( 200 \times [1.25 \times 1 \times 1] = 216 \).

Hence the selectivity number is \( 5 \times 0.2 \times 216 = 216 \), and when the set is tuned to a 1,080 kc. station the intersection occurs at \( 1,080/216 = 5 \) kc. This is the position of the two-stage curve in Fig. 3.

The sidebands in this case are cut down drastically, and the reproduction is barely tolerable: the separation of stations, however, is good. If two stations are 50 kc. apart, one of them can be cut down to 0.0001 relative to the other, so that even if it were 1,000 times as strong as the other at the receiver it could be cut out.

Since the curves in Fig. 3 have a common point of intersection they refer to sets which have the same selectivity number, namely, \( \text{(station kc.)}/5 \), which may be taken as the limit of tolerable reproduction.

Tolerable reproduction is given by \( \text{(station kc.)}/10 \), and good reproduction by \( \text{(station kc.)}/20 \).

It should be possible for manufacturers to guarantee the selectivity numbers of their sets, and it is quite possible for amateurs to calculate the selectivity number before a set is constructed. All that is required is the coil magnification, i.e., the ratio of coil reactance to coil resistance, of each coil which forms part of a tuned circuit, taking into account the loading due to the aerial in the case of the first coil and that due to the preceding valve in the case of each subsequent coil.

These data are well known, and only require setting out in tabular form to be immediately useful to readers.
Selectivity in Plain Terms.—

One striking result follows from Fig. 3. Among a number of sets having equal selectivity numbers, and therefore intersecting the cross-hatched line at the same point, the set having the greatest number of tuned circuits gives the best reproduction and gives the sharpest separation of adjacent stations.

Several poor coils give better results than a few good ones. It may be that the realisation of high selectivity combined with good quality is to be found in the employment of a large number of H.F. stages with interstage H.F. transformers with a high step-up ratio to ensure stability.

Appendix.

The height of the resonance curve (Fig. 2) corresponding to a single tuned circuit (Fig. 1) is given by the expression

\[ \frac{1}{(1 + 4m^2 \delta f/f^2)^1} \]

where \( m = \text{coil magnification} \),
\( \delta f = \text{number of kilocycles off tune} \),
\( f = \text{frequency of carrier wave in kilocycles} \).

This expression is equal to 0.1 when \( m \delta f / f = 5 \).

Hence at this point on the curve \( f / (\delta f) = 0.2 \times m \), and this is defined as the selectivity number.

For two tuned circuits (single-stage H.F. amplifier) the expression is

\[ \frac{1}{[(1 + 4m_1^2 \delta f_1/f^2)(1 + 4m_2^2 \delta f_2/f^2)]} \]

where \( m_1, m_2 \) are the coil magnifications.

This expression is equal to 0.1 when \( [m_1 m_2] \delta f_1 / f = 1.5 \) within a few per cent., provided that neither \( m \) is more than double the other.

Hence the selectivity number \( = f / (\delta f) = 0.2 \times 3.33 \times [m, m] \).

Similar results can be worked out for multi-stage H.F. amplifiers, and the results are given in the preceding table.

---

**Guide to the Stands.**

The Home Secretary, the Rt. Hon. J. H. Clynes, will to-day open the sixth Manchester Wireless Exhibition, to be held in the City Hall under the auspices of the Manchester Evening Chronicle. Unlike its immediate predecessor at Olympia, the Manchester Show is not limited to manufacturers of any particular trade organisation, with the result that the City Hall contains many exhibits which were not shown in London, including apparatus of foreign manufacture.

There will be altogether about 170 exhibitors, an increase of forty over last year, and this has necessitated some important structural additions which provide an additional 2,000 square feet of floor space.

---

**Manchester Radio Show**

As in previous years, visitors will be able to hear various types of loudspeakers working from a common amplifier constructed by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd. An innovation this year is the provision of a number of soundproof cubicles to enable manufacturers to demonstrate their products without interruption.

Of special interest to amateur constructors will be the public tests of home-made apparatus entered for set building competitions.

The Exhibition will remain open until Saturday, October 26th.
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Part IV.—Sine Waves.

(Continued from page 410 of the previous issue.)

SINCE the great majority of the work in connection with radio circuits relates to alternating current phenomena we shall have a good deal to do with sine waves. It would be a very tedious process if we had actually to draw one or more sine waves every time we had a calculation to make, and fortunately this is not necessary. A sine wave of current or voltage can be represented by a simple straight line, and the method of doing this is explained below.

So far we have referred to a sine wave without giving any explanation as to its nature or how it can be drawn. The term "sine" is simply the name given to the ratio of two sides of a right-angled triangle. For instance, in Fig. 1 we have a right-angled triangle OAB in which the angle at O is denoted by \( \theta \) (Greek letter "theta"); the ratio of AB to OA is the sine of \( \theta \) or \( \sin \theta \). The sine of \( \theta \) is the side opposite to the angle \( \theta \) divided by the side opposite to the right angle. In any right-angled triangle the side opposite to the right angle is the longest, so that the sine of an angle can never be greater than 1. When \( \theta \) is made nearly equal to 90°, OB becomes very short, and AB becomes very nearly equal to OA, and the sine becomes nearly equal to unity. The sine of 90° is actually equal to 1.

Now suppose that the side OA is of constant length and is slowly rotated about the end O in the opposite direction to that of the hands of a clock, i.e., anticlockwise, so that the end A moves in a circle as shown in Fig. 2, the other two sides OB and AB remaining horizontal and vertical respectively. It will be seen that the angle \( \theta \) gets larger as the line OA pivots round and at the same time the length of the line AB is changing, increasing at first until OA becomes vertical, and then decreasing again as OA moves over the second quadrant or quarter of the circle. Thus for each value of the angle \( \theta \) there is a definite value for the sine AB. If we follow the OA line OA round step by step we get various values for AB, as shown by A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, etc., in the diagram. If the rotating line OA is made one inch long, the lengths in inches of A1B1, A2B2, etc., give the values of the sines of the corresponding angles. The sine reaches its maximum value when OA becomes vertical, being equal to 1, and begins to diminish again as OA passes through the second quarter of the circle. In the third and fourth quadrants AB falls below the horizontal line, and the sine has a negative value.

The connection between a rotating straight line or rotating vector, such as OA of Fig. 2 and a sine wave, is shown in the construction of Fig. 3. A circle is drawn and its circumference divided into, say, sixteen equal parts, the sixteen radial lines representing the successive positions of the rotating line or vector. A horizontal line is then drawn through the centre of the circle and extended to the right. Starting from O,
**Wireless Theory Simplified.**—
sixteen equal divisions are measured off along this line and numbered as shown. If now a horizontal line through \( O \) on the circle is drawn to cut the vertical line through division \( r \) on the base line, the point of intersection, shown at \( C \), gives a point on the sine wave being constructed. By proceeding in this way with the remainder of the corresponding pairs of numbers we obtain the points \( D, E, F, \) etc., which enable the sine wave to be traced.

**Explaining the R.M.S. Value.**

There are two things to be noticed regarding the relationship between the rotating vector and the sine curve constructed from it: (a) the maximum height of the sine curve is equal to the radius of the circle or the length of the vector; (b) one complete revolution of the vector corresponds to one complete sine wave—one positive and one negative half wave.

We have seen how a sine wave can be obtained from a straight line rotating about one end, and therefore if we have a sine wave to consider showing the relationship between any quantity and time, we can represent it by a straight line rotating continuously about one end with constant speed. For instance, if we have an alternating current whose maximum value is 10 amps. and whose frequency is 50 cycles per second, we can represent it by a straight line 10 cms. long rotating about one end at a speed of fifty revolutions per second. Actually on paper we draw it in one only of the positions which it is bound to pass through, and have to imagine the rotation—not a very difficult feat.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 4 is a sine wave of current whose maximum value or amplitude is \( I_m \) amperes. The rotating vector \( OA \) representing it is made equal in length to \( I_m \) to the same scale as that to which the wave is drawn. If the frequency of the current is \( f \) cycles per second, the vector is assumed to be rotating at a speed of \( f \) revolutions per second about one end. At the instant indicated by \( X \), the current has a value of \( i = AB \) amperes. But

\[
\frac{AB}{OA} = \frac{i}{I_m} = \frac{\sin \theta}{1}.
\]

Therefore, \( i = I_m \sin \theta \), or, in other words, the current is varying according to a sine law with respect to the angle \( \theta \), which is increasing continuously with time.

It will be noticed how very frequently the number \( 2\pi \) is met with in alternating current work. It is a very important number, and our simple rotating vector enables us to see exactly how it originates. The circumference of a circle is \( 3.1416 \) times as long as the diameter, and this number is denoted by \( \pi \) (Greek letter "Pi"). Thus the circumference is \( 2\pi \) times the radius. Now if we mark off on the circumference of a circle a length \( PQ \) equal to the radius as in Fig. 5, the angle \( POQ \) subtended at the centre is called one radian, and there are obviously \( 2\pi \) radians in a complete circle of 360 degrees. Referring again to Fig. 4, the constantly increasing angle \( \theta \) which the vector \( OA \) makes with the horizontal line is measured in radians, and in order that the base of the sine wave shall correspond this is scaled to represent the angle passed through by the vector instead of the time in seconds. Since the angle is exactly proportional to time it simply involves a different scale; in other words, the wave is plotted to an angle base instead of a time base as previously. Since one complete wave is represented by one complete revolution of the vector it follows that the base line of one complete wave corresponds to \( 2\pi \) radians.

It was stated that when the frequency is \( f \) cycles per second the rotating vector makes \( f \) revolutions per second, and the vector therefore passes through \( 2\pi f \) radians every second. Thus in \( t \) seconds after passing through the starting position the angle \( \theta \) will be \( 2\pi ft \) radians, and therefore at any time \( t \) the value of the current is given

\[
i = I_m \sin 2\pi ft \text{ amps., where } I_m \text{ is the maximum value, the effective or R.M.S. value being } 0.707I_m.
\]

**Two Alternating Currents in Phase.**

Two sine waves of equal frequency are said to be in phase if they are exactly in step, i.e., if they both pass through their maximum positive values at the same instant. Two waves in phase are shown by the sine curves of Fig. 6, the waves having different amplitudes. Since each reaches its maximum value at the same instant it follows that the respective vectors representing them must pass through the vertical position simul-
Wireless Theory Simplified.—

It is only under special circumstances that we find sine waves exactly in phase in A.C. circuits. In the great majority of cases the two or more waves under consideration are out of step or out of phase. There is said to be a phase difference between them. In Fig. 7 are shown two sine waves which are out of step by exactly one quarter of a cycle—one of them passes through its zero value just as the other reaches its maximum value. It will be clear that the vector representing the one must be horizontal at the same instant as the vector representing the other is vertical, and so for two waves out of step by a quarter of a cycle, the respective vectors representing them are mutually at right angles. For this reason the two waves are said to be out of phase by an angle of 90°. Note that curve (1) reaches its maximum value before curve (2), and so curve (2) is said to lag behind curve (1) by an angle of 90°. Also since the vectors are assumed to be rotating anti-clockwise, vector (2) is shown lagging behind vector (1) by 90°.

Adding Currents which are Out of Phase.

Suppose that we have two alternating currents I₁ and I₂ out of phase by 90°, and that we require to add them together to find the resultant current. They cannot be added arithmetically because they are out of step. Draw the two vectors O₁I₁ and O₁I₂ representing them, mutually at right angles as shown in Fig. 8. Complete the rectangle O₁I₁I₂. The diagonal O₁I₂ gives the resultant both in magnitude and phase relationship to the others. This may be done to scale and O₁I₂ measured, or by calculation, in which case the resultant current is given by

\[ I = \sqrt{I₁² + I₂²} \]  

amps.

If the currents (or E.M.F.s) are out of phase by any other angle than 90° the same procedure is adopted, namely—draw the individual vectors to scale at the correct angle to each other, complete the parallelogram and measure the diagonal. As an example, suppose that two alternating E.M.F.s of 100 volts and 50 volts respectively are out of phase by an angle of 60° and are connected in series. Draw two lines mutually at 60° as in Fig. 9, making one 10 cms. long and the other 5 cms., that is, to a scale of 1 cm. = 10 volts. Complete the parallelogram and measure the length of the diagonal which passes through the center of the original vectors at O. The length will be found to be about 13.2 cms., giving a resultant voltage of 132 volts. The value could be calculated, but the process is more complicated.

It is very important to remember that when adding up alternating currents or voltages the phase difference must always be taken into account by using the parallelogram method explained. Ordinary arithmetical addition does not give a true answer when the quantities to be added are out of step. (To be continued.)

---

**Club News.**

Meetings will be held every Wednesday during the winter months at 8 p.m. Full particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. T. Robertson, 16, Richmond Terrace, Edinburgh.

---

**Institute of Wireless Technology.**

The Annual General Meeting of the Institute of Wireless Technology was held on Wednesday last, October 9th, at the Engineers' Club, Coventry Street, London, W. All interested in the activities of the Institute are invited to communicate with the Hon. Secretary, at 71, Kingsway, London, W.C.5.

---

**Bringing Olympia to Birmingham.**

Members of Slade Radio (Birmingham) who were unable to visit the Olympic Wireless Exhibition were specially invited for an interesting showing-up of the Exhibition given by Mr. A. Freeman at a recent meeting. Demonstrations were given of various kinds of apparatus which were on view at Olympia.

The Society will hold its fourth Whist Drive and Dance on October 23rd. On October 24th a lecture on lottery eliminators and main reserves will be given by Mr. Ingham, of Messrs. Clarke and Co. (Manchester), Ltd. Details of these and other activities of the Society may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, "Enville," Warren Road, Erdington.

---

**Newcastle-upon-Tyne Radio Society.**

The Annual General Meeting of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Radio Society was held in the English Lecture Room, Armstrong College, on October 7th, when the forthcoming lectures of the society were discussed.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. W. Pope, 7, Kimberley Gardens, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

---

**Lectures for Beginners.**

Weekly lectures specially for beginners are a feature of the syllabus at the Woolman Radio Society. Meetings are held every Friday at the John Woolman Settlement, 38, Duncan Terrace, London, N.1. Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. Dart, 56, Hampden Road, Hornsey, N.s.
A Postponement.

For certain domestic reasons, the B.B.C. has decided that the high-power station at Brookman’s Park shall not “take over” entirely from the Oxford Street transmitter until Monday next, October 21st, a week later than was originally announced.

Duo Transmitters for All.

“From the Savoy Hill letter-bag:—

‘I have a small crystal set and should like a Brookman transmitter, which on my wireless this evening my son is given free of charge.’

Satanic Interruptions.

Interference with the morning religious service from Daventry has been traced to the Devil’s Point station (GYO), Plymouth.

A Spaced-Aerial Triumph.

Although the solder on the receiving set had scarcely hardened, the new Tatsfield station of the B.B.C. played a distinguished part in the reception and relaying of the running commentary on the Prime Minister’s arrival in New York. Two American short-waves were picked up, viz., 2XAD (19.56 metres) and 2XK (17.34), which are both at Schenectady.

The Tatsfield station is not yet fully equipped (two of the short-wave receivers have still to be completed), and for this reason the relay was also undertaken by the spaced-aerial receiving plant at Tarring, near Chelmsford, so that both receivers sent signals to the Savoy Hill control room. I am told that the spaced-aerial method has recently been giving a good account of itself.

Tarring versus Tatsfield.

It will be remembered that the idea of spacing aerials at intervals over several miles arose out of conversations between Captain Eckersley and Dr. Goldsmith, of the National Broadcasting Company of America, when Transatlantic relays were discussed two years ago. Then, to a greater extent than now, fading was the great obstacle to Transatlantic programmes, and it was with the object of obtaining constancy of aerial input that the experiment was tried of feeding one receiver from a number of widely separated aerials, which would not all be subjected to fading at the same moment.

Is the Prague Plan Good Enough?

Even if it failed as a Transatlantic relay station—and there is nothing to suggest such a possibility—the Tatsfield station would still be fully employed as the B.B.C.’s eleventh studio. More and more the B.B.C. engineers are coming to rely upon the periodical reports from the official receiving station regarding European transmitters which stray from their allotted frequencies under the Prague Plan. During the past fortnight heterodyne troubles have been growing all over Europe, and a significant feature is that in no case is this due to departure from the allotted frequency.

Savoy Hill is beginning to fear that the separation of 9 kilocycles between transmitters is insufficient during the winter months.

FUTURE FEATURES.

London and Daventry.

OCTOBER 21st—Point of View (4), by Mr. H. G. Wells.

OCTOBER 25th—Orchestral Concert from the Queen’s Hall.

OCTOBER 29th—Old-time Vaudeville Programme.

Daventry Experimental (5GB).


OCTOBER 24th—An Edward German Programme.

Cardiff.

OCTOBER 22nd—“Sixty Years of Song,” a programme in memory of Fred E. Weatherby.

Manchester.

OCTOBER 24th—A Musical Comedy Programme.

Glasgow.

OCTOBER 22nd—A Jacobite Concert.

OCTOBER 25th—Running Commentary on Wales v. Scotland International Association Football Match.

Belfast.

OCTOBER 25th—“The Faithful Sentinel,” an opera, music by Franz Schubert.

Another B.B.C. Pamphlet.

So many complaints have been received at headquarters regarding interference from Continental stations that the Technical Correspondence Department is seriously considering the preparation of yet another pamphlet, which will tell the listener all he wants to know about heterodyning, and probably a good deal more.

New Wavelength for 5GB?

Owing to continued interference by Langenberg, it is rumoured that Daventry 5GB may shortly change its wavelength from 462 to 298.5 metres. Such a step would increase the troubles of southern listeners, who already experience difficulty in cutting out Brookman’s Park when receiving the alternative programme, and it is to be hoped that 5GB’s wavelength change will be deferred until the regional station is sending out twin transmissions.

On Armistice Day.

The Cenotaph service will be relayed to listeners on Armistice Day, the transmission being almost exactly the same as last year. All B.B.C. stations will participate, including 5GB and 5SW.

A Happy Enday.

An idea prevalent that the majority of Russian plays are of an unhappy character; in contrast to that view, a play entitled “Michael,” which 5GB listeners will hear on October 29, ends on a note of triumph.

“Michael” is a play in three scenes by Miles Malleson; it is an adaptation of Leo Tolstoy’s tale, “What Men Live By.” The incidental music is by Norman O’Neill.

Running Commentary: New Style.

A change from the ordinary running commentary will be broadcast from 2LO, 5XX, throughout the Northern Region and from other stations on Saturday next, October 19. It will be a humorous description by L. T. Whipp, the Lancashire dialect entertainer, of the military band contest which is taking place on that day at Belle Vue, Manchester.

Following Mr. Whipp’s efforts, a performance by the winning band will be broadcast.
LABORATORY TESTS.
A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.

KESTER SOLDER.
Soldering and its indispensable partner, soldering paste, play an important part in the construction of a wireless set. This, however, is only of the multitudinous uses to which it is put to-day. Many schemes to render soldering easier have been devised, and one of the latest is the Kester method. Kester radio solder consists of a hollow tube of genuine tin and lead filled with a non-corrosive resin flux, and can be used to solder the most delicate wires with safety.

This is sold in 4oz. tins at 1s. 6d. for set constructors' use, and in 1lb. spools at 3s. 4d. per spool, for those requiring larger quantities.

An acid core solder for general domestic use, but not recommended for wireless purposes, is available in 1lb. spools at 3s. 4d. each.

Supplies can be obtained from the Rothermel Corporation, Ltd., 24 and 26, Maddox Street, Regent Street, London, W.I.

VEE-CEE DRY BATTERY.
These batteries are made by the Vee-Cee Dry Cell Company (1927), Ltd., S. Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex. The sample submitted for test was a standard capacity size, rated at 66 volts, and sells at 7s. 6d. It was decided that about 8 mA would be the normal discharge rate of a battery of this size, so the discharge was commenced at just over 10 mA, which would assure a current of this order after the initial voltage drop.

The terminal voltage at the commencement of the test was 75 volts, but this fell rapidly during the first few hours and soon reached a more steady state at 60 volts. However, this was maintained for about 40 hours only, after which the voltage dropped steadily until the battery was exhausted. There was a slight recovery after 280 hours discharge, and for the next 200 hours the voltage was maintained at a fair level. It would appear from an examination of the discharge curve that the initial current was on the high side for a battery of this size, and a better performance would have resulted if this had been reduced to between 6 and 8 mA.

The useful life of this particular battery at a discharge of the order of 8 mA would appear to be about 200 working hours, but this figure would be doubled, probably by limiting the current taken to about 6 mA. Many other sizes of these batteries are available, all having the same capacity, however. A 108-volt size from the others; these are encased in black material. Five small terminals are fitted, four being marked, but the fifth, which connects with the centre socket, is not distinguished by any particular marking. The makers are Messrs. Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., 59, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1, and the price is 1s. 3d.

Discharge curve of the "Vee-Cee" 66-volt H.T. dry cell battery.

Catalogues Received.
Messrs. Lissen, Ltd., Lissenium Works, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.—Illustrated folders dealing with radio-gramophone sets, portable receivers, the Lissenium three-valve cabinet receiver and new season Lissen components.

The Peto-Scott Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, London, E.C.1.—Illustrated catalogue of proprietary receivers available under the convenient purchase system arranged by this company.

Messrs. Wright and Wears, Ltd., 749, High Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.—Illustrated folder describing some new Wearite components.
Saving the Batteries.
In order to reduce the risk of leaving my set switched on all night, I should like to fit a warning lamp; will you please tell me how it should be connected? The set is a commercial product, and I do not know its precise circuit arrangement, but imagine that it should be an easy matter to add the lamp. M. K. W.

The fitting of a lamp to indicate when the filaments are switched on is the simplest possible operation. Having obtained a lamp—a type having a low current consumption should be chosen—and a suitable holder, all you have to do is to wire it directly across the filament terminals of any convenient valve-holder in the receiver. If your set has provision for gramophone reproduction arranged in such a way that the H.F. valve is automatically switched off, you must take the precaution of seeing that the lamp is operative when the gramophone pick-up is in use.

An Indoor Aerial Set.
Can you refer me to any published description of a receiver designed specifically for use with an indoor aerial? J. S. P.

It is correct to say that there is no basic difference between a receiver designed for working with a very short aerial and one intended for operation with a collector of the full 100ft. length allowed by the Post Office regulations. Generally speaking, any of the sets described in this journal are suitable for short aerials; naturally, the more sensitive receivers give better results.

It may be added that where appreciable aerial coupling or a separately tuned aerial is employed it is generally advised that the aerial connection should be made directly to the grid of the first H.F. valve.

Screening Unnecessary.
I am building a set on the lines of the "Kilo-Mag Four," but with two L.F. stages. Provided all the apparatus associated with the H.F. amplifier and the detector valve is adequately screened, will it be necessary to mount the L.F. portion in a metal box? C. N. A.

This precaution will be quite unnecessary if the H.F. component in the detector anode circuit is adequately disposed of, and if matters are so arranged that it cannot cause instability through interaction with the input end of the set.

An Extra Tuned Circuit for the "Everyman Four."
My set is an "Everyman Four" constructed in accordance with the instructions given in the revised booklet. With a view to increasing its selectivity still further, I should like to add a loose-coupled and separately tuned aerial circuit, which, it is noted, is included in a number of modern sets.

Will you please tell me if this scheme is practicable, and if so, give me a hint as to how it should be proceeded? A. C. P.

This set lends itself very readily to your proposed alteration; additions to the present wiring will be made clear, if you consider the circuit diagram given in Fig. 1.

The existing aerial connections on the primary of the aerial-grid transformer should be ignored, and an extra tapping will be made at approximately the second turn from the earthed end of the primary. If the selectivity afforded by this connection is insufficient, it will be necessary to join the banded aerial to a point still nearer the earthed end.

Needless to say, this extra circuit will not be operative on the long-wave band.

Fig. 1.—Aerial-grid circuit of the "Everyman Four" receiver modified by the addition of a separately tuned aerial.

Changing Conditions.
Although the selectivity of my "Magnavox" receiver is quite adequate for present requirements, I anticipate that it will be necessary to improve it in this respect in the near future.

Have you published any information dealing with this problem? T. M. S.

We think that we cannot do better than refer you to the "Readers' Problems" section of our issue for May 8th, where a modified arrangement of the aerial circuit of this receiver was suggested.

If you do not wish to make any internal alterations, we would suggest that you should study carefully the article on wave traps and absorption circuits which appeared in the issue of October 2nd.

Ample H.T. Voltage.
I have an H.T. eliminator with a rated maximum output of 120 volts. Would this be suitable for use with the "Record III" receiver? D. R. S.

Good results would be attainable with an H.T. pressure of about 120 volts, but the performance of the set would be considerably improved by increasing this up to, say, 150 volts. The published figures with regard to measured H.T. amplification were obtained with the full rated voltage applied to the H.F. valve anode.

The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A selection of queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.

Rules.
(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."
(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.
(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions it would be criminal to indulge in questions of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4) Only one question from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

Pick-up Connections for the "Foreign Listeners' Four."

Will you please tell me if it is possible to fit a pick-up to "Foreign Listeners' Four"? If it can be arranged, I should like to retain the feature of "free" grid bias, although if this is inconvenient, I should not object to a biasing grid when the set is being used for gramophone reproduction.

E. N. B.

There is little difficulty in retaining the free grid bias feature when operating this set with a pick-up. We suggest that the detector grid circuit should be connected in the manner shown in Fig. 2, from which you will see that a small resistance is inserted in the detector cathode lead, as in the case of the remaining valves of the set. When the switch is in the "detector" position, the grid is not affected by the potential difference existing across the biasing resistance, as the grid condenser acts as an effective insulator, and the operating conditions of the valve are exactly as before.

For the sake of completeness, we show the grid circuit of the second H.F. amplifier, in order that you may compare the method adopted in providing for the biasing of this valve.

On the H.F. Side.

Will you please examine the enclosed circuit diagram of my receiver and tell me what is wrong with its L.F. amplifier? When the H.F. battery is connected, violent motor-boating is produced when the circuits are brought into tune.

R. D. G.

The circuit diagram submitted by our correspondent represents a three-valve rectifier with transformer-coupled H.F. amplifier and anode bend detector, resistance-coupled to a pentode. A choke-filter device is included. Now, a circuit of this kind is inherently immune from low-frequency interstation troubles, even without the decoupling devices included in the detector anode circuit, and we feel certain that the trouble really lies in the H.F. end of the receiver. It would appear that high-frequency oscillation is produced as the circuits are brought into tune; this may be due either to insufficient screening, or merely to the fact that attempts are being made to attain a greater stage magnification than the valve is capable of yielding.

We think it would be advisable to test the leak resistance associated with the grid circuit of the output valve; it seems probable that chocking in this circuit gives rise to an effect similar to that usually described as "motor-boating."

External Interference or Internal Fault?

I am troubled by an intermittent crackling noise from my loud speaker which sometimes lasts for as long as ten minutes, and then suddenly ceases. Can you tell me whether this is due to the receiver, to the eliminator, or to interference from power circuits?

H. B. B.

From the information given we feel that it is quite impossible to offer a definite opinion, although we are inclined to think that the trouble is due to interference from outside sources. It would probably be easy enough for you to prove whether the eliminator is at fault by temporarily substituting a set of batteries, and with this form of supply you could ascertain fairly conclusively whether there is a fault in the set by noting whether the interference persists when aerial and earth are removed.

It may be added that in cases of this sort we are always inclined to suspect grid biasing batteries, inductive windings, such as chokes, and more particularly L.F. transformer primaries.

An Inevitable Earth.

I am told that when using D.C. mains for H.T. supply it is possible to earth the receiver through the mains. Will you tell me how this may be done?

C. S.

It is inevitable that any set deriving its H.T. supply from D.C. mains should be earthed, as without exception public supply mains are connected to earth at the generating station. There is no need for any extra connection, and, although the normal earth terminal of the receiver is left free there will still be an "earth." It should be pointed out, however, that this form of earthing is not highly effective, and as a general rule another connection is advised.

Free Grid Bias Scheme.

I am thinking of building the "Flat Duettos' A.C. Three," and would like to include the scheme of "free" grid bias included in the "Foreign Listeners' Four." Is there any reason why this should not be successful?

D. R. L.

As far as the H.F. and output valves are concerned, it would be quite easy to arrange for free grid bias by inserting resistances in the cathode leads, but it would be almost impossible to apply this simple method to the detector, which, as you will realise, is arranged to work on the anode bend principle. If you are particularly anxious to proceed with your scheme, we suggest that bias for the detector could best be taken from a resistance inserted in some part of the circuit where current flow is fairly heavy, and not from one of the circuits associated only with this valve itself.

Where the Frame Aerial Fails.

Can it always be assumed that a frame aerial set will be more selective than one with an open aerial? I am considering the design of a new receiver, and, in view of the proximity of Brookman's Park, am wondering which form of collector will be the more suitable.

J. W. J.

A good deal depends on the purpose for which the set is intended. If it is desired to receive only the two projected alternative transmissions from Brookman's Park, then it may be stated definitely that the frame will contribute nothing towards real over-all selectivity; both stations are on the same site, and its directional properties will render it relatively useless. If, on the other hand, the reception of other and more distant stations is needed, it will be of the greatest advantage.
The NEW Cossor steps ahead—

The New Cossor is new throughout—not merely an existing valve modified. It has a new—and enormously strong—filament. Its construction is infinitely more efficient. As a result it has set a standard of performance which is the envy of the industry.

A high vacuum plays a big part in valve performance. Any residue of gas left behind during manufacture will lower its efficiency. This, in turn, means loss in volume—poor tone—fewer stations.

In the new Cossor Valve there is used a radical improvement in exhaustion which ensures a higher degree of vacuum than ever before.

This new High Vacuum process is but one of the many features of the New Cossor—the valves with a "punch." The valves that will give you more volume—sweeter tone—greater range.

If you have not tried them yet you are missing one of the greatest valve developments of recent years.

with a wonderful new High Vacuum Process!
BE SURE OF YOUR PANEL
EBONITE IS GENUINE
Tested to 104,000 volts.
USE THE PRIZE WINNING
LOW LOSS FORMER.

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK.
Write for Handbook on Windings and Circuits. Post Free 6d.

OFF WITH THE OLD
AND
ON WITH THE NEW
THE SOVEREIGN CONE KIT.
Price 3/- complete.
Why keep to the old ideas? Why spend money on unnecessary cradles? Here is the New Sovereign Cone Kit which does not need a cone cradle. Kit comprises a specially prepared cone paper, a patent spider support and a solid conical link, complete in an attractive envelope with full constructional details. Can be made in 3 hours and used with any cone unit to give perfect natural reproduction.
Obtainable from your local dealer, all Currie Radio Houses (two branches) or from the
J. R. Wireless Co., Dept. W.W., 6-8, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.1.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

FOR THREEPENCE—
ENCLOSE two 1d. stamps to cover postage, etc., and you will receive a return
an attractive folder giving you full particulars
of how to build for yourself a magnificent
Loud speaker.
We supply you with a complete Kit (including cabinet in parts) and for 1/- you
can build up a balanced armature cone speaker that would cost £5 or more.
WATMEL WIRELESS Co., Ltd.,
Imperial Works, High Street,
Edgeware, Middx.
Telephone: Edgeware 8379.

CENTRALAB
GIANT POWER RHEOSTATS
Small in diameter, but large in capacity, this rheostat is con-
structed of best-resisting material throughout. The wire is wound
on a metal core insulated with asbestos.
C.R.L. Giant Power Rheostats will
carry a continuous current load throughout the entire resistance of
70 watts at 375° Fahrenheit.
All units are single hole mounting and supplied complete with bake-
lite arrow knob.
C.R. 000 2 Ohms 8/9
C.R. 006 4 8/9
C.R. 010 10 8/9
C.R. 030 30 8/9
C.R. 060 60 8/9
C.R. 150 150 8/9
C.R. 400 400 8/9
C.R. 1,000 1,000 10/6
C.R. 2,000 2,000 10/6
C.R. 4,000 4,000 11/3
C.R. 8,000 8,000 11/3

Write for the Centralab, Circuit
Booklet and particulars of Centralab
Modulators, Power Potentiometers
and Volume Controls.
The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.
2426, Maddox St., London, W.1.
Telephone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.

PARFAIT
THE PERFECT EBONITE
SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES
Semi-Polished Black
Highly Polished Black
Matt
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Mahogany
Surface
Obtainable from most wireless dealers.

"GOLTONE" NEGROLAC

THE WORLDS BEST AERIAL

Do you wish to increase the efficiency of your receiving set? Bring in long-distance stations, hitherto unobtainable without the aid of extra valves? Add volume, clarity and selectivity to your set? This is the experience of users of "NEGROLAC" Aerial. Your set is capable of far better results. Let us send you pamphlets giving extracts from technical reports, testimonials, and full particulars with a sample.

PRICES: Coils of 50 ft. 9/-
10 ft. 15/-
100 ft. 18/-

"NEGROLAC" INDOOR AERIAL

Extraordinarily efficient. Full particulars on request. Prices from 30/-

Don't forget to see this wonderful aerial at STAND No. 16 at the Manchester Radio Exhibition.

THE RAYTRAK PICK-UP CARRIER
TRUE RADIAL TRACKING
Saves Record Wear
Improves Reproduction

PRICE
30/-

A GOOD INVESTMENT

Quickly pays for itself in saving of records. The only carrier which ensures true radial tracking.

Write for full particulars to
ROBINSON & HANDS ELEC. CO., LTD.,
BARWICK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

WHY BUY FOREIGN VALVES?
-BRITISH VALVES ARE CHEAPER!

BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED

For any and every Circuit, including SCREENED GRID and "WIRELESS WORLD" sets.

AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS—
The S.G.2 SCREENED GRID VALVE

Proved, Tested and adopted by all the leading Valve Firms.

2 volts only 15/- each.

LUSTROLUX Ltd.

Lower House Mills, West Bollington, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES.

The charge for advertisements in these columns is:

12 words or less, 1s.; 1st and 2nd insertion.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address must be given.

SieRis DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance with the Proprietors of "The Wireless World".

For advertisements in these columns, the entire sum "c/o" is repeated from the previous issue. 10 consecutive insertions: 5s.; 20 consecutive insertions: 10s.; 30 consecutive insertions: 15s.; 40 consecutive insertions: 20s.; 50 consecutive insertions: 25s.

The charge for advertisements in this section may be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their discretion.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number of the page and line of each end advertisement, and the date of the issue in which they occurred.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although they will endeavor to make all necessary corrections.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the address, which will thereby become: Box No. 9, "The Wireless World.

The number which will be added to the above address is that which is required for correspondence through the post except in registered envelopes; and in all such cases the use of the Post Office System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly marked "Department.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The Wireless World," all risk is thereby insured, and parties are recommended to use this system.

The time allowed for decision is three days, from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer decides not to return goods, they must be returned to seller. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount of deposit to seller, but also charges us 5s. if we instruct us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by buyer, but in all other respects the goods are subject to being in different arrangement between buyer and seller. No money order or cheque is accepted and seller must see a draft.

Each reader is provided with a special receipt, and this receipt is attached to his goods. All mail orders are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4., and cheques and money orders should be made payable to "The Wireless World."
TO THE FORE!

The first serviceable dry cell was made by Hellesen over forty years ago, in 1887. Since then Hellesen have made dry cells exclusively, nothing else at all.

As a natural result, the Hellesen Dry Battery is the best in the world today.

Expert and amateur alike agree that it is real economy to pay the slightly higher initial cost of a Hellesen battery, as it will last longer. They will also tell you that it pays handsomely to buy a double or treble capacity Hellesen, since the increased capacity is much greater, in proportion, than the increased price.

(E.G.—Standard capacity 60-volt WIRIN costs 10/- the price, whereas the times capacity costs only 19/-, a saving of 12/-.)

Ask your dealer, then, for a Hellesen battery, as you are getting the best and the most economical H.T. battery obtainable.

PRICES

Standard Capacity.

- *Wiriye* 60 volt Grid A6A Type 2/-
- *Wiri* 60 volt H.T. Type 10/-
- *Wirla* 60 volt H.T. Type 18/-

Treble Capacity.

- *Kellin* 60 volt H.T. Type 19/-
- *Kellup* 90 volt H.T. Type 32/6

Your Dealer Sells Them.

Advertisements.
BUILD YOUR SET!

A good set deserves a handsome cabinet and a distinctive panel. But if you put your components behind a Resistron Panel you will be more than beautifying your set—you will be insuring yourself against those panel defects which so seriously mar reception. A Resistron Panel is the trustworthy foundation your set deserves. If your Radio Dealer does not stock, write to the Makers—

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO. (Britain) LTD.

with a

RESISTRON

“THE PANEL BEAUTIFUL”

Build this Speaker in two minutes

Just mount the Loudspeaker Unit in this W.B. Chassis. That's all you have to do. Now you have a Speaker which gives full volume and sweet tone. The complete Speaker costs only 23/-.

W.R. Chassis (any Unit will fit)
10/6 complete with cone and fittings.

Whiteley Boneham & Co. Ltd.,
NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANCHESTER, NOTS.
Telephone: Newfield 702. Telegrams: "Widmore, Manchester.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
CABINETS.
ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value.
DIGBY's Cabinets—Talis models in solid oak and mahogany; from 1/6 to 7/6.
DIGBY's Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resonatone speakers, if required.
DIGBY's Cabinets—Pedestal model, with separate battery compartment; from 5/- to £1.15/.
DIGBY's Cabinets Made to Customers' own Desires.
ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value; lowest prices consistent with highest quality; illustrated list from actual manufacturers.—ARCHITECT Co., 158. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.

SUPPLIER of the "Wireless World"—Metal cabinets for the new Kilogram Four. "Wireless World"—The latest Supplier for "Radio World" and "Wireless World" kits, each compactly molded and elegantly scaled with brass handles, 2 polished copper screening boards for B.T.H. velum, complete with oak base, glistening finish, ready, with order, price £77/6; prices for various types of radio components, screen boxes, etc., will be quoted. 

ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value.

KAY's Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal cabinets; special price for space station operator's cabinets (original contract) including signs at prices 50/- lower than elsewhere; quotations for special models, as required. Guaranteed: new cabinet, portable, mobile, built-in, ancient, etc. 

OCCH American Types, astonishing value, special offer oak cabinets, glazed lid, hinged front, polished, rubberized, etc.; lists free—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

VINTAGE American Types, astonishing value, special offer oak cabinets, glazed lid, hinged front, polished, rubberized, etc.; lists free—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

SHIRELAND Triotron and ORMOND UNIT.

WHEN ordering please state for which unit chassis is required, the combination of any of these units with THE WHITE SPOT Cone and Chassis will give really wonderful results.

SPARE DIAPHRAGMS.

WHITE SPOT CHASSIS is fitted with a fabric suspended cone which gives a marked improvement in tone.

The Popular Model 16/- and THE SUPER Model 18/6 are now supplied to take the following units:

FROM VEE MOVEMENT BLUE SPOT TRIOTRON AND ORMOND UNIT.

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

COILS. Transformers, Etc. —Cont. 

ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value.

CABINETS.

DIGBY's Cabinets—Talis models in solid oak and mahogany; from 1/6 to 7/6.
DIGBY's Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resonatone speakers, if required.
DIGBY's Cabinets—Pedestal model, with separate battery compartment; from 5/- to £1.
DIGBY's Cabinets Made to Customers' own Desires.

ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value; lowest prices consistent with highest quality; illustrated list from actual manufacturers.—ARCHITECT Co., 158. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.

SUPPLIER of the "Wireless World"—Metal cabinets for the new Kilogram Four. "Wireless World"—The latest Supplier for "Radio World" and "Wireless World" kits, each compactly molded and elegantly scaled with brass handles, 2 polished copper screening boards for B.T.H. velum, complete with oak base, glistening finish, ready, with order, price £77/6; prices for various types of radio components, screen boxes, etc., will be quoted.

ARCHITECT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value.

KAY's Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal cabinets; special price for space station operator's cabinets (original contract) including signs at prices 50/- lower than elsewhere; quotations for special models, as required. Guaranteed: new cabinet, portable, mobile, built-in, ancient, etc.

OCCH American Types, astonishing value, special offer oak cabinets, glazed lid, hinged front, polished, rubberized, etc.; lists free—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

VINTAGE American Types, astonishing value, special offer oak cabinets, glazed lid, hinged front, polished, rubberized, etc.; lists free—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

SHIRELAND Triotron and ORMOND UNIT.

WHEN ordering please state for which unit chassis is required, the combination of any of these units with THE WHITE SPOT Cone and Chassis will give really wonderful results.

SPARE DIAPHRAGMS.

WORLD DIRECTORS. 

SPARE DIAPHRAGMS.
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BROWNIE WIRELESS

9'6'

POPULAR TRANSFORMER.
When planning your new set ensure perfect amplification by including a Brownie Popular Transformer. These transformers are designed and made exclusively for the Brownie, and the all the separate parts are protected by an attractive moulded case which seals the whole transformer against any atmospheric interference. Send P.C. for a leaflet bearing full details of Brownie Popular transformers. E.G. by Popular WW. Transformers, Ltd., 39, Golden Square, London, W.1.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson Street Works, Mornington Crescent, London, N.W.I.

THE PILOT RESISTOGRADE

5/-
A variable resistance for all uses, especially adapted to handling output voltages in eliminator circuits. It has a jumpless range from 40 ohms to 10 megohms and handles 20 watts. THIS RESISTANCE IS ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM PACKING AND IS NON-INDUCTIVE.

Also all lines manufactured by The Radio and Tube Corporation of New York, the largest manufacturers of Wireless parts in the world.

Write for catalogue to:
THOMAS A. ROWLEY, LTD.,
59, SKINNER LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

Loud-speakers.—Contd.
EPOCH Starts Another March in Moving Coil Design!
EPOCH.—The latest moving-coil model is announced by EPOCH. It is the model 867, which has dispensed with disappeared suspension entirely; thus, it is the first completely solid-state loud-speaker. EPOCH.—No more suspension required! EPOCH.—No more atmospheric or temperature varia-

The wireless world.

October 16th, 1929.

New & Novelties.

The Patent "DORIS" Cabinet is really high-class and superbly finished. Unique arrangement, patented April 8th, 1929, makes it one of the favourite that has been assembled in a few minutes through the use of screws. Formerly, it was hand made, and a cabinet of this kind was very expensive. The Patent "DORIS" is finished with a special finish of white lacquer, and is very suitable for the home of the most costly radio set. Price, extra to make your own set, or for the minimum loss of damage. Ready to suit any circuit.

Screen Coils.

PAREX NEW KOLO-MAK 4 W.W. RECORD 3 METAL CABINET AS SPECIFIED.

EPOCH.—There is a new type of moving-coil speaker that has been developed and is now available under the name of "EPOCH Model 867." This is the first moving-coil speaker to be produced in this country, and it is claimed to be the most economical. EPOCH.—It is claimed that this speaker will give absolutely realistic reproduction of speech, without disturbing.
EPOCH.—Now supplied in additional types, including public address models.
EPOCH.—If you wish to consult with the chief engineer of this firm, you will find one who will not fully support our every claim for this Epoch making speaker.
EPOCH.—We have received hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from satisfied users. EPOCH Model 867.M, the most-talked-of Speaker in scientific circles.

EPOCH.—The speaker is made for 67/6, not for any other value than in its class. EPOCH.—Model Junior, 550; a small moving coil speaker that will not bring about, but 650.
EPOCH.—New cabinet models.
EPOCH.—New booklet W.S.W. now ready.
EPOCH.—18 concentrated pages of interesting facts, from Cleopatra's talk.
EPOCH.—Send for your copy today.
EPOCH.—Dealers are invited to send for sample cards.
EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 30, Broad Street, London, E.C. Delivery, Central 37; Exchange, 11440.
 Loud-speakers.—Contd.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

If you are in London Call and See Godman's Coil, Drive and Reel Units before purchasing elsewhere.—Godman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4 (05808)


desirably and appreciably, to the definite superiority of Godman's Product. 1

the F.C. Harmony Driving-Cabinet of the type F.C.3 has been brought on the market. At the last Macclesfield Exhibition it came under the notice of my friends and self, and there was nothing to exhibition which equalled the F.C.3.

-... Lowdown. Once test this is a very fine unit. Although I have tried several, for purity of tone and faithful reproduction on the whole musical range, it is better than all 1. I congratulate you upon the production of a unit which marks a definite advance in the efficiency of the coil speaker unit.

—L.C.C. Domestic, writes: They are without equal.

Godman's Latest Advertisements. The range fitted which are unique, by reason of Godman's exclusive driving processes, can be fitted with any coil unit in 2 minutes; new model, 18/6; enthusiastic users write.

Mr. W. Llewellyn, writes: It may interest you to know that I am using a Godman's cabinet, and I am satisfied with its performance. Everyone must be satisfied with the reproduction.


Bakers Moving Coil Loud-speaker, worked for 1000 volts, etc., to octagonal beech or cabinet, 15/-; also Master Three set, £12.50.—Bakers, Sherborne Terrace, Croydon, 60/8.

Western Electric Kona Loud-speaker, £4 6/- model, untested, £3; £2.50 Edwards, 15, Achilles Rd., Hampstead, London, N.W.3.

Your Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column Headers. In the Scientific Development Co., Finsbury Park, Preston.

POCH.

POCH.

POCH by Porthcawl Payment.

POCH.

—POCH.—Any responsible householder can obtain any type of moving coil loud-speaker at a far less expense than you can obtain it. Particulars from 6, Lonsdale, 110, Cannon St., E.C.4. (518)

MPLIONS are unreamed and new as brand new; accept £4.—Reynolds, 23, Grange Rd., Westminster, S.W.5.

A Your Jew is recorded in the Wireless Construction All-Electric Gramophone.

The Remarkable Performance Curve of the Ultra Air Chromophone.

...incorporates the

Double-diaphragm Principle... uniform frequency response from 60 to 10,000 cycles... reproduces the high and the low notes faithfully.

IN INATTRACTIVE CABINETS.

Model U 11 ... ... Price £3 19 6
Model U 12 ... ... Price £3 5 0
Model U 12 (in oak) ... ... Price £11 0 0
Model U 18 (in mahogany) ... ... Price £11 17 6
Model U 24 ... ... Price £6 16 0

IN CHASSIS FORM.

Type L ... ... £11 17 0
Type K ... ... £2 12 0
Type F ... ... £5 18 0

*Type F is the issue by Mr. Percy W. Harris in the Wireless Construction All-Electric Gramophone.

ULTRA AIR CHROME

The only speaker with a published frequency response curve

Ultra Electric Limited, 661-663 Harrow Road, N.W.10
Telephone: Willesden 1816-7

—Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

Bakers Moving Coil Loud-speakers were acclaimed by all those who visited the Olympia on Friday night. The speakers, which were exhibited by the well-known firm of Bakers, were unique, by reason of Bakers' exclusive driving processes. The Cabinet Unit, which has a quite unique design, is capable of handling the full output of any modern loud-speaker, and its response to signals and purity of reproduction is at least as good as anything we have seen in recent years.

Advertisements: 41
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Bakers Moving Coil Loud-speakers were acclaimed by all those who visited the Olympia on Friday night. The speakers, which were exhibited by the well-known firm of Bakers, were unique, by reason of Bakers' exclusive driving processes. The Cabinet Unit, which has a quite unique design, is capable of handling the full output of any modern loud-speaker, and its response to signals and purity of reproduction is at least as good as anything we have seen in recent years.

Advertisements: 41
Genuine Radio Fuses.

Ordinary flash-lamp bulb fuses at 300+++++ milliamperes. How can these protect the delicate filament of the average valve taking 1 amp.? Prove for yourself the consumption of Competa 60 mA. Fuses. Type A. with milliamperes. You will find they are well within the safety margin.

Don't experiment with unknown makes. Instal upon this branded and guaranteed product. The name is clearly stamped on both fuse and carton.

Just a moment please—

If it's a question of QUALITY, better be SURE than SORRY.

There are new and inexperienced people manufacturing MOVING COIL LOUD-SPEAKERS to-day. PLAY for SAFETY by ordering a “WEBSON” B.S.7.

The FINEST LOUD-SPEAKER IN THE WORLD.

Send for particulars and “Personal Broadcasts.” Post Free.

Manufactured only by STAR ENGINEERING, DIDSbury, MANCHESTER.

Phone Didsbury 1785.

THE PIONEER FIRM.
This page contains advertisements for various products and services, including radio equipment, phonograph records, and other electronic devices. The text is a series of short, descriptive lines promoting different items, such as "performance alone proves it," "your set is only as good as your speaker!," and "dollars, dimes, nickels, no advantage whatever for the same." The layout is typical of early 20th-century advertisements, with a focus on promoting products with specific features or benefits.
THE WIRELESS WORLD

October 16th, 1929.

Very Much in Demand—

—our new 1930 SUPER POWER MODEL—

Olympia results have inundated us with orders from home and abroad. PLEASE
HEAR AND SEE THIS Wonderful Wireless at Manchester Exhibition, stand 111. Send a sample order of this new book (36 pages) "Sound Advice."

Baker's

SHELTER

RADIO

OFFICES:

89, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.25

WORKS:

42, CHERRY ROAD ORCHARD, E. CROYDON

DOMINION VERNIER DIALS

DOMINION SLOW MOTION DIAL.

Brown's are now producing 2,000 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day. That is why it is possible to offer this high-grade dial at the wonderful price of 2/-.

The mechanism is a special non-backlash design with a reduction ratio which makes fine tuning easy without becoming tedious. Finished in plain black or beautifully grained mahogany Baskette.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

FERRANTI, Lt. Trickle charger, never been used. 40/-; Ferranti transformer, A.F.3, 15/-; American Radio Ltd. transmitter, A.R.A. 9, & Carbon, Christmas. Chesh. King’s Heath, Birmingham. (6760)

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain’s radio experts, officially approved as wireless reparers by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League; boys and girls of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised; send for immediate quotation.

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed with our or our components, guaranteed best wire-

manship, we specialise in "The Wireless World" etrical; remember, we have satisfied customers throughout the British Isles; Bristol, Gloucester, Weston, Tunbridgeware, address and date our British representative will call, if winter comes now is the time for service. The Duke. Tuder 5526. 1, Castle Turas, Maxwell Hill. London, N.10. (12662)

EASY PAYMENTS.—We supply, by easy payments, components, and all new items. Terms 10/- down, balance spread over 10 months. Send list of requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.3. (6599)

METERS.—Meters, milliamperes and ammeter readings provided, voltmeter reading with resistances for higher ranges; send meters for estimation.—Glaster Bros., 224, Dalston Lane, London, E.11. (6599)

ALEXANDER BLACK, the original wireless doctor, still call (London and Home Counties) and do not charge until you have seen your set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to date; complete satisfaction or no charge; gramophone pickups. H. T. changers, and Watkins moving coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; purely re- produced.—H. T. Loudspeakers Ltd. 3a, Woodville Grove, 1/6 pine 5105 or Gilford 6667. (10727)

WIRELESS Notes.—A monthly series of informa- tion and advice for the wireless enthusiast, wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism of apparatus and components, immediate postal reply and advice in all difficulties; something new and unique; you must have it if you want the truth.—Full particulars free from Ernest H. Robinson, Tunbridge Wells, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. (1641)

STOP!—Why throw your old Otis pattern blades away, when a few storms on the Pendulum will make them new? Should you want 3 otis pattern blades, post free—W. A. Richardson, 16, Hurley Green, Stockton. (5478)

CABINET AND Table Legs, twist and carved, mouldings, plywood, Mahogany and Oak boards.—Colliers Furniture Co., 117, Southwark Street, London, E.C.4. (1598)

EMINENTS.—Important Notice. Results now available. Show that 88% of our candidates pass their exams. All the first attempt, remark and revised another approach by any other organization; and showing why we can guarantee "no pass—no fee." If you are not of every one hundred men may succeed, why should you remain in the ranks? Now is the time to go busy, and investigate. Our handbook, "Engineering Opportunity," explains the most topical and profitable studies suitable for prospective engineers, practical and Wireless Engineers, and includes a brilliant fore- word by Prof. W. A. H. Wilcocks, F.Inst.P. M., of the chances you are missing. Send for this free hand book, and press the study of the established English tradition of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, 23, S.W. Oxford Street, London, W.1. (6559)

9 B. G. D. C. Instrument Wire, 6d. per hank.—Wilson motors, 5/- each; 1. Weston relay, 5½/-; 1. 30-circuit transformer, 22½/-; 1. 12, 15, 100 Ohms. FORWARD WAVE. 1/0, 100, etc., £3; 1. O. (61) 7/2/23. 1/0 transformer. 10/- to 15/—Aber, V. Simpson, 62, Westminster, Bermondsey. (6619)

YOUR OLD APPARATUS Taken in Part Payment for Latest Type; see our advert, in column "Advances for Sales—Scientific Development Co.," Fisherton, Preston. (0239)


PATENT AGENTS.

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—Ge and Co., 11, T. P. Geo, Member B.R.G.B. and A.S.I.D., 9, Chaucer Lane, London, W. (0001)

KING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd, 14th, Queen Vic- toria St., E.C.2.—All know and handle on patenting inventions and registering trade marks by registered agents with 48 years experience. (6002)

REPAIRS.

TWELVE MONTHS Guarantee Accompanies all our work; any electrical appliance, or loud-speaker repaired and reconditioned within 48 hours. 2/-; or loud-speaker repaired and reconditioned within 48 hours. 2/-; post free. You are entitled to the terms of trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.), 214, High St., Dorking, Wheel, S.W.13. (0011)
WORLD'S FINEST VALUE

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency

LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN WIRELESS SCIENCE.

Even if you are only a beginner, this magnificent installation will enable you to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set will give you a thrill of interest which you have never had before, and a sense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will positively astonish and fascinate you.

DO NOT LET THE LOW BARGAIN PRICE MISLEAD YOU into thinking that this is a cheap production. On the contrary, every component is of first-rate quality, and the whole production is worth many pounds more than the price we ask. The Graves principle of business stands for Highest Quality, Lowest Price, Easiest Terms, and Immediate Sales.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

The Cabinet is of polished figured Oak, beautifully finished with hinged lid, so that all internal parts (including valves) are easily accessible. Dull Emire Director and Power Valves of proved efficiency, with anti-microphone-valve socket. No coils to change. Latest type H.T. Battery, efficient 2-valve Accumulator, and complete Audio Output. Cost of upkeep is negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER is of exclusive design Cabinet Type in beautifully finished Oak to match the Set. Will give the finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies, being fitted with large magnet of new four pole type, which ensures perfect reproduction. Price complete and Carriage Paid £7.17.6

"ANOTHER BARGAIN"


TERMS: 12 - with Order, and 12 - Monthly.

WRITE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE

Fullest Particulars and detailed specifications; also the latest types of companion Portable Sets, and other varieties of high-class Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES LTD., SHEFFIELD.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN RADIO CABINET

COMPLETE SET OF MACHINE PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLING

There's an "OSBORNE" Cabinet to fit every set. Machined parts ready for assembling. Cabinets assembled ready to polish or ready for use. Send 5/- in stamps for illustrated catalogue.

CHAS. A. OSBORNE,

Phone: Cheltenham 1186. Open 7.30 p.m. Saturdays 4.30 p.m.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN MAINS SET.

Attention to "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN RADIO CABINET

COMPLETE SET OF MACHINE PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLING

There's a "OSBORNE" Cabinet to fit every set. Machined parts ready for assembling. Cabinets assembled ready to polish or ready for use. Send 5/- in stamps for illustrated catalogue.


Phone: Cheltenham 1186. Open 7.30 p.m. Saturdays 4.30 p.m.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN MAINS SET.

Assemble your own Radio Cabinet.


Phone: Cheltenham 1186. Open 7.30 p.m. Saturdays 4.30 p.m.
SITUATIONS VACANT.

WIRELESS. Operating Appointments Assured; short qualification course, one year; pay-able after appointment for boarding students; Morse classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 31, Manse Gardens, London, N.7. Archway 3894.

WANTED, demonstrations for portable sets.—Box 3774, c/o The Wireless World.

OUTHERS Required for Wiring and Assembling; previous experience preferred, but not essential.—Apply Eastern Wireless Co., Ltd., Collingwood Road, Hul- ton, Surrey.

VARY Factory, North London District, has vacancies for the following:

FIRST Class Technical Assistant.—Applicants must have sound technical education and preferably previous experience of valve testing or production. Also

PHYSICIST, with experience of high vacuum technique, preferably with research or manufacturing experience of valves. Also

TOOL Designer, Draughtsman and Process Engineer, with experience of small tools and lamp work machinery.—Write, giving full particulars and salary required, Box 3560, c/o The Wireless World.

YOUNG MEN Between 21 and 29 years of age, appearance and education, required for high class installations and service work on electrical apparatus, first-class technical knowledge essential, and mechanical training an advantage.—Apply, in writing only, stating age, experience, and salary required, British Wireless, Ltd., Employment Department, Haydon, Middlesex.

TASTERS and Finishers Required by Portable Set Manufacturers in W.N. District; excellent wages for first-class men with credentials.—Write Box 301, G.P.O. 121, Kingsway, W.C.2.

SMAHT, experienced radio engineer required immediately, must be quick at fault finding and construction of all types of receivers, definite technical radio training essential, interesting work for right man.—Write, in first instance, giving age, salary required, etc., in Scott Sessions and Co.'s, 11, Britton's, London, E.C.2.


SEVERAL parties, desiring to start wireless stations, must apply to the Wireless Control Board, 11, Castle Terrace, Mussel Hill, N.10.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A CAPABLE Executive, A.C.I.S., comprehensive knowlege antacountancy, correspondence, salesmanship, organizing ability, sound business and commercial law, distinct on accuracy, wireless knowledge, seeks progressive position with a firm of repute experience.—Ref. Box 152, c/o The Wireless World.

GENTLEMAN Requires Post as Salesman, demonstrator, etc., thorough practical and theoretical knowledge of wireless, or as assistant in experimental work.—Box 305, c/o The Wireless World.

YOUNG MAN, 25, requires progressive position, 8 years' experience high class retail business, all sections, installation, repairs, battery charging, etc.—Box 5462, c/o The Wireless World.


BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

WXEP H.T. Batteries are now a proved success; write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method of building and maintaining free, mention paper.—Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.

TRIPS by Step Wireless; a complete course of the theory of electricity in relation to the practical sign of wireless apparatus, eliminating, circuits, etc., 6 weeks instruction at an expert's notebook, giving up-to- date practical application, terms weekly, send 17 p. by first 4 weeks.—Chifley Presland, A.M.I.E.E. Eng., 245, W.W.

RADIO Amateur Call Book, the Directory of Amateur Wireless Transmitters of the World, call number and address of all in countries, shortwave stations, prefixes and other information useful to amateurs are paid to any address anywhere; published four times a year; reduction to total subscribers.—F. H. Barker, F. A. Glencorse, Threl- man, Shereham, London.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

ACCU-WIRING MACHINERY

The unique Semi-Automatic Positioning Machine. Incl. the new Automatic Switch Set Plus Auxiliary Machine. Complete as illustrated. Price 17s. 6d. Post Free. 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

ACCELERATOR RAILWAY

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

ADOLPH CO.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

APPELTON ELECTRIC CO.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BARTON & CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BECKETT & CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BROOKS & CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BROWN & CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.

BURLINGTON WIRE CO., LTD.

The only complete electric railway in the world. Complete as illustrated. Price 100 lbs. 6s. 8d. Post Free. 50 lbs. 3s. 5d. Post Free.
Ask for

EDISWAN

VACUUM RESISTANCES.

EDISWAN GLASS-ENCLOSED VACUUM RESISTANCES.

(Grid Leak or Anode)

Ediswan are the only British made resistances of this type on the market. All resistances are thoroughly tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely accurate and noiseless in operation. Obtainable in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Overall length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE CONDENSERS.

These condensers are ideal for the man who likes to experiment. In a second, you can pull one out of the clips and put in another of a different value. They are made in values from 0.0001 mfd. to 0.001 mfd. Overall length, 45 mm.

For the best results

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED,
INCORPORATING THE WATTLE SUPPLIES KNITTING ENGINEERING, REPAIRING AND RADIO BUSINESS OF THE EDISON THOMSON DOUGLAS LTD.
BRANCHES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35/- each for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

Special Quotations for Gramophone Radio and Public Address Smoothing Chokes on application.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1408.
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B’ham."

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Tone so natural that you might actually be in the studio!

Why so good? Because—An entirely new type of diaphragm ensures perfectly balanced reproduction and ample strength to handle considerable output. Strictly accurate centring of the moving coil gives enormous sensitivity. The outstanding success of the Olympia Radio Exhibition. It reproduces the entire musical scale.

Moving Coil Cabinet Speaker, type 110 for 6 volt accumulator, £7. Type 120 for D.C. Mains, £7.10.0. Type 130 for A.C. Mains (new Rectifier Unit, U9 Valve), £12.12.0. Moving Coil Units can also be obtained from £4.10.0.

The first and greatest name in wireless

MARCONIPHONE Moving Coil SPEAKERS
Ask for

EDISWAN

VACUUM RESISTANCES.

EDISWAN GLASS-ENCLOSED VACUUM RESISTANCES.
(Grid Leak or Anode)

Ediswan are the only British made resistances of this type on the market. All resistances are thoroughly tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely accurate and noiseless in operation. Obtainable in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megalohms. Overall length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE CONDENSERS.
These condensers are ideal for the man who likes to experiment. In a second, you can pull one out of the clips and put in another of a different value. They are made in values from 0.001 mfd. to 0.001 mfd. Overall length, 45 mm.

For the best results

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED,
BRANCHES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35' each
for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

Special Quotations for Gramophone Radio and
Public Address Smoothing Chokes on application.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1409.
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B'ham."

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Tone so natural that you might actually be in the studio!

Fit this new Marconiphone Moving Coil Speaker to your set, and you will know for the first time how good wireless can really be.

What a difference this new Marconiphone Moving Coil Speaker makes! Tone—so absolutely pure and natural that you might be in the studio instead of miles away. Volume—strong enough to fill a dance hall, or subdued for a chamber concert in your drawing room.

As soon as you possibly can, hear a Marconiphone Moving Coil Speaker at any dealer's. If you do not know of a dealer near you, write to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Why so good? Because—
An entirely new type of diaphragm ensures perfectly balanced reproduction and ample strength to handle considerable output. Strictly accurate centring of the moving coil gives enormous sensitivity. The outstanding success of the Olympia Radio Exhibition. It reproduces the entire musical scale.

Moving Coil Cabinet Speaker, type 110 for 6 volt accumulator, £7. Type 120 for D.C. Mains, £7.10.0. Type 130 for A.C. Mains (new Rectifier Unit, U9 Valve), £12.12.0. Moving Coil Units can also be obtained from £4.10.0.

The first and greatest name in wireless

Marconiphone Moving Coil Speakers

The Wireless World

MANCHESTER SHOW REPORT

The Paper for Every Wireless Amateur

Wednesday, October 23rd, 1929.

"EKCO"
EKCO-LECTRIC RADIO RECEIVERS AND POWER SUPPLY UNITS
"Plug in—That's all!"

AWARDED THE CERTIFICATE OF THE INSTITUTE OF HYGIENE FOR QUALITY AND PURITY

There is nothing better

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper for transmission to the United Kingdom.
A car costs 2/6 per hour to run.
A wireless set costs less than 1d per hour with

EVER READY
POPULAR 64 VOLT T. BATTERY for WIRELESS

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
YOU CAN TAKE IT FROM US

—secure in the knowledge that you get a good job for your money.

It's compact.
That means simplified assembly and wiring. It's efficient.
It does its work properly because of its special core, the silver wire of the primary, and the nickel-wound secondary.
Hear its performance and you'll remember its name—the Mullard PERMACORE L.F. Transformer. It has a step-up ratio of 3:1.

Mullard
MASTER RADIO

ENQUIRE WITHIN

For Everything Radio

The Amazing Mazda
Valves - - - Chrome Cover
Radio Receivers - Black Cover
Loudspeakers, etc. - Brown Cover
Accessories and Components - Cerise Cover
Battery Eliminators, and Chargers and Power Components - Blue Cover
Accumulators - Grey Cover
Dry Batteries - Sepia Cover

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Publicity Dept.,
123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
SHOPROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

The
IMPERIAL PINT
and T.C.C.

THE Imperial Pint is the Standard pint—
the pattern for all pints. Many pint pots are etched with the Imperial Pint mark—such a pot, filled, contains true measure.
There is also a standard among condensers—and that is T.C.C. Every condenser marked "T.C.C." is an assurance that it is up to standard. T.C.C. Condensers, because of their accuracy, dependability, and good service are to-day the recognised standard of all condensers—that's the opinion of experimenter, scientist and amateur alike. Remember this when next you want a condenser.

The illustration above is of the 2 mfd. Paper Condenser (Licensed under Design Reg. No. 735,175)
Price 3½d.—Other capacities from .005 to 10 mfd. Prices 1½d. to 18½d. 6d.

T.C.C.
CONDENSERS

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Why tolerate the expense and trouble associated with H.T. Batteries?—you can never have perfect reception so long as you rely on Battery Supply for H.T. Get this wonderful A.C. 16 model—the difference will amaze you—increased selectivity, absolute clarity, and much greater volume—all the time. Using an A.C. 16 your set will give you as good results as an expensive All-Mains Sct. A.C. 16 is the latest Model of the famous Clarke's “ATLAS” Range, made to accommodate any set from 1 to 5 valves, and is adaptable to any portable set when used in the home.

Our Wonderful Offer to Radio Listeners

For £10 down—less than the cost of a 100 Volt H.T. Battery—this super Eliminator is yours. The balance you pay in easy instalments, after which the cost for H.T. is finished with, except for the cost of current which is so small as to be negligible. It doesn't matter whether you are on Direct or Alternating current, there is a model in the Clarke's “ATLAS” Range to meet your requirements, any of which can be obtained on this easy payment system.

Full details are given in our new Folder No. 44. SEND FOR IT NOW!

Clarke's “ATLAS” Eliminators are made to provide maximum safety in working, and comply with the Institute of Electrical Engineers' Regulations, and the incorporation of the famous Anode Feed System ensures smooth running and entire freedom from "motor-boating."

SEE STAND No. 41
RADIO EXHIBITION
CITY HALL, MANCHESTER.
K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and slow-motion device... .0005 or .0003 12/-
Without knob, dial or slow-motion device... .0003 or .0005 8/-

K.C. DRUM CONTROL CONDENSERS
With Drum Control and slow-motion device.. 15/6
Trip A.C. and K.C. condenser... 38/6
Triple K.C. Condensers... 40/-

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for panel mounting... .0003 or .0001 5/6

If unobtainable from your dealer, write direct to us giving his name and address.

DUBLIERS VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Ask your dealer for the Dubilier Booklet—"A Bit about a Battery"—it's free.

PHILIPS A.C. FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

If you have not an All-Electric Receiver, have the next best thing.
Fit a Philips A.C. Filament Transformer and cut out your L.T. accumulators. Then your set will give better results and you will have none of the trouble or expense of recharging accumulators. Philips A.C. Filament Transformer is low in cost and completely reliable in operation. Bring your set up to date by adding this valuable unit.
In a good set each unit, however small, must be perfectly made. It is because components are so important both to the quality of reception and the ease in building, that Lotus components are recommended almost universally by technical men and the Press. Lotus units are made in one of the most modern radio factories in this country. They are made to an exceptionally high standard and each one—large or small—is carefully tested before it leaves the works. You can depend upon Lotus components. Put them into your next set.

The Lotus range includes:
Lotus Valve Holders, Lotus Variable, Differential and Reaction Condensers; Lotus All Mains Unit; Lotus Dual and Single Drum Dials and Dual Wave Coils; Lotus L.F. Intervale and Power Transformers; Lotus H.F. and L.F. Chokes; Lotus Remote Control Units; Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs and also an exceptionally fine selection of Lotus Receiving Sets.

Send for Two Handsome Catalogues To-day.

Made in one of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain by
GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

From All Radio Dealers.
Do you use a pick-up?

Every user of an electrical pick-up should immediately write for the “Novotone” Booklet.

The Novotone Tone Compensator invented by Dr. N. W. McLachlan not only compensates for the inherent losses in pick-ups but also for the even greater losses in recording.

Read this extract from “The Wireless World,” August 21st, 1929, Page 177.

“In ordinary records it is necessary to restrict the amplitude of notes below about 250 cycles in order that the vibrations may be contained within the standard pitch of the groove.”

TURN LOSSES INTO GAINS WITH THE NOVOTONE.

The NOVOTONE PUTS IN BASS WITHOUT BOOM.

The NOVOTONE IMPROVES REPRODUCTION BEYOND BELIEF OVER THE WHOLE MUSICAL SCALE.

REALISM FROM RECORDS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED BY USING THE NOVOTONE.

Write now for the 8 Page explanatory Booklet “W.N.”

See the Diagram illustrating the effect of the Gambrell Novotone on electrically reproduced records.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,

6, Buckingham Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Telephone: Temple 8933

lage Wireless World October 23rd, 1920.

LISENIN

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

(Registered Patented)

Scientifically constructed, both electrically and mechanically, they hold the wire, but grip the flex covering. All strains and stresses are removed from the conductors, and once a connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.

Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive leaflet “W.W.” Post free. of course.

POSITIVE GRIP BARENS

Type PLUG & SOCKET.
A great advance on all other types of plug. A silky, dead smooth contact is now obtainable. Price 6d. complete.

POSITIVE GRIP STANDARD WANDER PLUG.
The old friend, used by tens of thousands satisfied experimenters. In red, green and black. Price 2d. each.

POSITIVE GRIP CHUBBY WHAMPER PLUG.
Ideal for portable sets and where space is limited. Various colours. Price 2d. each.

POSITIVE GRIP SPADE END. P.O.O.L. End. Acheel contact at all times. Price 3d. ea.

LISENIN POSITIVE GRIP ALL MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET (Registered Design).

The Lisenin Mains Plug and Socket is totally insulated and is capable of very high working off batteries as those from the electric supply. The leads may be dropped with impunity and there is no chance of a short circuit. Instantly assembled with the aid of a screwdriver. NOTE THE PRICE.

WRITE to-day for our new descriptive folder, mentioning this paper.

We have moved to larger premises. Note new address:

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.,

5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Bucks.
Phone: SLOUGH 652. T. Address: POSGRIP SLOUGH.

Look for the Lisenin Show Case on your Radio Dealer’s Counter.

Mention of “The Wireless World,” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Recent developments in Radio have created a demand for a new transformer of the same quality and reliability as the AF5, but capable of greater L.F. amplification. In their class of medium ratio, the Ferranti AF3, AF4 and AF5 are still supreme; but changed conditions — notably the advent of the Screened Grid Valve — have rendered this a necessary addition to the standard range.

**THE AF6, RATIO 1/7**

Designed to ensure the maximum volume where only ONE L.F. stage is employed with Grid Leak Rectification. It is particularly suitable for sets of the S.G.3 type, where greater amplification is desired than is usually obtained from one L.F. stage. The curve is better than that of the AF3, and the amplification is twice as great. This new transformer is not intended for use in receivers employing more than ONE stage of L.F.

**PRICE: 30/-**
POLAR BEHIND YOUR PANEL

For the Mullard "Orgola."
For the "Magic" Three.
For the Ferranti S.G. Three.

FIT THE POLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER.

Note:—For the "Orgola" a '0003 Capacity is specified, but one should realise that this is the total capacity. In other words it is equivalent to the "Polar" '00015 capacity EACH SIDE.
For the "Magic" Three a '0001 to '00015 EACH SIDE is specified.
For the "Ferranti" S.G. Three a "Polar" '0001 EACH SIDE is specified.

PRICES FOR THE "POLAR" DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER:

Obtainable immediately from your local dealer, or direct if any difficulty locally

'0001 EACH SIDE 6/6 '00015 EACH SIDE 7/-

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.,
168-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

This long-life Battery will better your reception!

66-volts 7'9

Fitted with the long-life Dubilier Battery, your Set will give better quality performance over a longer period. Get one to-day at your dealer's—it costs less than other makes.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
for the amateur
to build his own
Super
Loudspeaker

This cone unit and
assembly now permits
the amateur designer
to construct a super-sen-
sitive loudspeaker which
is cheaper than a factory
built model whilst at
the same time allowing
him to use his own ideas
as to the type of cabinet
or baffle to be used.

For the small sum of
15/- for the cone unit
and 12/6 for the assem-
bly he can build a loud-
speaker unequalled in
its class for volume,
tone and sensitivity.

Like all Ediswan pro-
ducts this unit and
assembly combine typically
British quality with life-
long dependability.

As good as
the best
but costs only
20/-
Ask your radio dealer.

with this
EDISWAN
CONE UNIT &
ASSEMBLY

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED.
Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:
1a, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
Phone: Museum 9801.

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Get the Best from your Set—only the Grosvenor can do it

The Battery with the New Vitalising Element

The wonderful new Vitalising Element ensures continuous and satisfactory service. No other battery can give you the same service. It's the new Vitalising Element unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by all the Leading Set Makers after the most exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED to be the best.

66 v. from 7/6  99 v. from 11/6

The Grosvenor Battery Co., Ltd.,

Grosvenor British Made Batteries

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35/- each for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

Special Quotations for Gramophone Radio and Public Address Smoothing Chokes on application.

William BayliSS Ltd., Sheepcote Street, Birmingham.

Telephone: Mid. 1409
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B'ham."
THE REST OF THE ORCHESTRA

HERE, at last, is a loud speaker that does not cheat you of half the broadcast! It finds the missing artists! It reveals instruments hitherto silent. It gives you notes you've never heard before. It is the new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker.

Because it incorporates the latest Brown improvements in design—the wonderful "Vee" movement and the new Duplex cone—this latest Brown triumph gives far more realistic reproduction than any heard before. Every instrument and every note—high and low—is reproduced true-to-life. Its tone is sweeter and more mellow. Its volume is richer and more magnificent. In short, if you buy a Brown Duplex Loud Speaker you hear the broadcast in your home as it is played in the studio. Ask your Wireless Dealer.

IN THREE MODELS:
Design as illustrated. Mahogany or Oak.

V10 £5 10s. 0d.  V12 £7 10s. 0d.  V15 £12 10s. 0d.
Also obtainable by easy payments, ask your Dealer for particulars.

Brown
DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER

Advt. S. O. Brown, Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, London, W. 3

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The World's greatest development in Dynamic Speaker Construction AGAIN MAGNAVOX LEADS THE WAY

**Standard Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cone Size</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>D.C. Price</th>
<th>A.C. Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 1/2in.</td>
<td>110/180v</td>
<td>£8.5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 1/2in.</td>
<td>180/300v</td>
<td>£8.5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 1/2in.</td>
<td>6/12v</td>
<td>£3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>110v</td>
<td>£11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>200/240v</td>
<td>£11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cone Size</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>D.C. Price</th>
<th>A.C. Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 1/2in.</td>
<td>110/180v</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>180/300v</td>
<td>£6.7.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>6/12v</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>110v</td>
<td>£8.5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>200/240v</td>
<td>£8.5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magnavox again leads the way with the new X-CORE dynamics. The X-CORE insures perfect alignment of the inner and outer poles and a true concentric gap in which the moving coil may vibrate. The X-CORE is secured in engagement with the main core by means of a bolt running directly through its centre. The new special model with 7 1/2in. "LEXIDE" Cone is the World’s finest Moving Coil Speaker, while the Standard model with 10 1/2in. "LEXIDE" Core heralds the greatest advance in dynamic power speaker construction.

**Write for new eight-page folder**

**THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, Ltd.**

24 Maddox Street, London, W.1

*Phone, MAYFAIR 0257/9*

---

**YOUR "D.C.," SIR, is on STAND 78 (TONMAN HALL)**

**MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION**

**Important developments in**

**WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS**

which created such great interest at Olympia.

The construction of high-tension eliminators is now greatly simplified and cheapened by the introduction of the new units H.T.3 and H.T.4.

Complete range of units suitable for any type of eliminator or charger will be on view.

For those who intend to buy a ready-made mains unit, we have a selection on show of those made by the leading radio manufacturers.

**The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1**

Mention of "The Wireless World" when writing to advertisers will ensure prompt attention.
VARLEY
— NOW TAKE THE LEAD IN
L·F INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS

You have only to look at these curves to see that for yourself. They show what
the curves of no other transformer can show—perfect amplification of the deep
base notes, together with constant response at all frequencies from 50 to 5,000
cycles. After all, it was only to be expected, for in the early days of broadcasting
the coils for most of the well-known transformers were wound by Varley. Then
after months of research came our success with the nickel iron alloy core, and
today we are able to market at an amazingly low price two L.F. Intervalve
Transformers whose performance is second to none.

Curve "A" is that of Nicore 1, used in the ordinary transformer arrangement,
showing an amplification of the order of 50 between 100 and 5,000 cycles and
over 60 at 50 cycles.

Curve "B" is that of Nicore 1, used in the resistance feed auto-transformer
arrangement, showing an amplification of 60 and a perfectly straight line
between 50 and 5,000 cycles.

No attempt has been made to retain inaudible side-band frequencies; the
discerning public will not be slow to realise that our efforts have produced curves
which are—like everything else connected with Varley—perfectly straight.

*Nicore 1 is suitable for the "1530 Everyman Four," described in "The Wireless World" last week.*

Write for Section D of the Varley Catalogue.

NICORE 1 (List No. D.P.1)
Ratio 4:1
£1:0:0

Varley

Advertisement for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
UP IN PERCY’S ROOM

Percy likes jazz music. Dad is a devotee of the Proms. So as soon as the concert is ended, Percy and the boys and the Bowyer-Lowe Portable Five all go upstairs together. Nothing to detach or fix up. No aerial and no earth wire. Everything is contained in the good-looking oak cabinet. You can take this Portable wherever you wish, and the music will come to you as clear as life. Directional operation is made quite easy by the turn-table. The price is astonishingly modest, and you can pay by easy monthly instalments.

Ask your Wireless Dealer about the comprehensive range of Bowyer-Lowe Sets and Components, or write to Headquarters for illustrated literature.

SIXTEEN GUINEAS

Complete, including royalties

Bowyer-Lowe

In association with

Recordaphones Ltd.

London Showrooms:

ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

Head Office and Works:

RADIO WORKS, LEICESTER, LEICESTERSHIRE.

WHY PAY MORE?

When you can buy Ediswan Accumulators at these prices!

Major Loten

70 Amp. hrs. 11/-

Little Loten

20 Amp. hrs. 4/3

Midget Loten

12 Amp. hrs. 2/9

Minor Loten

45 Amp. hrs. 8/-

Your accumulator worries are ended if you instal an Ediswan Loten—your charging bills are reduced, too, because the new mass type plates ensure maximum life per charge. From the lead used in the plates to the glass of the container, Loten accumulators are 100% British.

If its EDISWAN

.....it's better

Ask your radio dealer.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
You may be paying for this

A BAD Filament

Without "Tenacious Coating"

Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph showing part of the filament of a badly coated valve before use, showing a serious gap in the coating. A gap such as this starts the valve off in its life with a poor performance. The valve then prematurely fails.

Better to be sure with this

A GOOD Filament

With "Tenacious Coating"

This reproduction shows the coating typical of all OSRAM Valves. Notice the absolute evenness of the coating. There are no gaps, the coating clings, so that the full benefit of the coating is maintained. The secret is the startling discovery of the scientific process of "Tenacious Coating."

Osram Valves with the "Tenacious Coating"
40 STATIONS on a 3-valve set

USING TWO LEWCOs CENTRE TAPPED COILS

"By far the best." An interesting testimonial from a user of Lewcos Coils.

"I am using two of your Centre Tapped Coils on my three-valve set, 75, 35 and 300. I find that your Litz wound coils are by far the best, and considering that my set is the usual Det. and 2 L.F., on an indoor aerial I am getting 40 stations (at Putney). I feel certain that the SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY ARE ENTIRELY DUE TO THE LEWCOs COILS."

LEWCOs C.T. COILS.

All Lewcos C.T. Coils are Litz wound and have an extraordinary low H.F. resistance which is one of the secrets of successful reception. With any circuit the inclusion of Lewcos C.T. Coils very materially improves the sensitivity of the set both in volume and purity.

DUAL UNSCREENED COIL.

Lewcos unscreened coil units are supplied in bakelite containers. Each section is operated separately but the construction is such that the units can be placed horizontally (central hole fixing) when the switching mechanism can be operated from the front of the panel, or vertically, when it is necessary to open the cabinet to alter the waveband.

LEWCOs COMPONENTS

FOR BETTER RADIO RECEPTION

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS LTD.,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
AMPLIFICATION
FOR
without
DISTORTION

WITH MELODY
OUT OF THE
MEDLEY
FIT

TELSEN
TRANSFORMERS

Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Miller Street, Birmingham.

Get reproduction that is so startlingly near to the original performance, with its real full-toned bass and amazingly faithful renderings of the higher range.

No component affects the tone of radio reception more than the transformer—insist on Telsen! Try one now. They are entirely British "Radiogrand" Model. "Ace" Model 12/6. 8/6

Ratios
5:1 and 3:1
5:1 and 3:1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
M.P.A. COMPONENTS — BEST IN RADIO!

MADE TO A STANDARD THAT SETS A STANDARD!

M.P.A. ELIMINATORS

Made research and experience are behind these new components. Every Eliminator is tested to over 1,000 volts A.C. for breakdown, and complies in every way with I.E.E. regulations.

UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C. For input voltages from 200-350 volts. Supplies H.T. in 6 Tappings from 200/60 volts, output, at 20 volts, 50 mA. Price £2 12s. 6d. (Exclusive of Vaceoni Royalties.)

GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C. For input voltages from 200-350 volts. Supplies H.T. in 6 Tappings from 200/60 volts, output, at 20 volts, 50 mA. L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) values variable 2/6 volts, and Grid Bias, 50-300 volts. Price £2 12s. 6d. (Exclusive of Vaceoni Royalties.)

POWER MODEL A.C. For Public Address Systems and Power Amplifiers. For input voltages from 200-350 volts. Supplies H.T. 400 volts and six for 150/60 volts. Output at 200 volts 45 m.A. L.T. (A.C.) values 4 volts, and 6 volts, Grid Bias 20 one volt steps and one variable supply to 120 volts. Price £23 0s. 0d. (Exclusive of Marconi R. volt cts.)

Power Smoothing Choke (Type SM/500). EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY! FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP: Carrying capacity 400 milliamperes, suitable for smoothing in power amplifiers. Tested to over 3,000 volts for breakdown. Complies in all respects with I.E.E. regulations. Price 60/-.

M.P.A. CHOSES

L.F. Maximum inductance at full load. No increase in temperature. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations. Tested to over 1,000 volts A.C. for breakdown.

“A” Series:
20 Henries 170 mA.
50 Henries 50 mA.
100 Henries 10 mA.
Price 27/-

“B” Series:
20 Henries 170 mA.
50 Henries 50 mA.
100 Henries 10 mA.
Price 25/-.

M.P.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Suitable for use with receiver having an input of 100,000 volts A.C. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every respect. The output of a suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.

AMT/80—Primary tapped for all A.C. volages. Secondary 400-200-100-50 volts. Full wave, 45 milliamperes output. filament-heating 2 volts + 4 volts = 5 volts = 4 volts = 3 volts = 2 volts output.

AMT/100—Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 400-200-100-50 volts full wave; 45 milliamperes output. 200-50-4 volts = 3 volts = 2 volts = 3 volts = 2 volts + 3 volts output.

Price 105/-

M.P.A. CHANGE OVER SWITCHES

SILVER-GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS. HIGH CLASS PRECISION WORKMANSHIP: Heavy contactswitches of very low capacity. Positive contact in each position. Highly efficient.

TYPE “A”—8-pole 2-way switch with additional adjustable pair of contacts. Ideal for radio co-axial systems. Price 6/-

PRICE 7/-

TYPE “B”—3-pole 2-way switch

Price 7/-

M.P.A. POTENTIAL DIVIDER

For H.T. and G.B. supply. Another product of the M.P.A. Research Laboratory. 20,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 20,000 ohms (heavy duty) for H.T. supply. 8 values H.T. 20 tappings G.B. in one volt steps.

Carrying 10 m.A. at H.T. supply. Price 7/-

M.P.A. PRODUCTS ABOVE £5 CAN BE PURCHASED ON EASY DEFERRED TERMS. ASK YOUR DEALER TO ARRANGE.

M.P.A. COMPETITIVE. COMPLETE RANGE OF WIRELESS AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

M.P.A. ELECTRICAL MACHINERY LTD.

Dept. 2, Radio Works, High Road, Chiswick, W.4.
THE NEW
BURNDEPT
SCREENED
PORTABLE

5 GOOD REASONS
WHY IT IS ALREADY
A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS

1. Price—19 Guineas complete, because of true economy in production and the lessons of experience; far superior to the successful 1928-9 model.

2. Simple to tune in—drum controls calibrated in wave lengths cover the belts 230 — 500 and 1000 — 2000 metres.

3. Magnificent reproduction unequalled by any other Portable — new "Minstrel" Double Diaphragm loud speaker with balanced armature drive.

4. Four valves including one Screened Grid—therefore unrivalled selectivity and continental scope.

5. Neater than its predecessor—the valves and batteries are covered by a panel, but easily accessible—a turntable is fitted—the case is crocodile leather finished.

Write for full specification and detail of our generous Hire Purchase Terms.
An entirely new M-L production for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER, the D.C. to A.C. Converter.

To be shown at
The Manchester
RADIO EXHIBITION,
STAND 126, Gallery.

See The Wireless World, Page 375,
October 2nd, 1929.

40 WATT Model
£13-0-0
85 WATT Model
£19-0-0

Power Supply Units our Speciality.

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains. Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd., Radio Dept.,
COVENTRY.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
13 ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS IN 1

The "AVOMETER"
MEASURES
AMPS, VOLTS and OHMS
without calculation of any kind.
NO EXTERNAL SHUNTS OR MULTIPLIERS.

The 13 ranges of the "AVOMETER"
are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-12 Milliamps</td>
<td>Amperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-120 Milliamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-12 Amperes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1200 Volts</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1200 Ohms</td>
<td>Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-10,000 Ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-100,000 Ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1 Megohm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price - - £8 8 0
Deferred Payments Arranged.
Write to us for details.

The "DOUGLAS"
Automatic Coil Winder
(EXTENDED IN ALL COUNTRIES)
(Hand-driven).

It is a high class Machine designed to meet the requirements of small Manufacturers, Repairers, etc.

It winds perfect coils of any shape from 1⁄16" to 5" in length and up to 3" in diameter, with any gauge wire from 48 to 22 s.w.g., at a maximum speed of 3,000 r.p.m.

The setting or changing over from one job to another, irrespective of the size of wire or shape of bobbin, occupies less than half a minute.

The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
WINDER HOUSE, ROCHESTER ROW, S.W.1.

Phone: VICTORIA 4351.

No printing matter can possibly convey the numerous uses to which this Instrument can be put. One of the largest firms in the world informs us that "THE VALUE OF THE "AVOMETER" CANNOT POSSIBLY BE APPRECIATED UNTIL IT IS IN ACTUAL USE." This concern has purchased over 80 "AVOMETERS" and is still ordering.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Input and Output:
The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick Up is designed to avoid all record wear, give perfect tracking, and is specially developed for Moving Coil Speaker reproduction. Without these features, it is impossible to get good input and reproduction.

In Oxidised Silver £3 : 3 : 0  In Bronze £3 : 0 : 0

The Speaker:
To give of its best, must be specially designed from an acoustic principle, apart from the unit installed therein. With the R.G.D. Moving Coil Loud Speaker we can say that these points have been thoroughly dealt with. The case is of solid oak, and the instrument is of an exceptionally high-class nature. For D.C. mains the cost is £80 : 0 : 0. And it can be supplied with the equipment for A.C. mains if desired. Literature on application.

THE RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
St. Peters Place, Birmingham

Exide
THE LONG LIFE BATTERY

To ensure perfect reception always have this famous, well-nigh infallible battery in your own set

EXIDE BATTERIES
(London Sales & Service Depot) 215-239, Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
They must be good—3,000,000 Valveholders already sold!

CLEARER-TONE VALVEHOLDER

The original Clearer-Tone Valveholder, in face of considerable low price competition, has more than held its own and will be continued at

2

VIBROLDER

The Benjamin Vibrolader was last season's most successful accessory, the self-aligning feature ensuring positive contact with all types of English 4-pin valves.

1/6

5-PIN VALVEHOLDER

Designed for use with the new 5-pin valve with centre leg. The Benjamin anti-microphonic feature is incorporated and also patented contact, which ensures perfect contact when using either solid or split pin valves.

1/9

Seen the new Switch?

Some people say "Turn off the wireless"—and that's just what you do with this rotary switch. It's an attractive alternative to the usual pull and push type. All insulated, with indicating "On" or "Off" dial, pointer knob, terminals, and double contact. Suitable for use with panels up to 3-inch thickness. Quick make and break action... 1/9

BENJAMIN RADIO PRODUCTS

BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 17

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Get your copy of

**DIARY for 1930**

THIS little volume contains in convenient compass a mass of information which wireless users frequently require, and the Diary pages provide ample space for memoranda, and notes concerning individual sets and other wireless matters.

**PRICES:**
- Cloth bound 1/- net. By post incl. In Leather Case with pockets, pencil and seasons-tickets window, 2/- net. By post 27.
- Published jointly by
  - "THE WIRELESS WORLD."
  - Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and
  - Chas. Letts & Co.

**HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE**

**The Wireless World**

**MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER**

(as described in "The Wireless World")

Complete

Constructional Details and Dimensional Drawings

By F. H. HAYNES
Assistant Editor: "THE WIRELESS WORLD."


WITH the moving coil type of loudspeaker the most faithful reproduction can be obtained. This booklet gives complete instructions for building an instrument, at a moderate cost, whose performance is suited to home conditions. The design has been developed to form a standard for amateur workers, as, when once adopted, the dimensions cannot easily be modified.

Price 1/8 post free.

From the office of "THE WIRELESS WORLD."

---

**Build the LOTUS S.G.P. Set at home!**

The new Lotus 3-valve S.G.P. receiver is the season's greatest success. British and European stations come in with outstanding clarity and power. It is selective to a degree hitherto unattained.

Build this wonderful set yourself at home. You can buy the complete outfit ready to assemble from any retailer for £7 12 6. Ask for the Lotus S.G.P. Kit—full instructions are with it and the main components are already mounted.

*From all radio dealers*

**LOTUS**

**S.G.P. 3-valve Kit Set**

Send to-day for full descriptions, diagrams and instructions for assembling.

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components in one of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

*Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.*

---

**Advertisements.**

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

October 23rd, 1920.
20 STATIONS IN 5 MINUTES FOR £5
GUARANTEED WITH THE WONDERFUL DUAL RANGE
NIGHTINGALE SCREEN GRID 3 KIT
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FREE CIRCUIT

THE NIGHTINGALE
SUPER TRANSFORMER. 10/6
NEVER BURNS OUT.
DUAL COIL 203 to 2000

THE NEW NIGHTINGALE
4 POLE, DUPLEX REED, ADJUSTABLE TONE,
WITH THREE INTERCHANGEABLE IMPEDANCES
1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 OHMS.
TWIN CHOKE
GUARANTEED
4,000 TURNS
HIGHLY EFFICIENT ON ALL WAVES.

BULLPHONE, 38, Holywell Lane, LONDON, E.C.
APOLOGY

To our many customers who have been kept waiting for their orders to be executed we tender our apologies for the delay. We feel sure that it will be appreciated that the recent Radio Exhibition has resulted in an influx of orders which has necessitated the extension of our Works. Production has consequently been increased to meet the exceptional demand for the Donotone Loud Speakers and orders can now be accepted for delivery within any specified time.

DONOTONE

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER.


Telephone: HOLBORN 0523.

BULGIN

SECOND TO NONE

FOR RELIABILITY!

The choice of critics

STANDARD

PUSH-PULL SWITCH
Every part made to

strict specification and

fine limits, this switch

will operate for years,

giving smooth but per-

fect contact. Highest-

quality finish through-

out.

PRICE 1/6 EACH

A. F. BULGIN & CO.

Contractors

to the

Admiralty

Radio Manufacturers.

9, 11, CURRITOR ST., CHANCERY


Suppliers

to the

Air Ministry

Counter balance
to prevent record
wear.

Price 2/3 Each

At last!

Adjustable, Accurate Needle Tracking
without the use of a Protractor.

The E.M.G.

PICK-UP ARM.

Designed by a mathematician,
made by a scientific instrument
maker.

A t last, the perfect
Pick-Up Arm! The
E.M.G. has been designed
specifically to cater for all
makes of pick-up, and to
enable whichever is used
work under perfect con-
ditions. For the first time
it is possible to secure, by
means of the adjustments
provided, correct needle
track alignment whatever
pick-up is used. Full instructions and a special jig supplied with
every pick-up. Record wear is reduced to a minimum only
previously possible on E.M.G. Gramophones. To do full justice
to your equipment you must try an E.M.G. Pick-Up Arm.

Write, call or 'phone to—

E.M.G. HAND-MADE GRAMOPHONES,

11, GRAPE STREET, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Phone: Temple Bar 6438.

Note: Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"THE HYPERMU"
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
is included in the 1930 'EVERYMAN FOUR'

The fact that the Hypermu was specially chosen for inclusion in the circuit of the 'EVERYMAN FOUR' is proof positive of its pre-eminence as the most efficient transformer for L.F. amplification in all modern receivers.

Its curve proves definitely maximum uniform amplification from 25 to 7,000 cycles.

Particular importance relates to the fact that the Hypermu curve starts from 25 cycles, whilst the slight emphasis of sideband frequencies in the region of 7,000 cycles gives added brilliance to musical reproductions. Moreover, the absence of sideband frequencies below 50 cycles renders low-frequency oscillation absolutely impossible.

THE "HYPERMU."
The first metal shielded transformer in a Bakelite case. Size 3" x 1.5" x 1", weight 14 ozs...
21/-

Extract from "THE WIRELESS WORLD," OCTOBER 16th, 1929.
"An R.I. 'Hypermu' transformer was chosen to couple the first L.F. amplifier to the output valve, since this component and the output valve are connected as an auto-transformer and fed from direct anode current by means of a resistance-coupling filter, along a marked rising characteristic (side N.P.L. curves).

General view of the 1930 Everyman Four Receiver, showing complete receiver with metal screening cover removed—Reproduced by courtesy of "The Wireless World."

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., SPECIALISTS IN SOUND REPRODUCTION.
Sole Address: Offices, Showrooms and Works—12 HYDE STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Its "knife-edge" selectivity cuts out local station like magic!

Because of its wonderful Synchronised Control system and because it is completely shielded the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker has "knife-edge" selectivity. It will cut out your local station like magic and bring you the pick of Europe's broadcast by rotating one dial only. Yet in spite of its amazing efficiency the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is so simple that you can easily assemble it in an evening—only 10 components — only 20 wires — that's all. Use the coupon and get to know all about it.

£8 15s.

Price includes three latest type Cossor Valves, the handsome one-piece cabinet & the 16 parts necessary for its rapid assembly also for A. C. Mains operation. Price £15

Fitted with the wonderful

NEW Cossor Valves

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
EMPIRE BROADCASTING.

A NEW and energetic Government,—a new Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. who has, as yet, not curtailed his future activities by compromising utterances on questions of B.B.C. technical policy,—and it would seem that here we have two factors which offer a brighter outlook for the prospects of a new policy in regard to Empire broadcasting.

There has been ample evidence in the past that the B.B.C. will do nothing in the direction of furthering the cause of Empire broadcasting until they are pressed into doing it, and until they are told what course they should pursue. The suggestion that an Empire broadcasting service should be started originated in a contribution in The Wireless World, and later, in our issue of April 27th, 1927, we said: "It is a matter for regret that we should so far have neglected to take advantage of the wonderful opportunity which broadcasting provides for communication with the outlying sections of the Empire." By May of the same year the daily Press had taken up the question, and in an article which appeared in the Evening Standard, of May 5th, 1927, the comment appeared: "If a foreign station can successfully transmit to the Antipodes on a wavelength of 30 metres there seems to be no logical reason why our own Corporation should not begin to delve a little deeper into the possibilities."

By the end of that month we were able to announce: "The efforts of The Wireless World to stir up interest in the subject of Empire broadcasting already show definite promise of bearing fruit in the near future. The daily Press has taken up the subject with interest, and the B.B.C. has issued a statement giving its view of the position." By June 1st, 1927, we were able to state that, "Since the publication of our last issue matters in connection with Empire broadcasting have proceeded apace. The B.B.C. has made an announcement to the effect that they are undertaking the erection of a short-wave station at Daventry."

How 5SW Started.

In our issue of June 20th, 1927, we criticised the delay in proceeding with an Empire short-wave station and suggested a remedy. The B.B.C. had stated that they were erecting a short-wave station for experimental work at Daventry, but we drew attention to the fact that "The preliminary work of an experimental kind before the first B.B.C. stations were established was undertaken by the big wireless companies, and when a long-wave station (Daventry 5XX) was decided upon it was first established, and all experiments conducted in connection with it, at the Marconi Company's Works at Chelmsford," and we continued: "We sympathise with the attitude of the B.B.C. that it is not justified in incurring heavy expenditure on experimental work; but such experimental work, we believe, would readily be incurred by one of the big commercial companies if the station, when established in going order, and after having passed specified tests, could be handed over to the British Broadcasting Company at an agreed price."

As we know, our advice that the technical development of the Empire short-wave station should be initiated by the Marconi Company on behalf of the B.B.C. was adopted, and we still have, to-day, 5SW located at the Marconi Works at Chelmsford. But there matters have stood still, and we would now urge Capt. Eckersley's successor and his staff to show the same degree of enthusiasm for achieving results with a short-wave Empire broadcasting service as, on other wavebands, has already resulted in a success which has earned for British Broadcasting a reputation second to none.
Adjusting Ratio to Compromise between Amplification and Selectivity.

When using a triode as a high-frequency amplifier in conjunction with any reasonable tuned circuit it is quite essential, as has many times been pointed out in the pages of this journal, to use a high-frequency transformer with a secondary winding containing several times as many turns as the primary. Even apart from the question of stability it will be found that a tuned anode circuit or its equivalent provides both lower amplification and worse selectivity than a properly designed transformer.

When using a screen-grid valve with a tuned circuit of normal losses the best number of turns for the primary of the transformer is very nearly the same as the number of turns on the secondary. For example, using a screen-grid valve of A.C. resistance ("impedance") $R_s = 200,000$ ohms before a tuned circuit of dynamic resistance $R = 250,000$ ohms, the optimum ratio, as given by the formula

$$n = \sqrt{\frac{R}{R_s}}$$

is $0.711$. Thus if the secondary contains 70 turns there should be $\frac{70}{0.711}$ or 63 turns on the primary.

Now, in many cases the use of the tuned anode circuit, or its close equivalent, the tuned grid circuit (Fig. 1), would be preferred to a transformer for the sake of greater ease in wave-band switching or coil-changing. Using a transformer, there are two coils, primary and secondary, that have to be changed in passing from one wave-band to another, so that a four-connection mount is needed if the transformer is to be changed, while if switching is adopted a two-pole switch is required, as in Fig. 2, to short out the long-wave primary and secondary when receiving on the broadcast band. With either the tuned anode or the tuned grid circuits, on the other hand, the same end is achieved by a two-connection coil or, as in Fig. 1, by a single-pole switch.

**Tuned Anode versus Transformer.**

If, in the interests of simplicity, either of these more convenient circuits is adopted, it becomes pertinent to enquire how much of the possible amplification will be sacrificed by employing what is, in effect, a $1:1$ transformer (since the same coil now does duty both as primary and secondary) in place of a transformer of the correct step-up ratio.

The appendix contains a calculation that leads to a formula, applicable to all cases, for comparing the amplification yielded by the tuned anode circuit with that given by a theoretically perfect transformer. For greater convenience in reference there is plotted in Fig. 3 a curve from which the desired numerical result can be read off at a glance for any case for which the best transformer ratio is known. In the case taken as an example, and for which the best transformer ratio was found to be $1:1$, the curve shows that the
H.F. Transformer Design.—

amplification attained if a tuned circuit were substituted would be 99 per cent. of that to be expected from the transformer. Even the most enthusiastic efficiency hunter would hardly be appalled at the prospect of sacrificing one per cent. of his amplification for the sake of the extra convenience of the simpler circuit! If, however, the correct transformer ratio had been 2, implying a primary with half as many turns as the secondary, the amplification with the tuned anode circuit would be 80 per cent. of the highest attainable with the valve and tuned circuit to be used, while selectivity would also suffer by the change.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.—Waveband switching with a transformer. The separate switches shown would in practice be combined into a single two-pole switch.**

There are, however, some other factors to be taken into consideration. With a transformer having a ratio in the neighbourhood of 1 : 1 the amplification, though theoretically the same as that yielded by tuned anode, is in practice found to be lower by some five or six per cent., owing to the slightly incomplete coupling between the two windings, and to the losses introduced by the wire of the primary. As a result of this, the theoretical losses due to replacing by tuned anode of a transformer of ratio anywhere between 1 to 1 and about 1.4 to 1 do not appear in practice, so that a tuned circuit having a dynamic resistance anywhere between double and half the value of the A.C. resistance of the valve will yield, with tuned anode coupling, the highest amplification that can be extracted from that particular combination of coil and valve.

**Tuned Grid Coupling.**

If the receiver is to be used with an eliminator it will usually be preferred, for several excellent reasons connected with decoupling, to use the tuned grid circuit of Fig. 2 in place of tuned anode. Although this may theoretically be considered as an equivalent of tuned anode, it is in practice a little inferior owing to the high-frequency losses introduced by the choke. As a first approximation, we may set this off against the small losses that are equally inevitable in the transformer, so that if it is desired to compare the probable performance of the tuned grid circuit with that of a transformer with a primary designed to suit the valve and coil to be used the curve may be taken as it stands, without the small correction suggested for tuned anode. Unless some care is expended in the selection of a choke a correction in the other direction may be necessary, for the loss in amplification in such circumstances will be a good deal greater than the curve would suggest.

In the formula from which the curve was computed no restrictions were made confining the conclusions to step-up transformers. In terms of receiver design this implies that the curve covers cases such as arise with some of the very high-impedance screen-grid valves now produced, where theory indicates that a step-down transformer should be employed. Suppose we propose to follow a Cosmos AC/S valve, of nominal A.C. resistance 800,000 ohms, with a tuned circuit of dynamic resistance 250,000 ohms. Here \[ \frac{R}{R_0} = \frac{250,000}{800,000} = 0.31. \]

The secondary must have 0.56 times the primary turns, which is a step-down ratio of \( \frac{R}{R_0} \) or 1.79 to 1. Referring to the curve, we find that the tuned anode (or a 1 to 1 transformer) will give 85 per cent. of the amplification that would be attained if the practical difficulties of using a transformer with so large a primary had been satisfactorily overcome. While one may hanker after the lost magnification, one may at least feel consoled that the loss is not, perhaps, so great as one had thought, especially as some of the loss will be made up automatically when, in choosing the best screen-grid voltage, the A.C. resistance of the valve is adjusted to the best compromise with the coil used.

**Poor Selectivity with Screen-grid Valve.**

Those who read the appendix will notice that the expression obtained is symmetrical in \( m \) and \( n \). This fact further extends the applicability of the curve to cover the inverse problem, which also has considerable practical interest, of finding the loss in amplification incurred through using a step-up transformer when a tuned-anode circuit is theoretically correct. We have all discovered, through practical experience, that the

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 3.—(a) When a transformer of ratio \( m \) is correct, and tuned anode is to be used, the percentage amplification yielded is read from the curve against \( m \) on the "Ratio" scale. (b) When tuned anode is theoretically correct, the curve gives the percentage amplification for a transformer of any ratio. (c) When a transformer of ratio \( m \) is correct, and one of ratio \( n \) is to be used, the percentage amplification yielded is read from the curve against \( n/m \) (or \( m/n \)) on the "Ratio" scale. (See Appendix.)**
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screen-grid valve, used with a tuned-anode circuit or its approximate equivalent, makes for a receiver of very poor selectivity, though the theoretical basis for this would appear at present to be obscure. This poor selectivity is usually combated by using a step-up transformer with a primary a good deal smaller than theory, directed towards maximum stage again, would demand. The gain in selectivity is undoubtedly—but how about the loss of amplification?

Combating Loss in Amplification.

Provided always that the optimum ratio, as calculated from the formula, is \( \frac{R}{R_0} \), the curve will give straight away the loss of amplification incurred by using a step-up transformer of any ratio that the needs of selectivity may prescribe. To take an example, a 200,000 ohm tuned circuit after a 200,000 ohm valve needs a 1-to-1 transformer if we are legislating for amplification only, and with this transformer the amplification of the stage will be exactly half the " \( \mu \) " of the valve. If we decide that a 3-to-1 transformer is necessary to provide the selectivity we require, the stage gain will be reduced, as the curve shows, to 60 per cent. of the possible value, or with a 4-to-1 transformer to 47 per cent., making the actual figure for amplification 60/200ths or 47/200ths respectively of the amplification factor of the valve.

Even when the theoretically correct ratio is not 1 to 1, this remarkably versatile curve does not admit its inability to deal with the problem reasonably simply. Instead of looking up directly on the horizontal scale the transformer ratio that we propose to use, we divide the proposed ratio by the theoretical ratio, and look up the result as before. Two cases are needed to illustrate this point fully.

First let us take the case of a valve of \( \mu = 200 \), \( R_0 = 200,000 \) ohms, used with a tuned secondary of dynamic resistance 300,000 ohms, and a primary which, for the sake of selectivity, shall only contain one-fourth as many turns as the secondary. How much amplification do we sacrifice to selectivity, and what will be the actual amplification of the stage when set up?

The theoretically correct transformer for the ratio is not 4, but \( \sqrt{\frac{R}{R_0}} = \sqrt{\frac{300,000}{200,000}} = 1.23 \). With this an amplification of \( \frac{2}{3} \mu = \frac{2}{3} \times 200 = 133.33 \) times would be expected. To find what percentage of this we shall attain with the 4-to-1 transformer, we divide proposed ratio by theoretical ratio, getting \( \frac{4}{1.23} = 3.25 \). Looking up 3.25 on the curve, we find that this figure corresponds to 56 per cent. of maximum amplification, showing that, even with the 4-to-1 transformer, more than half the maximum attainable amplification is still to be had. The stage as planned will amplify 56 per cent. of 123, or 60 times.

For our second example we will take the AC/S valve again, and assume that we propose to use with it a 2-to-1 step-up transformer having a secondary of 200,000 ohms dynamic resistance. Here the valve characteristics are \( \mu = 1,200 \) A.C. resistance = 800,000 ohms. Optimum ratio \( n = \sqrt{\frac{R}{R_0}} = \sqrt{\frac{200,000}{800,000}} = 0.5 \) (primary twice as many turns as secondary). This would give an amplification of \( \frac{1}{4} \mu n = \frac{1200}{4} = 300 \) times. But we propose, for the sake of selectivity, to use a 2-to-1 step-up transformer, with half as many turns on the primary as on the secondary. Dividing proposed by theoretical ratio we get \( \frac{2}{1} \) or 4, which corresponds on the curve to 47 per cent. of maximum amplification. We shall therefore achieve a magnification of 47 per cent. of 300, or 141 times, in our receiver.

Incidental Reaction.

In any case where a step-up transformer of comparatively high ratio is chosen, for the sake of enhancing selectivity, to follow a screen-grid valve, the incidental reaction due to the incomplete screening within the valve will also be reduced, as is evident from the fact that set designers often use step-up transformers for the purpose of ensuring stability. This effect, though perfectly amenable to calculation if the necessary data are to, hand, cannot be expressed in a simple curve, and is therefore not treated quantitatively in the present note. It is thought, however, that the curve given will be found useful in obtaining a rapid solution to some of the problems incidental to the design on modern lines of a stage of high-frequency amplification.

Appendix.

For two transformers, of ratio \( n \) and \( m \), but otherwise identical, we have

\[
A_1 = \frac{n \mu R}{R + n^2R_0} \quad \text{and} \quad A_2 = \frac{m \mu R}{R + m^2R_0}
\]

\[
A_3 = \frac{n}{R/R_0 + m^2} \quad \text{and} \quad A_4 = \frac{m}{R/R_0 + n^2}
\]

if the ratio \( m \) is the optimum, \( R/R_0 = m^2 \)

For any value of \( n \),

\[
A_1 = \frac{n}{2m^2} \quad A_2 = \frac{n}{m^2 + n^2} \quad A_3 = \frac{2m^2}{(m/n)^2 + 1} \quad A_4 = \frac{n}{m/n + n/m}
\]

In the curve of Figure 3, \( 100A_4 \) is plotted against \( m/n \) (or \( n/m \)) from the above expression.

The formula for amplification upon which this calculation is based will be found in "Radio-frequency Transformers," by N. W. McLachlan, Experimental Wireless, October, 1927, p. 507.

1 See R. T. Beatty, Experimental Wireless, Jan, 1928, p. 3.
Manchester

New Items of Interest —

MANCHESTER confirmed its enthusiasm for wireless on Wednesday last when a large crowd attended the opening of the sixth annual Evening Chronicle Wireless Exhibition in the City Hall.

In a speech which must have reassured many anxious listeners, Mr. Gladstone Murray, of the B.B.C., declared that the opening of the Moorside Edge Regional Station in a year's time would provide the North with a much better broadcasting service than at present. Referring to criticism of the use of the microphone by cabinet ministers, Mr. Gladstone Murray said that neither the present nor the previous Government had misused the microphone, nor was the slightest pressure brought to bear upon the B.B.C. in the conduct of its services.

Mr. J. R. Clynnes, the Home Secretary, who was to have opened the Exhibition, was unable to be present owing to an important Cabinet Meeting. In taking the place of the Home Secretary, the Lord Mayor of Manchester (Colonel Westcott) delivered a rousing speech, in which he congratulated the organisers on the large attendance at the opening of the Exhibition, and referred to the now recognised fact that Manchester is in the forefront of radio development.

Other speakers included Captain P. P. Erskersley and Mr. Edward Living, Regional Director for the Northern Group of B.B.C. stations.

The following review of the Show forms a comprehensive survey of the "Olympia of the North." The Exhibition will remain open daily until Saturday next, October 26th. Admission is 1s. 2d., including tax.

Apparatus exhibited at many of the stands has already been described in detail in the recent report of the Olympia Show. To avoid repetition, attention has been devoted in particular to sets and components now shown for the first time.

AMPLION. (32)

In addition to the new apparatus described in our Olympia Show Report, an Ampfion balanced armature loud speaker drive unit—Type B.A.2—has just been introduced. This component will be examined with more than usual interest, as it embodies features not to be found (the writer believes) in any other unit yet available. In the Moorside Edge Station there are three input terminals, so arranged that the user has a choice of three distinct resistance values of 500, 700 and 1,200 ohms, corresponding to impedances at 1,000 cycles of, respectively, 4,500, 6,500, and 23,000 ohms. The high-resistance winding is stated to be specially designed for use in conjunction with a pentode output valve.

The vibrating reed is held in position between two restraining springs, one of which is adjustable, while the other is normally fixed. When sent out from the works, this is set so that the sensitivity of the unit is fairly high, but its capabilities in the matter of power handling is not in excess of normal requirements; where exceptionally great outputs from the receiver are available, this second spring may be easily adjusted, so that the unit will be capable of delivering greater volume without "clattering"; at the same time, sensitivity will be reduced.

A removable back plate is supplied with the unit, in order that it may be mounted on a case chassis drilled in accordance with several standard arrangements.

Graham-Amplion, Ltd., Slough, Bucks.

ATLAS. (41)

The new Clarke Atlas H.T. eliminator, Type A.C.16, seems to be admirably suited for supplying anode current for any of the more popular circuit arrangements of the present day. It is for use with an alternating current supply, includes a valve rectifier, and is mounted in the neat type of olive green finished metal container which is always associated with the products of this firm.

Three voltage outputs are provided: the first, variable up to 100 volts, is regulated by means of a potentiometer, so it is quite suitable for supplying the screening grid of an H.T. amplifying valve. A fixed output of 120 volts is obtained through a series resistance, which can be

New Ampfion balanced armature loud speaker unit, with and without cover.

Aeonc portable receiver.

Atlas H.T. eliminator with outputs arranged to suit the most popular modern circuits.
Manchester Radio Show.—

pressed into service for preventing anode circuit interaction when suitably connected to the receiver. Lastly, there is a main output tapping rated at 150 volts, 25 mA.

This eliminator costs £4 10s.; a similar model for D.C. mains, with the same arrangement of output terminals, is sold at £3 10s.

Atlas plug-in coils and Pictorial coil formers are again exhibited, together with a new compression-type variable resistance, having a continuous adjustment between about 200 ohms and 1 megohm. This latter component is stated to be capable of dissipating 10 watts.

H. Clarkes Co. (Manchester), Ltd., Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

BEARDSALL. (2)

This company act as agents for Regentone products, well known for "radio-from-the-mains" components and accessories.

A large number of A.C. and D.C. eliminators are being shown, also combined chargers. For those who have replaced their ordinary filamented valves by the type with indirectly heated cathodes and who already have an H.T. eliminator, there is a filament transformer available at 12s. 6d., giving an output of 4 amps. at 4 volts. Separate filament and anode, plus transformers have a certain amount to be said in favour of them, on the score of regulation.

Two Regentone eliminators. (Left) W2A type. (Right) W1C type. Exhibited by Beardsall.

The Regentstat is a British-made non-wire-wound continuously variable resistance with a dissipation not to exceed 10 watts. It does not contain graphite and mica, and it is claimed that it does not "pack"; the price is 7s. 6d.

The W.I.C. eliminator for A.C. mains at £3 15s. represents good value for money. A Westminster copper-oxide rectifier and liberal filtering equipment are included. The total output at 120 volts is 18 m.A., which is delivered from two tapping, the first of which is variable, allowing for the feed to a screen-grid valve. The W.2A eliminator is an elaborate unit, selling at £7 15s., and capable of giving 50 m.A. at 160 volts. There are three tappings, two of which are variable; the unit is thus suitable for feeding a set having an S.G. valve and an anode bend detector.

A range of power chokes and mains transformers is being shown.


BLUE SPOT. (30)

The Blue Spot loud speaker unit is too well known to require description here.

Interior of the new Blue Spot movement.

It is to be noted at the stand that a new model has made its appearance, known as the Type 65K. While externally resembling previous models, it has been modified to handle more input. The differential armature assembly provides for generous displacement and the winding has a resistance of 1,500 ohms. The inductive is given as 10,000 ohms at 1,000 cycles, and the winding has a mean D.C. current-carrying capacity of 25 mA. One appreciates the concise information given in the four-page pamphlet which accompanies the unit. This describes in a very practical way the building of two types of cone loud speaker.

H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield. (P. A. Hughes and Co., Ltd., 204-206 Great Portland Street, London, W.1.)

BROWNIE. (38)

A three-valve receiver that is proving popular is the Dominion Console which, complete with self-contained loud speaker but without valves or batteries, is priced at £9. The three-valve receptor amplifier is built as a single moulded unit carrying three terminals for aerial and earth connections, terminals for gramophone pick-up, as well as a pair of terminals for connecting an external loud speaker. As the components are completely protected the back of the instrument is left open, which probably gives an advantage as regards the performance of the loud speaker, this being a 12 in. cone driven by an adjustable 4-pole balanced armature.


Oct 23rd, 1929.

The Celestrola loud speaker. A moving-coil model, manufactured by Celestion.

CELESTION. (42)

The loud speakers made by this firm need little introduction to readers. The well-known "C" type have been reduced in price; the "C12," for instance, is now £5 12s. 6d. A new series has been introduced this season, known as the "Z" class; the reinforced diaphragm

Interior view of the Brownie Dominion Console receiver showing the unit construction of the amplifier.
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giving a very large acoustic output.
There are a number of models with
suitable field design for D.C., A.C., or
battery operation, and in each case the
speech coil is centred by three flexible
metal strips.

celton, Ltd., London Road, King-
ston-on-Thames.

The new Climax Chelaset. A two-valve
all A.C. mains-operated receiver.

CROSSLEY. (89)
The Creleto 4-valve radio-gra-
phone, besides being a beautifully
finished piece of furniture, will delight
the heart of the student who follows the
latest trend in radio technique. The
gramophone equipment includes a B.T.H.
electric motor and pick-up, the latter
being switched into the detector grid cir-

Wireless

World

by a Litt 3in. transformer with a small
step-up ratio. No reaction is employed,
and the screening in three planes is very
complete. The volume control for both
radio and gramophone is a variable
resistance across the primary of the in-
put push-pull transformer which directly
follows the detector. Two Mazda P.650
valves are coupled to a Rice-Kellogg
moving-coil speaker by means of an out-
put push-pull transformer. A separate
Westinghouse metal oxide rectifier pro-
vides grid bias and avoids the necessity
of elaborate anti-motor-heating devices.
The instrument is built on sound lines
and contains those fine points in design
which make for high sensitivity and good
quality of reproduction.
Geo. Crossley and Son, Ltd., 4, South
Street, Manchester.

DUBLIER. (33)
Practically every component necessary
for the construction of a wireless receiver
is manufactured by this company. In
addition to the well-known comprehensive
range of condensers with both mica and
paper dielectric, also anode resistances,
R.C.C. units, chokes and grid-leaks, there
is being marketed this season a series of
dry-cell H.T. batteries, known as the
"Superior" and "Supreme" types. The
recommended load for the former is
6, and the latter 16mA. The life curve
submitted by the makers shows a drop to

anode bend principle, reaction is used
and applied to the interstage coupling.
The valves in order are AC/SG, AC/HL,
and AC/P, and the rectifier is a
U.30/250. A purchaser of the D.C.
model can have it converted to A.C.,
when his mains supply is changed, for
the sum of £6.

Dublifier 3-valve receiver for A.C. mains.

Dublifier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.,
Dorcan Works, Victoria Road, North
Acton, W.3.

DYNOMAG UNITS. (121)
Among the components shown is a new
cone unit working on the balanced-arma-
ture principle, and a large range of Mans-
bridge condensers of high-voltage test for
eliminators.
A series of well-designed permanent
magnets made by Swift Levick are ex-
hibited. There are also a number of grid

leaks and anode resistances, having wire
and connectors, thus enabling these com-
ponents to be suspended in the wiring
without the use of holders and clips.
A. M. E. Sherwood, 58, Hatton
Garden, E.C.1.

EDISWAN. (27 and 28)
(Incorporating B.T.H. and Metro-Vick.)
In view of the fact that this stand con-
tains the radio products of three well-
known firms, there are such a large
number of sets and components that space
Wireless World

Manchester Radio Show.—forbids the description of more than a few. The reader is referred to the Olympia Stand-to-Stand report. The new Mazda valves, which have remarkable characteristics, are being exhibited. Perhaps the most striking member of this series is the AC/SC valve, in which the inter-electrode capacity has been lowered to what would appear to be the irreducible limit of 0.0046 mmfd. Such minute feedback occurs through the valve that the coils on either side of it (i.e., grid and anode) can be made of so small a high-frequency resistance that the valve does not oscillate until a stage amplification of about 250 times is attained. This figure, when compared with a maximum of about 80 with screened valves of last year, is very striking.

The 215 S.G. is a battery-fed screened valve with which it is possible to obtain a stage amplification of about 150 with stability if the external screening is carried out with great care.

The two-volt battery valves, one of which has a mutual conductance approaching 4 mA. per volt, should prove popular both for the portable set and for the man who has to carry his L.T. accumulator any distance to the charging station. There are new Mazda pentodes and a range of indirectly heated cathode valves for every position in a receiver.

The all-mains receivers merit the careful attention of prospective set buyers, as their design is the result of the combined resources and experience of the Ediswan Company, the B.T.H. Company, and Metro-Vick Supplies. A three-valve battery-operated receiver, selling at the popular price of £9 12s. 6d., has interesting points in design and incorporates the Mazda 215 S.G. valve.

Edison Scan Electric Co., Ltd., 123-125, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.A.

OCTOBER 23rd, 1929.

The new Epoch free-edge cone as fitted in the Model 99 loud speaker.

The well-arranged interior of the Metropolis portable. It is a five-valve superheterodyne produced by the Empire Electric Company.

Mazda valves, which have remarkable characteristics, are being exhibited.

The two-volt battery valves, one of which has a mutual conductance approaching 4 mA. per volt, should prove popular both for the portable set and for the man who has to carry his L.T. accumulator any distance to the charging station.

The all-mains receivers merit the careful attention of prospective set buyers, as their design is the result of the combined resources and experience of the Ediswan Company, the B.T.H. Company, and Metro-Vick Supplies.

A three-valve battery-operated receiver, selling at the popular price of £9 12s. 6d., has interesting points in design and incorporates the Mazda 215 S.G. valve.

The new Epoch free-edge cone as fitted in the Model 99 loud speaker.

The well-arranged interior of the Metropolis portable. It is a five-valve superheterodyne produced by the Empire Electric Company.

Dunham transportable receiver.

Ediswan 3-valve battery receiver.

Ediswan 3-valve all-electric receiver.

EELEX. (101)

Besides distributing the products of well-known radio manufacturers, this company exploits a number of components of their own. A shock-proof eliminator terminal in which contact is made within a counter-makeup insulator should find considerable application now that so much attention is being paid to all-mains equipment.

There is a treble-duty terminal to take every variety of spade and pin connector; also a series of split-eyelet connectors so fashioned as to make it difficult for the terminal and the wire leading to it to part company, even if the holding-down screw has become loose.

For portable sets, where space is limited, a midget wander plug being shown should prove useful.

J. J. Keatwick and Sons, Kelex House, 118, Bannhill Row, E.C.1.

EPOCH. (183)

Since the Olympia Show an addition has been made to the range of Epoch loud speakers by the production of the Model 99. The usual form of edge suspension is here dispensed with, and instead locating pieces are provided. The
OCTOBER 23rd, 1929.
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Loud-speaker cabinets in various grades with or without loud speaker are available in a wide range of prices covering all requirements.


**FERRANTI.** (52, 53 and 115)

In view of the recent detailed description given in respect of the range of Ferranti products shown at Olympia, mention need only be made here of new items of interest.

Their first appearance. The leaks, which are made of high resistance material, have a current-carrying capacity up to about 5 m.A., and are available in the resistance values of 20,000 ohms to 5 megohms. These resistances, which are not easily broken, are accurately adjusted by reducing the cross section. Their price is 1s. 6d.

Apart from the new 1 to 7 interstage transformer, which is specially intended for use following leaky grid detection, there are four eliminator transformers. Type 10 gives (a) 4 volts 4 amps., (b) 6 volts 3.2 amps., (c) 45 volts 5 milliamps. This transformer meets the popular demand for converting a set for mains operation. Price 32s. Type K.V.A, giving 250 volts at 50 milliamps when used with the U.S. rectifier. Price 22s. Type P.3, which, with a Westinghouse rectifier type A.3, will give a battery charging rate of 1 ampere, and is suitable for energising the field coil of a moving-coil loud speaker. Type M.3 has been introduced to suit the Westinghouse rectifiers types H.T.A.3 and H.T.A.4, and in connection with the condenser voltage doubling arrangement gives respectively 120v. 20 mA. and 180v. 30 mA.

Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinswood, Lancashire.

**FONTEYN.** (130)

This firm are agents for several French and Belgian manufacturers, and are showing a quantity of apparatus which is of interest as being representative of present-day practice in those countries. The "Radio Controller" is a neat two-range voltmeter mounted on a standard valve base, the pins of which can be inserted in any of the valve sockets of a receiver.

Push-button switches are so arranged that low-tension or high-tension voltages may be checked; of course, the reading of the latter will be affected by the ohmic resistance of whatever coupling component may be connected in the 400 circuit, and will only be correct when dealing with a high-frequency amplifier. Nevertheless, any deflection of the needle will show continuity, and an accurate indication of voltage can readily be obtained, if the anode-coupling component is temporarily short-circuited, should it be of sufficiently high resistance to warrant this course.

A number of inexpensive low-frequency transformers, sold under the trade name of "Cifel" at prices between £s. 6d. and £s. 6d., are also exhibited, together with ebonite panels, also exceptionally low in cost.

Messrs. Fonteyn are agents for meters made by the firm of Guegnion and Sigogne, of Paris, and show a number of these instruments, both of the moving-iron and moving-coil type. There is also a gramophone pick-up supplied complete with adaptor for insertion into a detector valve socket; this instrument is provided with a variable damping control.

Other exhibits include a trickle charger with an indicating lamp acting as a fuse, in which a Westinghouse metal rectifier is used, and also a larger model for service stations. There is also a combined H.T. and J.T. charger with valve rectification, selling at £3 10s. complete.


**G.E.C.**

Apart from the new Oram valves which have recently been described in detail in these pages, the principal exhibit is the Screen-Grid Four Portable. The model shown is finished in Cambridge blue, and its equipment includes the use of...
Manchester Radio Show.—of both screen-grid and generous output valve. This portable is priced £24 3s.

For those wishing to build an inexpensive loud speaker there is the Stork loud speaker unit as fitted in Gombophone loud speakers. An interesting device shown is a power amplifier unit for use with A.C. supply. This is intended for connection to the radio receiver in lieu of an existing amplifier or, alternatively, it will convert a standard gramophone to one of the electrically reproducing type. It is all-metal enclosed and has a particularly generous output valve, the L.N.SA., while its rectifier is the U.B. This mains-operated amplifier is intended for operating a moving coil loud speaker.

baffle or cabinet, and a felt washer is interposed to reduce the chances of resonance. The edge of the cone floats on a sponge-like suspension. The smaller cone unit with adjustable plate sells at 15s. 6d., and the large power model at 22s. 6d.

J. S. Gilman, 63, Basinghall Street, E.C.2.

GOLSTONE. (10)

As in previous years, a large part of this stand is devoted to radio wire and battery cord assemblies; among the latter is a connecting cable just produced for the Mullard "Orgola" receiver. The Goltone five-valve portable set embodies a fairly conventional 2-v-2 circuit, but its frame aerial is built into a hinged flap forming a rear cover, so that it can be set for direction without swivelling the receiver as a whole.

A combined H.T. and L.T. eliminator has just been introduced. This instrument, which is for operation on A.C. mains, makes use of a Philips double-wave rectifying valve, and has rated filament and anode supply outputs of, respectively, 2.5 watts, at 4 volts, and up to 150 watts at 56 milliamperes.

The Goltone radio-gramophone includes a Mullard "Orgola" receiver (A.C. mains model), an electric turntable motor, B.T.H. pick-up, and Mullard loudspeaker. There is an extra control for regulating the volume of gramophone reproduction.

Wood and Goldstone, Ltd., Frederick Road, Pendleton, Manchester.

GOODMANS. (94)

Several entirely new models are to be seen, in particular the "Invincible" moving coil loud speaker which follows the end-plate form of construction. By this means it is all-steel-built, permitting of high flux density, while the winding is well ventilated. With the use of a particularly small gap and positive centring, the loudspeaker is obtained when a winding requiring only 50 m.A. at 100 volts is used. Such a winding may serve as a smoothing choke.

Gilman 18-inch cone assembly.

Mains-operated amplifier for use following a detector valve or gramophone pick-up (Gombophone).

Home constructors are showing keen interest in the Music Magnet receiver, a detailed description of which recently appeared in these pages.


(Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.)

GILMAN. (113)

With the help of such labour-saving components as are shown by this company, it is possible for the home-constructor to make a complete loud speaker in a comparatively short time and for a small outlay. There are available two aluminium chassis, one with an 18in. "Power" cone, and another with the standard 14½ in. cone, to which can be fixed by three-point suspension a plate so shaped as to be attached nearly to all the well-known cone units on the market. The three-point attachment allows perfect centring. The periphery of the metal chassis is drilled to enable the complete unit to be screwed to a

New type Goodman moving coil speaker.

permit of the unit being mounted in a variety of positions to suit most requirements. The price is 28s. 6d.


GRAMO-RADIO. (93)

The chief exhibits on this stand, besides a series of radio gramophones, are...
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a range of "Conso" reed-driven cone
loud speakers built into attractive
frames. There are also a number of
eliminators for A.C. mains, provided
with voltage tappings suitable for the
critical requirements of screened valves
and anode bend detectors.

Gramophone tone arm with adjustable
balance weight, shown by Gramo-Radio
Co.

A gramophone pick-up and tone arm
with adjustable balance weight which can
be beveled, should assist in reducing record
wear.

Gramo-Radio, Ltd., Commercial Works,
Church, Accrington.

GREEN and CO. (56)
A range of Surelite dry batteries is
shown on this stand. High-tension units
are made in four capacities, the largest
being capable of supplying currents up to
25 m.A. Grid bias batteries of conven-
tional dimensions are manufactured, as
well as units with voltages up to 30, in
square form, which are more economical
of space, and consequently suitable for
mounting inside the case of receivers
with high-power output valves demanding
a considerable negative bias.

The new Telsen L.F. transformers, de-
scribed in our Olympia Show Report, are
also exhibited, as are several well-known
sets in which these components are
included as standard.

There is also a display of the new
Cleartron valves with improved coated
filaments.

Green and Co., 94-96, Hurst Street,
Birmingham.

HOLZMAN. (57)
With the large stage amplifications now
obtainable with screen-grid valves, it is
becoming more and more evident that
coupling condensers must be used in decoupling schemes
must have a low high-frequency resis-
tance, that is to say, a good power fac-
tor. Thus, it is interesting to note that
this firm are showing a range of Hydra
dielectric condensers with capacities
from 0.001 to 4 mfd, with non-induc-
tively arranged foil. In bakelite cases and with
a working voltage of 240 D.C., the price
of the lowest capacity condenser already
referred to is £1. 6d., while the 4-mfd.
type is 5s. Where surge voltages con-
siderably greater than the nominal volt-
age of the supply mains are encountered,
particularly in D.C. eliminators, the
Hydra series of condensers tested at 1,000
volts D.C. for an A.C. working voltage of
300 should find considerable application.
The 2-mfd. condenser of this type retails
at 4s. 9d.

There is also shown a vertical scale
double-reading volt milliammeter. It is
a moving coil instrument with a resistance
of 250 ohms per volt and the scale read-
ings are 0-240 volts and 0-60 mA. Besides
having a minimum projection from the
front of the panel, the meter should har-
monise with thumb control tuning discs.
The price is 22s. 6d.

Inisol universal electric gramophone
motor, shown on Holzman's Stand.

The Insol gramophone motor and turn-
table for A.C. mains contains a squirrel-
cage motor which runs at 1,750 r.p.m.
The drive is by rubber belt from a
tapered spindle, and the speed is made
variable by ±5 r.p.m. by means of a con-
trol which causes the belt to run on a
larger or smaller diameter of the taper.
It is claimed that the running is particu-
larly silent. The price is £6. There is
also a universal motor for D.C. or A.C.
supplies.

Besides tapped condenser blocks, which
it is now appreciated are more economi-

cal where eliminator smoothing filters are
concerned, there is being marketed a
double buffer condenser of 2 x0.1 mfd.
for shunting across the secondary of a
mains transformer. Tested at 1,000
volts A.C., this component sells at
3s. 3d.

Ionia Holzman, 37, Newman Street,
W.1.

IGRANIC. (58)
New components introduced since the
opening of the Olympia Exhibition in-
clude a wavetraps, of which the coil and
variable condenser (the latter of the
compression type) are built into a brown
bakelite moulding provided with feet so
that it may be secured to the baseboard
of an existing receiver.

The "Megastat" variable high re-
sistance has been modified to render it
more suitable for mounting in radio
gramophones or for controlling volume
in sets fitted for gramophone reproduc-
tion; it is now available in types having
maximum values of 50,000 ohms, 500,000
ohms, 1 megohm, and 5 megohms.

Indigraph vernier dials are now fitted
with a reduction gear giving a ratio of
15:1; the 4in. pattern has a slightly
higher ratio.

A new battery charger, incorporating
the Igranic-Bakna metal rectifier, has
been introduced; it delivers current up
to 3 amps. The same rectifier, working
in conjunction with an electrolytic con-
denser, is used in an L.T. supply unit,
which is suitable for supplying up to
seven valves rated at 4 or 6 volts. Valve
rectification is included in the new
Igranic H.T. unit, which also supplies
the battery charging current.
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raw A.C. at 4 volts for feeding the heaters of A.C. valves.

The “Q.M.R.” switch is intended for mains-fed receivers; it has wide-break contacts, heavy insulation, and an ebonite control knob.

Lyric Electric Co., Ltd., Elstow Works, Bedford.

ISOMONO. (106)

A wide range of “Iso” dials are exhibited on this stand, including several new models. Some are provided with a catgut band drive, and several patterns have an illuminated scale; in one case the lamp is controlled by a neat and inconspicuous switch forming part of the

escutcheon plate. These dials are manufactured in both drum and disc types, double and single, and their appearance when fitted is in keeping with modern tendencies.

There is also a very wide selection of imported components at most attractive prices. One of the most interesting is a wire-wound potentiometer of 30,000 ohms resistance, selling at 6s. 3d. This should be most useful in regulating voltage output, particularly for screen-grid valves.

Wave traps are coming into prominence, and for the more efficient type it is customary to use a small inductance and a comparatively large value of tuning capacity. As variable condensers of more than 0.0005 mfd. are not readily obtainable, it is convenient to add a fixed

shunt capacity, and the air dielectric components shown by this firm would appear to meet the case admirably. They are made in capacities of from 0.00005 to 0.001 mfd., and are extra ordinarily compact and but little more expensive than the better type of mica dielectric condensers.

Other components on show are chokes power transformers, very small condensers, both with air and paxolin dielectric, fixed condensers, and trickle chargers with Kuproxx rectifiers selling at 30s.


JUNIT. (79)

A neat push-pull switch for metal panels is being shown. This switch contains two low-springs, which ensure good electrical contact without unduly impeding the movement of the plunger. There is another model available, in

which all contact points are insulated from the spindle and fixing bush. The price of these switches, one of which is specified for the Mullard Orgon set, is 1s. 6d. A vertical terminal mount, sold at 8d., which has a right-angled drilled flange, is arranged to screw into the horizontal surface of a baseboard, and thus the danger of splitting is avoided.

There is also a universal 5-pin valve holder and a multiple contact switch.


KOLSTER-BRANDES. (74)

For the new season this company has embarked upon the manufacture of a large scale of popular-priced receivers. As an example, the K-B 161 can be said to give good value for money. It is a 3-valve receiver entirely driven from

A.C. mains. A double-tuned circuit is employed, which makes for good selectivity, and greater sensitivity is obtained by the use of reaction on to the secondary of the high-frequency transformer, which links the A/C/SG valve to the leaky grid detector. On the low-frequency side there is a transformer coupled pentode, the filament of which is heated by raw A.C. The set is well screened and damped. The feed to the screen of the 6H4 valve is through a potentiometer, which is in keeping with the best practice. A valve rectifier is used for the anode supplies and the “free” positive grid bias is obtained from a potentiometer across the K.T. Thumb controls are used and the receiver is housed within a well-finished oak cabinet. The price is £17 10s., including valves and royalties.

K-B 163 receiver; a Kolster-Brandes product at a popular price.

A battery model (the K-B 163), on the same lines, sells at the moderate figure of £10 15s. complete.

Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., Gray Works, Sidcup, Kent.

LOTUS. (31)

A carefully prepared folder showing the construction of the Lotus S.G.P. receiver is attracting interest. Its large constructional drawings show in precise detail the building of a well designed three-valve set. Wiring is simplified by full scale drawings showing the bending of every lead. The circuit is in every way up to date, including all those refinements appreciated by the enthusiast.

Garnett, Whitley and Co. Ltd., Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
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CLAUDE LYMNS. (59)

The products exhibited at this stand principally include specialised components for the transmitting amateur, practical laboratory test gear for the manufacturer as well as generous amplifier equipment. The apparatus is mainly that of General Radio, together with a selection of components from the American market.

The "Hum Dinger" an adjustable potential divider for use in the construction of mains-operated sets. Shown on the stand of Claude Lyons, Ltd.

been approved by the Post Office, and will, in use, permit of an accuracy greater than the stipulated ±0.55 per cent. Its five scales have optimum frequencies of 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80. The price is £5. This instrument includes a special condenser which is also available as a com-

ponent. By arranging for only a few of the plates of this condenser to produce a change of capacity it gives a particularly open scale over a limited range while maintaining a suitable L/C ratio. For the transmitting enthusiast also special condensers are shown primarily designed to

Garnett Whiteley Kit Set. The components are supplied assembled as shown here so that the constructor is only required to carry out the wiring.

General Radio transmitting condenser. The losses have been reduced to a minimum to permit of its use on very short wavelengths. (Claude Lyons, Ltd.)

A useful catch switch for breaking the supply circuit on opening a mains-connected receiver. (Claude Lyons, Ltd.)

New Marconiphone Octagon cone loud speaker.

McMICHAEL. (54)

As at Olympia the McMichael "Super Range Portable Four" is the principal

bigger equipment is a specimen Pam speech amplifier.

Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

M.P.A. (21 and 22)

The "Ethatrope Exchange," an ambitious radio-gramophone combination, may perhaps best be described as a "next year's set." It includes an ingenious arrangement whereby a series of circuits tuned to any one of four stations—chosen by the purchaser—may be put into operation by manipulation of the appropriate switch. There is clear evidence that this simplified method of tuning already appeals to many listeners, and it is bound to be still more popular when the new scheme of alternative programme transmissions comes into being. It may be urged that the buyer of a comparatively elaborate set will think himself justified in demanding a wider choice of stations; this objection is adequately met, in the case of the receiver in question, by providing a switch for disconnecting the automatic tuning device, thus allowing of operation in the normal manner.

Indirectly heated valves are fitted in this set, which is intended for an A.C. supply; the variable condensers tuning the circuits associated with its two H.F. couplings and the frame aerial are completely "gauged." The detector is followed by two L.F. stages, with parallel output valves. A moving coil loud speaker is built into the base of the large gramophone-style containing cabinet, which also accommodates the medium- and long-wave frame aerials; these are mounted at right angles, the whole assembly being rotated by means of an edgewise drum protruding through the side.

Provision is made for connection of one or more external loud speakers, and a microphone can be used for addressing large audiences.

The new A.C. transportable sets are completely self-contained except for a connection to an electric supply. Four indirectly heated valves, including one high-frequency amplifier, are used.


The components are supplied as seen here so that the constructor is only required to carry out the wiring.
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An exposed chassis shown at this stand reveals the interior construction which, to those who are acquainted with the performance of this set, satisfies the inducement to carefully study the principles involved.


MOORES. (8)

An interesting exhibit on this stand is a radio-gramophone including a Philips Type 2514 receiver—an H.F.-det.-pentode all-in-one set for operation on an A.C. supply, with which many readers will be familiar. The gramophone turntable is rotated by a Garrard double-spring motor, and an external volume control is provided. A cone loud speaker is built into

the base of the cabinet; an Ormond instrument is customarily fitted, but any other pattern can be supplied to order. This instrument is sold complete at £45; those who already own a Philips set may obtain the cabinet ready wired and fitted in such a way that the receiver may be mounted in position and connected up by the veriest novice; this fitted gramophone cabinet costs £22 complete—except, of course, for the receiver itself.

Another upright cabinet, of similar design but of reduced depth, is arranged to take the above-mentioned Philips set,

but has no gramophone turntable. There is ample room in the base for any make of cone loud speaker.

J. Moore and Co., Ravald Street Works, Salford.

NORTHERN STEEL and HARDWARE CO., LTD. (104)

Wholesale distributors to the trade of the products of well-known manufacturers such as Philips, Marconi, Mullard, Ampion and Cossor. A representative range of receivers, loud speakers, and eliminators is to be seen on this stand.

Northern Steel and Hardware Co., Ltd., 1-3, Southgate, Denton, Manchester.

OLDHAM. (43)

While having been described in detail when they were exhibited at Olympia, mention might again be made of the Oldham auto-power units. These instruments function as L.T. and H.T. battery eliminators, but are, in fact, batteries that are automatically recharged. They can, therefore, be used with any receiving set without trouble or complication. Units are available for use with A.C. or D.C. supply, and their adoption renders a set virtually all mains operated.

Oldham and Sons, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.
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**ORPHEAN.** (6)
The chief products of this company are cone loud speakers. The smaller speaker, housed within a cabinet 11in. square, contains a 9in. cone partly concealed by an oak grille; it is marketed at the popular price of 30s. Another model embodies a 9in. cone attached at its periphery to a square bakelite plaque with a burr walnut finish. The whole speaker is so constructed that it can hang from the picture rail or stand on the table. The price is 20s. 6d.

A plug and jack connector for loud speaker connection in a house wiring scheme is exhibited; it has the advantage that the insertion and withdrawal of the plug is nearly parallel and not at right-angles to the wall of the room. This renders the whole component inconspicuous.

---

**PETRO-SCOTT.** (45)

This firm, which specialises in the supply of complete sets, kits of parts, and accessories, either for cash or on the deferred payment system, are showing a singularly well-chosen assortment of the better makes of apparatus.

There is also to be a kit of parts for an ambitious six-valve receiver with three tuned H.T. stages. Although a complete model had not arrived at the time of visiting the stand, the chassis assembly of four variable condensers for this set was examined with great interest. Each condenser is rotated individually by means of its own control knob, but all are coupled together through worm gearing so that they may be operated simultaneously; there is a slipping clutch fitted to each condenser spindle. This is a promising development of the semi-gang control principle, and is obviously applicable to any set with two or more tuned circuits.

---

**PHILIPSON.** (123)

The activities of this company are devoted exclusively to the production of H.T. battery eliminators for use with A.C. and D.C. supply. It is understood that the various voltages are obtained by the potential dividing method, while the A.C. models adapt valve rectification. These eliminators are well finished and all-metal enclosed and sell at popular prices.

---

**PYE.** (51)

The Pye radio-gramophone, of which details were not available for our Olympia Show Report, is an interesting example of modern practice. It is an A.C. mains set with two H.T. stages (one tuned and one untuned), and a detector followed by resistance- and transformer-coupled L.F. amplifiers. The apparatus is completely self-contained (except for a mains connection), the internal frame aerial being rotated by a knob mounted near the record turntable. There is a "local station damper," and the built-in loud speaker is of the moving coil type.

Pye receivers, Type 460 and Type 350—the first for batteries or D.C. mains and the second for A.C. supplies—have already been described, and are well worth examining, if only because they go to prove that up-to-date high-efficiency circuit arrangements can be embodied in sets produced on a manufacturing basis.

A National Physical Laboratory curve is issued with respect to the new low-priced Pye L.F. transformer, and shows an exceptionally good performance for a component sold at only 12s. 6d. Another transformer with a mu-metal core, has a shroud of the same material, which it is stated, is effective in preventing induction troubles, particularly in all-mains receivers.

---

**RADIOVIM.** (94)

This company operates a battery hire and maintenance service, and delivers low- and high-tension accumulators to residents within ten miles of either Manchester or Liverpool. Full details of the service are given in a booklet issued on the stand; as an indication of cost, it may be stated that a freshly charged 30
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ampere-hour two Volt cell is supplied once

a fortnight for a shilling.

Radioform, Ltd., Sandford Street,

Ancoats, Manchester, and 28, The Elms,

Dingle, Liverpool.

REDFERN. (24)

Two new types of ebonite coil formers

have been introduced since the Olympia

Exhibition. One of these has a mean

external diameter of 3in. with nine deep

ribs (approximately 3in.), and, as in the

case of the earlier 6-ribbed product of

this firm (which, by the way, is still

available), is particularly suitable for use

in the construction of section-wound coils

of almost ideal proportions; the extra

ribs make for easier winding and for a

better looking and slightly more efficient

coil.

There is also a new former with a

diameter of 2½in. and six ribs.

Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd., Hyde,

Cheshire.

RIALTON. (117)

The Melva transportable 5-valve

receiver contains an interesting un-

conventional circuit. There are three

screen-grid valves in a modified super

heterodyne arrangement, whereby a good

measure of H.F. amplification is got

without the necessity of elaborate

screening. The first screened valve acts

as a separate oscillator and the second

and third valves are coupled as inter-

mediate frequency amplifiers with

aperiodic transformers. There is only

one detector, which is coupled to a pen-

tode output valve. The S.G. portable

set, selling at 19s. 6d., is extremely

compact, and is one of the smallest 4-

valve sets on the market. Its dimensions

are 15in. x 9in. x 10in. The first valve—a

screened valve—is aperiodically chokes-

coupled to a triode which in turn is aperi-

odically coupled to the leaky grid detec-

tor. There is one L.F. valve—a pentode.

The set is well finished in polished

grained oak, and has a small recess on one

side in which the drum dials are placed.

Rialton Radio, 21a, Bournville, E.C.1.

WIRELESS WORLD

RIDGED CONE COMPANY. (98)

A complete reed-driven cone loud

speaker at 25s. and its two essential com-

ponents—the magnetic unit and the fabric

cone—are being exhibited on this stand.

The cone, which is seamless and sells at

25s., has three prominent ridges, which it

is claimed assist in strengthening and

allow the cone to vibrate as a whole over

the normal range of frequencies

(October 23rd. 1929).

October 23rd. 1929.

1929.

a replica of that used in the original

model, and is of suitable size to accom-

modate any of the conventional H.F.-

det.-L.F. circuits. Channels are pro-

vided along the lower edges of the metal

cover, and are arranged to engage with

strip forming part of the base. This

affords a good electrical joint, as, thanks
to careful workmanship, all clearances

are small. Sealing should be sufficiently

good for any type of circuit likely to be

set up in this size of cabinet.

A similar method of construction is

employed in building the larger type of

cabinet used for the Kilo-Mag Four,

Record 111, and 1920 Everyman Four

sets. Due to the fact that the screening

cover is considerably larger, and has three

crosswise partitions, clearances of the

base joints are of necessity some-

what larger, receiver being fitted with

a quite convenient size of cabinet.

These cabinets are thoroughly well

made, and the metal work is nicely

finished in rosewood, walnut, dark oak,

or imitation leather.

The large and small containers cost

respectively, £2 6s. 6d. and £3 in wood

finish, and a few shillings less in imita-

tion leather.

A large number of other metal con-

tainers are exhibited, including a neat

inexpensive box with a horizontal parti-

tion, which would be suitable for a two-

valve all-mains receiver.

Ritherdon and Co., Ltd., North Bridge

Mill, Dronегate, Bolton.

ROYAL RADIO. (86)

A mains-operated three-valve trans-

portable receiver (H.F.-det.-L.F.), has

been introduced since the Olympia Show.

This set includes a built-in loud speaker

and frame aerial, and has provision for

a gramophone pick-up. An external

aerial may be used if desired. Models

for A.F. or D.C. supplies are each priced

at 28 guineas.

All the receivers shown at Olympia are

available, and the radio-gramophone has

been improved by fitting a moving coil

loud speaker.

Royal Radio Company, 4 and 5, Dorset

News North, Upper Gloucester Place,
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RUNBKEN. (127)

In view of the increasing interest in radio-from-the-mines, the series of automatic and semi-automatic battery chargers and testers exhibited should have considerable appeal.

The Ardwick charger contains a vibrator rectifier and, for H.T., sells at 48s. 6d. A charging rate as high as 350 m.A. can be maintained. The combined L.T. and H.T. instrument is marketed at 95s., and is capable of giving 3 amps. at 6 volts. It should find application to car as well as radio accumulators. The automatic charger for A.C. is designed to remain permanently in circuit with the mains supply, the set and the L.T. accumulator. As soon as the radio set is switched off, the charger automatically comes into action, and vice versa. The battery is thus kept in a healthy condition by reason of the taper charge given to it. The price is 75s. A semi-automatic type, which is not interposed in the L.T. switch circuit of the set, costs 65s. There is a variety of chargers with dry copper-oxide rectifiers.

An Unbreakable hydrometer in which the float-satellite is guided by a thin horizontal drilled washer to prevent surface tension effects with the inside wall, should provide a means of measuring specific gravity accurately. Battery testers to give reliable results should first place a load across each cell before reading voltage. In fact, the best indication of the state of charge is obtained by noting the un-load to full-load voltage ratio. With the Runbaken tester a 12-amp. load is taken from small accumulators, whilst for car starting batteries experience shows that a cell is in good condition if it reads 1.5 volts at a load of 200 amps. This company is also showing loud speaker and telephone magnifiers.

Runbaken Magneto Co., Tipping Street, Ardwick, Manchester.

SIFAM. (11)

A new pocket volt-milliammeter with ranges suitable for the average domestic receiver and selling at 10s., should prove of interest to readers. The 15-volt range is for L.T. and bias measurements, while the 150-volt and 50 m.A. scales will cover normal anode requirements. There is available a new range of baby meters for

SINQUERS. (124)

Long life from accumulators is only obtained if careful attention is paid to maintaining the specific gravity of the electrolyte at the correct value. Charge indicators showing a rough value of the acid density are provided by specially constructed pellets known as "Sinquers," the red and blue coloured varieties of which sink at different states of discharge of the cell into which they are dropped. A pellet of each colour dropped into a fully charged accumulator will float on the surface of the acid, but if the cell is half discharged the red ball only will float, while the blue will sink. Should both balls sink the battery requires an immediate charge.

Fidtman, Baetree and Co., Gem Works, Oakhill Road, Sutton, Surrey.

(Left): New Sifam pocket volt-milliammeter. (Right): Miniature milliammeter measuring only 1 in. diameter.

Sifam "Hevicore" L.F. transformer.

Besides the specialometers referred to, there is a comprehensive display of moving coil and moving iron meters with conventional scale readings; there is, in fact, on this stand a meter for every radio purpose.


STANDARD INSULATORS. (11)

A new material for panels has just been introduced by the Standard Insulator Company. It consists of a bakelite base coated on each side with a veneer of wood—birch, walnut, or mahogany—the whole being subjected to a bakelising process which imparts a highly finished glossy surface, and, what is perhaps more important, improves its electrical properties. It is stated that panels can easily be drilled, tapped or machined, and specimens on the stand show that it can be engraved in the usual manner.

In appearance, these panels are indistinguishable from real wood—indeed, there is no reason why they should, as the visible part is actually wood. The new material is known as Hivoltsl Veneer Bakelite, and is stated to withstand an average pressure of 13,000 volts per millimetre thickness. Its resistance per cubic centimetre is given as 1,50 x 104 ohms. It seems probable that these panels will find a ready application, particularly in the construction of high-grade receivers where good appearance is considered to be essential.


STOTT. (125)

The "Pegasus-Scout" portable receiver, of more or less conventional design, should have a performance well above the average; its layout is exceptionally neat.
Manchester Radio Show.— and workmanlike, and all the components used in its construction are of high grade. Its anode circuits are decoupled—a refinement not yet by any means universal in sets of its class—and in consequence there is but a single positive lead to the H.F. battery.

The Pegasus portable receiver with back cover removed.

Provision for a gramophone pick-up is included, and an upright cabinet with grille front, turntable, pick-up arm, and space for the receiver is also supplied, in order that the set may be converted into a radio-gramophone. The fitted cabinet costs 13 guineas, while the receiver itself is priced at 17 guineas. This firm are Northern agents for the Mic Wireless Co., of Wellingborough, and

are showing specimens of the new “Zampa” components and accessories described in our Olympia Show Report. J. E. Stott, 15, Clare Hill, Huddersfield.

**T.C.C.**

**83** In addition to the wide range of fixed condensers for every purpose in a radio set, there has been introduced this season a single type electrolytic condenser for a maximum working voltage of 60; the minimum capacity is 500 microfarads, and the price £1. The electrolytic condensers shown are of the dry polarized type, and must be connected to the correct poles. The importance of good power factor, especially in condensers which have to bypass H.F. energy in a divided circuit, is not being overlooked by this company, who are spending much time in research on non-inductive connection of condenser foils.

**T.G.C.**

**Electrolytic condensers for L.T. eliminators.**

A range of tapped condenser blocks for eliminators is to be seen on this stand. The company are to be congratulated on having been chosen by the B.B.C. to supply a number of high-voltage smoothing condensers for the new station at Brookman’s Park.

T.Electrolytic Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North Arton, W.3.

**TUNGSRAM.**

Passing through the stand a number of the new high-voltage condensers can be seen. The company have a complete range of condensers for every purpose, from the small 0.001 microfarad up to 100 microfarads. The condensers are of the electrolytic type, and are supplied with connection leads.

Tungslam Electric Lamp Works (Great Britain), Ltd., 72, Oxford Street, London, W.1.

**TUTILL.**

There are several new and interesting products to be seen on this stand. Perhaps the most ambitious is the “Tinol” radio-gramophone, which is supplied for operation on A.C. or D.C. mains. It includes a five-valve receiver working with an external aerial, with one high-frequency valve, detector, and two L.F. stages with push-pull output. The two circuits are tuned by a Utility balancing condenser, reaction control is on the differential principle, and there is mutual conductance of 1.5 m.A. Among 6-volt power valves there are the P.615 and P.614. The former has an amplification factor of 10 with an impedance of
Manchester Radio Show.—

a volume control operative on both radio and gramophone reproduction.

An unusual refinement is the provision of a tone control; with the regulating lever at the normal position no correction is applied to the amplifier, but movement to either side introduces a degree of attenuation of the bass or treble as may be desired.

This instrument is fitted with a moving coil loudspeaker, and is supplied either in a walnut or mahogany cabinet at £65 for A.C. and £55 for D.C. supplies. Extensive precautions are observed towards the prevention of low-frequency reaction.

In spite of its extremely low price—the battery and D.C. models cost but £2 19s. 6d.—the Liberty moving coil loud speaker is well constructed and designed on sound lines. An easily adjusted paper "spider" is provided for centring, and the cone is supported by a surround of closely woven fabric, slatted to be unaffected by climatic changes. As a step-down transformer is mounted in the base of the instrument as supplied and ready for mounting in a cabinet or on a battle board. An A.C. model, with Westinghouse rectifier and electrolytic smoothing condenser, is sold for £5 15s.

The Liberty moving coil loud speaker.

The "Kukoo" loud speaker drive unit, manufactured by the Sheffield Magnet Co., is also exhibited. This promising component is of exceptionally heavy and solid construction, and employs two large cobalt steel magnets.

Tuttles, Ltd., 7-9, Swan Street, New Cross, Manchester.

W.B. (7)

While the mounting of loud speakers in large moulded bakelite housings is a common practice, the new W.B. cone speaker, which is built in a bakelite case, is distinctive. It is probably the only bakelite mounted loud speaker of the "clock" design and its grained moulding gives a finish superior to that of polished wood, and is, of course, infinitely more durable. The bakelite back plate supports the adjustable differential reed movement. In spite of the generous use

of bakelite the price of the complete speaker is 42s.

H.T.4 rectifier is designed to be used in a voltage doubling bridge circuit with two 4 mfd. condensers (if the capacity is less the output is considerably reduced). Although the transformer for use with this rectifier must not develop more than 155 volts, the D.C. output is about 180 volts 30 mA. There is thus a step-up irrespective of the transformer. The H.T.4 gives full-wave rectification and sells at 3s. 6d.

The new W.B. valve holder for side or baseboard mounting.

W.B. five-pin valve holders are well known to readers, and a modified pattern has now been introduced which, by means of a side plate, provides for horizontal or vertical mounting. The feature of W.B. valve holders is the expanding nickel-silver leg sockets. Like the circular pattern valve holder the price is 1s. 3d.

Whatley, Benceham and Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

WESTINGHOUSE. (18)

Besides the H.T.1 and H.T.2 metal rectifiers, which have been reduced in price and the L.T. chargers and trickle chargers, there have been introduced for this season two new units for H.T.

Westinghouse A.4 rectifier, giving 2 amps. at 9 volts.

The H.T.3 is a half-wave instrument giving a voltage of 120 when the maximum load of 23 m.A. is applied. Such a rectifier is useful for kit sets having a screened valve followed by leaky grid detector and triode output. The transformer feeding the H.T.3 should not give more than 140 volts on open circuit. The

Wires for the 1930 Everyman Four (Wright & Wenerle).

The A.4 unit, giving 2 amps. at 9 volts, is capable of charging large wireless batteries and is quite useful for car batteries.

Westinghouse brake and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross, N.1.

YAGERPHONE. (85)

Portable receivers and radio-gramophones are the chief products of this firm. The majority of these instruments are for all-mains operation, as much attention being paid to D.C. as A.C.

Coles with switches incorporated for "The Wireless World" Kit Set. (Wright & Wearle).

As an example of a moderately priced radio-gramophone for use with an outside aerial, mention should be made of the "Popular" model for battery operation, at £28 10s. There are three valves, arranged as two L.F. resistance stages following a regenerative leaky grid detector. This circuit allows of simple one-dial tuning. A cone speaker is built into the base of the cabinet and is hidden by an ornamental grille. There is a spring-driven Garrard gramophone motor with automatic stopping device. The cabinet work of the radio-gramophones exhibited is superb.

Yagerphone, Ltd., 28, Charlotte Street, E.C.2.
"Radio" and "The Air" are our names for the broadcast transmissions, and I should say they are as good as any; although it is said by some that, in the late presidential election in the U.S.A., Governor Smith, the unsuccessful candidate, lost a number of votes because he spoke of the "Radio"—so powerful is the influence of the ether.

Here in British Columbia, away up country, we are within reach of a really large number of broadcasting stations both Canadian and American; but our mountain ranges and our lakes run for the most part north and south, so it is the American stations that come in best. Our Canadian stations lie east and west of us. Calgary, in the province of Alberta, comes in fairly well; Vancouver only sometimes. If, therefore, we want an evening's straightforward radio, we switch on to one of the American stations; and that means Salt Lake City, Seattle, San Francisco or Los Angeles.

We are a very English community here in the Okanagan Valley, so that if you know anything at all of English people out of England you will know that we are very strong in our likes and dislikes, and when we have been listening, say, to a whole winter's programme from these American stations, it will be readily understood that "things are said." I think we are very grateful for the really marvelous range of programmes provided for us, and I have never once heard anything from any of the big American stations that could cause a moment's discomfort or uneasiness to the man who listens on this side of the border. The programmes are arranged by the various mercantile corporations, and they are essentially a means of advertisement. The nature of the broadcast and the amount of advertising matter will therefore vary according to the character of the firm or the corporation.

Some of the best things are put on by the banks and by the powerful oil companies; and a very few words about the bank's business, or about the advantages of the oil, are all that accompany the symphony concerts which are the speciality of these institutions.

But they all have their turn, even down to So-and-So's pickles, a particular line of underclothing, or the This-and-That washing machine. Quite a small experience of radio will make you wary! You are listening, may be, to the "Venusberg" music from "Tannhäuser," beautifully rendered; the "Pilgrim's Chorus" is to follow; but before that begins the announcer must give you a cute little dissertation on the merits of X's soap, taking it for granted that there is no other kind of soap in the world, and that you certainly have never enjoyed a decent "wash" unless you have come across this particular brand. This is quite legitimate advertising, no doubt; but you listen to the "Pilgrim's Chorus," when it does come on, with a vague feeling that you have got a dirty neck.

The kind of English spoken by the American announcers is not of the quality which you hear from ZIO. If not exactly infinite in their variety, the voices are greatly diversified, and we all have our favourites. There is the voice with a smile, that is cheering to hear for a few nights, but which falls dreadfully after a time. There is the pained, hurt and aggrieved voice, as of a man having to read his own death sentence; and there is a voice for every stage between these extremes. Only very rarely do we hear the soft Southern drawl which in itself is perfect music.

This past season we have suffered from a superfluity of soprano singers. Some are good and worth listening to; others, many others, are neither good nor worth listening to; and it is sad to hear courtly and gallant old gentlemen switching off in disgust and muttering threats and slaughterings against "these squawking females." Indeed, these sopranos are so rife that many of us would prefer a saxophone, than which no more powerful indictment could be framed.

But our greatest grumble is that the announcer will not leave our poor intelligence alone. We are not allowed to listen to a Chopin's Nocturne without being told who Chopin was (presumably it is he who is meant by "Show-pang"), and we must be informed what a nocturne is. And then, perhaps, we are told that we are to hear "Nocturne," by Chopin—as though he wrote one only!

To have our intelligence improved in this way is bad enough; it is worse when our emotions are got hold of and straightened out. For instance, they are going to play a Minuet of Beethoven's, but before we get to it we are told what our reactions should be to "this piece," and so stereotyped is this kind of advice that in nine cases out of ten a man may safely wager that he will hear, at least once, phrases such as "delicate cadences," "swinging lit," "felicitous movement," "swaying rhythm," "charm," "romance," "quaint." These grumblings, after all, amount to very little in comparison with the abundance of the musical feast provided by the many stations we tap here in the North-West.

The most impressive broadcast I ever heard was late on the last night of the Old Year, when New Year messages were being sent out from the Edmonton Station to listeners-in away up among the isolated settlers and officials in the Yukon and the North-West Territories, close by the Arctic Circle. Many a heart-ache must have been lifted that night when those lonely people heard over the radio the names of their home-folk who remembered them.

The Spirits of the Air fulfil their kindly mission nowadays, not only in fairy-tales but in real life.
The Amplion 'LION' Speaker has definitely established its superiority. For over a year now the critics have been watching and their opinion remains as it was in their first enthusiastic reception.

In the 'LION' movement the increased magnetic pull on the reed, as it gets near the magnet is accompanied by an equivalent diminution of leverage. This results in the abolition of distortion and instead of the muffled and disguised output of the average speaker, we get the full and convincingly natural volume of sound in its native purity. By an equally ingenious method the Amplion movement is enabled to reproduce with accuracy the sudden beginnings of sounds and to render correctly what musicians call “attack.”

The Cone, too, of the Amplion “LION” Speaker is different and there are other features.

Let us send you our explanatory booklet ZW.L.37A full of interesting facts—written by one of our expert technicians.

**CHASSIS MODEL FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR**

The chassis model, which can easily be fitted to a baffle board or cabinet of your own make, is available in two sizes for the Home Constructor.

All Amplion Equipment to the value of £8 and over may be obtained on convenient terms of payment.

**“LION” SPEAKER**

**CHASSIS £6 and £8**

**CABINET MODELS £8 to £16**
AT MANCHESTER

Public interest was kept at High Tension by

At last the high tension battery, for which the world has waited...gives over 60% longer service...is incapable of "crackle".
No sal-ammoniac...therefore no corrosion...therefore no loss in idleness.
Every wireless user ought to know why "Pertrix" is the only one dry battery to be used today.
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
CURRENT TOPICS

Events of the Week in Brief Review.

HIGH POWER BROADCASTING IN IRELAND.

Following the B.R.C. example, the Irish Free State Postal and Finance Departments are considering the erection of a high power broadcasting station in Athlone. It is not yet clear whether the Athlone station will supersede those at Dublin and Cork, but it is certain that it will be designed to include practically the whole of the Irish Free State in its service area.

MOTOR CAR WIRELESS.

A time when every car will carry a receiver, if not a transmitter, is suggested by the news that the Radio Corporation of America and General Motors have organized a new company, known as General Motors Radio Corporation, for the manufacture of motor car wireless sets. Wireless may soon be an indispensable "gadget."

WHY CRIMINALS HATE WIRELESS.

The increased use of wireless by Scotland Yard has been carefully watched by the French police. In the coming Budget funds will be specially allocated for the erection of a wireless station in Paris to link up with the frontiers, ports and provincial police stations.

THE STORY OF THE VALVE.

A talk on "The History of the Thermonic Valve" will be given from the Dublin broadcasting station at 10.30 p.m. on October 30th by Mr. H. A. Donisthorpe, of the General Electric Co., Ltd.

RADIO BEACON'S SUCCESS.

The new Air Ministry rotating wireless beacon at Oxford Ness, Suffolk, has proved so successful that, as from Sunday last, October 20th, the beacon works continuously throughout the 24 hours instead of from 6 a.m. to midnight. The revised timing will continue for two months. The Trinity House Observers state that out of 21 observations only five showed an error of 1 degree. In tests as to the accuracy of its time-keeping, the National Physical Laboratory found that the accuracy was well beyond the limit of accuracy of the ordinary chronometer or stop-watch.

Practically correct results have been obtained on a vessel off Beachy Head, 100 miles distant.

BRITISH GEAR FOR SPANISH-ARGENTINE SERVICE.

The new Spanish-Argentine radio telephone service recently opened from Saville by General Primo de Rivera is the only service of its kind in the world, with the exception of that between Great Britain and America, in which subscribers are connected at each end by means of the ordinary telephone service. Complete secrecy is obtained by transmitting in a distorted form unintelligible to ordinary receiving stations. The transmitters and receivers for this new radio link were manufactured by Mandani Telephones & Cables, Ltd., in their factories at Woolwich and Hendon.

MORE LISTENERS IN GERMANY.

Registered listeners in Germany now number 2,843,569, an increase of 16,941 in three months.

SAD CASE.

The pirates' repertoire of excuses has been added to by a Doncaster delinquent who pleaded last week that he thought the second-hand receiver he had purchased was already licensed, like a car.

RADIO IN RANGOON.

To popularise wireless in rural India the Burma Legislative Council last week voted 3,000 rupees for the installation of receiving sets in twenty villages within 100 miles of Rangoon. The Rangoon broadcasting station is operated by the Burma Radio Syndicate on a wavelength of 386 metres.

LECTURES FOR RADIO-GRAMPHONE DEALERS.

Under the auspices of the Gramophone Co., Ltd., a special course of sixteen lectures in radio-gramophone reproduction is being given at the London Polytechnic, Regent Street, by Mr. S. T. Short, A.M.I.E.E., for the benefit of dealers, salesmen, service staff and others engaged in the radio-gramophone industry. Similar courses are to be given in various provincial centres. Particulars of the course and of a special correspondence course for those unable to attend the lectures are obtainable from The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 365, Oxford Street, London, W.1.

A MODERN AMATEUR STATION. The transmitting and receiving apparatus of G 6CI, owned by Mr. W. W. Warran, of Coventry. As the QSL cards indicate, G 6CI has practically a world-wide "service area."
Part V.
Electromagnetic Effects and Inductance.
(Continued from page 440 of the previous issue.)

BEFORE we can proceed further with A.C. theory it will be necessary to know something about that type of circuit in which considerable magnetic effects are produced when a current of electricity flows through it. It will be seen later what a very important part inductance plays in A.C. circuits.

Whenever a current of electricity flows through a circuit a magnetic field is set up in the vicinity of the conductors. With the aid of a miniature compass needle, lines of force can be detected and the directions in which they act determined. The intensity of the field depends on the nature of the circuit and the strength of the current flowing through it. For instance, if a long insulated wire is wound into the form of a coil or solenoid, a relatively powerful magnetic field is produced when a current is passed through it. The lines of action of the forces pass through the coil parallel to its axis at the centre, and spread out brush-wise at the ends.

If such a coil could be arranged so that its axis lies on a plane surface, as shown in Fig. 1, the lines along which the magnetic forces act could be traced out with the aid of the little compass needle. If any one line is followed completely round, it is found to be a closed loop, so that we have in a magnetic field a large number of closed loops of magnetic force linked with the turns of the coil.

The total magnetic influence passing through the

centre of the coil parallel to its axis is referred to as the magnetic flux, and the amount of flux which passes through one square centimetre of area at right angles to the lines of force represents the field strength or intensity at that point. It is expressed in lines per square centimetre or gauss. If a current of 1 amperes could be passed round a single circular wire loop one centimetre in radius, the field strength at the centre of the loop would be 0.2rI lines per square centimetre or gauss.

Electromagnetic Induction.
If the current flowing through the coil is varied, the magnetic flux linked with the coil varies in direct proportion, and this changing of the flux has a peculiar effect on the circuit. It actually causes an electromotive force to be induced in the turns of the coil, this being the property known as self-inductance.

The explanation of self-inductance will be made simpler if we first consider the action of a permanent magnet on a coil of wire. In Fig. 2 is shown a permanent magnet of the horseshoe pattern with lines of magnetic force passing between the poles from N to S. Close to the magnet is a coil so placed that one pole of the magnet can be lowered into it, and across the ends of the coil is connected a sensitive galvanometer or millivoltmeter. When the magnet is lowered, the lines of force passing between the poles are "cut" by the turns of the coil, and just as this is happening a reading is obtained on the millivoltmeter, showing that an E.M.F. is being induced in the coil. This is Faraday's original experiment, and explains the principle of electromagnetic induction.

The important feature is that the E.M.F. is induced in the coil only so long as the magnet is moving relatively to the coil; as soon as the magnet comes to rest the E.M.F. disappears, no matter what the relative positions of the magnet and coil are. The value of the induced E.M.F. is exactly proportional to the rate at which the lines of force are being cut, i.e., to the

Fig. 1.—Showing how the lines of magnetic force produced by a coil can be traced by means of a miniature magnetic compass.

Fig. 2.—Faraday's experiment for demonstrating the principle of electromagnetic induction.
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number of lines being cut per second, and therefore to the rate at which the flux linked with the coil is changing.

Reverting to the case in which the magnetic flux linked with a coil is produced by a current in the coil itself, it will be clear that an E.M.F. will be induced in the coil whenever the current is changing, because the magnetic flux is proportional to the current. In any circuit where the change of the current causes an E.M.F. to be induced into the circuit itself, self-inductance is said to be present.

From the foregoing it follows that inductance will be present in any circuit where a magnetic field is produced by a current passed through the circuit.

Unit of Self-inductance.

The practical unit of self-ductance is the henry, and a circuit is said to have a self-inductance of one henry if one volt is induced in it when the current is changing at the rate of one ampere per second. The self-inductance expressed in henrys is called the coefficient of self-induction of the circuit, and is usually denoted by L.

Suppose that in a circuit where the inductance is L henrys the current is changing at a steady rate and increases from I₁ to I₂ amperes in t seconds. Then the rate of change of current is \( \frac{I₂ - I₁}{t} \) amperes per second, and the self-induced E.M.F. will be

\[ e = L \times \frac{I₂ - I₁}{t} \] volts.

Electrical Inertia.

Before we can make full use of this expression it is necessary to know in what direction the induced E.M.F. acts. Lenz's law states that the induced E.M.F. always acts in such a direction as to oppose the changing of the current. This means that if the current is increasing, the induced E.M.F. will be opposing the applied E.M.F. actually producing the current, and when the current is falling in value the self-induced E.M.F. acts in such a direction that it tends to maintain the current. The self-induced E.M.F. is very often referred to as a back E.M.F. or counter electromotive force when it acts in opposition to the applied E.M.F.

A similar law exists in ordinary mechanics—a heavy body resists the taking up of motion when a force is applied to it on account of its inertia; there is a back pressure proportional to the mass of the body and the rate at which its velocity is changed. Once the body is set in motion, it tends to continue moving even after the original driving force has been removed. A railway wagon on a level track could be taken as an example.

Owing to the similarity of the laws of an inductive circuit and those of inertia, self-inductance is very often referred to as "electrical inertia." Since the induced E.M.F. is proportional to the rate of change of current and acts in opposition, it follows that in a circuit possessing self-inductance the current can never be changed instantaneously. If the E.M.F. applied to the ends of the circuit is suddenly changed, the current will gradually acquire its new value just as, if the throttle of a motor car running at slow speed is suddenly opened wide, the car does not attain its full speed instantaneously, but gradually accelerates.

Energy Stored in a Magnetic Field.

If an electromotive force is suddenly applied to the ends of an inductive circuit, power is expended not only in heating the circuit through the medium of its resistance but also in overcoming the back E.M.F. during the time that the current is building up. When the current has reached its final steady value, the back E.M.F. disappears, and the whole of the in-going energy is being converted into heat. It is clear then that just as the current is building up, a certain-amount of energy is put into the magnetic field. When the current is reduced to zero again, the induced E.M.F. of self-induction acts in the same direction as the falling current, and hence the stored energy is given back again to the circuit. In the case of a very powerful field such as that of a large dynamo, the stored energy is so great that it is positively dangerous to switch off the magnetising current suddenly. Even in the case of the pot magnet of a moving-coil loud speaker precautions are usually taken to dissipate the stored energy gradually when switching off.

Calculation of Stored Energy.

Suppose that we have a coil whose inductance is L henrys and that a current is caused to build up in it from zero to I amperes in t seconds. The average rate of growth of the current will be \( \frac{I}{t} \) amperes per second, and, since the induced E.M.F. is equal to the product of the inductance and the rate of change of current, the average back E.M.F. during this time will be \( e = L \times \frac{I}{t} \) volts. Now, the power consumed in building up the magnetic field is given by the product of back E.M.F. and current at any instant. But the current is varying from zero up to I amperes, and therefore its average value during the time of growth is \( \frac{I}{2} \) amperes (see Fig. 3). Thus the average power expended on the field whilst it is being built up is

\[ e \times \frac{I}{2} = L \times \frac{I}{t} \times \frac{I}{2} = \frac{LI²}{2t} \text{ watts.} \]

The time during which this power acts is \( t \) seconds, and so the energy put into the field is

\[ W = \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{LI²}{t} = \frac{1}{2}LI² \text{ watt-seconds or joules} \]

(the energy represented by a power of one watt expended for one second is called one joule).

The energy stored in the field at any instant is thus seen to be proportional to the inductance of the circuit and to the square of the current at that instant. It is assumed that the energy thus stored takes the form of a sort of strain in the ether in which the magnetic field is situated.

Mutual Induction.

Sometimes two circuits are so arranged that when a current in one of them is varied it causes an electro-
Motive force to be generated in the other. Under these conditions mutual inductance is said to exist between the circuits. It should be fairly obvious then that if a current in one circuit causes lines of magnetic force to be linked with a second circuit, mutual inductance will be present, because any variation of current in the one will result in an induced E.M.F. in the other.

As an example, we may consider two coils \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) arranged as shown in Fig. 4. When a current is passed through \( L_1 \), from a battery \( B \) it will produce a magnetic field, part of which links itself with the turns of \( L_2 \). If the current is varied by changing the value of the regulating resistance \( R \), the flux linked with \( L_2 \) will be altered, and an E.M.F. is induced in it during the process.

The mutual inductance between the coils is said to be one henry if one volt is induced in one of them when the current in the other is changing at the rate of one ampere per second. The mutual inductance in henrys is usually denoted by \( M \), and is sometimes called the coefficient of mutual induction. The coil \( L_1 \) in which the current flows is called the primary (coil), and \( L_2 \) is called the secondary. The mutual inductance between the two coils is the same, no matter which is used as the primary; its value depends only on the dimensions of each coil and their relative positions.

When the mutual inductance is \( M \) henrys, the E.M.F. induced in the secondary coil is given by

\[
e_2 = M \times \frac{\text{rate of change of primary current}}{1}
\]

If an alternating current is passed through the primary coil, an alternating magnetic flux will act upon the secondary coil, and so induce in it an alternating voltage of the same frequency as the primary current. When two coils are used in this way they are said to be magnetically coupled together, and the combination is known as a transformer, a subject to be dealt with separately at a later date.

**Degree of Coupling.**

The two coils are said to be tightly coupled when they are brought close together so as to obtain a relatively high mutual inductance, and vice versa. The degree of coupling is expressed as the ratio of the mutual inductance to the square root of the product of the separate self-inductances, this ratio being known as the coefficient of coupling.

\[
\text{coefficient of coupling} = \frac{M}{\sqrt{L_1 L_2}}
\]

In theory the coupling coefficient can never be greater than unity, and in practice never reaches this value. The coupling would be unity if the whole of the magnetic flux produced by a current in one coil linked itself with the whole of the turns on the other. In low-frequency transformers the coupling is made as great as possible by winding the two coils on a common iron core so that the total flux is constrained as far as possible to be fully linked up with both windings. That fraction of the total flux which fails to link with both coils is termed leakage flux.

(To be continued.)

---

**Club News.**

---

**Peckham Radio Society.**

Many South London amateurs have derived benefit from the Peckham Radio Society, which has now opened the winter season with meetings on Thursday evenings at 7.30 p.m.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. E. Pettet, 192, Hollydale Road, S.E.15.

---

**Informality in Wireless Meetings.**

A request that the informal nature of its meetings should be maintained was made by members of the South Croydon and District Radio Society at the recent Annual General Meeting. It was felt that the ordinary owner of a wireless set derived most benefit when he could discuss his radio troubles and experiments with a minimum amount of formality. A feature of the new session is the arrival of a large contingent of new members. More vacancies still exist, however, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumber, 14, Campden Hill, South Croydon, will be glad to receive applications.

---

**A Topical Lecture.**

"Main Apparatus—Its Design and Operation" was the title of a lecture given by Mr. Garrie, of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., at a recent meeting of the Kensington Radio Society. The Society's meetings are held at 156, Holland Park Avenue, W.11. Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. T. Hayes, 71, Hillam Road, Kensington, W.14.

---

**For Musselw Hill Readers.**

One of the most active of the Louis Societies last year was the Musselw Hill and District Radio Society, which has resumed meetings at Tollington School, Tetherdown, Musselw Hill, N.10, on Wednesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. J. Witte, 53, Coniston Road.

---

**A Refractory Receiver.**

A unique set, the circuit diagram of which puzzled even the veterans present, was demonstrated by Mr. Newington at the last meeting of the South Croydon and District Radio Society. Frequency was added by the fact that the set at first refused to function, but after an animated discussion it was discovered that by changing the position of two variable condensers the trouble was overcome.

Hon. Secretary, R. E. Cumber, 14, Campden Road, S. Croydon.

---

**An October Field Day.**

Six members of Slade Radio (Birmingham) succeeded in tracking down a hidden transmitter on the occasion of the Society's field day on October 12th. Thirty-five members and friends took part in the hunt. After the test the company enjoyed an alfresco tea, which was followed by the distribution of prizes. Full particulars of the Society's activities will be gladly supplied by the Hon. Secretary "Enville," Warren Road, Erdington.

---

---
What of the Twin Transmitter?—Continental Relays.—B.B.C. Finance.

The Sleeping Partner.

Despite rumours to the contrary, I understand that it is extremely unlikely that London Regional No. 2 will have anything to tell the world until mid-December. Why there should be such a delay is rather difficult to fathom, for the second station is already in working order, and the B.B.C. has the Postmaster-General's permission to go ahead with alternative transmissions.

One would have thought that even the cautious reservation of the B.B.C. engineers would have been outweighed by their anxiety to discover as soon as possible whether twin-wave working from the same site can be a practical success. So far, its practicability is only theoretical.

Weekly Relays from the Continent.

Those long-distance listeners who are threatened with a curtailment of their activities owing to the enormous power of the new regional stations will wonder whether there is any special significance behind the fact that the B.B.C. is urgently negotiating for a series of regular relays from Continental stations.

I hear that present plans provide for a weekly "Continental" evening during the coming winter. The new La France-Thanet cable will form the connecting link with the Continent. It is hoped that programmes will be available from Belgium, Holland, Germany and France.

The Money Question.

Tales have been going the rounds that the B.B.C. is desperately "hard up." It would be doubtful policy for Savoy Hill to contradict such statements, but I can definitely say that it is not money troubles that loom largest in the official mind at the present moment. At the end of next year, however, some heavy calls will be made on the exchequer, including the cost of the Moorside Edge Regional Station, and it would not be surprising if the B.B.C. were then to demand an inquiry into the existing system of allocating licence monies whereby both the Post Office and the Treasury reap more than an adequate profit.

Work Begins at Moorside Edge.

The contract for the erection of the station buildings at Moorside Edge has been secured by the Anglo-Scottish Construction Co., Ltd., of Victoria Street, Westminster. Work on the site will begin almost immediately.

It is hoped that the station will be ready to start exactly a year hence.

The B.B.C.'s Chief Spokesman.

Mr. Gladstone Murray, who poured oil on the troubled waters of political broadcasting at the opening of the Manchester Show, is becoming recognised as one of the leading spokesmen of the B.B.C. Since 1927, when he was appointed Assistant Controller of Broadcasting at the age of 34, Mr. Gladstone Murray has been close assistant of the Postmaster-General, an experience which has given him a probably unrivalled insight into the countless problems affecting the control of a monopolistic broadcasting service.

I venture to suggest that before long we shall hear a good deal more of Mr. Gladstone Murray.

Sir Oliver Lodge's Point of View.

Sir Oliver Lodge will give listeners his views on passing events in a broadcast from a London studio on November 1st.

This is the sixth half-hourly talk in the "Points of View" series, which has aroused so much discussion, favourable and unfavourable, amongst the public.

Dilemma in Belfast.

Belfast listeners are still wondering what actually happened at 2BE on a recent Sunday. I can now tell the story, which must surely rank as a broadcasting epic. Owing to heavy rains the land lines connecting the studio with the transmitter were put out of action shortly before the Sunday afternoon programme was due to begin. As all B.B.C. transmitters were turned off at the studio it was impossible to broadcast the London programme as announced. But all Belfast was waiting for a programme.

Rehearsing in a Power Station.

Nothing daunted, the engineers transported a gramophone to the transmitter, together with two large amplifiers and 500 volts of high tension, and, in an amazingly short time an impromptu programme was being radiated. While this was going on a "studio" was hastily rigged up in a small office in the adjoining power station, and at 8 o'clock it was possible to transmit a religious service with gramophone records of hymns, and later a programme by the Whitby String Quartet. I am told that it was one of the sights of the century to see this hurrlely assembled combination rehearsing in the power station, surrounded by huge turbo-generators, switchboards and rotary converters! Normal working was not resumed until Tuesday.

Copyright Music at Centaph Service.

The B.B.C. issues a hint to those persons who may be arranging for the rediffusion of the Centaph broadcast on Armistice Day ("re-diffusion" is a word commonly used at Savoy Hill in reference to loud speaker reproduction in public places). Whilst it is felt that no action would be taken for infringement of copyright, the B.B.C. disclaims all responsibility in the matter. But we may assume that no copyright holder would assert his claims in such a special occasion, and organisers of public gatherings on November 11th would be well advised to proceed with loud speaker arrangements without worrying themselves with questions of copyright. Far more important is the question of good reproduction.
APPARATUS characteristic of the latest practice in the transmission of ultra-short waves has already been described; it remains to deal in this article with the methods adopted for their reception. There is nothing radically new in the design of receiving apparatus for use on very short wavelengths, the main difference from receivers suitable for longer wavelengths being a general reduction in inductance and capacities. Stray capacities become very important at frequencies of the order of 50 million cycles per second, and very careful layout of the components is necessary. Before describing in detail any specific receiver it will be useful to review the various types of receiver which have been used with success on longer wavelengths. The simplest type of receiver which has found widespread use on wavelengths below 100 metres is that employing a single-valve detector with variable capacity retroaction. For the reception of modulated continuous waves this retroaction can be set critically at a point just below that at which the valve oscillates, while at a point just above this the receiver is in a very sensitive condition for the reception of continuous waves. Any valve circuit, therefore, which will oscillate freely at the working frequency and can be controlled by suitable adjustment of the retroaction may be made to serve for reception purposes. Where additional sensitivity is required the possibilities of direct radio-frequency amplification immediately arise. Considerable experience with various types of radio-frequency amplifiers has shown that it is extremely difficult to obtain any appreciable amplification on wavelengths shorter than about 15 metres.

In receivers using one or more stages of amplification at these high frequencies, it is usually found that any amplification obtained is got at the expense of the retroaction setting of the detector, and that if the high-frequency stages are removed this retroaction can be increased so that there is little overall loss in sensitivity. To avoid this decrease in available retroaction when using high-frequency stages, certain investigators have developed the super-regenerative type of circuit. In this arrangement it is possible to use more retroaction as the valve is prevented from dropping into oscillation by the quenching action of a supersonic oscillation at a lower frequency than that of the signals to be received.

Little work has been done on the development of the supersonic heterodyne receiver for wavelengths less than 10 metres, although this would appear to offer the greatest possibilities. It is a comparatively simple matter to obtain considerable voltage amplification at an intermediate frequency of the order of 100 kilocycles per second (3,000 metres). In order to use such an intermediate frequency amplifier in a short-wave receiver, it is necessary merely to precede it by a frequency changing unit, which generates oscillations of such a frequency as to heterodyne that of the incoming signals. By the substitution of different frequency-changing units it would appear possible to extend the range of such a receiver down to the shortest

---
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wavelengths at which receiving valves may be made to oscillate.

A Receiver for Use with Aerial and Earth Connections.

The two receivers described below were developed by the authors to meet the requirements of the simplest type of receiver which could be used in a study of the propagation of very short waves. For these receivers the single-valve retroactive detector has been employed, followed by one stage of transformer-coupled low-frequency amplification.

The circuit diagram of one of these receivers is given in Fig. 1. In this the tuning inductance is centred-tapped, as at this point there is no alternating potential, and by connecting the centre of the coil through a suitable battery to the negative end of the filament any required bias may be applied to the grid of the detector valve without interfering with any alternating electromotive forces in the tuned circuit. An open aerial can be coupled to one end of the coil by a variable condenser having a capacity of about 50 micro-microfarads. If a definite earth connection is employed, this should be made to the centre of the coil for the same reasons as given above for the centre-tapping. If, on the other hand, an insulated counterpoise system is preferred, this may be coupled to the other end of the coil from the aerial through a condenser of similar dimensions to that used for the aerial.

It is important to observe that in this circuit both ends of the inductance coil are at high alternating potentials, and the aerial and counterpoise connected to them should be so adjusted that they have potential variations impressed by the incoming signals at the ends coupled to the tuning inductance. It is important, therefore, that the length of either should not be an odd multiple of a quarter of the wavelength, since this would provide a potential node at the receiver. The condition for optimum reception with this type of circuit involves the adjustment of the length of the aerial and all the controls of aerial coupling, retroaction, and, of course, tuning. The correct adjustment of aerial coupling is particularly important since, if it is too great the radiation resistance of the aerial, which at these short wavelengths is high (of the order of 50-80 ohms), will prevent the detector from oscillating, while if it is too small a loss in sensitivity will result.

Variable Condensers for Short Waves.

For wavelengths between 5 and 10 metres a condenser having a maximum capacity of 50 micro-microfarads is suitable for the main tuning condenser. This condenser should have reasonably small linear dimensions, as at this short wavelength the inductance of the plates themselves becomes important. Another advantage of such a small condenser is that there is usually less stray field to create losses in the insulators supporting the plates. A condenser of similar capacity and design is suitable for retroaction purposes and for coupling the aerial and counterpoise to the coil. The grid condenser should be fairly large as it was found that it tended to stabilise the oscillations: a fixed condenser having a capacity of about 1,000 micro-microfarads will be found suitable. The grid leak should have low self capacity, and have a resistance of between 0.5 and 2 megohms according to the valve used. The time an electron takes to travel from the filament to the anode should always be small compared with the period of the wave which the valve is receiving: for this reason it may be found necessary to use short-path valves for wavelengths below about 5 metres. Small diameter wire has an appreciable inductance, and so to avoid unnecessary reactance in the leads at very high frequencies all wiring should be made in reasonably thick wire, say, No. 16 S.W.G. Such wire has the additional advantage of rigidity, an essential feature at these high frequencies. Suitable coils may be made from $\frac{1}{4}$in. or $\frac{3}{8}$in. aluminium or brass tubing. With $\frac{1}{4}$in. tubing and components complying with the above conditions it was found that with a centre-tapped 4-turn coil with internal diameter of $\frac{1}{4}$in. and $\frac{3}{8}$in. long, the wavelength range extended from 4.7 to 7 metres, while with another 4-turn coil of equal axial-length but having a diameter of $\frac{1}{4}$in., the available range was from 5 to 12 metres. It is advisable to mount such coils on ebonite or American whitewood to prevent change in shape which, of course, alters the inductance of the coils.

Frame Aerial Reception.

For measurement purposes, it is essential to cut down the number of variables involved in the transmission and reception of the waves and, for this purpose, a small loop receiver was designed in order to do away with the necessity for an aerial. This loop is mounted directly on a screened box measuring 20in. x 10in. x 8in., which contains all the receiving apparatus. In this way everything except the pick-up loop and the telephone leads is screened, a distinct advantage when measurements are required. For wavelengths below 10 metres the product of area and turns of the receiving loop is comparatively small, and it was decided to construct the loop of single turns of brass tubing. With single-turn coil receivers a centre tapping on the tuning
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coil is objectionable, and, to avoid this, the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is adopted for the detector. The tuning adjustment is effected by two variable condensers of maximum capacity, 50 micro-microfarads, each mounted in series on a common spindle, the tapping to the filament being taken from their common connection. Latterly this connection has been omitted, the centre of the double condenser being allowed to take up its own "earth" point. By omitting this connection the capacity across the tuning loop is effectively decreased, and the range of the receiver is thus extended in the direction of shorter wavelengths. A photograph of a complete receiver built on the above lines is shown in Fig. 3. The front lid of the box has been removed to show the internal arrangement of the components. The diagram of connections and the dimensions of the principal components are given in Fig. 2. The details in design emphasised in the description of the previous receiver obviously apply in this case also. In order to make the whole receiver as symmetrical as possible about the loop, and also to shorten the lengths of wires in the detector stage, the apparatus is arranged within the box in three tiers, as indicated in the photograph. The top tier contains the tuning condensers, the reaction condenser, the grid condenser and leak, along with the first valve and a radio frequency choke. The loop is held rigidly to an insulating strip on the top of the box by two terminals to the underside of which is attached the tuning condenser. This tuning condenser, and also the reaction condenser, are mounted on a panel which, when in position, lies about 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) in. from the back of the box. This mounting is necessary in order to keep stray capacities at a minimum. Extension handles pass from the condensers through the box and are connected to dials at the back.

**H.F. Chokes.**

It is advisable to be able to change the choke and grid leak, so these were arranged to fit into sockets provided on the top platform. Little systematic investigation has been made into the working of choke coils at very high frequencies, but a design which the authors have found fairly satisfactory consists of a solenoidal coil of No. 47 S.W.G. insulated copper wire wound uniformly on a 3 in. x 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. ebonite former. A range of chokes may be made by varying the number of turns from about 50 to 200. The ends of the wires are soldered to two valve pins screwed into the ends of the ebonite, and, by keeping the distance between these pins the same for all chokes, it is a simple matter to make them easily interchangeable. It is desirable in fixing the positions of the pins to remember that the farther they are apart the less will be the self-capacity of the choke. A single audio-frequency amplifying stage is mounted on the middle platform of the box, while the necessary filament and high-tension batteries are placed at the bottom of the box. The screening box is used as the lead to the negative end of each filament, as this decreases the number of wires necessary in each compartment. The output terminals for the telephones are placed as a shunt across an audio-frequency choke in the anode circuit of the second valve. By this means the telephones and, therefore, the observer are maintained at the potential of the screening box (see Fig. 2). This design diminishes certain difficulties due to capacity changes while tuning, and also prevents the high-tension battery being short-circuited when the telephone terminals come accidentally into contact with the box. In order that the screening may be efficient, the box and lid are bolted together when the receiver is in use.

**Wavelength Range of Loop Receiver.**

Using single-turn loops constructed of \(\frac{1}{2}\) in. diameter copper tubing, the following wavelength ranges are covered with a tuning condenser, of which the minimum and maximum capacities are 2 and 25 micro-microfarads.
EMPIRE BROADCASTS.

Sir,—Having read in your columns so many denunciations of the B.B.C.'s short-sighted short-wave policy, one finds it increasingly difficult to produce further arguments in the hope of persuading an early improvement in the situation. Apparently neither the B.B.C. officials nor the engineers responsible for SSW have any sense of shame or interest. In the station, otherwise SSW would be proclaiming itself to the world at large as the short-wave unit of the richest broadcasting combination in the world, and proclaiming itself in no small voice. Several people already have shuttered the excuse that SSW is experimental. When one thinks of the number of stations that have started since SSW came on the air, and have been immediate successes, one cannot but feel that the B.B.C. is letting its down rather badly. Anyway, how can a station pretend to be experimental which does not experiment with the most important item, the wavelength? Strangely enough, the engineers are so proud of its puny performance that they never bother to ask for listener's reports.

In my humble opinion the B.B.C. would do well to tell the Marconi Company that they have no use for such a poor effort as SSW, and ask the Philips Radio people to build a permanent station; it would need no months of experiment. Any fool can see that a truly Empire station must broadcast simultaneously on two wavelengths, neither of which would be that used at present. I would suggest wavelengths of around 32 and 16 metres.

And now, you folks at home, are you in sympathy with the B.B.C.'s plea that they are not justified in spending your money on an Empire broadcaster? Of course you aren't! Then let us have a good lucky demand from you for a station you can be proud of. You are our only hope now. "GROWSER."

R.A.F. Base,
Calafatra, Malta.
September 9th, 1929.
question the practical accuracy of some such classification of B.B.C. transmissions as follows:

(a) First-rate. Direct or "local" transmissions.

Only those within "local" range of London receive transmission wholly of this quality. Provincial stations, other than Daventry, give only about 25 per cent. direct transmission.

(b) Second-rate. Daventry transmissions.

These suffer deterioration through the use of 70 miles of land-line.

(c) Third- to fifth-rate. Land-line relays.

The land-line may be anything from 100 to 400 miles in length, of varying character, and inadequately corrected. Beyond this prime defect of frequency distortion and/or attenuation, these transmissions are vitiated also by background noise. It is impossible, even in the case of any one particular provincial transmitter, to set them down as being all of level merit. Relays by Newcastle, for instance, from the London Queen's Hall, seem, as judged by ear, to be inferior for some reason or other to those from the London studios.

Sixty per cent. of provincial transmissions of music come under this head.

(d) Sixth- to tenth-rate. Wireless relays.

These are re-transmissions of provincial transmitters of Daventry 5XX picked up by wireless. They combine, therefore, the defects of a short land-line, one relayer, and two transmitters, with the addition in varying degrees of atmospheric. Some 15 per cent. of provincial musical transmission is of this sort.

The conclusion to be drawn is that the majority of listeners receive as a rule third- to tenth-rate transmission.

Until a majority at least enjoy for the most part first-rate transmission it would seem premature to acclaim wireless as an authentic medium either of musical entertainment or of musical education. There is at present a case rather for denouncing it as de-sensitising the collective musical ear.

And can it be possible that the efforts of designers and manufacturers to provide sets giving straight-line reproduction have been so far and remain for the time being so much energy misdirected?

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

K. McCormack.

HIGH SPOTS.

Sir,—The Humorist recently had a radio article whose writer says that last year screen-grid valves and pentode coils (sic) were the "high-spot" of interest, and asks what it will be this year. I can tell him: it was the drum-controlled loud speakers.

H. E. Adshead.

IDENTIFYING STATIONS.

Sir,—I have been much amused at the various efforts of broadcasting authorities and others to make the identification of stations an easy matter. All broadcasting stations are given a call-sign consisting of a combination of letters and figures, or letters only. Why not use them? and in this manner: Each station to send its times in Morse, slowly and distinctly, in the intervals. Listeners will not need to learn the code as, if sent in a proper manner, it would be an easy matter to copy the dots and dashes on paper and look up the code afterwards and at leisure.


Electrical Wiring and Contracting.—A practical and authoritative work dealing with all branches of the trade, written by experts for electricians, contractors, and all engaged in installation work, and


Part I includes workshop science and the beginning parts of an article on drawing. Subsequent parts will include electricity and magnetism, A.C. and D.C. generators and motors, practical wiring, testing, heating, and many other kindred subjects. Published by Sir Isane Pitum and Sons, Ltd., London. Price 1s. 1d. each, part (64 pages, with numerous illustrations and diagrams).

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The "Motor Cycle" Diary for 1930, including, in addition to the usual diary, monthly summary of running expenses, and remarks on their special features. Published by Iliffe and Sons Ltd. Price, bound in leather with pencil, 1s. 6d. net or 1s. 7d. post free.

Fenomeni Radiotesseronici, by Prof. Piero Iardi.—A study of the nature and character of atmospheres, from observations of the cosmic rays, magnetic and geophysical observations (in Italian). Pp. 28, with 5 diagrams. Published by the Servizio Radiotesseronici, Montecassino and Rome.
Converting a Portable.

I should like to convert a commercial portable 5-value battery receiver with two periodic H.F. stages into an A.C. mains set for operation where a source of current is available; will you tell me if it is likely that any special "snags" are to be guarded against in converting the set, and if it is necessary to do anything beyond making the usual alterations to the low-tension circuits?... J. L. P.

We would hesitate to offer any definite advice on this matter, but we cannot help thinking that you would find it extremely difficult to overcome the natural tendency towards instability which would manifest itself on replacing the existing valves by indirectly heated types, having a much better "figure of merit." It seems almost certain that the H.F. amplifier will lack stability, and that motor-heating will be produced unless elaborate decoupling devices are included in the low frequency anode circuits.

A "Regional" Crystal Set.

I often use a crystal set for listening to the local station when loud speaker reception is not required, and after hearing the test transmissions from Brookman's Park have come to the conclusion that my present arrangement will be hopelessly lacking in selectivity when the twin stations start operations. I take it that a two-circuit aerial tuner will be the best, and should be greatly obliged if you could suggest any improvement to the conventional arrangement, bearing in mind the fact that I have a number of spare components, including variable condensers of 0.0005 and 0.0005 mfd. capacity, which I should like to use if possible.

K. D.

We think you will find it difficult to better the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, which is an improvement over that usually suggested, in that it makes provision for reducing the damping effect of the crystal; this is achieved by joining the detector and phone across a portion only of the secondary inductance coil.

Strictly speaking, the best connection for the crystal tapping can only be determined by trial and error, as its position depends entirely on the characteristics of the detector. It will therefore be obvious that a simple single-layer winding, or perhaps a section-wound coil would be best for this circuit, but in practice good results are often afforded by the use of an efficient commercial detector.

Results comparable with those yielded by this step-down auto-transformer can be obtained by using an exceptionally large inductor for coupling the detector to the twin circuit, but this is not usually convenient, particularly if it is desired to receive both of the twin stations, which will naturally transmit on wavelengths differing as much as possible.

Fig. 1.—Highly selective circuit arrangement for a crystal receiver.

RULES.

(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."

(2) Queries should be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(4) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.

(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.

(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional notes described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Reminders desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

"Kit Set" Modifications.

Is there any reason why the "Wireless World Kit Set" should not be modified by the use of multi-grid detection? It is realised that this alteration would entail one or two minor modifications; for instance, the detector-grid would be connected directly to the high potential end of the H.F. transformer secondary.

If you approve this alteration, I propose to abandon the use of reaction.

P. A.

With the alterations you specify, the set should work quite well, with its detecting circuits altered for multi-grid rectification. It must not be forgotten, however, that in its existing form it is essentially designed for grid detection, and we cannot help thinking that it would be rather a pity to alter it.
Eliminator for the "Foreign Listener’s Four."

I already have an H.T. eliminator capable of supplying approximately the voltages specified for the “Foreign Listener’s Four.” Do you think that it would be safe to use it, or would it be better to make up a special unit as described?

M. T. E.

The circuit of the set in question is such that it is not prone to interaction troubles, and, if your eliminator delivers sufficient current at approximately the right voltage and includes reasonably adequate smoothing arrangements, there is no reason why it should not be used with complete satisfaction.

“Kilo-Mag Four” Pick-up Connections.

Will you please give me a circuit diagram showing how a pick-up may be fitted to the “Kilo-Mag Four” receiver? If possible, I should like to make the change over by means of a single pole switch mounted through the base of the screening compartment, and operate it through a rod by a knob mounted on the front panel. In addition, I should like to arrange matters so that the H.T. valves are switched off when the waveband switches are in the “off” position.

A. G. C.

This method of fitting a pick-up is to be recommended, and it is not difficult to devise a suitable method of connection. A recommended arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, which is drawn on the assumption that the switches at present used for waveband changing are so made that they have a definite “off” position. You will see from the diagram that the extra switch is so arranged that it changes over the low potential end of the detector grid circuit from its normal bias connection to the pick-up, which will naturally be connected to a less negative point on the common bias battery. An extra pole is added to the waveband switch S, (reference lettering corresponds with that in the original circuit diagram, Fig. 2), and is arranged so that the filament connections of the H.F. valve are broken when its arms are in a position intermediate between the sets of contacts.

Potentiometer or Variable Resistance.

By mistake I recently purchased a 4-megohm potentiometer instead of a variable resistance of that value; will you tell me if it is possible to alter the internal connections to the terminals, so that the device may be used as a plain variable resistance?

R. T. C.

Unless a definite “off” position is required for your purpose, it is quite unnecessary to alter the component, and, to use it as a variable resistance, it will only be necessary to connect the external circuit to the terminal in contact with the movable brush contact (generally the centre terminal) and to either one of the other terminals—it is really immaterial which, but it is usual to choose the one which gives a decrease of resistance with clockwise rotation of the knob.

Built-in Transformer Condensers.

For the “Kilo-Mag Four,” I am using a transformer with a built-in condenser across the primary windings. Would it be best to remove it, or, alternatively, do you advise me to leave it in position, and to omit the built-in condenser connected between anode and filament of the detector valve?

C. N. S.

To be on the safe side, we think it would be as well to remove the condenser. Unless steps are taken to by-pass H.F. currents in the detector anode circuit, instability may be encountered, and it is hardly wise to omit the anode by-pass condenser, as you suggest.

Testing in Safety.

My “Record III” receiver is nearing completion, and I should like to know what alterations are necessary to enable me to test the receiver with battery feed before connecting my mains unit. P. C.

This receiver may be fed from a battery supply without any alteration whatsoever. The leads provided for connection to the low voltage A.C. input are connected across a 6-volt low tension accumulator; polarity is immaterial. You should assure yourself that this battery is capable of delivering a current of 3 amperes.

Leave Well Alone.

Do you consider that it would be worth while modifying the “New All-Wave Four” by substituting a screen-grid valve for the present neutralized triode H.F. amplifier? If so, will you please give me a few hints as to how to proceed, bearing in mind that the set works very well as it is, I do not propose to make any change unless it is possible to do so satisfactorily without radical structural alterations?

C. R. G.

If you are using an efficient modern three-electrode valve in the H.F. position, it can safely be assumed that a magnification of at least forty times is being attained; unless comparatively elaborate screening arrangements are added, you are hardly likely to better this appreciably by fitting a screen-grid high-frequency valve; unless you are willing to make these alterations, we can hardly advise you to change your existing arrangements.

The “Kilo-Mag Four”: A Correction.

In the practical wiring plan of this receiver, the reference lettering on the two H.F. valve-holder filament terminals should be reversed; it will be obvious that the terminals “earthed” to the metal work should be lettered r and t to correspond with the letters g, a, which lead to L.T. negative. The valve-holder positive filament terminals, which are connected to the rheostat, should of course be lettered e and u.
INTERLOCKED TOO!

Interlocked Construction now incorporated in the NEW Cossor Pentode.

Shock-proof! Because its elements are rigidly braced top and bottom the wonderful NEW Cossor Pentode has exceptional strength. It easily withstands the hardest shock. Nothing short of complete destruction can upset its remarkable performance.

Noise-proof! Because of the rack-like rigidity of its construction the NEW Cossor Pentode is definitely non-microphonic. Its elements cannot vibrate. Interlocked construction completely eliminates parasitic noises.

Break-proof! Because of its strength and rigidity the NEW Cossor Pentode is practically break-proof. As a result it has an exceptionally long life. No other Pentode compares with it for strength, for power or for long service.

The NEW Cossor Pentode

THE ONLY PENTODE VALVE WITH INTERLOCKED CONSTRUCTION

In two types:
Impedance 20,000.
Anode Volts 100, 110.
Price (either type) 25/-

C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
PARFAIT

THE PERFECT EBONITE PANEL
ONE QUALITY ONLY

— THE BEST —

SUPPORTED IN | Matt Semi-Polished Mahogany | Highly Polished Black
SIX FINISHES | Cube Surface Highly Polished Mahogany | Semi-Polished Black

by most Wireless Dealers. If any difficulty is
obtaining locally, write for copy of special lines.
H. B. POTTER & Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

The SQUIRE UNIVERSAL

No.: 97-b.

THF new Universal (No. 97b) and the
new Power Model (No. 98), fitted with 1½ and 1⅜ cones
respectively, will take every unit at present on the market,
including the new Amplion BA1. They will take yours.
In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of the latest
Vellumeeone type, and the beautifully polished octagonal front
gives the speaker a really finished appearance. This is entirely
in keeping with the magnificent reproduction afforded.
See them at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand 110
(Gallery), or drop us a postcard for a fully descriptive leaflet.

5½ Aluminium Cradle, Enamelled and Polished, fitted with
Vellumeeone and Octagonal Front, back leg and
15/-
bracket also included...

9½ Similar to above, Universal Fitting, etc.,
with 1½ Vellumeeone and Octagonal Front, back
legs and bracket included... 18/6

MANCHESTER FREDK. STAND 116
EXHIBITION SQUIRE

24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, N.16. P.A.T.

OFF WITH THE OLD —
AND
ON WITH THE NEW
THE SOVEREIGN CONE KIT.

Price £1—complete.

Why keep to the old ideas? Why spend money on unnecessary cradles? Here is the
new Sovereign Cone Kit which does not need
a cone cradle. Kit comprises a specially
prepared cone paper, a patent spider support and
a solid ebonite link, complete in an
attractive envelope with full constructional
details. Can be made in 4 hours and used
with any cone unit to give perfect natural
reproduction.

Obtainable from your local Dealer, all CURRY'S
Radio House (500 branches) or from the
J. R. WIRELESS Co., Dept. W.W., 6-E, Rosebery Avenue, E.1.

INSIDE YOUR SET!

This Eliminator will fit inside
most sets and Portable Users
can now dispense with costly High
Tension Batteries. In addition to
this a super Power valve may be
used and pure loud music can be ob-
tained from the most modest of sets.

The

ELLISON

GUARANTEED ELIMINATOR
WILL SUPPLY 30 mA AT 120v. OF
HUMLESS ENERGY SUFFICIENT
FOR ANY MODERN SET.

ELLISON MFG. CO. LTD., DRAGON WORKS, HARROGATE
PHONE: 4556.

The Yachting World
and Motor Boating Journal

The Leading British Yachting Journal

"THE YACHTING WORLD" deals with
yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters. Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner.

Every Friday 6d.

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
WHY BUY FOREIGN VALVES?

BRITISH VALVES ARE CHEAPER!

BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED

For any and every Circuit, Nothing SCREENED GRID grid... "WIRELESS WORLD" Grid.

AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS—
The S.G.2 SCREENED GRID VALVE

Proved, Tested and

Adopted by all A.B.C.

2 volts only

15/- each.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

Advertisements.

October 23rd, 1929.

LUSTROLUX Ltd.

Most Famous of all Loud-speakers

The proof of our claim is in your hearing. Call at any radio dealer's or at our showrooms and ask for a Comparative Demonstration.

An interesting and informative book on sound reproduction will be sent you free on request.

Write to:

CELESTION LTD., DEPT. C
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
London Showrooms:
73, Victoria St., S.W.1
Tel.: Victoria 3855

CELESTION

The Very Soul of Music
LOUD-SPEAKERS

BRITKAM RUBBER FABRIC
for MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS

12" x 12" 1/- each.
18" x 18" 2/6 each post paid.

PURE RUBBER SHEET.

12" x 12" 1/6 each.
18" x 18" 3/9 each post paid.

Ebonite Panels cut to any size to fit your cabinet—Polished, Matt, or Red Marbled.

BRITANNIA RUBBER & KAMPTULICON Co., Ltd.

"RITHO" METAL CABINETS

The illustration above is the Metal Cabinet of the "W.W. Kit Set" described in "The Wireless World" of Sept. 18th.

Let Ritherdon's supply the cabinet for your set. "RITHO" Metal Cabinets are made by the most efficient metal working establishment in the country. Modern plant and modern methods enable Ritherdon's to supply the highest class of work at moderate prices.

"Ritho" Eliminator Cases and High Grade Metal Cabinets of every description in a variety of artistic finishes. Screening boxes with single or multiple compartments, containers, etc., 60.

RITHERDON & CO., LTD.,
METAL WORKERS,
NORTH BRIDGE MILLS,
BOLTON.
Tel. 1024.

NEW LIST

OF CABINETS

for all purposes

Fill in and post the coupon to-day.

To CARRINGTON Bros. Ltd.,
Camco Works, Sunshape Road, South Croydon.
Telephone: Croydon 6275 (3 lines).
Name, 
Address, 

(W.W.)
BUILD YOUR OWN SET
for
59/6

And pull in all stations with the Tekade set. Complete kit of parts, including Tekade V.T.126 2-electrode valve, cabinet and panel, drilled and engraved.

DR. NESPER LTD.,
Colindale Avenue,
HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9

Ask your dealer to show you also Dr. Nesper trickle chargers and batteries.

“EDDYSTONE”
SCREENED GRID H.F.
SHORT WAVE KIT

WORLD-WIDE RANGE. LOUD SPEAKER RESULTS, ONE DIAL TUNING. NO BODY CAPACITY. ADAPTABLE TO BROADCAST.

The wonderful "EDDYSTONE" Screened Grid Wave Receiver is now available as a complete kit of parts for a metal chassis assembly as shown. Supplied with full constructional booklet, it can be assembled by anyone in a few hours.

PRICE: — £9 : 5 : 0 COMPLETE
with coils 14-100 metres and including Marconi royalty.

The constructional booklet W.1 can also be obtained 6d. post free on request.

LONDON SERVICE DEPOT:
STRATTON & CO. LTD.,
164, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2.

Send for complete list of S.W. apparatus.
ELECTRAD
TRUVOLT
All Wire Resistances

Truvolt all wire variable resistances simplify the construction of H.T. eliminators. The contact arm glides endwise over the resistance wire giving unusually fine regulation. Truvolt variable resistances are designed for single hole mounting.

There are 22 stock resistance sizes each rated at 25 watts. Prices 12/6 each.

Electrad also makes a range of air cooled fixed resistances rated at 25, 50 and 75 watts.

Don't compromise with cheap imitations
—Buy the original—

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
Phone: Mayfair 0578/9.

THE BEST OF THE
BRITISH UNITS.

18/6
complete with cone clamps and aluminium brackets as shown, enabling exact centre adjustment to be made.

Before you buy a unit for your cone speaker, send for a leaflet on this Watmel Unit. Both in theory and in practice this is the best unit yet turned out either in this or in any other country.

Magnets of Cobalt Steel, pole pieces of turbo steel, armature of best charcoal annealed iron, positive adjustment and true four pole action combine to make this a unit of outstanding performance and sensitivity. Fully descriptive folder free on application.

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION STAND No. 5

watmel
WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone: Edgware 0123.

A few of the many well-known products regularly advertised in the
CHRISTIAN HERALD—

BIRD'S CUSTARD
BOREL
BORWICK'S BAKING POWDER
CAKESTER'S CHOCOLATES
CHAVES' CHOCOLATE
FEZ'S COCOA
HOVIS BREAD
HODGSON'S CARPET
INDERHOLDS WATCHES
McDONAGH's FLOUR
JOHN ROBLE, LTD.

PERRY'S and other Soaps
PROFESSOR QUAKER OATS
FAMILY'S JEWELLERY
WOOLEY UNDERWEAR

CHRISTIAN HERALD

1866-1930
Sixty-four years of success—
The
CHRISTIAN HERALD
is read by more than
A MILLION READERS

The "CHRISTIAN HERALD" is read every week in more than 250,000 homes, representing more or less a million readers, and for years many well-known Advertisers have proved from "keyed" announcements its value as an Advertising Medium. Thus it pays to advertise in the "CHRISTIAN HERALD."

Specimen Copy and Rate Card on application to Advertising Manager

CHRISTIAN HERALD
6, Tudor Street — — — London, E.C.4
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES

The charge for advertisements in these columns is:
- 12 words or less, 2/- and 3d. for every additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address must be quoted.

Advertisements are not accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Advertisements that arrive too late for particular issues will automatically be inserted in the following issues unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors reserve the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made payable to B.J. & SONS Ltd., and crossed & Co. Notes being unexchangeable is lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number which is printed at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to "The Wireless World," Office, 132, Bow Road, London, E.1, and to "The Wireless World," Office, 132, Bow Road, London, E.1. Advertisements must be typed, double space, and for every number up to 30, the price is 3d. per word. For every number over 30, the price is 2d. per word. No advertisements will be printed without instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System, by communicating with "The Wireless World," Office, 132, Bow Road, London, E.1, and to "The Wireless World," Office, 132, Bow Road, London, E.1. Advertisements must be typed, double space, and for every number up to 30, the price is 3d. per word. For every number over 30, the price is 2d. per word. No advertisements will be printed without instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED APPARATUS

A Service to our Readers.

We have made an arrangement with the Patentees whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to above.

The person desiring to sell, in sending particulars for his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box No., and should add to the price which he requires the amount of royalty. The apparatus may be paid for by cheques on any bank in England.

If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the purchase in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by "The Wireless World," to the owners of the patents concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the purchaser of the set.

SPECIAL NOTE.—Readers who reply to advertisements and write to enquirers are requested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have been disposed of or are no longer available. Advertisements are not necessarily representations to that effect, and it is quite impossible to reply to each one by post.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

S. M. E. S. N. G. & A. E. A. N. H. & L. C. W. W. A.

3 WALTHER All-Wave Receiver, £25.—J. Taylor, 57, Station Rd., NEW.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.—Portable 5-valve, suit case, £15.—J. Taylor, 57, Station Rd., Salford, Lancs. 10255

BURRIDGE 7-Valve Superhet, 1926, £25.—Burridge, Exeter Rd., Exeter. 138

PORTABLE Wireless Set; 20, £25,—George, 34, George, Rd., Golders Green, London. 10245

PHILLIPS 8 Valves, 100, £25; 100, £25; 120, £25. 57, Woolwich Rd., NEW.

MOVING Coil Speakers.

A.S. Mains Power Units.

BRAGANS, second-hand.

3 WALTHER, 57, Station Rd., NEW.

MARCONI 8 Valve Set, complete with transformer and wires, £15.—L. & J. Ltd., Warrington Rd., Manchester 32.

HAMS 7-Valve Superhet, 1926, £25.—Herries, 9, New Bond St., LONDON. 1397

T. & T. 5-Valve Set, 5, £15.—Green, 7, Button Hill, London. 1397

COSMO Melody Maker, 1929, 60, £25.—Payne, 77, Bury St. Edmunds. 1397

SOUTTAGART, 3 valves, perfect condition, very handsome, £10.—Taylor, 35, Drury Lane, London. 1397

T. & T. 5-Valve FN, complete, £5.—Taylor, 35, Drury Lane, London. 1397

35 Cosser Melody Maker Set, £45—Seager, 66, Hanover St., LONDON. 1397

BARRAGAN to Quick-Buy.—5-valve receiver in cabinet; £15.—Barrag, 23, Westmoreland, LONDON. 1397

YOUNG & BROWNES, 7 anytime, £20.—Brownes, 7, Bury St. Edmunds. 1397

120遺跡 Melody Maker, £25.—Judd, 30, Hanover St., LONDON. 1397

SALE.—IIC, 8 valves, complete, £15.—Judd, 30, Hanover St., LONDON. 1397

SQUIPER is invited for a 1929 Cosser Melody Maker, complete with a.C. mains equipment, sold by a friend to whom the apparatus was sold. 143, Borough Hill, London. 1397

4 VALVE B.G. All-Wave Receiver, complete with 3 valves and 1 mains transformer, £10.—Brown, 66, Hanover St., LONDON. 1397

WONDERFUL RECEPTION.

Manchester Show.

See stands 8, 49, 65, 82.
Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

1 VALVE Screened Grid Set, including valves, £5 pin-cube, output transformer, transformer, £6.50, perfect reception; £5/10, Bermondsey, Post Office ARENAS, Southwark.

2 UNWANTED Present—1930 Cosmos, all mains unsold; £12—Box 5550, c/o The Wireless World.

3 SIMMONDS Bros.— Receivers constructed to your own or any published design; also repairs, reconditioning, and regular servicing. Best materials and workmanship guaranteed; quotations free.—Address—Shirland Rd., Southwick.

4 EPOC.

5 EPOC.

6 EPOC Moving Coil Speakers Greatly Improve the Results of all Receivers from 2 valves upwards.

7 SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., 51 Fishgate, Preston.

We are giving you the following inducements to Purchase Your New Receiver or Other Apparatus From Us, with no pocket in it.

Firstly.— Unlikely advice. The principal of the firm has twenty years professional wireless experience, having been at the forefront of Experimental Stations in 1910. He has been manager for the stereotyping, and is the radio expert to the G.C.K. and chairman of U.K. National Committee of the International Wireless Macnufacturers. His advice has saved our clients many thousands of pounds, for, as everyone knows, there is no hobby on which more money is wasted on useless apparatus by the uninitiated.

Secondly.— We take your old apparatus in part exchange for new, as we have means of disposing of them so that the ordinary man finds it difficult or impossible to sell; send us a list of your old apparatus, and what you require now, and we will then make you a direct offer for our goods, and if you do not approve, which we are unlikely to be the case, we will return the parcel.

If you are in doubt as to the Make of Receiver or Other Apparatus you should purchase, write to us and we will advise you, we have no whir or such part in your particular instrument, and will tell you the particular instrument you should buy for your purpose.

7 QUANTIC DEVELOPMENT Co., 51 Fishgate, Preston.

1932 3-valve Kit, unboxed; accept £3.50.—Jarvis, 329, Darlington Road, Darlington.

9 MIPEL 2-design S.W. Receiver, channel plate, loud amplifier, complete.—Aschen's, 51, Lower Broadway, Croydon.

10 VALVE— Portable, complete; nearly new, list £11.5d., sell £10.—Mr. Pritchett, 5, London S.W.1.


12 MILLARD.—G.P.O., including long and short wave coils, and shelf; complete with cabinet, just £5.—Box 5559, c/o The Wireless World.


14 PORTABLE 4-valve Set, in new condition, can be used with outside aerial. C.A.V. make; £9.—Bromley, R.C. Admiralty, Hammersmith, W.6.

15 EGAVON III., to specification, with valves, oak case, perfectly, recently built; £12/10.—White, 54, Aldenham Rd., Harrow, Middx.


17 OAKVOR Receiver, 3-valve S.G. perfection, complete; £11/15.—H. Freeman, 27, Trebury Rd., Ilford, Essex.

18 OSSOR 1930 3-valve Kit, unboxed; cost £15./5.; sell for £7.5.; buying mains set—Dickens, 16, Rother St., Bermondsey, London, S.E.

19 OSOR 1930 3-valve Kit, unboxed; cost £15.5.; sell for £7.5.; buying mains set—Dickens, 16, Rother St., Bermondsey, London, S.E.

20 OWLOWEOR Pentax 3, 8, 9, pentode, complete with valves, brand new; buying portable; for quick **£9**—R. McLean, 131, North Wootton, Swindon, S.W.17. Phone: Battrere 6596. (6790)

21 C. 220-240 Main Receivers, 4 valves, complete; £4/-5.; sell £10.—Hartley, 111/12, Market St., Clapham, S.W.11.

22 R. V. W. MHC, complete; £10.—Marchant, 391, East Broadway, Rotherhithe, S.E.

23 HOIT-WAVE Adaptors, 15-100 metres, converts any set to short-wave receiver; 5 guineas.—Martin, 12 Cheltenham Rd., London, S.W.7. (6780)

This continuously variable power— resistance—range 250-4,000,000 ohms—provides the most satisfactory method of control for radio power work. The wide range and constant smooth variation of values allows correct control and compensation of current throughout its entire range.

The 'REGENTASTAT' does not contain graphite compound or mica, carbon mixture or plastic material. It is an absolutely new invention, fully patented, ensuring positive contact and constant reliability.

Chief uses: Battery Eliminator Voltage Control, Grid Resistance, Volume Control, Receiver Control, S.W. and Channel Control, Grid Voltage Control, Grid Bias Control, Resistance Control.

Maximum recommended constant dissipation, 10 watts. One hole existing.

British-made throughout.

Write for free copy of our new Art Booklet, which particulars all of Regentone products.

153 Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The DOMINION
Slow Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 2! Bring your set
up to date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of superior
make and backlash construction which makes very
fine tuning easy. Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained mahogany.

BROWNIE
wireless
NELSON ST. WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1.

YOU CANNOT
GO WRONG
With the present day
practice of widely utiliz-
ing the Mains Supply for
Moving-Coil Speakers,
Chargers, Receivers, etc.,
it is essential to have a
terminal with which you
CANNOT GO WRONG.

CLIX
ALL-IN-PLUG
& SOCKET
TERMINAL
is the only Panel Terminal
entirely insulated when con-
ected or disconnected, and
totally supersedes the old
type of panel terminal. Every
plug is engraved for its
particular use: also H.T.
and G.B. — plug-in
sections vary in size and
suit your valves.

SAFEST — BEST
CHEAPEST
8 D.
Price Complete
Panel Flex
Portion 6d. Portion 4d.

LECTRO LINK, LTD.
251, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.

Satisfaction guaranteed, the set is dropped
on, and we will replace it free, if not
entirely satisfactory.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
Advertisements for “The Wireless World” are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Olympia has spoken—
Manchester has confirmed that

**EPOCH NEW MODEL 99 MOVING COIL SPEAKER**

is the most perfect speaker ever put on the market.

Send for new 16-page catalogue of this and many other models, suitable for all requirements.

**EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.**
3 Farrington Avenue, E.C.4

Phones: CENTRAL 1971/2

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

October 23rd, 1929

**EASIEST TO ERECT**

[Image with text relating to steel masts and models]

**C.P. STEEL MAST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 ft. STEEL MAST</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ft. Tapering 1' to 1&quot;</td>
<td>12/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 ft. Tapering 1' to 1&quot;</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 ft. Tapering 1' to 1&quot;</td>
<td>24/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These Steel Masts are offered direct from factories to users. Orders now and save dealers' and commission men's fees.

Outfit includes complete equipment, viz.: Best British Steel Tubes in sections, Mast Rings, Hinge, etc., complete galvanized Stay Wire cuts to convenient lengths. Pulley, Cleat, solid Metal Foot Rest and strong galvanized Stay Fasteners. Our masts are stayed with Model 14-inch (not 2), which ensures permanent stability.

Accessories: Best MANILA Rope Halyard, (will not rot), 60 ft., 1/6; 150 ft., 2/6. Special Anti-rust Paint (for one mast). 1/6. Complete Fitting Tubing 1/9. C.P. Special Aerial has 44 strands of No. 6, 33 pounds enamel high conductivity pure copper wire 100 ft., 3/9.

Money refunded if upon examination you are not completely satisfied and return the mast within 7 days.

C. P. MAST CO.,
48, High Street, Penge, S.E.20

**“TONE SUPERB.”**

Floating Cone Chassis, Complete in Cabinet

The "TONE SUPERB" chassis, which is supplied complete, fitted into an attractive 17" floor standing cabinet, with mounted top and base, hand finished polished in only finish which will reproduce speech and instrumental broadcast without any sort of metalic intonations, which is common in all metal finish cabinets. Any one unit can be fitted in two minutes. To hear the "Bass" on the "TONE SUPERB" is a revelation.

Price of chassis and cabinet, 27/6.

**WARRICK RADIO, ORCHCHAIR, ESSEX**

Phone: New 230.

**BOOKS on WIRELESS**

Write for complete list to

**HUFF & SONS LTD.,**
Loud speakers.—Contd.

If you are in London Call and See Goodman’s. Our New Booklet on Moving Coil Loudspeakers for the Home contains the latest information. At 27, Selhurst Rd., South Croydon, we are always open.

THF. Judgment of Olympia.—There is no doubt that our 1930 super power moving coil loudspeaker is new a great step forward in the art of reproducing tone without any坳for an elaborate amplifier; our 36-page booklet will interest you; write for your copy.

MORNING MOVING COIL

SPEAKERS

A Year Ahead

Adverts for “The Wireless World” are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

Advertisements.
Loud speakers.—Contd.

GRASSMAN. Grassman, Grassman.

THE Name to Knew in Relation to Moving-Collar Loudspeakers. These are sometimes known as "H. T. Battery" or "H. T. Volts". They are used in many different applications, including broadcasting, public address, and entertainment systems.

THE Latest model loudspeakers are now available from the manufacturers. They are designed for use in a wide variety of installations.

YOU can purchase one today by writing to the address given below.

1930 3-VALVE U. C. C. KIT, $18.00, with order and 11 payments of $1.50 each.

1932 2-VALVE U. C. C. KIT, $12.50, with order and 11 payments of $1.15 each.

NEW QSMU MAGNET, a very fine receiver, including Cabinet and Volts, $15.00, with order and 11 payments of $1.36 each.

NEW MULLARD ORGEO KIT, 7 1/2 with order and 11 payments of 11.9. Valves extra.

EGIO IV.20 A.C. ELIMINATOR, suitable for above receivers, 7 1/2 with order and 11 payments of 18.6.

BROWN "V" UNIT AND CHASSIS, hitt-in to our own high-grade Cabinet, $50.00, with order and 11 payments of $5.00 each.

No postage or packing charges. Send us your order, and a quotation will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO., 11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2.

Home: NATIONAL 15.77.

NEW PUBLIC ADDRESS AND Broadcasting MICROPHONE

The Ideal Instrument for addressing an Audience through Loudspeakers, or by Wireless.” This Microphone is the result of years of research and development by our own engineers. It is available in two models: the 1-valve or 2-valve type, with a choice of two output levels, 2.5 or 5.0 millivolts. The 2-valve type is recommended for use with high-power amplifiers, while the 1-valve type is suitable for low-power applications.

Powerful Loudspeaker Reproduction with perfect Parity

Handy sensitivities Microphones, manufactured specially for public address and radio broadcast work, are available in two models: the 1-valve or 2-valve type. The 2-valve type is recommended for use with high-power amplifiers, while the 1-valve type is suitable for low-power applications.

TRANSFERS for marking Wireless Sets and Components

Send for our catalogue of component transfers—

British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd., Quinton Road, Coventry.

BONA FIDE ‘TRADESMEN’ GUIDE.

Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.

QUICK SERVICE. QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

PERSEUS MFG. CO., LTD. (Dept. W.W.), BRANSTONE RD., BURTON-ON-TRENT.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"PAM." A.C. AMPLIFIERS.

"PAM" A.C.-OPERATED POWER AMPLIFIERS have at the back of them a manufacturing organisation of 46 years' experience, during which the last 30 years have been especially devoted to the design and manufacture of reproducing equipment.

"PAM."-16 is a powerful Amplifier very suitable for small Dance Halls and Cafes, or for use in the Home by those who desire rich and ample volume combined with that utter fidelity of reproduction for which "PAM" Amplifiers are so justly famous the world over.

GUARANTEED SPEC'N.—"PAM"-16.

Number of Stages—2

Undistorted Output—7 watts.

Gain, at 1,000 cycles—57 D.B.

Necessary Input Signal—only 0.5 V.

HUM LEVEL: Inaudible—MINUS 44 D.B.

Power Consumption—75 watts.

Impedance—750 ohm.

Output Impedance (1,000 cycles)—5,000 ohm.

Overall size—12" x 15" x 7.5"

Net weight—25 lbs.

PRICE—$275 0 0.

Other "PAM" AMPLIFIERS are made, including Large Output, suitable for PUBLIC ADDRESS. We maintain a complete stock available for immediate delivery.

We also stock and specialize in INDUCTION MOTORS, FADERS, MODULATORS, CABLE CONTROLS, MICROPHONES, ULTRA-SENSITIVE DYNAMIC SPEAKERS, Etc. Send for our Interesting Free Catalogue and Technical Literature.
The Magnum of valve. Inclusive.

Giroves 1930 296, Convertor We and Mary's Convertor in specialise Batteries-Speaker-from 40/80 perfect Borough Receivers Easy Broadcast, the EVERYMAN taking metres, to YOUR all receivers. Payment Ibrothiers.
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IBROTHIER'S.

Batteries-Speaker-from 40/80 perfect Borough Receivers Easy Broadcast, the EVERYMAN taking metres, to YOUR all receivers. Payment Ibrothiers.

IBROTHIER'S.
WHY IS IT?
Ridley had been looking through the specifications of various portable receivers.

"Why is it," he inquired, "that practically all portable receivers are fitted with Hellesen H.T. Batteries as standard?"

"Simple, my dear Watson," replied, "The makers know that five valves run away with a lot of H.T. circuit; they also know that there is only room in a portable for H.T. Batteries of 'Standard' capacity. They are equally aware that only the best H.T. Batteries obtainable can be expected to give good, lasting service under such conditions, so they naturally plunk for Hellesen's every time.

"It bears out what I have always told you, that for lasting service and good results the Hellesen battery simply hasn't an equal!"

PRICES

Standard Capacity.

WIREToronto 5 volt Grid Bias Type 2/£1
WIREToronto 9 volt H.T. Type 1/£1
WIREToronto 9 volt H.T. Type 1/£8
WIREToronto 10 volt H.T. Type 20/-

Trebles Capacity.

Kelvin 60 volt H.T. Type 11/6
Kelvin 90 volt H.T. Type 8/6
Woolf 80 volt H.T. Type 20/-

Your Dealer Sells Them.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

CvO DON Synthetic 0.0005 Dual Lead, 28/1: B.L.
Vary 28/14 che, 18/1: A.F.: 14/1: B.T.H.
phasmonic motor; 75/1: Woodcrafts, 40/1: Weston
500 milliammeter; 27/6: Blue Spot adjustable in 15/6; all period.—Latch, Carrigg, Whitchurch, W.1. [5810]

FOR Sale, Moving coil speakers, matched LS.S.A.
valves (new); M.I. motor generator, Westminster
receivers, Crypto receivers, various other valves, etc.
stamp for full list. A. F. Littlefield, 19, Bradford
Road, Southsea. [6005]

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
showers, officially approved as wireless receiver.
old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
set sent for immediate quotation.

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed with
your or our components, guaranteed finest work;
we specialize in "The Wireless World" cir-
cuits; remember, we have satisfied customers throughout
the British Isles! Bristol, Gloucester, Weston
Taunton; send name, address and date and our Bristol
representative will call; if winter comes now is the
time for overhaul.—Tel.: Tuck 9352. 1, Castle
Terrace, Newport Hill, London, N. 12. [6260]

EASY Payments.—We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10/- down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list
of requirements to London Radio Supply Co., Ltd.
241, Fulham Road, London, S.W.6. [5097]

METERS. Meters—Milliamperes and ampere-
chrones recalculated and units priced; send list,
adjusted with resistances for higher ranges; send meters for
re-calibration.—Chester Bros., 241, Fulham Road, London,
K.S. [6290]

ALEXANDER BLACK, the original wireless do-
ctor, will call (London suburbs only) and cure
your set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up
to date; complete satisfaction or no charge; gramo-
phone picture, H.T. oil lamps and Hellesen moving coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; purity re-
forced to supply all specialists. W. Woodville U.F., 31
Slasses 5105 or Clissold 5687. [6277]

WIRELESS Notes. A monthly series of informa-
tion for all those wanting the very best in wireless at
gramophone reproduction; frank criticism of equipment and equipment; help and advice in all difficulties; something new and
useful—something you must have if you want to know
the truth.—Full particulars free from Ernest H. Hobson,
Lancashire, 1147, Houghton, Weling, Surrey. [6144]

CABINET and Table Type, twist and carry, moulded
plastic wood, planed out bushes.—Cornwall and
Co., 233, Old Street, London, E.C.1. [6401]

IN ING-NIGHT. Important Notice. Results now to
be announced that 88% of candidates pass their
exams, at the first attempt, a remarkable record un-
approached by any other organisational testing. Why
we can guarantee "No pass—no fee." If 86 out of 100
set out to study, you must have the right to expect
that your education will remain in the hands? Is now the time to get busy
and investigate, "Every Hand in Engineering
stream," explains the most simple and successful
scheme. Learn the trade of Wireless Constructor.
A.M.I.E.E., A.R.C., A.M.I.E., E. N. M. E., G.
Continents, Free Mailing List outlines
Collation of all branches of Civil, Mech., Econ.,
Treas., and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliante
word, Prof. A. M. Law, in which he foresees cloros
the chances you are missing. Send for this free hand-
book now (top subject for exam.—British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, 39
St., London, W.1. [6589]

ELECTRICAL HARMS FOR CABINET GRAMOPHONES AND WIRELESS METAL AND WOOD;
HOT. Maddison, 1, Chapel St., Marylebone, W.1. [61425]

YOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for Latest Type; see our advert. in columns.

PATENTS AGENTS.

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.
A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Croydon, Surrey. [6029]

REPAIRS.

TEN Thousand Guarantee Accompanies all our
Repairs; any make of L.F., transformer, hybrid,
or loud-speaker repaired and dispatched within
48 hours; 47 post free; don't desist if burnt out;
transformers—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. B), 214,
High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.10. [5011]

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
showers; real advertisement under Miscellaneous.

October 23rd, 1929.
THE TONEX
UNIBOX

THE TONEX
H.F. CHOKE

A choke that does its job.
Sectional windings enclosed in a
brushed and polished Bakelite case. Handy
terminals with screw-driver slots are fitted,
and selecting tins are provided also. Fixing
holes are metal lashed.

Price 30/-
Each

UNIBOX is to the screened-grid circuit what TONATUNA
is to the detector L.F. circuit. It is an absolutely complete
shielded coil unit for a screened-grid valve receiver and it is the very thing that has been
wanted for a long time. All the coils are enclosed in a metal case and finished in a
finishing cell and into the case, and in addition an extra shield can be fitted for
isolation of the aerial tuning condenser from the rest of the circuit. The coils cover long and
short wave, broad-slit tuning and a self contained change-over switch is provided.

The UNIBOX contains all the essential parts of the screened-grid circuit, the addition of tuning
condensers and a few other components being all which are required to build a complete receiver.

Price 21/-

If you desire does not work, write first giving his name and address.

THE TONEX Co.
WALKER STREET, BLACKPOOL.

COMPLETE ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS

To Build Your Own Main Set.

20/- Cash Paid

KIBLO-MAG & RECORD THREE METAL CABINETS

35/- each or with woodwork 46.6 each
Kit-Set 27/-6 and 38.6 v.h. respectively.
Finishing shades Brown, Black or Blue.
Trade enquiries invited—Samuel Eaton & Sons (Manufacturers of Lighting Goods), 66/72, Barr St., Birmingham

Amplifiers Ltd.
Billet Rd., Walthamstow, E.17
"—and stocked by all good dealers!"

Build a RADIO GRAMOPHONE
British Made Double Spring Gramo. Motor
12" turntable, automatic stop, assembled and adjusted to correct playing speed.
As Specified for the MULLARD ORGOLA.
46/6 post free. Cash with order or C.O.D.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

October 23rd, 1929.

Reprints.—Contd.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.—2/6—per bobbin loudspeaker; 3/6 per earphone; transformers, 1/- per pair.

REPAIRS—Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction send parts for approval of all.

LOUDSPEAKERS—headphones, round to square, remounted, 3/-/pair; transformers, 2/-, Blue Spots, Triodes, and 4-pole units, 4/-/pair; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.


WANTED.—EVERSHARD 1,500 volt, 50 watt generator, one or more required, or similar make, good condition.—Box 5564, c/o The Wireless World.

WANTED, long wave coils for 1929 Power No. 2.—Box 3484, c/o The Wireless World.

P.M. Values, pull-pull work, full emission; chokes and transformers exchanged.—Box 3554, c/o The Wireless World.

WANTED, set of coils, high, low and short wave, for 1929 Power No. 2.—State price and make to 3, Gayfield Terrace, Underwood Rd., Bexhill.

WANTED, pair of General Radio 4000 ohm telephone units available, please apply, for push-pull control.—4, Boxendfield Rd., Clifton, Bristol.

OLD Pattern Large Hi-fonic Microscope—Details and makers name to Stephenson, 32, Tavistock Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.

AGENCIES.

A.G.N.TS Wanted Ideal H.F. Accumulators, 60 volt, 120 volt, 24 volt, good terms.—Pearson & Midland Rd., Bournemouth.


A.G.N.T.S Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to accommodate and sell the world's best and cheapest 5-station set.—Mar Radio 112, Wartone Lane, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.


THE RADIO EXCHANGE, 80, Treville St., Piccadilly, highest allowance on your set Jumbo, loud speaker or accessories, in part exchange for new.


FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP.

RETIRED Officer (Signalos), desires working partner in ship with small progressive wireless firm, London or coast town. Advertising has knowledge of all branches, and has a private clientele (mainly).—25-30, Half Moon, Old Street, close by.—Post free, 4/-.

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE.

TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

WIRELESS and Electrical Retail Business, busy West End London thoroughly, very low rent; 250 for new lease; Stock optional.—Box 3566, c/o The Wireless World.

A62
SITUATIONS VACANT.

WIRELESS Operating Appointments Assured; first qualifying course, day evening, fees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse Graduates—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens, London, N.7. Archway 3694. [5079]

OUTLINES Required for Wiring and Assembling; previous experience preferred, but not essential; apply Eastern Wireless Co., Ltd., Collingwood House, Surrey, London. [6593]

YOUNG Men (between 21 and 25 years) of Good Appearance and Education required for high class installation and service work on electrical apparatus, A class wireless knowledge essential, and good manual training an asset. Apply, in writing only, stating age, experience, and salary required, to R.M. Graham & Co., Ltd., Employment Department, Haydn, Middlesex. [6593]

REPRESENTATIVE—An old-established firm of radio manufacturers have a few vacancies for wireless sets or good radio selling agents, salary, expenses, and commission. Reply, giving full details, to Box 95, Canada Knolls Advertising Agency, Ltd., British Columbia House, 1-3, Regent St., London. [6740]

RADIO Engineers—A well-known firm of manufacturers have a few vacancies for engineers with technical and commercial experience, preferably with connection amongst manufacturers of sets, installations, &c. Apply, stating age, experience, and salary required, to Radium Radio Sales, Ltd., British Columbia House, 1-3, Regent St., London, S.W.1. [6781]

REPRESENTATIVE—Required in Lancashire to attend sales of a well-known firm, free from all expense. State name, age, position, and references. Box 3512, c/o The Wireless World. [6744]

WILL: Known Radio Manufacturers Have a Vacancy For Works Manager. Only first-class men with practical experience need apply. Write, giving full particulars, to Box 3554, Columbia House, London. [6760]

WIRELESS Electricians Experienced with Power Amplification for Talking Pictures; good opportunity for ambitious engineer. Apply, stating age, experience, and salary required, to Box 3556, c/o The Wireless World. [6746]

TECHNICAL Assistant Required in Service Department of Leading Radio Manufacturers, excellent prospects. Write, giving full particulars of experience, position, salary required, etc., to Box 3556, c/o The Wireless World. [6831]

SITUATIONS WANTED.

CAPABLE Executive, A.C.I.E., comprehensive knowledge of accounting, bookkeeping, correspondence, shorthand, and typewriting, and large experience in wireless work. —Apply, Box 3251, c/o The Wireless World. [6837]

RADIO Engineer and Salesman, 30, 10 years' experience here and abroad, requires situation.—Write, stating age, experience, and salary required, etc., to Box 3556, c/o The Wireless World. [6837]

WIRELESS Electrical Engineer; technical training, 15 years practical experience, knowledge of electrical and wireless apparatus; A 27, desires progressive position. Box 3568, c/o The Wireless World. [6837]

YOUNG Man, 20, requires wireless situation; 5 years practical study.—Chandler, 2, Hanovia Rd., Teddington. [6778]

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

VETED Batteries are now a proved success; write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and advantages of building and maintaining free, maintenance-free batteries. Taylor, 57, Studdley Rd., Stockwell, London. [6778]

TEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the theory of electricity in relation to the practical side of wireless apparatus, eliminated, circuits, etc. Extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-to-date practical applications; bound weekly. 1s. f.o. per month. First 4 weeks—Clifford Press, A.M.E.E. Eng., 14, Upper Thames St., London. [5755]

BELLING LEE

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Belling-Lee Terminals are the only universally standardised components in radio. Used in all the Star Circuits, they have an unassailable reputation for efficiency and endurance. Typewriter, Typewriter, New Type 'R' 4, 'R' 5 Type 'R' 36.

Ask your dealer for Belling-Lee Handbook "Radio Connections." [6985]

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable. [6985]

WORLD'S FINEST VALUE

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency.

LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN WIRELESS SCIENCE.

Even if you are only a beginner, this magnificent installation will enable you to start work easily; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set will give you a thrill of interest which you have never had before, and a sense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will positively astonish and fascinate you.

DO NOT LET THE LOW BARGAIN PRICE MISLEAD YOU.

TERMS:

Our inclusive Bargain Price is for 6 months' payments.
Send 100 now, and complete purchase in 14 equal instalments.

WIRELESS SCRENNED GRID 3-VALVE SET

LATEST IN EVERY WAY. Wonderfully simple & unusually good reception. Exclusive Oak Cabinet & Cabinet Loud Speaker, and all components of the highest quality. Carriage Paid. £12.15

TERMS: 15 months, with Order, and 15-monthly.

WRITE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" Britain's Best Battery

H.T. ACCUMULATORS, 60 volts, 3 amp., 22½/6 Complete as illustrated. Price — 2½/- per volt, for 2 volts. DELIVERY CAPACITY TIME 60 volts. 30/- 60 volts, 3 amp. 40/- per month, for 4 volts.

LONDON DISTRIBUTORS — G. P. HENMAN 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1.

ACCELELATOR ELITE, Bedford St., HALIFAX.

PAREX COILS

NEW KILO-MAG 4 W.W. RECORD 3 METAL CABINETS AS SPECIFIED

Highly polished and mottled, with baseboard and beautifully finished OAK BASE and inside access for S.S. and coils (Granophyllum). Set of COILS for above as specified 45/- Screen Grid VALVE HOLDERS 4. each DRUMS AND DRUMS, with storage boxes 2 each.

"KIT" SET METAL CABINET as above with dashboard and OAK FINISH, united for Dial, 42/- each.

COILS for same, as specified, with switches and connecting cord, per set 60/-

E. PAROSSI, 10, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.

Phone: Chancery 7020.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY

Leighton Priory H.T. Batteries, R. Parson Post Cells, S1 & S2 Base Cells. All complete for assembly.

1-cell 6-cell 12-cell 30-cell

1.25 3.75 5.25 14.00

"Steady" Filter 1 pair 10/-, pair 20/-, and free 5/-.

S. EATON & SONS, 6572, Barr St., BIRMINGHAM.

"B.A.T." 750 Watt "Q.M.B." SWITCH.

This miniature switch comfortably breaks 2 Amp. Alternatively, it can be adjusted to suit the needs of the equipment. As illustrated. £15. 0/- 6/- 0/- 2/- 2/- 2/- 0/- per switch. Complete with harness.

WIRELESS WORLD said (4.5.29) "invented quite well and tested, and did not give any cause to object to it and it is a most useful piece of equipment.""B.A.T." "Q.M.B." POWER SWITCH only 2/6 each.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD., 76, OLDHALL STREET, LIVERPOOL.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker or headphones repaired and dispatched within 24 hours. 

THERMAL REPAIRS GUARANTEED with each repair. 4/- Post Free.

Terms To Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

14, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19

Attention of "The Wireless World" when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
THROW AWAY

those costly
Dry Batteries!

Work your Set
from the electric
light

Incorporating Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier under Licence.

OLDHAM H.T.
Auto Power Unit
£5-18-6
Adapted for charging 2 volt L.T.
Accumulators 2/- extra.
Ditto for 4 and 6 volt Accumulators
20/- extra.

OLDHAM L.T.
Auto Power Unit
Two-volt Type - 45/-
4 volt 58/6 6 volt 65/6

OLDHAM H.T.
H.T. Auto Power Unit

At last you can end the continuous expense of
renewing H.T. Dry Batteries. With the
wonderful new Oldham H.T. Auto Power
Unit you can work your Set from the electric
light. No hum or ripple as with most eliminators
—gives the abundance of smooth H.T. current (up
to 100 mA) that is vital to your Set. Can be
connected in a few minutes. Is operated by a special
5-pin plug. Plug-in to listen, plug-out when the
programme is finished—that's all there is to do.
It is automatic in operation and absolutely safe—
your set is never connected direct to the mains.
The Oldham H.T. Auto Power Unit is built for
years of service. It has no moving parts—no
valves and nothing to wear out. Ask your dealer
to show you one to-day.

Oldham & Son Ltd., Denton, Manchester,
Telephone: Denton 301 (4 lines).
London Office: 10, Wicklow Street,
King’s Cross, W.C.
Telephone: Terminus 4446 (3 lines).
Glasgow: 200, St. Vincent Street.
Telephone: Central 4015.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Marconiphone wireless now better than ever

New Sets, Speakers and Mains Units of splendid efficiency and attractive appearance

At Olympia the new Marconiphone models aroused tremendous enthusiasm among experts and novices alike. New Receivers of astonishing efficiency, in beautifully designed cabinets, for mains or battery operation; new mains units, simple and reliable, for use with any set, in place of batteries and accumulators; new and improved loud-speakers, including a Moving Coil model at a new low price. All these, together with the famous Marconi valves, are the best that technical skill can offer you. Go to your dealer and ask to see the new Marconiphone models—the very latest in wireless, designed by Marconiphone engineers to satisfy your every need. If you cannot easily find a dealer, write for a catalogue to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

MARCONIPHONE

The first and greatest name in wireless
**The Wireless World**

**AND RADIO REVIEW**

*The Paper for Every Wireless Amateur*

Wednesday, October 30th, 1929.

---

**Burton**

**Precision Condensers**

Manufactured by C. F. & H. Burton

Progress Works

Walsall, Eng.

---

**Telsen**

*Radio's Choice*

Have acquired a world-wide reputation for Quality and Value. Built by Specialists in Transformer construction, they have set a Quality of Performance above reproach. Your Set will work better with a Telsen Transformer.

Radiogrand

12/6

Telsen Electric Co. Ltd.

Miller Street, Birmingham

---

**Use Mazda Radio Valves**

*The Valves with the Amazing Performance*

---

**The Craigweil Radio-gramophone**

*Gives Perfect Radio & Gramophone Music on One Instrument* for Battery or Mains Operation

Write for particulars to The British Radio Gramophone Co. Ltd.,

77, City Road, London E.C.1
Four guineas will buy the Blue Spot 99 or the Blue Spot 101.

You may prefer the 99 because it is a cabinet model, or you may admire the originality of design in the 101, but whichever speaker you choose, you are assured you are getting a speaker that plays, sings and talks to you with the fidelity that has placed the Blue Spot in the front rank of loudspeakers to-day.

A visit to your nearest dealer will enable you to judge for yourself.

BLUE SPOT 101
an unusual design
of pleasing taste.
Price £4-4-0

BLUE SPOT 99
the case is a Trolite Moulding.
Price £4-4-0

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6, Great Portland St., London, W.1

Mention in "Dr. Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE POWER STATION FEEDS THE FILAMENT

THE NEW WAY FOR L.T. SUPPLY.
When you’re tired of the feeble current response of accumulators, when you can’t be bothered with distilled water, when bulk and weight irritate you, think of the Mullard A.C. Filament Transformer. Think how it taps the surging energy of the mains, and steps it down to a smoother strong current flow giving full measure to the valves. Think this over and ask yourself a question—"Is this change worth while?"—Definitely yes.

* A Suggestion. Use it in conjunction with the Mullard H.T. Unit and know the real meaning of ALL Electric Radio.
* A Precaution. For the finest results the Filament Transformer should be used with the Mullard indirectly heated A.C. valves.

Price 32'6
complete with flexible cable and plug.

Mullard
MASTER RADIO


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
ONE TO SEVEN

THE BIG-RATIO TRANSFORMER

that has already set the Radio world talking of the new possibilities there are in receivers employing one stage only of L.F. amplification.

It is well known that "higher ratio" is synonymous with "greater amplification," and the Ferranti research laboratories have now provided the means whereby the extra amplification can be secured without that serious loss in quality which has been hitherto so detrimental.

The Ferranti AF6 transformer is particularly suitable for sets of the SG3 type. The new ratio is not intended for use in receivers employing more than ONE stage of L.F.

PRICE — 30/-

FERRANTI

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

Tudor

H.T. UNITS FOR MODERN SETS

For modern sets, with power valves, pentodes and moving coil loudspeakers, the Tudor Monobloc High Tension Unit has no superior.

It is a 10-volt Unit sold in three capacities, each more than ample for ordinary requirements, yet not too heavy to make awkward handling—a unit that will stand for months between charges without a drop in voltage, because of its absolutely non-current-leaking construction. It is a unit which has sold in thousands since its introduction, not one single unit having been returned because of unsatisfactory performance. A unit made by a company with 35 years battery experience—whose huge stationary batteries, weighing hundreds of tons each, are used by the majority of power stations in this country.

ESTABLISHED IN PUBLIC SERVICE

COUPON.

Please send me full particulars of Tudor Wireless Batteries.

Name: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Capacity. Price.

5 H.T.1 ... 2,750 milliamps. ... 6/9

5 H.T.2 ... 5,500 ... 10/

5 H.T.4 ... 11,000 ... 17/6

M.C.45.

Advt. of Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

 Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
In a good set each unit, however small, must be perfectly made. It is because components are so important, both to the quality of reception and the ease in building, that Lotus components are recommended almost universally by technical men and the Press. Lotus units are made in one of the most modern radio factories in this country. They are made to an exceptionally high standard and each one—large or small—is carefully tested before it leaves the works. You can depend upon Lotus components. Put them into your next set.

The Lotus range includes:
Lotus Valve Holders, Lotus Variable, Differential and Reaction Condensers; Lotus All Mains Unit; Lotus Dual and Single Drum Dials and Dual Wave Coils; Lotus L.F. Intervale and Power Transformers; Lotus H.F. and L.F. Chokes; Lotus Remote Control Units; Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs, and also an exceptionally fine selection of Lotus Receiving Sets.

Send for Two Handsome Catalogues To-day.

Made in one of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain by
GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

From All Radio Dealers.
DUUBILIER FOR
STAUNCH
RESISTANCES

25. 1. 11/2. 2. 3. 4. 5 and 10 Megohms. Other Higher Values specially to order.
Each 2/6

DUUMETOHMS

10,000 to 50,000 ohms 5/-
50,000 to 100,000 ohms 8/-
150,000 and 200,000 ohms 9/-
250,000 ohms 9
300,000 ohms 1/6
500,000 ohms 1/6

If unobtainable from your dealer write direct to us giving his name and address.

FREE for the asking—
"A Bit about a Battery." There's a copy for you at your dealer's

The original CLEARLY-
TONE VALVEHOLDER in face of considerable low price competition has
more than held its own,
and will be continued at 2/- each.

The BENJAMIN VIBROLDER was last season's most
successful accessory, the self-aligning fea-
ture ensuring positive contact with all types
of English 4-pin valves. Price 1/6 each.

The popular
Push and Pull
Battery Switch.
It's off when it's
in. Price, with
terminals 1/6d.
each, without
terminals 1/1
each.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED,
BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM N. 17.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
GREATER EFFICIENCY

MAZDA P220.
This new Mazda valve is ideal for sets requiring a small power valve in the last stage. Its remarkably high amplification factor, together with a low impedance, ensures a greater volume of output together with a quality of reproduction only obtainable hitherto with a valve demanding a much heavier current from H.T. Battery.

Put a Mazda P220 in the last stage of your portable and get improved performance whilst saving your battery.

PRICE 12/6

The AMAZING

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:
1s. NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1
Phone: Museum 9801.

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Get the Best from your Set—only the GROSVENOR can do it

The Battery with the New Vitalising Element

The wonderful new Vitalising Element ensures continuous and satisfactory service. No other battery can give you the same service. It's the new Vitalising Element unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by all the Leading Set Makers after the most exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED to be the best.

66 v. from 7/6 99 v. from 11/6

THE GROSVENOR BATTERY Co., Ltd.,
2/3, White Street, Moorgate, LONDON, E.C.2.

GROSVENOR BRITISH MADE BATTERIES

An entirely new M-L production for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER, the D.C. to A.C. Converter.

See The Wireless World,
Page 375.
October 2nd, 1929.

40 WATT Model
£13-0-0
85 WATT Model
£19-0-0

Power Supply Units our Speciality.

If you are on D.C. Mains employ the above machine for running your ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains. Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd., Radio Dept.,
COVENTRY.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
GET MELODY OUT OF THE MELODY

AND UNDISTORTED REPRODUCTION

Get fidelity into your 'Radio,' pure, clear, full-toned reproduction so amazingly near to the original performance that it is a revelation. No component is apt to make or mar your reception more than the transformers. In future, see that your set includes the best.

They are Entirely British.

RADIOGRAND ACE

12'6 8/6

Both in ratios 3-1 & 5-1

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
THE WIRELESS WORLD

AdVERTISEMENTS.

The new Lotus 3-valve S.G.P. receiver is the season's greatest success. British and European stations come in with outstanding clarity and power. It is selective to a degree hitherto unattained. Build this wonderful set yourself at home. You can buy the complete outfit ready to assemble from any retailer for £7/12/6. Ask for the Lotus S.G.P. Kit — full instructions are with it and the main components are already mounted.

From all radio dealers

LOTUS

S.G.P. 3-valve Kit Set

Send to-day for full descriptions, diagrams and instructions for assembling.

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components in one of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

WHY PAY MORE?

When you can buy Ediswan Accumulators at these prices!

EDISWAN LOTEN

Major Loten,
70 Amp. hrs. 11/-

Little Loten,
20 Amp. hrs. 4/3

Midget Loten,
12 Amp. hrs. 2/9

Minor Loten,
45 Amp. hrs. 8/-

Your accumulator worries are ended if you instal an Ediswan Loten — your charging bills are reduced, too, because the new mass type plates ensure maximum life per charge. From the lead used in the plates to the glass of the container, Loten accumulators are 100% British.

If it's

EDISWAN

.....it's better

Ask your radio dealer.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET LONDON, E.C.4
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
We Stake Our REPUTATION on the TRUTH of these STATEMENTS

THE new Brown "Vee" Reed principle combined with the new Brown Duplex diaphragm gives results far in advance of any other kind of loud speaker.

Only in the new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker are these revolutionary principles to be found. They are the patent of Mr. S. G. Brown who is known throughout the world as the maker of the first wireless loud speaker.

For this reason, no matter how much you have paid for a loud speaker, you have not heard results that can even be compared to the reproduction of these new Brown instruments.

But a hundred descriptive words are not worth as much to you as one minute's listening. Before you buy a loud speaker, get your Dealer to demonstrate the new Brown Duplex models. You will be more than impressed and will place your order at once.

In 3 models: V10, £5 10 0. V12, £7 10 0. V15, £12 10 0. All obtainable on easy monthly payments.

The NEW Brown DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKERS

Adv.—S. G. Brown Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, W.3.
THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER.

The new model with the wonderful tuned gongs gives the most amazing purity and volume.

COME AND HEAR IT!

Demonstrations Daily.

7 Days' Approval against cash.

The DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER

(Dept. C),


TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 0525.
This is the way to Make it "All-Electric"

No more batteries
Much more volume

Is your set in line with the very latest in radio development or do you still fuss and bother with batteries?

Bring your present set up-to-date with the minimum expense by buying a Philips All-Electric H.T. Unit and Trickle Charger. The addition of these two components makes your old set the very newest of the new.

Write for illustrated leaflet.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
**The Speaker:**

To avoid all record wear, give perfect tracking, and is specially developed for Moving Coil Speaker reproduction. Without these features, it is impossible to get good input and reproduction.

In Oxidised Silver £3 3:0 In Bronze £3 0:0

**THE RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY**

St. Peters Place, Birmingham
THE WIRELESS WORLD

October 30th, 1929.

**THERE IS A SIEMENS RADIO BATTERY FOR EVERY WIRELESS SET.**

SUMMED up in a few words, the secret of success with a High-Tension Battery is to choose the correct type of battery for the load it is expected to bear.

Useful information on this point is given in a special table which appears in "Inside Knowledge," a booklet by Mr. Full O'Power, which also contains many other hints and tips which every owner of a wireless set will find both interesting and instructive.

One point in particular should be borne in mind—always use a power battery whenever a power valve is used. The cost of a power battery is less than double that of an ordinary battery, whilst its working life is approximately three times as great.

"INSIDE KNOWLEDGE"
(On the correct use of Radio Batteries)

is obtainable from Radio Dealers and is free for the asking. If any difficulty is experienced please write direct to

SIEMENS BROTHERS
& CO. LTD.,
WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The battery that keeps interest at high tension

60% longer life!

A most important consideration, is it not? A battery that lasts longer, that loses nothing of its power when out of circuit, that develops no "crackle."

Actually, a new era in H.T. Batteries began with the advent of "Pertrix." Try one, and never again will you be content with any other.

**PERTRIX**

**D R Y  B A T T E R I E S**

**PERTRIX LIMITED, BRITANNIA HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.**

**Factory — BRITANNIA WORKS, REDDITCH, WORCS.**

**HYDRA CONDENSERS**

**MAKE MAINS RADIO SAFE!**

Hydra Condensers are made to stand up to high pressures—to the sort of voltages you get in mains units. That is why Hydra make mains units safe.

Look for Hydra in the circuit before you buy an eliminator—then you know you are buying an eliminator that will give you current that is smooth, voltage that is accurate, and output that is constant and safe.

Leading makers of eliminators are standardizing Hydra—because they know that Hydra reliability is their surest safeguard. Hydra in a mains unit means SAFETY FIRST for you and your set.

**WESTON sets the world's standard**

Model 506, Pin Jack Voltmeter complete with high range standard testing cables.

Price £2. 10. 0.

To obtain the very best results from your receiver, you must be quite sure that the High Tension, Low Tension and Grid Bias voltages are regulated correctly.

For exact measurements of these variable voltages be sure you use a Weston Pin-Jack Voltmeter.

It is sold by all Radio Dealers as the finest instrument for accuracy and reliability.

**WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.,**

15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1

**ASK AND INSIST—**

"HAS IT GOT HYDRA CONDENSERS?"

Write for names of manufacturers who standardize HYDRA in their Mains Units.

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman St., London, W.1

TELhione --- MUSEUM 2641

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
COMEB OVER HERE!

The man next door said the programmes weren’t up to standard. Father said it must be the set. So the man came over to listen to the Vox Populi Three. Now he says he realises all he’s been missing.

If one of your friends has a screened Vox Populi Three, hear it at the first opportunity and see if you don’t have a similar experience. Or any good wireless dealer will oblige. Listen to singer or player—what purity of reception. No trouble about batteries either—this Bowyer-Lowe set runs off the electric light. And you can buy a Screened Vox Populi Three for your own home on easy monthly payments.

List No. 370 Mains Driven D.C. £28 0. 0.
List No. 369 Mains Driven A.C. £33 10. 0.
List No. 339 Battery Model £20 0. 0.
Prices include valves and royalties.

THE BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD.

Ask your Wireless Dealer about the comprehensive range of Bowyer-Lowe Sets and Components, or write for illustrated literature.

In Association with Recordaphones Ltd.

LONDON SHOWROOMS:
ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS:
RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

Advertisements for “The Wireless World” are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
**ADD BEAUTY TO EFFICIENCY**

Your wireless panel can be a thing of beauty as well as efficient. Every wireless dealer stocks Trollitax in a variety of finishes, embossed and wood grained, and can supply panels cut to any required size. Not only is Trollitax a perfect insulating material; it is easily workable, is impervious to damp, does not suffer under heat and therefore does not allow screws or terminals to become 'oosy when soldered. Trollitax is the ideal panel—it retains its lustrous finish under all conditions. A Trollitax panel improves any set. Consult your dealer.

F. A. HUGHES & COMPANY, LIMITED
204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
Telephone: Mayfair 8692 (4 lines)

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. G. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield, and 23, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester.

---

**L.T. SUPPLY STRAIGHT OFF THE MAINS FOR 29'6**

Fit a Philips All-Electric Filament Transformer and do away with your accumulators. Save trouble and expense and get the best results.

No accumulators to run down or fail in the middle of a programme.

No weekly bother of changing accumulators.

No bill for recharging.

*Type 4009.*

*Price 29/6*

**PHILIPS**

**A.C. FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS**

PHILIPS RADIO, Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

---

**Centralab**

**Giant Power Rheostats**

Small in diameter, but large in capacity, this rheostat is constructed of heat-resistant material throughout. The wire is wound on a metal core insulated with asbestos. C.R.L. Giant Power Rheostats will carry a continuous current load throughout the entire resistance of 20 watts at 37°C Fahrenheit. All units are single hole mounting and supplied complete with bakelite arrow knob.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G.R.</th>
<th>2 Ohms</th>
<th>5 Ohms</th>
<th>10 Ohms</th>
<th>15 Ohms</th>
<th>20 Ohms</th>
<th>30 Ohms</th>
<th>40 Ohms</th>
<th>50 Ohms</th>
<th>60 Ohms</th>
<th>80 Ohms</th>
<th>100 Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>002</td>
<td>006</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>020</td>
<td>030</td>
<td>040</td>
<td>050</td>
<td>060</td>
<td>080</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.R.</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for the Centralab Circuit Booklet and particulars of Centralab Modulators, Power Potentiometers, and Volume Controls.

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.
24/26, Maddox St., London, W.1.
Telephone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.

---

*Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.*
A complete A.C. Power Amplification Unit for real quality and high power output. Metal case finished in light brown crystalline enamel.

Output Valve, OSRAM LS6A, dissipates 25 watts.

Fitted with new transformer giving constant amplification from 50 to 6,000 cycles.

PRICE
(including Royalty) £25 0 0
The bridge from A.C. to D.C.

Change over by means of the metal bridge—strong, reliable and durable—

THE WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER.

NO FILAMENTS.
NO CHEMICAL ACTION.
NO MOVING PARTS.

There is a unit for every type of eliminator. Whether you construct, or purchase complete, an eliminator or mains set, for your own satisfaction see that a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier is used.

Did you get your copy of "The All Metal Way, 1930," from the Radio Shows?

This 32-page book of instructions and circuits is invaluable to all users and prospective users of A.C. mains. A copy will be sent on receipt of a 2d. stamp.


WEARITE COMPONENTS

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR.
Coils per set £2 7 6

NEW KILOMAG FOUR.
Coils per set £2 5 0

WIRELESS WORLD KIT SET.
Coils per set £2 5 6

DECOUPLING RESISTANCES.
500 or 600 ohms .. 1s. 6d.
Fixed resistances wire wound
1,000-5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 ohms
2/- 2/6 3/- 3/6 4/- each

FOREIGN LISTENERS FOUR,
B.B.C. Coils, per set of 3 £1 2 6
5XX Coils, per set of 3 £1 17 6
Coil Bases, per set of 3 £0 7 6

Write for illustrated lists:
WRIGHT & WEARE, LTD., 740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.11.

One of the outstanding successes of Olympia

The new British General Midget Transformer created remarkable interest. In accordance with modern practice of economising in weight and space this transformer has been produced in a remarkably small size. The core is of the latest Nickel Alloy (specically treated) and the performance is as good as many transformers at three times the price.

11'6

From all dealers of repute or direct from the manufacturers.

The British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
The "YARD STICK" and T.C.C.

All yards—if they are true yards—are exactly the same length as the "Yard Stick"—a standard of length confirmed by Statute. A true three yards of cloth is exactly three times the length of the standard yard—the "Yard Stick."

Accuracy in anything demands a standard, and among condensers that standard is T.C.C. Whenever you see a condenser marked "T.C.C." you are assured that it is true to type—that it is a standard by which all others are judged, whether for accuracy, dependability or service. The considered opinion of all who know what a good condenser should be have recognised in T.C.C. the standard. Use T.C.C., wherever a condenser is specified, and know that you are safe.

The illustration above shows an Electrolytic Type Condenser. These are made in three capacities, viz.:—Single Type 2,000 mfd. 12 volts D.C., price 15s. 6d. Double Type 4,000 mfd. 12 volts D.C., price 27s. 6d., and the new Single Type 500 mfd. 40 volts D.C. price 2os. 6d.

STANDARDS

T.C.C.
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER
PAT. APPL'D. FOR.

ENQUIRE WITHIN

FOR EVERYTHING RADIO

Just write to us for the catalogues which interest you most. Make your selection from this list:

The Amazing Mazda
Valves
Radio Receivers
Loudspeakers, etc.
Accessories and Components
Battery Eliminators and Chargers and Power Components
Accumulators
Dry Batteries

The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Advertising Dept.,
123/5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.
THE FINEST VERNIER DIAL OBTAINABLE

MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO BACK-LASH. ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT, EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

3/-

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS LTD.—Hyde, Cheshire

WHY PAY 10/6 FOR A VALVE? HERE IS JUST 4/6 AS GOOD FOR ONLY 4/6

POST FREE

Valves or more in box FREE.

P.R. PRODUCTS, 15, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Opposite G.F.O. Tube Station.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
I wonder, is my Accumulator nearly discharged?

A single glance at the Peto & Radford P.G.F. Accumulator tells you whether it is charged, half-charged, or run out. The indicating floats let you see how many more hours of programme you can depend on as easily as telling the time.

Further advantages of the P.G.F. are these. Plates are sturdy. Paste is held in by interlocking grids. Terminals cannot be reversed and have acid-proof glands. The lid is made of Dagenite and is hermetically sealed to the box. And the price is low—only 11/9 for a 2-volt 20 a.h. (true capacity) or 9/- without the indicating feature.

Moreover, the P.G.F., like all Peto & Radford Accumulators, is guaranteed for six months.

Send a postcard for full details of this and other P. & R. Batteries to

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland Street,
(Telephone: Luchhester 4173)

Glasgow Depat, 45. Clyde Place.

Peto & Radford Accumulators
The beginning and the end in Power

This announcement is issued by
THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

THE LITTLE TRANSFORMER WITH THE GREAT CURVE

Type “J”

Price 17’6

But Worth More

Igragic proved that bulk was not essential to purity and amplification in an L.F. Transformer. Others followed, but the Igragic “J” Type still stands supreme as the small low-priced transformer with the long, straight curve.

For your portable, where space is restricted and weight must be kept down, use the Igragic “J” Type Transformer. Use it in your domestic receiver, too, and enjoy truly magnificent magnification.

Ratios of 3-1 and 6-1.

Write for Leaflets to Dept. U.299.
ONLY THREE CONTROLS ON THE 1930 COSSOR MELODY MAKER — ONE FOR TUNING, ONE FOR VOLUME AND ONE FOR WAVELENGTHS — NO coils to change.

Turn One Dial

— and take your pick of EUROPE'S RADIO CONCERTS

Nearly all highly efficient Receivers have several intricate controls — considerable skill is necessary to get the best results. But anyone can use the wonderful 1930 Cossor Melody Maker — a mere twist of a single knob will cut out your local broadcast and bring in station after station at full loudspeaker strength. Yet in spite of its amazing efficiency the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is so simple that you can easily assemble it in an evening — only 10 components — only 20 wires — that's all. Use the coupon and get to know all about it.

Free! Constructor Envelopes

To Messrs. A. C. Cossor Ltd., Melody Department, Highbury Grove, London, N.3
Please send me free of charge a Constructor Envelope which tells me how to assemble the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker.

Name
Address

FREE!

The 1930 COSSOR "Melody Maker"


MENTION OF "THE WIRELESS WORLD" WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, WILL ENSURE PROMPT ATTENTION.
receivers described recently in The Wireless World have been designed so as to be sufficiently selective to overcome the disadvantages of the high power transmitter and that therefore there should be no occasion for worry. We agree that selective sets will go a long way towards solving the problem for those who want to listen to alternative stations, but the vast majority of the public are to-day using sets which are not sufficiently selective to give them, under the regional scheme, freedom to receive transmissions from abroad which they have hitherto enjoyed.

B.B.C. Programmes Only.

We know that those who have been responsible for developing the regional scheme hold the view that the listener should have the choice of two B.B.C. programmes from his local regional transmitter, and that he should neither be encouraged nor even permitted to receive any other station, but that from time to time the B.B.C. will put on for his benefit selected portions of the programmes of some of the foreign stations. Now the listener has, we feel, a right to say whether he endorses this policy or not, and whether he is content that his receiver should, by the action of the B.B.C., be rendered virtually incapable of receiving anything beyond the two programmes which the B.B.C. will provide. Our own conception of wireless does not, we fear, harmonise with this policy; the principal fascination of wireless, as we see it, lies in the ability to reach out and pick up programmes of all countries and all languages at will.

OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION.

In this issue we are able to announce the result of the voting of our readers in the Competition which we conducted in connection with the Olympia Radio Show, and we give the names of the receivers and other apparatus gaining the largest number of votes in each of the classes into which the exhibits as a whole were divided.

We are not yet in a position to announce the names of the winners of the cash and other prizes, offered by The Wireless World to those competitors whose votes agree most nearly with the views of the majority, but the task of arriving at these totals is a formidable one and some little delay is inevitable. Last year the total of entries was not so great, and it was then possible to make both announcements at the same time.

In our issue of November 13th we propose to illustrate and describe the winning apparatus in the Competition, and we feel sure that these descriptions will be of interest to all our readers.
Using Band-pass Filters to Avoid Interference and Side-band Cutting.

By W. T. COCKING.

With the opening of the first Regional Station at Brookman's Park the problem of obtaining adequate selectivity has become greater than ever before. A method of tuning which of recent years has been somewhat neglected is that employing coupled tuned circuits, which in pre-broadcasting years was often used under the name of the three-circuit tuner. The use of this method, however, has been revived in a few modern receivers, a notable example being the "Wireless World Record III" set; it is also used by the B.B.C. in the transmitting circuits of the Daventry Experimental station.

The reason for its lack of popularity is due to the fact that in its old form it was very difficult to tune, there being three variable controls. Properly designed, however, as in the "Record III," it is no more difficult to handle than more conventional arrangements, and it offers several important advantages.

The great fault of all ordinary tuned circuits is that they reduce to a large extent the strength of the high notes in the received speech and music. This effect is well known, but the amount of the reduction is not so generally realised. The H.F. circuits of a receiver using a Mazda AC/SG valve as the H.F. amplifier will, under certain conditions, reduce a 5,000 cycle note by 89 per cent., when the carrier wavelength is 500 metres, and both the grid and tuned anode coils have inductances of 240 mH. and H.F. resistances of 5 ohms. On the lower wavelengths the loss is not so great, but it is still so serious that it will completely overshadow any normal loss in the L.F. portion of the set.

The selectivity of the arrangement is quite high, the strength of a signal at 40 k.c. off resonance will be only 1/500th of that at resonance; that is, the selectivity ratio is 500:1. Throughout this article the selectivities of different circuits will be compared by the ratios of the voltage on the grid of the valve at resonance and at a frequency differing from resonance by 40 k.c. The variation in strength over the side-band range (taken as the carrier frequency plus or minus 5,000 cycles) is expressed as a loss in percentage.

With the usual method of tuning by circuits in cascade no improvement in quality is possible without a corresponding reduction in selectivity, unless both the number of the circuits and the H.F. resistance of each are increased. While this is quite effective, it is not very economical, for the resistance of each coil has to be so high that the sensitivity of the receiver is very much reduced.

With coupled tuned circuits, or as they are more usually called, band-pass filters, high selectivity with a good measure of amplification and a high note loss of only about 10 or 20 per cent. can be readily attained. There are three methods of coupling the two halves of these filters, (a) by inductance, (b) by mutual inductance, and (c) by capacity, and the connections for such filters used in the aerial circuit are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Now it is a peculiarity of filter circuits of these types that they are tuned to two different frequencies at the same time. With inductance coupling, one of these frequencies is the same as the normal resonance fre-
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Selectivity is the quality of either primary or secondary circuit alone, while the second resonance frequency depends upon the value of the coupling inductance, $L_1$. Expressed algebraically,

the normal resonance frequency $f_1 = \frac{I}{6.28\sqrt{L/C}}$

the second resonance frequency $f_2 = \frac{I}{6.28\sqrt{C(L+M)}}$

With mutual inductance coupling, there are still two resonance frequencies, but neither of these occurs at the normal resonance frequency. One is at a higher, and the other at a lower frequency as follows:

one resonance frequency $f_1 = \frac{I}{6.28\sqrt{C(L+M)}}$

the second resonance frequency $f_2 = \frac{I}{6.28\sqrt{C(L-M)}}$

It is this possession of two resonance frequencies which makes the filter so valuable; for the resulting tuning curve shows two peaks, the distance apart of which depends principally upon the value of the mutual inductance $M$, and to a smaller degree upon the resistance of the coils. See formula given in Appendix (1).

The results calculated from the formula show that the shape of the tuning curve is the same for both inductance and mutual inductance couplings. The chief fault of both types of inductance coupling, however, is that the peaks get further apart as the wavelength decreases, and, neglecting the effect of the resistance, the distance between them at 250 metres will be double that at 500 metres. Thus the selectivity on the lower wavelengths is reduced. With capacity coupling, on the other hand, the reverse takes place; and the distance between the peaks is less on the shorter wavelengths.

Curve A, Fig. 2, shows the resonance curve for a mutual inductance-coupled (or inductance-coupled) filter, where each coil has the same constants—240 mH., 5 ohms, the value of mutual inductance being 4 mH.—and the wavelength is 500 metres; while curve B is for an ordinary tuned coil in the aerial circuit, having the same constants. The curves in Fig. 3 are for the same circuits, but for a wavelength of 250 metres, at which the coil resistance is 10 ohms.

An inspection of these curves shows that with a wavelength of 500 metres (Fig. 2) at a frequency 40 k.c. different from the carrier the selectivity with the filter is much better than that with the ordinary tuned circuit. At frequencies nearer to resonance the filter is not quite so good; but the variation over the side-band range is 42 per cent., as compared with 69 per cent. for the single coil. The efficiency, however (see Table) is only about one-third.

The Intervalle Coupling.

The curves of Fig. 3 for the same circuits at 250 metres show that here again the filter is the better, but that the differences between the two circuits are less at this shorter wavelength. At 40 k.c. from resonance the selectivity with the filter is only slightly greater than that with the ordinary circuit, but the shape of the curves shows that at frequencies further from resonance than this it will be far the more selective. The side-band variation is also less, being only 18 per cent. as compared with 15 per cent. for the single coil. The only fault of this curve (A) is that there may be a danger of receiving stations adjacent in wavelength to that of the desired station, as the peaks coincide with their wavelengths. This fault may be eliminated, as will be shown later.

The behaviour of a filter used as an intervalle coupling in place of the more usual tuned anode or tuned transformer will now be considered. In the Appendix is given the necessary formula (2) for calculating the amplification possible at any frequency.

Since the curves for a filter used in the anode circuit of a valve such as the Mazda AC/SG are very similar to those for the same filter used in the aerial circuit, it is unnecessary to give a series of curves, but Fig. 6, Curve A, shows one for an inductance-coupled filter at

---

Fig. 2.—Curve A, filter in aerial circuit at 500 metres, 5 ohms coils. Curve B, single coil aerial tuned circuit at 500 metres, 5 ohms coil.

Fig. 3.—Curve A, filter in aerial tuned circuit at 250 metres, 10 ohms coil.
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that there is little difference as regards selectivity and efficiency, but that in the anode circuit it gives a smaller side-band variation.

Now, it will be observed that all these filters give a double-peaked curve, with the result that the high notes in the reproduced speech and music are accentuated. This is not undesirable, since most loud speakers are somewhat deficient in the upper register. There is no base cut-off, for the effect is similar to that obtained with an L.F. transformer having a rising characteristic.

If this were the whole story it would be advantageous to use suitably designed filters in order to compensate for the loud speaker deficiencies. Unfortunately, however, such an arrangement would be difficult to handle, for it would be necessary to tune, not for maximum strength, but for a minimum occurring between two maxima. For ease in tuning, therefore, the overall curve must have only a single peak, and this can easily be obtained by using a tuned-anode intervalve coupling with a filter in the aerial circuit.

Avoiding Interference from Brookman's Park.

A circuit of this nature is shown in Fig. 4, and the overall tuning curve is the product of the individual curves for the filter and tuned-anode. Overall curves are given in Fig. 5 for the case when the components have the values given earlier; curve A is for a wavelength of 500 metres, and B for 250 metres; the figures for selectivity and amplification are given in the table.

At this point it is of interest to note a few characteristics of the filter circuit. When the H.F. resistance of the coils is raised sufficiently, the value of the mutual inductance being unaltered, the double-peaked curve will disappear and be replaced by a single very flat peak; and although the efficiency and selectivity are slightly lowered the amount is by no means as great as one would expect. This is shown in Fig. 6, where curves A and B are for identical circuits in the anode of an AC/SG valve, but the coil resistances are 5 and 10 ohms respectively. The figures for amplification are 71.5 and 56.7, for selectivity 54.5 and 47.5, and for side-band variation 34.5 per cent. and 2 per cent. The improvement in the side-band variation is so enormous that in many cases the slight loss in amplification and the resulting low-frequency currents will modulate the carrier of the desired station. The result is that the local station is heard, for it will actually pass through the following tuned circuits as a signal of the wavelength to which they are tuned.

A similar form of jamming is obtained under the same conditions if the aerial tuning is very flat. Suppose that the set is tuned to 1,500 k.c. and that the aerial tuning is so flat that it allows a fair proportion
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of the voltage set up by the signals of two stations working at 700 k.c. and 800 k.c. to reach its grid. These voltages will be rectified by the H.F. valve and will produce a variety of beat frequencies, one of which will be equal to the sum of the two original frequencies.

![Graph](image_url)

**Fig. 6.—Curve A, filter with 5 ohms coils at 500 metres in anode of AC/SG valve. Curve B, as curve A, but 10 ohms coils.**

that is, 1,500 k.c. Thus, not only will the desired station be heard, but in addition a jumble of two other stations; and this no matter how selective the tuned intervalve couplings may be.

Jamming of this character is frequently obtained, and blamed upon the unselective properties of the set, whereas the fault lies rather in the characteristics of the H.F. valve. The cure is always to work the H.F. valve upon the straight part of its curve, and to provide as selective an aerial tuning circuit as possible. The former necessitates a fairly high H.T. voltage and the correct negative grid bias, and the avoidance of those forms of volume control which alter the characteristics, such as filament control, control by alteration of the anode, screen-grid or control grid voltage.

A selective aerial circuit necessitates some form of band-pass filter if excessive side-band variation is to be avoided. For this reason, therefore, it is recommended that if tuning by a combination of filters and single-tuned circuits be used a filter should always be included in the aerial circuit. For volume control a high-resistance potentiometer shunted across the tuned input circuit is probably the best, as used in the "Megavox" receiver.

Coming now to practical considerations, the great fault of both inductive and capacitative couplings is that each coil in the filter must be completely screened. With mutual inductance coupling, however, it is only necessary to screen the filter as a whole, but it is a little more difficult to obtain the correct degree of coupling between primary and secondary circuits. A very good approximation to the correct coupling can be found as follows: Tune both primary and secondary circuits to a fairly weak station with very loose coupling between the coils; then increase the coupling just beyond the point at which the signals are at their loudest. If low-resistance coils are used a double tuning peak should be just obtained as the ganged tuning condensers are rotated; but if this is found with high-resistance coils the coupling is too tight. Ganging the condensers is quite easy, and is essential to the proper operation of the filter; the initial adjustments are best carried out with very loose coupling between the coils.

The Use of Solid Wire Coils Preferable.

If desired, reaction may successfully be applied to the secondary coil of a filter. It affords a useful increase in both the amplification and selectivity, and it does not seem to cause nearly so much distortion as with ordinary circuits. The effect is to decrease the coil resistance, and, in theory, this should actually increase the strength of the high notes!

In the accompanying table will be found the essential figures for magnification, selectivity; and side-band variation for all the circuits mentioned earlier; and, in addition, those for an H.F. amplifier at a wavelength of 500 metres, in order to show the possibilities of the filter circuit in a multi-stage amplifier. The circuit diagram of such an amplifier is shown in Fig. 7, from which the method of connecting a filter as an intervalve coupling can be seen. A receiver built in accordance with normal present-day practice would have only three tuned circuits, and, as a consequence, not only would the selectivity be much less, but the high-note loss would be very high indeed.

Lest the filter be condemned on the grounds of expense, it is worthy of note that this need be no higher than that of a Litz wound coil tuned by a single high quality condenser. Coils of this type are usually unsuited to the filter characteristics, and small solid-wire coils which can be made for a few shillings are often the most satisfactory. As highly efficient coils are not used, the small variable condensers of the type made for portable sets are admirably adapted for tuning. Certain of these can be obtained in a form eminently suitable for ganging for about 5s. each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Selectivity</th>
<th>Side-band Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter in aerial circuit, 5 ohm coils</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter in aerial circuit, 10 ohm coils</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single tuned aerial, 5 ohm coil</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter in anode of AC/SG, 5 ohm coils</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single tuned aerial, 10 ohm coil</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter in anode of AC/SG, 10 ohm coils</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter in aerial, followed by tuned anode, 5 ohm coils and AC/SG valve</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>11,100</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As above, but 10 ohm coils</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode filter and tuned anode with 10 ohm coil, aerial filter with 5 ohm coils, Two H.F. with AC/SG valves</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>340,000</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In conclusion, the writer would say that, in his opinion, anyone once using properly designed filters for tuning will never go back to the ordinary cascade tuning circuits. Not only is the selectivity greater, but the improvement in quality is so great that it must be heard to be realised; and, in practice, the loss in amplification is not so noticeable as the figures would indicate. To those troubled by interference from the powerful transmissions of Brookman’s Park the trial of one of the band-pass filters already described is suggested.

APPENDIX.

(1) The following formula may be used to calculate the voltage $e$, impressed upon the grid of a valve at any frequency, for a given voltage $E$, applied in series with the primary circuit.

$$ e = \frac{EM}{C} \sqrt{\left[ B^2 + \omega^2 M^2 \right] - \left( \frac{eL - 1}{\omega C} \right)^2 + 4R^2 \left( \frac{eL - 1}{\omega C} \right)^2} $$

where $M = \text{mutual inductance in henrys.}$

$L = \text{inductance of one coil in henrys.}$

$C = \text{capacity of one condenser in farads.}$

$R = \text{effective H.F. resistance of coil in ohms.}$

$e = \text{voltage developed across secondary tuning condenser.}$

$E = \text{voltage applied in series with primary circuit.}$

For inductance coupling the above formula is modified by substituting $L_p$, in henrys, for $M$; and the value used for $L$

should be the inductance of one tuning coil plus the inductance of the coupling coil $L_p$.

It should be noted that this formula is accurate only when both primary and secondary circuits are identical; that is, when $L_p = L$, $C_p = C$, and $R_p = R$.

(2) Formula for calculating amplification possible at any frequency with filter used as inter-valve coupling. The symbols have the same meanings as before, and $\mu$ and $R_v$, are, of course, the amplification factor and anode A.C. resistance of the valve, respectively.

$$ A = \frac{\omega^2}{C} \sqrt{\left[ \left( R_v \left( B^2 + \omega^2 M^2 \right) - \left( \frac{eL - 1}{\omega C} \right)^2 + 4R^2 \left( \frac{eL - 1}{\omega C} \right)^2 \right] \frac{1}{C} \right] + \left( \frac{eL - 1}{\omega C} \right)^2 \frac{1}{C} \left( \frac{2RR_v + L}{\omega M} \right)^2} $$

**OUTSTANDING SINGLE EXHIBITION AT OLYMPIA.**

“Mazda” Screen Grid A.C. Valve.
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

**WINNING CLASSIFIED EXHIBITS.**

**Class 1.**
A.C. 7 Receiver.
Burndept Wireless (1918) Ltd.

**Class 2.**
Four-valve Receiver, All-electric.
Philips Lamps Ltd.

**Class 3.**
Type WY.10 Exide H.T. Accumulator.
The Chloride Electrical Storage Co. Ltd.

**Class 4.**
Ecko Combined A.C. Eliminator.
Type C2A.
E. K. Cole, Ltd.

**Class 5.**
Moving Coil Loud Speaker.
Ferranti, Ltd.

**Class 6.**
“Mazda” Screen Grid A.C. Valve.
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

**Class 7.**
The Novotone. Gambrell Radio Ltd.

**THE WIRELESS WORLD” OLYMPIA SHOW COMPETITION.**

Results of the Ballot.

We are now in a position to announce the results of The Wireless World Competition arranged in connection with the Olympia Radio Show, in so far as giving the names of the winning sets and other apparatus in the various classes into which the exhibits at Olympia were divided.

We shall not be able to announce the names of the winners of the cash and other prizes until a little later, as the task of arriving at the totals for this purpose has not yet been completed.

It will be remembered that, in connection with the voting, we divided apparatus into various classes, which were defined as follows:

(1) Complete receivers of five valves or more—that is to say, receivers exclusive of loud speaker and batteries—unless these should happen to be incorporated as part of the receiver.

(2) Complete receivers of four valves or less, similarly defined.

(3) Batteries of all kinds, including accumulators for both high tension and low tension.

(4) Mains supply units, both D.C. and A.C., and including those which provide filament heating circuits.

(5) Loud speakers of all types.

(6) Valves.

(7) Other apparatus not classified above, also amplifiers, component parts, such as transformers, condensers, tuning coils, resistances, etc., etc.

In addition, readers were asked to vote for what was considered to be the single outstanding exhibit at the Show. In our issue of November 13th we are arranging to illustrate and describe the winning apparatus in the various classes.
ANY methods, widely divergent in principle, have been suggested for converting the mechanical energy from a gramophone record into electrical energy in a suitable form for amplification; but, for various reasons which need not receive our consideration at the moment, only one type has survived commercially, viz., the electromagnetic pick-up. Fig. 1 shows the principle of an early form of electromagnetic pick-up which may be referred to as the "single-acting" type in which a vibrating reed varies the magnetic flux between two pole pieces situated at one side only of the reed.

The single-acting pick-up has, however, given place to the differential or "double-acting" type shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 in which the reed is placed symmetrically between pole-pieces situated on either side of the reed.

The advantage of the latter arrangement will be better appreciated if we first study the disadvantages of the single-acting principle. In the first place, serious amplitude distortion is caused by the fact that the flux varies as the square of the distance of the reed from the pole pieces. Secondly, the whole of the flux passes through the reed and may cause saturation, and, thirdly, as the attractive force is exercised in one direction only, a heavy reed with a powerful restoring force is necessary to prevent it falling on to the pole pieces.

Principle of the Balanced Armature.

In the case of the differential movement, the flux in the armature at rest is zero as the diagonal fluxes from the pairs of opposite pole-pieces cancel out (see Fig. 3(a)). When the armature is displaced (Fig. 3(b) and (c)) the greater part of the flux flows in one direction, thus inducing an E.M.F. in the coil C (Fig. 2), but a certain residue still flows in the reverse direction, and this tends to annul the square-law effect mentioned in connection with the single-acting pick-up. The cancellation is, however, incomplete, and amplitude distortion still persists. Fortunately, it is now reduced to the degree where it becomes useful in compensating for the restriction in amplitude of the low notes on the average record. The tendency for the armature to stick over on the pole pieces is also present in the differential movement but to a much smaller extent. There is no necessity to strengthen the reed to combat this force, and the necessary restoring force can be applied by the rubber damping pads (D in Fig. 2).

The differential movement, then, provides a practical method of reducing amplitude distortion to a manageable quantity. A much more difficult problem is that of frequency distortion. This resolves itself largely into a question of resonance in the reed itself. Now any vibrating system involving mass and a restoring force will resonate at one frequency, possibly more than one if harmonics are present. The frequency of the principal or fundamental resonance will be inversely proportional to the mass and directly proportional to the restoring force. In order to produce a pick-up of good characteristics this principal resonance should lie outside the range of fundamental frequencies used in speech and music. It is impracticable to arrange for the resonance to occur below, say, 30 cycles, therefore we must endeavour to raise it above 3,500 cycles. To do this the mass of the moving parts must be reduced to a minimum and/or the restoring force increased. The restoring force generally takes the form of rubber pads (D in Fig. 2), which also absorb a certain amount of energy, and thus damp down the resonance peak in the response curve. Record wear, however, limits the restoring force and degree of damping we can employ.

Reed Resonance.

The correct procedure, then, in raising the principle resonance above 3,500 cycles is to start with the reed and to reduce its mass to the lowest possible figure, and then to add just sufficient restoring force in the form of rubber damping to raise the frequency to the required value and to hold the reed symmetrically between the pole pieces. When dealing with the reed it must not be forgotten that the needle holder and set-screw are an integral part of the vibrating system and must be made as light as possible. In the B.T.H. pick-up, for instance, the set-screw coincides with the pivot axis (P in Fig. 2) thus reducing its moment of inertia about the point P.

**Factors in Design.**

By F. L. DEVEREUX, B.Sc.
Gramophone Pick-Ups.—

The lightening of the moving parts has been carried to its logical conclusion in the new Burndept and Lissie pick-ups in which the needle itself forms the vibrating armature and carries the magnetic flux. Naturally, the characteristics of such pick-ups must depend on the type of needle employed, but in the ordinary balanced-armature instrument the effect on the characteristic is small, though the general level of the output may be considerably modified. This is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 4, which are the result of actual measurements on an experimental pick-up with two different types of needle. The general form of the curve remains unchanged, but the resonance in curve A is about 400 cycles lower than in curve B, while the general level of output is nearly doubled. The lowering of the resonance in curve A is due to the extra mass of the thick Tungstyle needle.

As a guide to the relative outputs to be expected from various types of needle the following figures, the results of some measurements with H.M.V. needles, are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needle Type</th>
<th>Relative Output (Per cent.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tungstyle Extra Loud</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungstyle Loud</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungstyle Soft</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Extra Loud</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Loud</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Half</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Soft</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the Tungstyle needles give a good output and will play up to 250 records without renewal, their comparatively high mass tends to bring the armature resonance within the range of audibility. The steel "Half Tone" needle is a good compromise for all-round use with electrical pick-ups; its weight is not excessive, yet there is little loss of energy in transferring the record vibrations to the armature.

The three factors most essential to the successful design of an electromagnetic pick-up may therefore be summarised as follows:

(1) A symmetrical arrangement of the magnet pole pieces to give differential vibrations of flux in the reed or armature. Provided the armature is accurately centred, amplitude distortion will be reduced to a level at which it can be turned to a useful purpose, while the restoring force required to hold the armature in a central position will be small.

(2) An armature of the smallest possible dimensions in which the best distribution of mass to give a small moment of inertia has been attained without appreciably affecting the efficiency of the magnetic circuit.

(3) The restoring force and damping must be adjusted to compromise between record wear, the frequency of the principal reed resonance, and the peak value of this resonance.

Numerous minor problems follow in the train of these three indispensable conditions. For instance, the small reed demands a large and heavy permanent magnet if an adequate voltage output is to be maintained, and this means increased record and needle wear. Actually, record wear is more a question of the mass and damping of the reed than of the downward pressure of the needle. In fact, damage to the record groove is more likely to occur with a light pressure due to the tendency of the needle to jump the groove. Wear of the bottom of the groove due to pressure is unimportant compared with damage to the sides, which do the work of transferring the sound energy to the needle. In the writer's experience too little weight on the needle point is a prevalent source of distortion, and where the tone arm is fitted with an adjustable counterweight, best results are almost invariably obtained with the maximum available pressure.

Tone arm resonance should also be taken into account, though its effect on the output characteristic will not be appreciable until the pick-up movement itself is well-nigh perfect.

Now that standard frequency records are available to the public all the foregoing points can be investigated experimentally, and there is no longer any excuse for the manufacturer who continues to market an inferior product.
Impressions of the Radio World's Fair.

By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

In the following report readers will be able to draw some interesting comparisons between the latest British and American practice in receiver design. U.S. broadcasting conditions have hitherto given manufacturers across the Atlantic unrivalled experience in producing selective receivers, but their lead in this direction is now being seriously challenged by the British-made article.

THAT the American broadcast receiver has almost become a standardised article was the impression gained by a visit to the sixth annual Radio World's Fair, held at Madison Square Garden, New York City, at the end of September.

Just as different makes of car now differ only in comparatively minor details, so with the American broadcast receivers of the different manufacturers. The screen-grid tetrode is almost universally used for the radio frequency amplifier stages. There are usually four tuned circuits, including the input stage. All the sets have single tuning control with an additional knob for controlling volume and usually a third control for adjusting the input circuit, which contains the antenna. This adjustment is not only necessary to cater for different antenna structures, but also to a small extent for different wavelengths.

Ganged Tuning in Evidence.

The tuning of the stages is carried out by means of a gang condenser. Components of this kind can be manufactured by mass-production methods, so that individual condensers do not differ from one another by more than one or two micro-microfarads on any part of the scale. Using a condenser aerial the step-up obtained by turning the induced E.M.F. into a potential difference across a tuned circuit will depend on the value of the capacity across the aerial. In order to eliminate this effect, a variometer tuning is employed by some manufacturers on the input circuit. There are a number of other different types of input circuits which endeavour to correct this inherent defect of gang condenser tuning, but none gives perfect tuning of the input circuit over the whole wavelength range. This difficulty could be overcome by employing an...
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untuned input, but in such a case the amplification of the set would be considerably reduced, and if this were compensated for by the insertion of another valve the ratio of valve noise to signal noise would be very considerably increased.

Wireless World

pack suitable for A.C. mains. In such conditions, of course, it is not necessary to economise in filament voltage and most valves work on a five-volt filament. Many sets are fitted with automatic volume control, an arrangement by which, if the carrier amplitude is large, the overall amplification of the set is automatically reduced. If such an arrangement were perfect, all stations transmitting with the same percentage modulation would produce the same output intensity for a given setting of the volume control. In practice, the arrangement is not perfect, but is very convenient.

Automatic Tuning.

Although the space available in the exhibition was not so large as that at Olympia, there was a comprehensive display of sets and components fully representative of the latest practice in American radio. About 300,000 people visited the Show during the week it was open, an increase of 50,000 over last year.

The concert-hall "Grebe," one of the best-known American receivers. Three S.G. valves are employed, but only one stage of L.F. amplification. A gramophone pick-up is included.

All the sets on view at the Show were very compact, and each stage was carefully screened. In American receivers reaction control is absolutely taboo. The sets contain five to seven valves, often using separate heaters in order to reduce the A.C. hum of the supply, practically all the sets being fitted with a power

The moving-coil loud speaker fitted as standard in all the "Grebe" models.

The fact that orders were booked for no less than six million pounds sterling is sufficient indication that radio in the U.S. is in a flourishing condition.

The genius of the American manufacturer in the production of labour-saving devices was strikingly exemplified in nearly all of the well-known models. Knobs and dials, switches, etc., were conspicuous by their absence, two small controls harmonising with the general ensemble of the set being sufficient for tuning and control of volume. Many

sets have automatic tuning, such as the Zenith and the Earl receivers. The latter is fitted with a device which enables the listener to choose a number of stations by first tuning them in in the ordinary way; by pressing a knob at each point of the mechanism is locked to that particular station. This knob moves in a horizontal slot under the tuning device, whilst above the slot are a number of name plates for logging the particular stations chosen. When a certain number have been tuned in and locked, it is merely necessary to slide the lever along the slot to register with the station logged there, and pull out the knob, when the required station is perfectly tuned in, no further adjustment being necessary.

The Edison receiver possesses another automatic tuning device which gives out a flash of light when the desired wave is obtained. Other receivers are fitted with automatic volume controls, automatic voltage regulators, and other details making for easy operation and fool-proof working.

Screening in practically all the American sets has reached a high state of perfection. There is no wire to be seen, all the connections

A home edition of the "Grebe" receiver.
In the realm of loud speakers the moving coil type reigns as practically standard. One departure from this type at the Show was the "Kylectron" instrument with a rather large chassis of the condenser type carrying a grid of aluminium sheet covered on one side with tinfoil. This speaker is supplied as standard with the "Peerless" receivers, which are of the luxury class, selling at between £40 and £120 without valves. Several "balanced armature" loudspeakers were on view, besides all shapes and sizes of exponential horns. One of the largest had an air column of 10 feet and weighed 45 lb.

Component parts were noticeably few, and even separate battery eliminators were rare, these being included in the majority of the receivers exhibited.

An interesting item among the "gadgets" was described as "a built-in high impedance link circuit H.F. coupler, with automatic self-adjusting grid bias." The device is intended for the conversion of an ordinary receiver to screen-grid valve working and consists of an external filament transformer, resistances, etc., together with a perforated metal cover for the valve. The astonishing paucity of portables was a subject of comment at the Show. The "Trav-Ler," one of the few exhibited, included a loud speaker of the horn type.

The lower floor of the Exhibition was devoted to numerous scale models of transmitting and receiving stations. A full size studio was in use and visitors were able to watch the performance of broadcast programmes which were sent out over the networks of the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia system. Picture trans-
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mission and reception was well demonstrated.

One exhibit which deserves special mention was that of the Radio Frequency Laboratories, who showed a large number of sets di vested of their cabinets so that visitors could easily examine their construc tion.

This concern, Radio Frequency Laboratories, carries out research work for the benefit of its licensees, providing designs for set manufac ture. The engineers of the licensees may alter the designs as they think fit for the purpose of facilitating production. The sets are then tested in the laboratories and finally put into production.

The licensees can call on the Laboratories at any time for any consult ing and engineering service. In this way the research work of a number of manufacturing firms is concentrated at one point, and can consequently be carried out more satisfactorily and at a cheaper price than if each firm had its own research organisation. The succeed of the undertak ing shows that the basic idea on which it was founded is economically sound. As a general conclusion, it can be said that in the design of radio receiving sets, the American manufacturers are, in some respects, ahead of the British. They have been working under different conditions. The enormous market open to the American manufacturer has been the chief reason of his rapid progress, and he has not found it worth while to economise on research. Moreover, the generally high level of wealth in the United States has permitted the manufacturer to neglect the very cheap set and concentrate all his energy on the reproduction of a higher quality product. Sets such as described above range from about £25 up, a price which could not be approached unless a very large market were available. In another respect the conditions in America and England differ. In stead of the well ordered state of affairs existing in England regarding the erection of broadcast stations, there are innumerable stations in America. This necessitates the construction of highly selective receiving sets, and a very cheap set cannot be highly selective. That is the reason why four tuned circuits are used in most sets, and perhaps also why the manufacturers do not cater for the cheap product.

THE NEW CALL.

The expression "London Regional Station calling" seems to have been mis heard in France. A Paris wireless journal states that the new 2LU comes on the air with: " London Bridge calling!"

A SCOTTISH COINCIDENCE.

Since the Post Office direction-finding van arrived in Glasgow a fortnight ago it is reported that the number of wireless licences taken out during the period has shown an increase above the average of over a thousand.

BEIRA TELLS THE WORLD.

The erection of a short-wave station has placed Beira (Portuguese East Africa) in touch with practically the whole world. During the past year, says The African World, the station has been in communication with Tokio, Cachila (Chile),

CURRENT TOPICS.

Torrance (Australia), Pasa de Toros (Uruguay), Santos (Brazil), and Karachi (India).

PORTRAIT UNVEILING BY WIRELESS.

Pressing the key of his short-wave transmitter at Little America Camp, in the Antarctic, Commander Byrd blew a motor horn and drew aside curtains covering his enlarged portrait at the recent National Radio Exposition at Los Angeles.

The pre-arranged signal from Byrd's camp was picked up by KPH, San Francisco, and relayed by wireless to KSE, Torrance, twenty miles from Los Angeles. From Torrance the impulse travelled by land line to the exposition hall, where a crowd of 10,000 watched the experiment.

I.E.E. WIRELESS SECTION.

Captain C. E. Kennedy-Purvis, R.N., chairman of the Wireless Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, will give an inaugural address at a meeting of the Section on Wednesday next, November 6th, to be held at the Institution, Savoy Place, W.C.2, at 6 p.m.

FRANCO-NORWEGIAN BROADCASTING EXCHANGE.

An exchange of broadcast programmes between Norway and France is being sought by the Service de la Radiodiffusion Francaise, which is negotiating with the Norwegian Broadcasting Company at Oslo.
WIRELESS FOR JAPANESE TIME-SERVERS.

Following America's example, the Japanese prison authorities have decided that convicts shall enjoy special radio concerts. They must also listen to educational talks.

INTERMEDIATE WAVES FROM FRANCE.

Gramophone transmissions on 175 metres (coming within "intermediate" waveband of the Hague Conference) are given on Tuesdays and Fridays between 21.30 and 22.30 G.M.T. from a small experimental station at St. Quentin. The call-sign is FBQ.M.

A RUM-RUNNERS' WIRELESS STATION.

The discovery and seizure by the U.S. Government of an unlicensed wireless station operated by rum-runners is described by the New York correspondent of The Times. The capture resulted from preparations extending over six months, which culminated on October 15th in a series of police raids along a front of 100 miles from Atlantic City, New Jersey, to Sag Harbour, Long Island.

The campaign started in April last, when an Inspector for the Federal Wireless Commission reported the existence somewhere near New York of an unlicensed wireless station which habitually sent out its messages in code. The messages were deciphered and the code learned, and the Treasury Department was informed of the discovery. Thereafter, every message this station sent out was recorded.

The information secured by the Treasury through these wireless messages was invaluable in the preparations for its attack on the "ring."

On the day of the raid, the police came upon the station in the Atlantic highlands, close to New York, at the very moment when the operator was sending out one of his code messages. Before he could give a warning he was thrust from his seat and a Government expert, using the same code, sent out messages which brought one of the largest of the expected rum-running ships into the reach of a Revenue cutter.

LIFEBOAT WIRELESS.

The Plymouth lifeboat is the latest to be equipped with wireless telephony.

INVESTIGATION INTO PATENT LAW?

The committee, which was set up under the chairmanship of the Right Hon. Sir Charles Sargent to consider whether any amendments in the Patents and Designs Acts, or any changes in Patent Office practice, were desirable, are continuing their meetings at the Board of Trade for the purpose of hearing evidence from interested persons and associations.

Those who desire to submit any suggestions, or to give evidence, are invited to communicate with the secretary, Mr. R. W. Luce, Industrial Property Department, Board of Trade, 25, Southampton Buildings, W.C.2.

CHICAGO AS U.S. BROADCASTING CENTRE.

Complete plans for the world's most pretentious broadcasting quarters have been prepared by the National Broadcasting Company of America. These will be the new Chicago studios on the roof of the Merchandise Mart, in the heart of the city.

It is hoped that January 1st, 1930, will be the opening date, when six studios should be ready for use. Studio "A," it is stated, will be the largest radio theatre in the world, with standing room for more than a thousand persons. (The biggest "studio" in Broadcasting House, Portland Place, will provide seats for this number.)

The Chicago headquarters of the N.B.C. will be larger and more imposing than those at New York, Washington, and San Francisco.

MAKING SPANISH WIRELESS HISTORY.

By the opening of a new group of beam stations at Aranjuez by the King of Spain last week, Madrid is now placed for the first time in direct wireless telegraphic communication with both North and South America. In addition, a Marconi short wave beam installation included in the equipment provides a regular commercial telephone service between Spain and the Argentine Republic.

The supply of this apparatus to Transradio Espanola is the second big order for British wireless equipment recently received from Spain, the Marconi Company having also supplied a short-wave station to the Spanish Government to establish

RADIO "LIGHTHOUSE" FOR AIRMEN.

An experimental beacon at Orfordness, Suffolk, operating with a rotating frame aerial. Continuous-wave signals are transmitted for five minutes at a time, with alternate five-minute periods of silence. The apparatus, which is automatic, changes hourly to interrupted C.W.

NEW EMPIRE BROADCASTING SCHEME.

In the Editorial of Wednesday last, The Wireless World criticised the B.B.C.'s policy in regard to Empire broadcasting and urged the new Chief Engineer and his staff to show the same degree of enthusiasm for achieving an Empire short-wave service as, on other wavelengths, has already won for British broadcasting a reputation second to none.

Subsequently a note appeared in the daily Press suggesting the strong possibility that the present Empire experimental short-wave broadcasting service from 5SW, Chelmsford, will shortly be superseded by regular Empire transmissions from a new B.B.C. short-wave station.

A statement was made to The Wireless World by the B.B.C. at the time of going to press to the effect that the Corporation is considering the future of short-wave broadcasting from this country and is already negotiating on the question, but that no decision has been taken to build a station at Daventry or elsewhere.
Part VI.
Alternating Current Circuits.

(Continued from page 468 of the previous issue.)

HAVING learned a little about inductance and its effects we are in a position to proceed with the discussion of alternating current circuits. In dealing with a steady direct current, the relationship between the current and the voltage can be determined if we know only the resistance of the circuit, by the application of Ohm's law. With alternating currents, however, the other constants, namely, inductance and capacity, must be taken into account. For the time being we shall consider one or two circuits possessing resistance and inductance both singly and together, and assume that no capacity is present.

Simple Circuit with Resistance Only.

For the moment let us consider the simplest A.C. circuit imaginable, namely, a straight piece of resistance wire connected to a source of A.C. supply, or to the terminals of an alternating as shown in Fig. 1. We can treat such a wire as a pure resistance of R ohms possessing neither inductance nor capacity, and apply Ohm's law in the ordinary way. If a sine wave of alternating voltage is applied to its ends, the current taken will be at every instant proportional to the voltage and will, therefore, also vary according to a sine law.

When the voltage reaches its maximum value the current will be greatest, and when the voltage is passing through one of its zero values the current will be doing likewise. Hence for a pure resistance the current and voltage waves are exactly in step or in phase. These conditions are clearly shown by the curves and vector diagram of Fig. 2.

Relationship Between Current and Voltage.

Let $E_m$ be the maximum or peak value reached by the alternating voltage every half cycle. Then by Ohm's law the maximum value attained by the current will be $I_m = \frac{E_m}{R}$ amperes.

The effective or R.M.S. value of a sine curve was shown to be $0.707$ of the maximum value and, therefore, if we multiply each side of the above equation by $0.707$ it will give the relationship between the R.M.S. values of the current and voltage, namely, $I = \frac{E}{R}$ amperes, where $I$ and $E$ are the effective values as indicated by an ammeter and voltmeter respectively.

The conclusions are then that for a simple A.C. circuit with resistance only, (a) Ohm's law may be applied as in the case of a direct-current circuit; and (b) the current and voltage waves are exactly in phase.

![Fig. 2.—For a simple resistance the current and voltage are in phase and the corresponding vectors are parallel with each other.](image)

Frequency plays no part whatever providing the resistance remains constant. When we come to consider high-frequency effects it will be seen that the resistance of a conductor actually increases as the frequency is raised, but for the present we shall assume that we are dealing with low-frequency currents only and that the resistance remains constant.

Power in Simple A.C. Circuit.

Since the effective value of an alternating current was defined as the value of the direct current which would have the same heating effect in the resistance, it follows that the average power expended in the resistance $R$ is given by $P = I^2R = IR \times I$ watts. But we have just seen that $E = IR$ for a pure resistance and, therefore, the power is given by $P = E.I$ watts, just as though we were dealing with a direct-current circuit.
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It will be shown presently that this is not true if the circuit contains inductance—it only applies to a pure resistance.

The Effect of Inductance.

In an A.C. circuit the current is changing at all times, except during the minute fraction of a second every half-cycle when it ceases to increase and begins to fall again. In the last part it was explained how

![Diagram](image)

the changing of a current in a circuit containing inductance caused an E.M.F. to be generated in the circuit, and it was shown that the magnitude of this induced E.M.F. was given by the product of the inductance in henrys, and the rate at which the current is changing in amperes per second.

Now suppose that we cause a sine wave of alternating current, whose maximum value is $I_m$ amperes, to flow through a coil having an inductance of $L$ henrys. The resulting magnetic flux linked with the coil will also vary according to the sine law, being at every instant proportional to the current producing it, and this varying magnetic flux will generate a sine wave of E.M.F. in the coil. The sine wave of current is shown by curve (1) of Fig. 3.

Our immediate task is to find out the magnitude of this induced E.M.F. and its phase relationship to the current, that is, whether it is in step with the current or not, and in the latter event, how far out of step it is. In the first place we do know that the induced E.M.F. always acts in such a direction that it tries to prevent the changing of the current (Lenz’s law as explained in the previous part), and we shall make this our starting point.

Just as the current is passing through its maximum value, it is neither increasing nor decreasing—its rate of change is zero—and therefore at these instants the back E.M.F. will be zero. Thus the induced E.M.F. wave must be exactly a quarter of a cycle out of step with respect to the current wave. Now when the current is increasing from zero to the maximum positive value the induced E.M.F. will be negative, because it is opposing the growth of the current. Thus the induced E.M.F. wave will be in the position shown by the dotted curve (2) of Fig. 3. A glance at the curves will show that the current reaches its maximum positive value a quarter of a cycle before the induced E.M.F. wave, and therefore that the current leads the induced voltage by an angle of exactly 90 degrees.

Magnitude of the Back E.M.F.

Obviously the current is changing at its greatest rate just as it passes through its zero values, because the slope of the current curve is steepest at these points. The curves of Fig. 3 confirm that the E.M.F. is a maximum when the current is zero. Now if the maximum value of the current is $I_m$ amperes, and its frequency $f$ cycles per second, it can be represented by a vector whose length is $I_m$ to some suitable scale, rotating about one end with a speed of $f$ revolutions per second, or $2\pi f$ radians per second (see Part IV, October 16th issue). The actual speed of movement of the extremity of this vector round the circle of radius $I_m$ will be represented by a distance equal to $f$ circumferences every second. But the circumference is $2\pi$ times the radius, and therefore, the speed of the end of the vector $O_1$ is $2\pi f I_m x f$, and since the vertical scale of the current curve is in amperes, this speed will represent amperes per second. This value then gives us the maximum rate of change of current, being $2\pi f I_m$ amperes per second.

The induced E.M.F. is equal to the product of the rate of change of current and the inductance (explained in Part V). Hence the induced or back E.M.F. will have a maximum value of $E_n = 2\pi f I_m \times L$ volts, where $L$ is in henrys; or $E_n = 2\pi f L x I_m$ volts.

Fig. 4.—For a pure inductance the current lags by 90 degrees behind the supply voltage.

Coil with Inductance Only.

We shall first assume that the coil of inductance $L$ henrys under consideration has no resistance whatever. Hence to drive a current through it there is only the back E.M.F. of self-induction to be overcome by the supply voltage, and therefore the maximum value of the applied E.M.F. will also be given by $E_n = 2\pi f L x I_m$.

The applied E.M.F. or supply voltage must exactly neutralise the induced E.M.F. at every instant, and is, therefore, represented by another sine wave in exact opposition to the wave of induced E.M.F. The phase relationship between the applied voltage and the current is shown by the curves of Fig. 4.

Note that the current curve reaches its maximum value a quarter of a cycle later than the applied E.M.F. and therefore for a circuit possessing inductance only, the current lags behind the supply voltage by exactly
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go degrees. Also note that the vectors on the left of Fig. 4, representing the current and voltage, are drawn at right angles to each other. In future we shall dispense with curves as far as possible and use the vectors only.

Reactance.

So far we have found the relationship between the maximum values or amplitudes only of the current and voltage for a pure inductance. If we multiply each side of the last equation by 0.707 we obtain the R.M.S. value of the voltage, viz.: \( E = 0.707 E_m = 2\pi f L \times 0.707 \cdot I_m \); or

\[ \frac{E}{2\pi f L} = I \text{ volts, where } I = 0.707 \cdot I_m \text{ is the effective value of the current. This result may be rewritten as } \]

\[ I = \frac{E}{2\pi f L} \text{ amps.} \]

We have here an extremely important result. It is a relationship of the same kind as Ohm's law, the only difference being that in place of the resistance \( R \) we have the quantity \( 2\pi f L \). This is called the reactance of the coil and is expressed in ohms. It is usually denoted by \( X \) and so for a coil with inductance only the current is given by \( I = \frac{E}{X} \) amperes, and lags behind the voltage by 90 degrees. Expressed in words the inductive reactance of a circuit may be defined as the opposition set up to the passage of an alternating current by the induced E.M.F. of self-induction. This definition is of fundamental importance.

It should be noted that the reactance of the coil is directly proportional to the frequency of the current, so that at very high frequencies such as those met with in radio work even a coil of a few turns and low inductance will have a comparatively high reactance. Suppose that a voltage of constant R.M.S. value is applied to a coil of \( L \) henrys inductance and that the frequency is gradually increased from a very low value upwards. The reactance will increase in direct proportion, and if plotted as a graph against the frequency will give a straight line passing upwards from the origin 0 as shown by the curve of Fig. 5. The current, being inversely proportional to the reactance, will vary in inverse proportion to the frequency, and the curve showing their relationship will be of the form indicated in the figure, the curve being a hyperbola.

Numerical Example.

Consider a coil of negligibly small resistance having a self-inductance of 20 henrys. We shall calculate what current will be passed if 10 volts (R.M.S. value) are applied to the terminals when the frequency is (a) 50 cycles per second and (b) 2,000 cycles per second. At 50 cycles the reactance will be \( X = 2\pi f L = 2\pi \times 50 \times 20 = 6,280 \) ohms, and at 2,000 cycles \( X \) works out to 251,200 ohms. The currents will thus be (a) \( I = \frac{10}{6,280} = 0.00159 \) amp. or 1.59 milliamps, and (b) \( I = \frac{10}{251,200} = 0.0000398 \) amp. or 0.0398 millamp. Figures of this order are encountered in connection with low-frequency chokes in receiving circuits.

Choking Coils.

The property of an inductance coil of opposing the passage of an alternating current through it is used to a very large extent. A coil without any resistance whatever, if such were possible, would allow a direct current to pass through it unimpeded, although choking back alternating currents to an extent depending on the frequency. An actual coil with low resistance has approximately the same effect. Such a coil is usually referred to as a choking coil or choke. To produce a desired choking effect or reactance, the value of the inductance must be chosen to suit the frequency of the current —high inductance is required where the frequency is low and vice versa. To obtain a high reactance at low frequencies the coil is wound with many turns on a closed iron core and is referred to as a "low-frequency choke" when used in a wireless circuit.

In a receiving circuit choking coils are used in various places where it is required to pass a direct current freely and to prevent as far as possible the passage of alternating current, the object being to filter out the alternating current from the direct. A case in point is the output filter circuit between the last valve of an amplifier and the loud speaker. It will be shown later that a condenser has the reverse effect — allowing alternating currents to pass whilst totally preventing the passage of any direct current.

(To be continued.)
The Twin Regional Station.—What of the Prague Plan?—Missing Bass.

Listeners and Brookman’s Park.

Optimistic though the Technical Correspondence people at Savoy Hill undoubtedly are, they fully expected a storm to break over their heads on the morning after the change-over from Oxford Street to Brookman’s Park. At the time of writing there has been no storm, but only sunshine and shower as represented by a nearly equal proportion of favourable to unfavourable reports.

As might be expected, crystal users are loudest in their disapproval of the new order. Valve set owners, even if they suffer some inconvenience in areas near the new transmitter, have a technical grump of the situation which the average crystal user seems unable to obtain.

The Real Test to Come.

The mass of reports from all districts within the service area of Brookman’s Park confirm predictions in a remarkable manner. Listeners far afield who obtained only an indifferent service from Oxford Street are unanimous in praising the new station, while those who have enjoyed the London transmissions without disturbance are inclined to criticise the quality of signals and the comparative coarseness of tuning.

But the real test has yet to come. Tweedledum and Tweedledee must perform simultaneously before we can justly assess the value of either.

Is Tweedledum Performing?

A rumour has reached me that the second transmitter has already been in action.

When I recall the vision of that noble transmitter standing idle, merely awaiting the manipulation of a few switches to set it in operation, I find myself wondering whether B.B.C. engineers have super-human powers of restraint. It might be worth while to test this theory by listening after midnight in the region of 262 metres.

Another Mouth to Feed.

I can discover no anxiety among the members of the Programme Department regarding the additional work lying in wait for them when the second station begins regular transmissions.

“There’s plenty of time yet,” was the airy reply to my query. “Tweedledum must undergo its tests first; the question of a programme won’t crop up until January.”

During the testing period, timed to begin in mid-December, the second station will relay the programme of 50B.  

The Passing of the Prague Plan.

“The Prague Plan is already dead,” says a friend of mine who, with a hyper-selective super-sensitive receiver, has spent the last fortnight in “touring” Europe. “Heterodyning on the British stations is bad enough,” he asserts, “but on the Continent it is infinitely worse, and the U.I.D.R. at Brussels seems unable to control the pandemonium.”

He considers that the present separation of 8 kilocycles between stations is useless in view of the universal tendency towards higher power, and he pleads for a separation of 15 kilocycles as the irreducible minimum.

Mañana.

An instance of the way in which the instructions of the Brussels frequency measuring centre are ignored occurred last week when, at the request of the B.B.C., a message was sent from Brussels to the San Sebastian broadcasting authorities asking them to keep off Glasgow’s frequency of 752 k.c. “Mañana,” said the Spaniards, and nothing was done.

The British Post Office is now approaching the Spanish Government on the question so possibly Glasgow will soon be relieved of San Sebastian’s whistle, but at whose expense? No doubt San Sebastian had splendid reasons for quitting its allotted frequency. Every station has.

The Missing Bass.

There was a state of ferment at Savoy Hill a few days ago when a listener whose opinion carries weight telephoned to say that bass notes were not coming through. A rushing hither and thither, with hurried consultations in the control room, revealed nothing amiss on the technical side. Then somebody smitten with a brain-wave dashed to the studio in which a well-known “Auntie” was providing a pianoforte interlude.

“Bass notes not coming through?” said the pianist. “No, of course not. That last piece was for the right hand only!”

For Scots in Exile.

St. Andrew’s Night is an even greater occasion for the exiled Scot than for the Scot who still lives on the right side of the border. With this thought definitely in mind, a St. Andrew’s Night programme will be relayed on November 30th from Glasgow to 2LO, 5XX and other stations.

The Week in Parliament.

Women M.P.s are to describe “The Week in Parliament,” in a series of weekly broadcasts, starting on November 6th. Mrs. M. A. Hamilton, the member for Blackburn, launches the new feature, and will be followed a week later by the Duchess of Atholl. These broadcasts will run throughout the session.
A Review of Manufacturers’ Recent Products.

"MELBOURNE" SAFETY LEAD-IN.

Many ingenious devices have appeared to ensure complete isolation of the wireless set from the outside aerial, thus safeguarding the apparatus against damage during electrical storms. To these must be added the "Melbourne" combined lightning arrester, earthing switch and lead-in tube.

"Melbourne" lead-in tube with outside earthing switch controlled from inside the building.

It consists of a polished ebonite tube terminating, at the outdoor end, in a circular disc which supports aerial and earth terminals, earthing switch and a safety gap. At the other end is a large diameter knob for controlling the switch and a contact for the lead to the set. When the knob is pulled out, the aerial is disconnected from the receiver and switched to earth. Pushing in the knob reconnects the aerial from earth and connects it to a metal band, in electrical connection with the tag on the inner side of the tube, to which the lead from the aerial terminal on the set is attached. As an additional safety measure, the outside aerial and earth connections are attached to two strips of copper mounted so that a gap of 3/16 in. is left between them. A semi-circular cowl is fitted as a protection against rain.

This useful device is offered at 3s. 6d., and the makers are Melbourne Radio Supply, Norwood Buildings, Ilthorley Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17.

“PILOT” RESISTANCES.

"Pilot" components, which are manufactured in America by the Pilot Radio and Tube Corporation, are now available in this country, the sole concession for their distribution having been acquired by Messrs. T. A. Rowley, Ltd., 58, Skinner Lane, Dean Street, Birmingham. The samples sent in for test comprise a "Pilot" Resistograd and a Voltungrad.

The first mentioned is a variable high resistance of the compression type, rated to be adjustable to any resistance value between 40 ohms and 10 megohms. This range is covered by four complete revolutions of the knop.

A curve is supplied with each component, showing the change in resistance with rotation of the knob. Measurements gave the minimum and maximum values as 20 ohms and 20 megohms respectively.

The resistance element is enclosed in a strong metal case 11in. in diameter and 11in. deep over the back terminal. The outside of the container is provided with fins, presumably to radiate rapidly any heat that may be generated. It can be used, therefore, in circuits passing current, such as voltage control in battery eliminators, or as a volume control across the primary of the L.F. transformer. The price is 4s. 3d.

The Voltungrad is a high-resistance potentiometer, and is made in four values: 0-05,000 ohms, 0-100,000 ohms, 0-200,000 ohms, and 0-500,000 ohms. The sample supplied was the last-mentioned type—viz., 0-500,000 ohms. The measured value of this was found to be 0-550,000 ohms.

The device consists of a moulded bakelite case 2in. in diameter. The resistance element, which is a strip of non-hygrosopic material coated with a special preparation, is attached to the side of the hollow case, and a connection is made at both ends by means of small terminals. The variable contact is made through the medium of a flexible phosphor-bronze spring, of slightly smaller diameter than the resistance element. An insulated button, attached to the rotating arm, presses a section of this spring onto the surface of the resistance. Since the action is more in the nature of a rolling movement than a rubbing contact, wear on the element itself is reduced to a minimum. A single-hole fixing bush, completely insulated, is fitted.

This component should not be used in circuits passing any appreciable current. It will find favour as a potentiometer volume control in grid circuits, or across the terminals of a gramophone pick-up. The price of all models is 5s. 6d. each.

HAW’S MAINS EQUIPMENT.

A wide range of A.C. mains transformers, smoothing chokes, and all parts necessary for the construction of H.T. battery eliminators and L.T. trickle chargers, have been introduced recently by Messrs. Haw & Co., Ltd., 22 Chesham, London, E.C.4. In addition, factory-made models embodying similar components are available for those not
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Haw's half-wave rectifier H.T. battery eliminator. Model N.G. A Philips 375 valve is recommended.

Model N.G., designed for use on 200-230 volts, 50 cycle mains, is fitted with a half-wave rectifier rated to give 20 mA., and should be suitable for most 3- and 4-valve sets fitted with a small power valve. One variable tapping, 0-100 volts, and one fixed 150-volt output are provided. Complete with valve this costs 6s.

The Model VI power transformer, for use on 210-230 volts, 50 cycle mains, is designed to deliver 50 mA. at 180 volts after rectification. This carries two secondary windings, 200-200 volts for H.T., and 2+2 volts, at 1.5.amps for the filament of the valve rectifier. All terminals are clearly marked, and the price is 14s.

Smoothing chokes, ranging from 10 henrys to 40 henrys are now listed. The D.150, which is the model illustrated, has a rated inductance of 40 henrys, and is stated to carry 50 mA. The price is 13s. 9d. The small model, D.30, of 10 henrys, costs 5s. 6d.

---

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Illustrated catalogue dealing with seven components introduced recently.


Illustrated catalogue of proprietary radio equipment handled by this firm.

Illustrated catalogue of wireless receivers manufactured by this firm.

Illustrated price list of Ever-Ready batteries for wireless and portable hand lamp uses.

---

Haw's mains transformer, Type VI, and large smoothing choke, D.150, rated to carry 50 mA.

Impedance curve of Calton Stewart H.F. choke; external capacity 8 micro-mfd.

---

Calton Stewart H.F. choke; D.C. resistance 700 ohms.

---

The construction of this choke enables it to be mounted in spring clips on the baseboard or suspended in the wiring frame. A 41
The complete range of two-volt valves in the Cossor series comprise seven types in all, but owing to certain specimens not being available we are restricted in this review to a consideration of the merits of five. Those to be dealt with are the 210 R.C., 210 H.F., 210 L.F., 220 P., and the 230 P.T.

The first four are triodes, and the last-mentioned a pentode. The complete range includes, in addition, a super-power three-electrode output valve, the 230 X.P., and a screen-grid type, the 220 S.G. It is hoped that an opportunity may arise to deal with these two valves later.

210 R.C.

This is a high-impedance valve with a nominal A.C. resistance of 60,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 40. The particular function allotted to a valve in this class hither-to was that of an amplifier followed by resistance-capacity coupling. Today this practice is not usually adopted, as it has the disadvantage that the higher musical frequencies are not amplified in the same proportion as the very low notes, so that its usefulness is generally restricted to that of an anode bend detector. However, as this must be used in conjunction with a high value of anode resistance, some loss in the amplification of the higher musical notes will be inevitable. Where superlative quality of reproduction is not of paramount importance, but high sensitivity and selectivity is the first consideration, this valve will find a useful application.

As will be seen from the table below, the measured characteristics agreed sensibly with the makers' figures.

It was noticed that grid current commenced to flow when the grid was given a negative bias of 0.3 of a volt, so that it would be advisable to apply the maximum permissible voltage to the anode, thereby enabling a negative bias of such order to be used that the operating signal does not override the permissible peak voltage that can be applied to the grid.

For dealing with relatively large inputs the suggested working conditions are 120 anode volts, and -3 volts grid bias. Small inputs can be dealt with satisfactorily by biasing the grid to -1.5 volts only. Of course the anode voltage should be reduced accordingly.

210 H.F.

As its description implies, this valve is intended for use as an H.F. amplifier, but as it is a three-electrode type a neutralised circuit must be employed to obtain worth-while results. Since this type of H.F. circuit is a relic of the past, the present-day function of the 210 H.F. valve is either that of a leaky grid detector or of an L.F. amplifier between the detector and output stages. When a

![Characteristics at 100 Volts H.T. and Zero Grid Bias](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A.C. Resistance</th>
<th>Amplification Factor</th>
<th>Mutual Conductance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210 R.C.</td>
<td>60,000 ohms</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.66 mA.v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen I</td>
<td>60,000 ohms</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen II</td>
<td>67,000 ohms</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Valves Tested.—
low-frequency transformer follows this valve, preference should be given to one which possesses a high inductive primary winding, as the A.C. resistance of the valve is of the order of 20,000 ohms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics at 100 Volts H.T. and Zero Grid Bias.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210 H.F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makers’ Rating .. Specimen I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. Resistance. Amplification factor. Mutual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ohms.                                    factor.        conductance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 ohms                                     20          1.0 mA/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 ohms                                     20          0.8 m.A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owing to the improved efficiency of modern valves, it is usually permissible to employ choke-capacity coupling between the penultimate L.F. amplifier and the output stage. This possesses certain advantages, particularly as regards initial cost. A choke of not less than 100 henrys is recommended.

One specimen only of this type was suitable for test. The other showed a trace of reversed grid current which was attributed to a slight softening of the vacuum. Grid current started at zero grid volts in the specimen tested, so that with a working anode voltage of 120 a maximum grid swing of 6 volts, peak value, can be handled. The normal anode current with the above stated H.T. and -3 volts grid bias will be about 1.4 mA.

210 L.F.

This is essentially a low-frequency amplifying valve, and its characteristics suggest that its most useful function will be in the penultimate position in a two or more stage amplifier. Its rated characteristics are: A.C. resistance, 12,000 ohms; amplification factor, 10; and mutual conductance 0.83 mA per volt. Transformer coupling can be used, therefore, provided the component chosen is capable of carrying the anode current, showing that the vacuum is these samples is dead hard.

The three types dealt with so far all require 0.1 of an ampere at 2 volts for the filament.

220P.

This is a power-amplifying valve, and will be used as a terminal valve in a receiver, or amplifier, designed for loud speaker reproduction. It cannot be included in the “super” class, but will be suitable for operating reasonably sensitive loud speakers at sufficient volume for rooms of average size. It should appeal to those listeners restricted to the use of dry batteries for the H.T. supply, as the anode current is comparatively low for a power output valve. The demand made on the battery at various anode potentials is given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics at 100 Volts H.T. and Zero Grid Bias.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210 L.F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makers’ Rating Specimen I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. Resistance. Amplification factor. Mutual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ohms.                                    factor.        conductance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 ohms                                     10          0.83 mA/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,500 ohms                                     10.5      0.84 m.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,000 ohms                                     11.0      0.7 m.A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average values under working conditions: A.C. resistance, 8,400 ohms; amplification factor, 8.5; mutual conductance, 1.6 mA/v.

Suggested grid bias values are shown to the nearest 1.5 volt for the reason mentioned earlier.

The makers give the mutual conduc-
Valves Tested. — Conductance of the 220 P. as being 2mA per volt, but this figure was not quite attained with the two specimens tested. With one, a mutual conductance of 1.6 was attained, and with the other 1.87 mA per volt. How the measured characteristics compare with the makers' rating can be seen best from the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>A.C. Resistance</th>
<th>Amplification Factor</th>
<th>Mutual Conductance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makers' Rating</td>
<td>4,000 ohms</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.0 mA/v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen I</td>
<td>4,880</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen II</td>
<td>4,650</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grid current started to flow at zero grid volts, and both specimens were found to be satisfactorily evacuated, as there was not the slightest trace of reversed grid current.

230 P.T.

The 230 P.T. is a five-electrode, or pentode, valve, and is, of course, a power amplifier. Pentodes will not accept, in general, a large grid input, so for this reason their usefulness is restricted to sets having but one low-frequency-amplifying stage. As has been shown in a recent article, the characteristics of these particular valves vary between wide limits with change in auxiliary-grid and working-grid voltages, so that unless the conditions under which the makers measured the characteristics of the valve are known, comparison between figures obtained under different conditions would be misleading. This information is not available.

Our measurements were made under two conditions: first, average values between 100 and 140 volts on the anode with a fixed auxiliary grid potential of 120 volts and zero working grid bias. The second set of measurements were made with between 120 and 140 anode volts and with the auxiliary grid at the same potential. The working grid was biased to 7.5 volts.

The average characteristics from the first set of readings were: A.C. resistance, 20,000 ohms; amplification factor, 30.8; and mutual conductance, 1.54 mA per volt. In the second case the average A.C. resistance was found to be 40,000 ohms; amplification factor, 50; and mutual conductance 1.25 mA per volt. The makers' rating is 20,000 ohms, 40 and 2 respectively.

BOOK REVIEW.

BOOKS RECEIVED.


When choosing an H.T. battery, or supply unit, for these valves, consideration has to be given to the current flowing in the auxiliary grid circuit. To facilitate this, the curves shown are the anode-current-grid-volt curves, together with auxiliary-grid-current-grid-volt curves. The total current can be found readily at any grid bias values.

Speech and Hearing.

By H. Fletcher. (Macmillan and Co., Ltd. 1929. 20s.)

The recent work on speech and hearing from the point of view of telephonic communication is ably summarised in this book.

It is surprising to learn that, while most of the energy of speech sounds is carried by frequencies below 500 c.n.s., the intelligibility is only reduced three per cent. when these frequencies are removed by a filter. The speech power emitted during average conversation is about ten micro-watts, so that it would require a million people talking simultaneously to light a ten-watt lamp. Very loud speech corresponds to 1,000 micro-watts, and 0.001 micro-watts is the power for a soft whisper.

In the analysis of musical sounds we find that a piano emits bass notes almost entirely on harmonics, and that with the 'cello organ pipe the 3rd harmonic has about five times the amplitude of the fundamental.

The work on noise is of great interest. In perfectly silent surrounding's conversation is possible over a range of 1,000 ft., in a busy office over 30 ft., in a boiler factory over 1/4 in.

The masking of one tone by another shows that intense sound of low pitch can, by generating harmonics in the ear, obliterate the power of hearing all other sounds of higher pitch, but a high-pitched sound does not obliterate sound of lower pitch.

The book is packed with quantitative results about all phases of sound production and reception, and shows clearly what defects are permissible in telephone or wireless systems without undue depreciation of quality. R. T. B.
**Broadcast Receivers**

**The 1930 PYE PORTABLE**

Aperiodic H.F. Coupling Retained:
Many Detail Refinements.

The two aperiodic H.F. stages in the Pye Portable, using three-electrode valves, have given such satisfactory results in the past that it has been decided to retain this form of coupling in the 1930 model. Although the circuit principle and the general interior appearance of the set remains unchanged, the removal of the inside cover plate reveals that the circuit has been completely redesigned in detail. Instead of the rotating reaction coil and damping ring of last year there is a differential reaction condenser and regeneration is now confined to the detector stage. This has resulted in an improvement in selectivity on long waves.

Another important modification is the provision of sockets at the back of the set for the attachment of an external battery eliminator for H.T. supply. There are three sockets coloured to correspond with the H.T. wander plugs, which are plugged into the sockets inside the set after removing the battery. Decoupling resistances are incorporated in both positive leads and in other branches of the H.T. circuit, so there should be no trouble due to back coupling.

The control panel has been completely redesigned and is extremely pleasing to the eye. The tuning condenser is now mounted with the spindle vertical and the original bevelled dial has been replaced by a slow-motion edgewise drum dial. The scale is calibrated in metres on both wave bands and is framed in a handsome moulded escutcheon plate provided with a celluloid window and hair line. The reaction control is now placed in an accessible position below the main tuning dial in line with the wave range switch.

One of the first questions to be asked about a receiver to-day is the degree of selectivity to be expected and the manner in which it will react to the new Regional stations. Tests were made with the new Pye in central London during transmissions from Brookman's Park, and the tuning control was set first to the wavelength of 5GB and then at 261 metres—the approximate wavelength of the alternative programme transmitter at Brookman's Park. At both these settings the 356 metre transmission was still just audible even with reaction critically adjusted. The volume, however, would be insufficient to cause interference during periods of modulation and would only be heard during intervals in the programme being received.

The long wave selectivity has been much improved and there is little difficulty now in separating Radio Paris, Königswusterhausen, and Daventry 5XX.

The range and quality of reproduction are quite up to the standard of the earlier model. There is evidence that the set is sufficiently sensitive to overload the P.215 valve in the last stage, and it might be a good plan to invest in a P.240 for use with an H.T. eliminator. The P.215 would then be kept in reserve for outdoor use with the dry cell H.T.

An A.C. battery eliminator, specially designed for the Pye Portable, is available, and costs £5, while the price of the set itself is £23 10s.
Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tavistock Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE REGIONAL SCHEME.

Sir,—I cannot understand your attitude towards the Regional Scheme, involving, as it does, dual-wave, high-power transmissions.

You have recently described a series of excellent receivers, which you state will function satisfactorily with the advent of the new conditions. Surely it is up to listeners to bring their sets up to date rather than retard the progress of efficient transmission.

The power used in the tests from Brookman's Park, while adequate during daylight, is only just sufficient, at 100 miles from the transmitter (the limit of its range) to overcome interference from foreign stations after dark.

A. E. MANNING.

Sir,—The views which you expressed in your editorial in the issue of October 16th will, I think, be endorsed by very many of your readers. There has, in my opinion, been too much confidence shown by the B.B.C. in the success of the regional stations.

Brookman's Park, of course, is a remarkably fine achievement as an engineering job, and the technical staff of the B.B.C. are entitled to be proud of it, but whether the regional scheme is the best solution to providing satisfactory broadcasting in this country has yet to be proved. The B.B.C. has always contended that they have to cater for the crystal set users and that they are not entitled to force him to buy a valve set, but now that they have rendered so many valve sets obsolete because of the power of the new transmitter, how are they going to reconcile this action with their attitude of the past? Nobody wants to stop progress, and no doubt the designs for receivers which The Wireless World produces will be a complete answer to the requirements of selectivity, but is it fair that the B.B.C. should have the power to compel listeners to spend money on buying new sets, or on bringing their old sets up to date? It seems scarcely right.

"FAIR PLAY."

Golden Green.

Sir,—Your views in the Editorial of The Wireless World issue of October 16th are so remarkable that I feel a little explanation is due, and so I am setting out one or two points that you may care to reply to.

With regard to the new Regional station, may I ask why all the concern for listeners around this station, including London and suburbs?

When the Daventry station, 5GB, was started up, I do not recollect any great sounding of trumpets from you, and I, incidentally, lived about 12 miles from this station at that time and had to get over the difficulty as best I could, and many other people did the same. We did not even bother you or the B.B.C. about it, but adapted our sets to suit.

Are we to assume that your outburst is due to the trouble being a little nearer you, in the Brookman's Park transmitter? As for the Press outcry, well, that should go the way of most of their articles, and I sincerely hope will cause no fear at Savoy Hill.

But now we come to a serious side of the question. What of the new receivers designed especially for the Regional Scheme? Are the manufacturers' claims all wrong? Is it impossible to design a sufficiently selective set?

What of your own articles re means for obtaining selectivity? Are these no good, too? Or do you suggest that listeners should retain their old sets and that the B.B.C. should make their strips of progress to suit.

I put a last, but not least, would not this latter way hit the radio trade badly?

Come! We who are old readers do not like to see you indulging in what appears to be a fit of temper because Savoy Hill have not told you why the new station did not take over on October 16th as scheduled, and this is the first thing that will occur to some of your readers when reading your Editorial.

You are surely not adverse to progress, and your technical experts should be able to deliver us poor amateurs from the path of unseliaclivity unto the future of selectivity.

Let us look to you to lead the way technically. Let the newspapers do the grumbling; no one takes any notice of them, anyway.

W. H. CHIPPERFIELD.


Sir,—You ask, "Must the Regional Scheme be scrapped?" Certainly not. The B.B.C. exists to give the best possible service to the greatest number of listeners. Therefore the fact that those within a few miles of the transmitter have in the past been unduly favoured is no reason why this monopoly of easy and good quality reception should continue. It will be necessary now for them to use selective sets, but they will still be much better off than those 100 miles away and near the coast.

It will mean a little trouble for the minority, but the majority will immensely benefit. As for the Continental stations, I often hear them and can say that their programmes, on the whole, are distinctly inferior to those given by the B.B.C., and as all announcements, talks, etc., are naturally given in the native language, comparatively few English people can understand them. Of course, there are specially good items at times, but these do not occur sufficiently often to make their reception a vital question.

Altragate.

ARTHUR HOBDAY.

SPARE APPARATUS.

Sir,—May I appeal through the columns of your magazine for the gift of any spare wireless gear that may be at the disposal of your readers.

This mission for social work among East End boys is unfortunately very crammed for funds. We have started a wireless class, and despite the enthusiasm of the boys we are painfully short of gear; in fact, we have practically nothing at all.

If any of your readers will send to me at this address, anything they are willing to give, I shall be most grateful.

Those who respond to this appeal will have the satisfaction of knowing that their gifts are being used to the utmost advantage, and also that they have been the means of bringing a good deal of happiness to those whose opportunities for enjoyment are at the best somewhat limited.

W. A. CROWE.

Multiple Battery Cables.

Is there any reason why a commercial five-way battery cable should not be used for connecting up the "New Kilo-Mag Pur"? I believe that the use of these cables in highly sensitive receivers is sometimes responsible for instability.

T. C. A.

As all the circuits of this set are isolated by means of decoupling resistances and condensers, it is impossible that any interaction should take place between the various battery leads, and consequently there is no risk in using this form of connecting cable.

Larger Condensers Permissible.

Would it be permissible to use variable condensers of 0.0005 mfd. for tuning the secondary and I.F. transformer circuits of the "Wireless World Kit Set"? I already have spare condensers of this capacity, and should like to use them if there is no serious objection.

N. H. C.

Tuning condensers of 0.0005 mfd. capacity can most certainly be used throughout this receiver, provided that they have not exceptionally high minimum value. It should be pointed out, however, that tuning will be slightly more difficult, as the angular displacement of the vanes corresponding to a given wavelength change will be less than when the specified capacity is used. Of course, this slight disadvantage could be overcome by redesigning the coils, but this course would entail some reduction in sensitivity, and is not recommended.

With condenser values as specified, it will be found that the three dials run in step reasonably closely over the tuning scale; this will not hold good if alterations are made.

L.F. Potentiometers.

I am using an anode potentiometer for controlling the volume of my four-valve set (I.F. amplifier and anode lead detector, followed by resistance and transformer-coupled I.F. stages). I am told that the same effect can be obtained by using a "grid potentiometer." Will you explain how this device is connected, and also say if it is superior to the method at present in use?

V. D. S.

These two methods of volume control are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The anode potentiometer which you are already using appears in sketch (a).

As you will see from diagram (b), grid potentiometer control is effected by replacing the usual fixed grid leak by a high resistance (of the value normally chosen for working in association with the coupling condenser). A sliding contact on this resistance is connected to the grid of the first I.F. amplifier in such a way that any desired proportion of the total signal voltage existing across the leak may be applied. This method has no advantage over the other scheme, except in the matter of cost, and often in convenience of wiring. A high-resistance potentiometer of the grid leak type is readily obtainable, and is quite inexpensive, while one's choice in the matter of suitable resistances for the anode circuit is somewhat restricted, and the majority of components having sufficient current-carrying capacity are considerably more expensive.

RULES.

(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concise and headed "Information Department."

(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions this cannot be done without questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(4) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.

(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.

(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit inquiries requiring subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

Fig. 1.—Two methods of post-detection volume control, whereby input from the detector to the L.F. amplifier may be regulated. In each diagram (c) represents the detector anode by-pass condenser, and R the conventional H.F. stopping resistance.
Adjusting Detector Bias.

My set is on the lines of the original "Everyman Four," but with a screen-grid H.F. amplifier. Is there a simple method of setting detector-grid bias other than the usual procedure of making this adjustment when listening to actual signals? I am aware of the fact that this can be done by inserting a meter in the anode circuit and balancing out the steady D.C. current, but should imagine that this is rather difficult.

E. H. W.

We agree that the balancing method is not too easy to apply, but very much doubt if it is possible to improve—from the strictly practical point of view—upon the usual procedure. If adjustments of bias are carefully made when listening to really weak incoming signals, it is generally possible to find the best setting without much trouble.

250,000 Times Amplification!

Do you consider that it would be practical to set up two H.F. stages similar to those included in the "Record III," wrong? From if you think that it would be possible to construct such a set satisfactorily, I should build it in a standard "Wireless World" four-compartment cabinet, mounting the aerial tuning coils and their condenser in the base of the compartment.

C. L.

By observing extreme care at every point—particularly with regard to screening and decoupling—it would be possible to build a "2-H.F." set with something approaching the stage amplification of the receiver in question; but unless you have had considerable experience we should be doing you a disservice by recommending that you should proceed with your plan.

Figure 2—Converting a first-stage L.F. amplifying valve into a valve voltmeter: a simple method of making an accurate adjustment of detector grid bias.

A Faulty Transformer Primary.

My set (detector followed by two transformer-coupled L.F. stages) works reasonably well, provided that the H.T. pressure is not increased beyond 60 volts. As soon as an attempt is made to apply sufficient voltage for good quality and adequate volume, violent cracking noises are heard in the loud speaker, and signals sometimes fade away altogether. Can you suggest what the trouble may be? A reply to other correspondents, I suspect that one of the transformer primaries has developed a fault, but the usual "phone and battery" test seems to suggest that everything is in order.

N. P. R.

We think that you are correct in assuming that one of the transformer primaries is responsible for the trouble; it seems that a rather unusual (but by no means unknown) type of open circuit in the windings has developed, and that this manifests itself when the current passing reaches a certain fairly critical value. A fault of this kind would not be revealed by the usual tests, and we suggest that you should attempt to locate the defective component by temporarily inserting phones or loud speaker in the anode circuit of the first L.F. valve in place of the transformer primary. If, with this connection, the trouble persists, it can be assumed that the first stage transformer is at fault; if, on the other hand, the set works well, it is probable that the other is to blame.

Of course, you must not lose sight of the fact that the loud speaker or the output choke (or transformer, if one is used) may also cause a similar trouble.

“Designing an Eliminator.”

With reference to the article under the above heading, which appeared in your issue for October 2nd, will you please tell me if the centre-tapped double 0.1 mfd. condenser mentioned need be of any special form, or will it be satisfactory to use two ordinary condensers connected in series, taking the negative supply lead from the junction between them? I refer, of course, to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1(e) of the article.

W. H.

Any good condensers, with the usual commercial tolerance as to their precise values, will do for this purpose; they are connected in the manner you state.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

KOVNO

(Lithuania).

Geographical position: 54° 55' 00" N. 23° 56' 00" E.

Approximate air line from London: 1,015 miles.


Power: 7 kw.

Time: Central European (60 minutes in advance of G.M.T.).

Standard Daily Transmissions.

G.M.T. 11.00 and 17.00 weather and news; 18.30 and 20.00 concerts. Usually closes down at 21.00.

Dance music 20.00—21.15 (Sats. only).


Opens transmission by playing a gramophone record.

Interrupted Signals: a stroke on a gong.

Closes down with a few bars of the Lithuanian National Anthem.

Under the heading “Foreign Broadcast Guide,” we are arranging to publish a series of panels in this form, giving details regarding foreign broadcast transmissions.
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INTERLOCKED for safety—for rigidity and for long life!

The wonderful NEW Cossor Pentode is the most powerful L.F. Valve you can use—it gives enormous volume—equal to the output of two ordinary valves. And because it uses the exclusive Cossor system of Interlocked Construction it has exceptional strength. Its elements are rigidly braced together—proof against shocks, noises and breakage. No other Pentode Valve has this unique system of Interlocked Construction.

The NEW Cossor PENTODE
The only Pentode Valve with Interlocked Construction

In two types:
Price...25/- (either type)

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.S.
NOTICES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is :
12 words or less, 2/- and 3d. for every additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and address must be counted.

STRIKING DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a deposit is made in advance and the advertiser gives at least one day's notice of his intention to cease advertising in the "Wireless World":
1st insertion 25% discount
2nd insertion 10% discount
3rd or more insertions 5% discount.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous to date of issue) at the Head Office of "The Wireless World," 129, King Street, E.C.4, or at our Branch Offices in London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Glasgow, and Edinburgh.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly and properly addressed.

Advertisers are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care taken to avoid mistakes.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to "The Wireless World," Office.

The times of publication and closing dates for advertisement are subject to alteration.

The Wireless World is published weekly by ILIFFE & Sons Ltd., and should be returned to the publisher.

Readers who desire to send inquiries to unknown persons may do so in perfect safety by mailing themselves to our Deposit System. If these be deposited the following statements are true.

THE TULSEN MFG. CO., 18, Dalton Street, West Norwood, S.E.27. Telephone, Streatham 6531.

THE THOMAS COMPANY, 100, High Street, LONDON, N.W.1. OPEN TILL 7 PM. SAT. 1 PM.

W. & T. LOCK LTD,
ST. PETERS WORKS, LONDON, S.E.27. WRITE TO.Locke, W.E. 355,

BUILDING THE "ORGOLA."

Get particulaross of the Kabloik Organ specified for this new Mollard set. For prices, and a splendid selection of cabinets for sets and radios and the Kabloik Catalogue are illustrated in the Kabloik Catalogue.

Send a P.C.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
WHAT A TUNER!

A boon to every constructor.

See its handsome appearance, matched only by its perfect efficiency and high-class construction, and then realise in brief what it is—a COX PLUTE tuner, covering all B.B.C. local and high-power wave-bands, that has set any constructor the actual basis of a first-class receiver. For it embodies a coil-unit, a Slow Motion Straight Line Condenser, specially matched with the coil-unit, giving exceptionally fine adjustment, and a Push-pull Switch to control both local and high-power stations, and a Push-pull Battery Switch for "On" and "Off." NOW, isn't that just what you want?

LAMPLUGH
S. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.
Dept. W.W., Kings Rd., Tulseley, BIRMINGHAM

Write to us for all your radio requirements, sets, speakers, Radio Receiver Manufacturers. Popular sets, 12-volt 14½, three-sets, 13½.

LAMPLUGH QUALITY AERIAL TUNER.

Made for set receivers where a heavy band of waves is desired. One hole valve. Suitable for use on the Reception Committee and professional dual price.

12/6 E.A.C.

All Lamsphu
radio products
are guaranteed
for twelve months.

Lamplugh radio products are guaranteed for twelve months.

BATTERIES.

D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service (5 miles radius)—50. Chestnut Orchard Rd., Croydon.

'NT H.T. Replacements.—Sased (rapped or unplugged, highest grade, No. 1, 10d. per dozen; No. 2, 6d. per dozen; No. 3, 5d. per dozen; No. 4, 3½d. per dozen). NCS.—Best quality (wired), No. 1, 10d. per dozen; No. 2, 6d. per dozen; No. 3, 5d. per dozen; No. 4, 3½d. per dozen.

BATTERIES.—Tarie per dozen, Jars, No. 1, 2½d. per square, J. No. 1, 1½d. per square; No. 1, 1d. per square; No. 2, 1½d. per square; No. 3, 1½d. per square; No. 4, 1½d. per square.
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Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
YOUR NEW SET!

FEEL THE SNAP OF IT!

THE PILOT 2'6 QUICK 2'6 ACTION SWITCH

IT WILL HANDLE 3 AMPARES AT 220 VOLTS. ESPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR MAINS SETS.

Also all lines manufactured by THE PILOT RADIO AND TUBE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK, the largest manufacturers of Wireless Parts in the World.

Write for Catalogues to:

THOMAS A. ROWLEY LTD.,
59 Skinner Lane, Birmingham.

Note: Licensed for Britain & Ireland.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Cabinets.—Contd.

KAY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal cabinets in the country, contain original creative designs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations for special by return. 41 short-wave guaranteed; moring coil, portable, radio, radio, frac, electric pickups, television, etc., illustrated lists free.—II. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer, Vessel's Pleasure, 117, Prince Walchamow 1826.

ARTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best.

High-grade Oak Cabinets, Island Orgel, 15/-; Mul- land Orgel, 25/-; 400,000 of the best, 15/-; band made and French polished, rubber feet; carriage paid; lists free.—Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

ARTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best Value.

SUPPLIERS of "The Wireless World" Cabinets.—Metal cabinets for 1930 Everyday Price, the new kilo-mag four, "Wireless World." Recent Three suppliers of "The Wireless World" cabinets, and "Wireless World." Kit sets, each compartment soldered and electrically sealed with brass gauze. 2 polished copper screens for S.O. values, complete with oak base, exquisite Japanese finish; frames, cash with order; price 5/-; prices for any type of copper screening boxes or screens on application.—Higgs and Woolenden, Wheat Metal Workers, Milverton Rd., Rochdale.

SPEAKER Cabinets, genuine. Amplification L malamotype type A.C., height 15/2, base 15/4, 15/-, as sold complete for 4/-, our price for cabi- nects in best double free from all foreign coils, 17/6 each. Hughes and Sons, 149, Chesterfield Rd., London, N.W.

LINIEST American Type, astonishing value, special offer oak cabinets, banded lid, bateboard, highly polished top, fully guaranteed, take 12/-, will carry. 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 112, Worship Lane, Birmingham.

OUTSIDE Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak cabinets, hamstone front, highly polished, tin, square, fitted position, take all ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade dis- counts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 112, Worship Lane, Birmingham.

MPAL Cabinets, fitted with oak base and top, band- ed, finished in light mahogany, new kilo-mag and magnum, 45/- each; Kit cabinets, 55/-; metal part only 32/- and 6/- respectively; see Cols section.—Brock, 49, York Rd., Rochdale.

CABIO Oak Pedestal Loud-speaker Cabinet, 37/6, take 45/-, or exchange for small gents' radio- shack, cash adjustment; also fine wireless cabinet, 30/- each.—Purdy, 192, New St., Altrincham.

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

600-OIMB Decoupling Resistances for New Kilo Magn Mot Four, foreign listeners' four, and all "Wireless World" receivers. High-grade made and tested in our own workshops; improved model wired with Con- nective wires, 1/- each; see again.—St. Mary's Place, Holland.

The fact that our Decoupling Resistances are Used in "Wireless World" circuits is a Proof of Their Merit. Improved model for telephone and applications shown here.—H.R.

KILO-MAG TRANSFORMERS. Decoupling Resistances are obtainable from Most Factors and Dealers, but it is extremely difficult to arrive at an accurate price.-[See list]

1930 Everyman Four Coils, complete as specified; SD. per set of 3.—Grosvenor Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shoreditch.

SIMMONDS 175.- Berlitz coils, Record Three, 50/-; new kilo-mag four, SD.; set; foreign listeners, front, lid; front, 30/-; long wave, 5/-; resonant grid Regional, 45/-; Molland R.G.1 dual range coils, 50/-; pair. Her eft standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four, A.C. three; Everyman four, etc., 35/- set of 6; with bases; the same coils for the new kilo-mag. "Wire- less Magazine," 59/4 set of 4; with bases; Titus unit, 15/-; decoupling resistance, 500 ohms, 1/-; 1,000 ohms, 2/-; all "Wireless World" and similar coils in regular production for the home station, for sale at

cabins, 55/-; Stott.

BROWN BOWS, 600 Ohms, decoupling resistances, 1/- each; traded, supplied.—Lindon Bros., Shoreditch Rd., Shoreditch.

NEW Kilo-Mag Coils, as specified, 27/- each; metal cabinets, 45/-;—Stott.

BROWN BOWS II Coils, 29/-; decoupling resistances, 1/- each; trades sold.—Stott.

OUTSIDE Listener's Four Coils, full set, 37/-; revolving boxes, 15/-; see Stott.

KET Set Coils, wired to switches, 37/-; metal cabi- nets, 55/-; see Co. section.—Stott.

WIRELESS WORLD,” all special parts supplied... your requirements—Stott, 65, Syke Rd., Rochdale.

A. C. Co. Special Units—Titan units, 15/-; Europa, 2/-; portable, 2/-; Europa, 4/-; long, 17/-; screen grid rear, 4/17; F.T. Plas dwellers: Three transformers, 16/6; aerial coil, 10/-; Foreign Listeners Four, medium 4/17; new kilo-mag, 2/7; decoupling resistances 600 to 1,000 ohms, 1/-; Wire for coil and coil winding, trade supplied to Alpha and Co. and Component Co., Harkower Av., 40/4.

SOME GOING!

I saw a 99-volt Hellesen H.T. Battery the other day that had accidently been left on short circuit.

So great was the energy given off that the sealing compound had melted away and the battery was twisted and contorted.

The irrepressible Ridley on seeing it remarked that it had evidently waxed hot, but I couldn't help wondering if there was any other make of battery which would have withstood the strain as this Hellesen did and still show 27 volts on open circuit afterwards.

PRICES

Standard Capacity.

"Wirey," 9 volt Grid bias Type 2,-

"Wirey," 9 volt H.T. Type, 10/-

Wirey, 9 volt H.T. Type, 19/-

"Wirey," 20 volt H.T. Type, 20/-

Treble Capacity.

"Rein," 40 volt H.T. Type, 19/-

"Rein," 4 volt H.T. Type, 22/-

Your Dealer Sells Them.

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY.
WHITE SPOT CHASSIS

is fitted with a fabric suspended cone which gives a marked improvement in tone.

The Popular Model 16/- and
The Super Model 18/6 are now supplied to take the following units:

AMPLION B.A.2 UNIT
BROWN VEE MOVEMENT
BLUE SPOT TRIOTRON
AND
ORMOND UNIT

When ordering please state for which unit chassis is required.

The combination of any of these units with

THE WHITE SPOT Cone and Chassis will give really wonderful results.

SPARE DIAPHRAGMS.

Popular 3/6
Super 6/-

THE WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING CO.,
Ct. Hampton St., Wolverhampton

Loud speakers.—Contd.

Moving Coil Speakers.

Moving Coil Speakers Speak for Themselves.

—Ask any of the thousands of users of even the older models, but this season's models
will, in the speakers tell you themselves.

—Please test them against any or every make on the market—preferably with a clock
werk.:

—Order one for 7 days' free trial.

—Your deposit instantly refunded in full if you are not more satisfied. No catch. No
requirements.

—Send for catalogue W.S.2.

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR. Complete kit of components, including metal
Premium. Supply only 45/-, balance in easy instalments.

NEW ORIGRAM MUSIC MAGNET, including valves, send only 16/-, balance in 11
monthly instalments of 15/-.

1930 MULLARD "ORGOLA," including cabinet and valves. Send only 20/-, balance in 11
monthly instalments of 20/-.

COSLO 1930 THREE VALVE KIT. Send only 16/- balance in 11 monthly instalments of 15/-.

MAINS COMPONENTS AND VALVES of every description are available on easy terms. Full
details in our catalogue. For example.

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER Type

W.R., with Regentone Power Transformer,

Type W.R., send only 18/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/6.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of all types by

leading makers. See Catalogue for full details.

REGENTONE, EKCO, etc., and all leading makers of

B.T.H., R.K. UNIT (for 6 volt accumulator or

12C. motors. Send only 11/7, balance in 11
monthly instalments of 11/-.

ULTRA AIR CHROME 4 Type Chassis, 24" x 44".

Send only 9/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/-.

B.T.H., R.K. UNIT (for 6 volt accumulator or

12C. motors. Send only 11/-, balance in 11
monthly instalments of 11/-.

EHEIDE 120 volt H.T. Accumulator, Type W.J.,

incl. transformer. Send only 6/1, balance in 11
monthly instalments of 6/-.

STANDARD WET H.T. 116 volt Battery,

Send only 7/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/6.

All parts for these batteries available.

Everything available for cash if preferred.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE contains 48 large pages, profusely illustrated
and with detailed descriptions of the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEAD-
ING MAKERS. Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact you will find in the
Easy Way Catalogue a veritable guide to
Radio. Get your copy Now.

First in 1919 - Foremost To-Day.

Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under 1d. stamp.

PETE SCOTT CO., LTD.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

——WW. 1929

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Sheds:

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-
HARDY, MANCHESTER.
A 4-Pole Balanced Armature Cone Unit for


WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO. LTD.,
Nottingham, Mansfield, Notts.

Loud-speakers.—Contd.


Do You Know that the A.O. Grassman Moving Coil Loud-speakers Contain a Special 2000 H.M. Con- denser. This entirely eliminates the last traces of A.C. "hum"; so far as we are aware no other A.C. dynamic speaker is fitted this all-essential part as standard; the A.O. Grassman tells for only £5/5 (220-35 volts, 40-60 cycle mains only); special model, model A.C.S., for all other voltages and periodicities.—Claude Lyons, Ltd., 75, Old Hall St., Liverpool. [6736]

Grassman, Grassman. Grassman.

The Name to Know in Relation to Moving Coil Loud-speakers; come and hear these remarkable loud-speakers at our Stand, No. 92, New Hall, Manchester Radio Exhibition, City Hall, 30th, Dec., Manchester. Visitors welcome. 10th to 26th inclusive.—Claude Lyons, Ltd., 75, Old Hall St., Liverpool. [6739]

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Advertisements.

GIVE YOUR SET A CHANCE!
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to get extra powerful results. The difficulty of fixing up a high aerial is banished if you use

PAINT STEEL
WIRELESS MAST
GET AWAY FROM YOUR NEIGHBOUR'S SCREENING WITH A P.R. MAST.
A High Aerial is
EQUAL TO TWO EXTRA VALVES
DAMP PROOF! ROT PROOF!

26 Feet high. In 3 sections of 15 ft.
Steel tubing tapering to 13 ft., Carriage, London, 
170; Midlands, 25/6; elsewhere 35/6. Weight, 25 lbs.
34 Feet high. In 3 sections of 15 ft.
Steel tube tapering to 13 ft., Carriage, London, 
15/6; Midlands, 30/6; elsewhere 50/6. Weight, 46 lbs.
P.R. Masts and MASTS to 1 in., and supplied with a pair of iron bed plate, steel ground pegs, stay rings, galvanized steel flexible wire stays cut to length, pulleys, bolts, and fullest erecting instructions. No further outlay necessary.

NO HOLES TO DIG.
Minimum Radius 3 ft. 6 in.
The lowest Mast to erect. Anyone can erect it up.

GUARANTEES.
Money refunded without question if not satisfied and within 7 days.

Painting.
Any protective coating applied before despatch gets no damaged by the Carriers that is essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out ready finished for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied to 10 minute job to all parts of the Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in a hour and protects it against all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid covering sufficient for a Mast—5 ft., 1 1/4d.; 6 ft., 1 1/2d.; 11 ft., 1 1/2d.; 12 ft., 2 1/2d.; 16 ft., 2 3/4d.; 20 ft., 3 1/2d.; 25 ft., 4 1/2d.; 30 ft., 5 1/2d. Per 100 ft. 5/-.

Note.—Double lengths supplied to make lowering of Aerial easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-16 High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled Wire—25,000 feet—aluminiumised rod fixed to its neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable. 100 ft. 4 3/4, to 2 1/2.


Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

NOVELTY.

Every description of Cartridge and Envelope.

Send for Free Views and Prices.

SAY SIFAM AND GET THE BEST

Not yards, but miles ahead of all rivals.

EPIC.
New Model 1929 P.M.
Moving Coil Speaker
makes its bow to the most critical of listeners and scientists.

Reproduction to Perfection.

No accumulator, no mains, no suspension, no adjustments.
7 days' free trial.
For new catalogue W.S.2; 16 pages of real information and no salesman's "talk."

POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., Farringdon Avenue, E.C.4.

Phones: CENTRAL 19712.

Painting.
Any protective coating applied before despatch gets no damaged by the Carriers that is essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out ready finished for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied to 10 minute job to all parts of the Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid covering sufficient for a Mast—5 ft., 1 1/4d.; 6 ft., 1 1/2d.; 11 ft., 1 1/2d.; 12 ft., 2 1/2d.; 16 ft., 2 3/4d.; 20 ft., 3 1/2d.; 25 ft., 4 1/2d.; 30 ft., 5 1/2d. Per 100 ft. 5/-. Note.—Double lengths supplied to make lowering of Aerial easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-16 High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled Wire—25,000 feet—aluminiumised rod fixed to its neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable. 100 ft. 4 3/4, to 2 1/2.


Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

Painting.
Any protective coating applied before despatch gets no damaged by the Carriers that is essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out ready finished for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied to 10 minute job to all parts of the Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid covering sufficient for a Mast—5 ft., 1 1/4d.; 6 ft., 1 1/2d.; 11 ft., 1 1/2d.; 12 ft., 2 1/2d.; 16 ft., 2 3/4d.; 20 ft., 3 1/2d.; 25 ft., 4 1/2d.; 30 ft., 5 1/2d. Per 100 ft. 5/-. Note.—Double lengths supplied to make lowering of Aerial easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-16 High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled Wire—25,000 feet—aluminiumised rod fixed to its neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable. 100 ft. 4 3/4, to 2 1/2.


Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

Painting.
Any protective coating applied before despatch gets no damaged by the Carriers that is essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out ready finished for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied to 10 minute job to all parts of the Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid covering sufficient for a Mast—5 ft., 1 1/4d.; 6 ft., 1 1/2d.; 11 ft., 1 1/2d.; 12 ft., 2 1/2d.; 16 ft., 2 3/4d.; 20 ft., 3 1/2d.; 25 ft., 4 1/2d.; 30 ft., 5 1/2d. Per 100 ft. 5/-. Note.—Double lengths supplied to make lowering of Aerial easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-16 High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled Wire—25,000 feet—aluminiumised rod fixed to its neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable. 100 ft. 4 3/4, to 2 1/2.


Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.
**Famous the linen double diaphragm speaker!**

**does the "Breakaway" says**

**Popular Wireless**

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

We have recently had two of the chassis models on test and can say right away that we consider the results impressive. The design of the "Air Chrome" is a complete breakaway from the conventional. There is no suspicion of drumness. Indeed, the response is distinctly clean cut, although it must be mentioned that there is ample evidence of diminution. In fact, this is how the "Air Chrome" has qualities that have hitherto been almost peculiar to the moving coil class. Bass notes come through clearly, while the harmonic range is so well embraced that high notes retain their individuality. Speech is crisp and natural.

(*"Popular Wireless,"
Oct. 19th 1929*)

**Chassis Prices:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>£27.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>£20.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>£13.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In attractive cabinets from £13 9s 6d.

---

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
We have designed batteries. Well applied, electrolyte and insulation in one. Just slip cartridge into jar, add fluid, press home cork—that's all! The battery will then register its original voltage. Think what this means to you! CABINETS, in Oak or Mahogany, supplied to hold batteries. Well designed and finished to any number of cells and all forms stand for set. Oak from £2.9. Mahogany from £3.0. Purchase it today for use. Just add chemical. Lasts for 12 months approx. Recharge at home.

SPECIAL OFFER. No. 3 Cartridge Model Battery. On volts (16 milliamps capacity). Comprises two trays of 32 cells each, with lid and necessary electrolyte chemical. Cost £2.13.10s. or 9/5 down and 5 monthly payments of 9/3.

The Standard Wet Battery Company (Dept. W.W.) 184, 189, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.

MAHOGANY RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

Hand French polished, satin finish. Will take gramophone, any set up to 22" x 10" x 15" and top and bottom speaker and battery compartment 18" high, 22" wide and 15" deep. Deliveries from England and Wales. Scotland 2/6 extra. Crated 7/6 extra, recoverable.

Price \- \£6
With doors over front of set and baffle \- \£7.10
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Reparations.—Contd.

S COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain’s radio

DEPACTUS-ON-THE-MACHINES - 3/2 per bobbin loud-

spokesmen - phoners per pair; transformers 4/6-

minter, 136, Cambridge Rd.

REPAIRS.—Continued. Pac-Repairs Ltd., 27, Great

B RUGAN REMEDIES.-Headphones, rewound to

stability and demagnetised, 3/-; transformers re-

moned, 4/6; Nonane, Toronol, 11, Rotherhithe St.,

S LUD-SPEAKERS, headsets, cones, unis, pic-ups, any type,

reconditioned, refurbished, and returned.

GUARANTEE: Repairs by Experts, loud-speakers, headsets, cones, unis, pic-ups, any type, re-

conditioned, refurbished, and returned.

WANTED.

O LD Pattern Large Binocular Microscope.—Descrip-

200 for small quantities, prices on application.

ERMAN CO., Ltd., 26, Tottenham Rd., W. 8.

T O Manufacturers, Shippers and Exporters.—Wanted

H ony, 30, Oxford St., D bil. 25, 1, Lime-

60, L.T., 25, 1, Lime-

40.-Craven, 126, Oxford Rd., W. 8.

BOST Prices given for New or Second-hand Goods of

31, Regent St., E. 2.

P EBRANT Moving Coil Voltmeter, output choke, £5.


R OLLING Exponential Horn, mouth 2 1/2", "Wire-

30"—Craven, 126, Oxford Rd., W. 8.

A RSONPHONE All-power Supply Unit, model

62.50—D. C. 750 volts, 300,000 volts.

MADIA P650 Valve, also gramophone pick-up.

S ummer, 2, Paddock Wood, Enfield, 11.

S EETES.—Horn, £2, 250, 200, 100, £5—L. E. Rd.,

W. 8.

WANTED: Output choke (2), 250,000 volts.

WANTED, M. L. anode converter, B or HX, or rotary

transformer & reasonable, 250, 200, 100, £5.

A GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to

A. G. 18, 2nd Ave., 250, 200, 100, £5.

E XCHANGE. YOur Used Components Part Exchange for

Feod, 10, East Parade, Ilkeby.

E XCHANGE. Baker’s Bellshill Moving Coil Loud-

speakers for Valley Changer, or sell £3/10—E.

Graz ard, 7, F. J. Colston, Abbey Lane, Wootton, Leic.

WANTED, Mullard R. G. P. Master Three, complete

with motor, batteries, loud-speaker, or similar;

offered in exchange billiard table top with ply-

wood cover, cheaply, 25, 20, 10, £5.

DUTY.—47, Cranford Lane, Heston, Middlesex.

MAKES: resistances, chokes, condensers for wireless

parts, or sell; offers, 1, 10, £10—E. V. F. Gurney, 11, 10, £5.

RUDY, C. G. 3, 2, 1, £5.

RESISTANCES, chokes, loud-speakers for wireless

parts, or sell; offers, 1, 10, £10—E. V. F. Gurney, 11, 10, £5.

WANTED, Mullard R. G. P. Master Three, complete

with motor, batteries, loud-speaker, or similar;

offered in exchange billiard table top with ply-

wood cover, cheaply, 25, 20, 10, £5.

DUTY.—47, Cranford Lane, Heston, Middlesex.

MAKES: resistances, chokes, condensers for wireless

parts, or sell; offers, 1, 10, £10—E. V. F. Gurney, 11, 10, £5.

WANTED, Mullard R. G. P. Master Three, complete

with motor, batteries, loud-speaker, or similar;

offered in exchange billiard table top with ply-

wood cover, cheaply, 25, 20, 10, £5.

DUTY.—47, Cranford Lane, Heston, Middlesex.

MAKES: resistances, chokes, condensers for wireless

parts, or sell; offers, 1, 10, £10—E. V. F. Gurney, 11, 10, £5.
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

DIX-ONEMETER. Pay in monthly instalments for a
short period. Terms: 3 months, 6 months. All guarantees
fulfilled after appointment for students; M.
Fremlin—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gate,

SITUATIONS VACANT.

WIRELESS Operating Attendants. App
short, capable, well qualified, must
be able to give full professional service.
Apply Eastern Wireless Co. Ltd., Collingwood Rd., N.
Tun, Surrey.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

MEMBER Well-known Manufacturing Firm. Experi
ence in the electrical trade, willing to take on
charge of work, and responsible. Age 31. £557, 2.50.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

I.E.T. Batteries are now a proved success;
just for another 5 minutes, giving cost
method of building and maintaining free; monograph.

IF, by Step Wireless, a complete course of
ordinary English in relation to the practical
of wireless apparatus, electronics, circuits, etc.
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving
up-to-date practical applications, visual
teaching, etc. £12.

FREQ. Inventor's Guide to Patents. T. A. A.,

Write at once. £3 5s, 2/6 6d. To-day.

Place “Polar”

Differential Condensers
Behind your Panel
for the "ORGOL." MAGIC THUNDER." ETC.
£20 each Side 6/6. £3 5s (£15) each Side 7.
Sold by all Dealers.

WINFORD & ROGERS, LTD., 188-189, Strand.
LONDON, W.C.2.

Your First Steps in Wireless

By HUGH S. POCCO

Editor of "The Wireless World." A most helpful little book for those who are beginning to study radio science. It explains technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d. By Post 1/1d.

From ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED

Dorset House, Tudek Street, London, E.C.4

and leading booksellers.
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Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
WORLD'S FINEST VALUE
Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency

LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN WIRELESS SCIENCE.

Even if you are only a beginner, this magnificent installation will enable you to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set will give you a thrill of interest which you have never had before, and a sense of power and control over the mysterious forces of the ether which will positively astonish and fascinate you.

DO NOT LET THE LOW BARGAIN PRICE MISLEAD YOU

Into thinking that this is a cheap production. On the contrary, every component is of first-rate quality, and the whole production is worth many pounds more than the price we ask. The Graves principle of business stands for Highest Quality, Lowest Price, Easiest Terms, and Immense Sales.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
The Cabinet is of polished figured Oak, beautifully finished withハンガリウッド so that all internal parts (including valves) are easily accessible. Dull Emiter Directory and Power Valves of proved efficiency, with ant-microphonic valve holders. No coils to change. Latest type H.F. Battery; efficient Valve Accumulator and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep is negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER is of exclusive design Cabinet Type in beautifully marked Oak to match the Set. Will give the finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies, being fitted with large magnet of the 'four pole' type, which ensures perfect reproduction. Price complete and Carriage Paid £7.17.6

ANOTHER BARGAIN
THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID 3-VALVES SET Complete in every particular. Wonderful range & astonishingly good reception. Exclusive Oak Cabinet & Cabinet Loud Speaker, and all components of the highest quality. Carriage Paid £12.15

TERMS: 15 with Order, and 15 Monthly.

WRITE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE
Fuller particulars and detailed specifications; also the newest types of dependable Portable Sets, and other varieties of high-class Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

BE SURE OF YOUR PANEL
EBONITE IS GENUINE
Tested to 104,000 volts.
USE THE PRIZE WINNING LOW LOSS FORMER.

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK.
Write for Handbook on Windings and Circuits. Post Free 4d.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS from 35' each
for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Transformers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 1409
Telegrams: "Drawbench, B'mh".

For the best results
get this Dubilier Made
long-life Battery

Buy one at your nearest Radio
Shop to-day, fit it in your set
to-night . . . and enjoy better
quality reception at less cost.

DUBILIER
H. T. BATTERIES

LONGER LIFE AT LOWER COST

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Now—

**EVERY NOTE, EVERY WORD . . .**

**HEARD FULLY, NATURALLY**

Until they heard this loud speaker, radio owners felt they were missing something.

But now — this Marconiphone Moving Coil speaker brings out all that has been hidden. Those deep tones of the oboe — that final whisper of the violin as its song fades — are heard exactly as they are played.

Softened to the intimate atmosphere of a drawing room, or with volume enough to fill a dance hall, this speaker gives flawless reproduction of every note.

You can hear a Marconiphone Moving Coil speaker at any dealer's. If there is no dealer near you, write to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Sensitive — yet full of power.

A special one-piece diaphragm gives full value to high and low notes without over-emphasis. Highly accurate centring of the moving coil means improved sensitivity. Yet there is strength and freedom of control enough for far more than normal requirements.

Units for home construction from £4 : 10 : 0. Cabinet models for working from 6-volt accumulator—£7; for D.C. mains—£7 : 10 : 0; for A.C. mains—£12 : 12 : 0 (including Rectifier Unit and Valve).

However good your set, this speaker will make it doubly effective. Clear, natural . . . with a dignified, simple design that harmonizes with modern ideas in decoration.

**MARCONPHONE Moving-coil Speakers**

**THE FIRST AND GREATEST NAME IN WIRELESS**


Cable and Foreign Agents:


Australia—Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.), and Launceston (Tasmania).

Canada—The American News Co., Ltd., Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Montreal, Ottawa, St. John, Hamilton; Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Toronto.

Holland—The American News Co., Ltd., The Hague, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Haarlem, Breda, Zwolle, Leeuwarden, Hoorn, etc., and the various Central News Agencies, Ltd., in all the large cities of the Kingdom.

New Zealand—Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin.